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John Henry Newman on Education was submitted by M. Jane Rupert to the Depart- 

ment of English at the University of Tomnto for the degree of Doetor of Philosophy in 1998. 

In The Ida of a University, Newman's gentleman followed the humanist tradition of 

Aristotle's man of general culture who understands issues from a howledge of the principles 

involved and approaches areas of tnith only through the particular methods which make them 

propedy accessible. Parallels between the Nicornachean Ethics and The Ide. of a University 

establish this common ground. Newman's own example illustrates the way a howledge of fun- 

damental principles and methods resoives arnbiguities and 1 inks theones to their consequences: 

for example, his distinction between science and moral and religious tmth in "The Tamworth 

Reading Roornw; his differentiation between liberal and usehl education in The Idea of a 

University; his description in the Grammar of Assent of the orgmon through which we know 

indemonstrable mith; his separation of religious formation from the cultivation of the intellect 

because religious formation pertains to conscience and is mediateci through such channels as 

sacrament., preaching, and the mode1 of others. 

A cornparison of Newman and Bacon, two arbitea of method, conf im the importance 

to bot. of applying methods only to those areas of truth which they serve to illuminate: physi- 

cal science, social mattea, and God. However, in The Advancement of Leamin6 in order to 

redirect leaming towards useful kuowledge and material well-being, Bacon dismisses specula- 

tive tnith, the traditional field of humanist learning and the centrepiece of liberal education. 

This reorientation of learning influenced subsequent educational thwries which increasingly 

recognized only the method of observation and experiment in al1 areas of learning including 



As a first principle in education, Newman assumes an objective, intelligibly unified 

world. The similarity between Newman's point of departue and traditional humanist education 

is evident in the commonalities between Quintitian's On the Early Education of the Citizen- 

orator and Newman's views on education particularly as describecl in The Catholic University 

Gazette. Unlike Baconian theones of education, liberal education for the man of general culture 

recognizes the distinction between the rhetorical mode of tùought required by letters and meth- 

odical or philosophical reasoning from principles. Humanist training coupled with moral and 

religious formation develop the Christian hiimanist gentleman. 

iii 
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Introduction 

The clarity of thought and ficulty for malriog discnminathg judgments which John 

Henry Newman believed to result fiom a liberal education was to be achieved not oniy through 

a knowledge of first principles of branches of knowledge but also through familiarity with the 

methods associated with broad areas of tnith. The intellect cultivateci through a knowledge of 

p ~ c i p l e s  and methods Ied to what Aristotle calIs a man of culture and what Newman calls a 

man of philosophic habit or a gentleman. Cuiture for both Aristotle and Newman refers to a 

mind trained in first p ~ c i p l e s  and cognizant of the importance of approaching any area of 

knowledge through the method suited to it. 

In order to examine the emphasis placed by Newman on methoch, 1 have located his 

thought in reference to two great arbiters of method to whom he frequently refers in The Mea 
of a University: Aristotle and Bacon, An'stotie, who fits Newman's description in the - Idea of a 

man who has mapped out the universe and knows "the relative disposition of things,"* des- 

cnbes the various methods by which we know: through the noetic fâcuity of immediate insight 

we know ultimate particulars and dtimate principles; through induction we proceed fkom par- 

ticulars to universals in a m e r  suited especially to the operations of physical nature; through 

'habituation" we investigate the more complicated area of human affairs using dialectic and the 

topics discussed by Aristotie in the Organon. Bacon, in his Novum Organon, sought to r e h e  

the method of induction. He ardently promoted this method for the study of physical nature 

and the acquisition of useful hiowledge. In The Advancernent of Leanzing, where he reviews 

the state of learning up to his time, he observes that there are only four different Lin& of proof 

applicable to specific subject matters: by the immediate consent of the mind and sense, by 

induction, through the syllogism, and through "congmity (which Aristotle calleth denwmtra- 
tion in orb or circle, and not a ~tiorihus" (135). 

Just as Bacon found the instrument of induction deficient in his time for the investiga- 

tion of nature, Newman found Aristotelian logic hadequate and sought to articulate how we 

reason in matters which cannot be demonstrated in the way deduction proves a proposition in 

geometry or induction discovers or confirms a principle in the physical sciences. The organon 
that Newman describes in the Grammar of Assent is suggestive of Aristotle's method described 

l John Henry Newman, The Idea of a University, ed. Martin J. Svaglic (Notre Dame: 
University of Notre Dame P, 1986) 85. Al1 future citations from the - Idea are fiom this edition. 



by Bacon as demonstration "by congruity" or "demoustration in orb or circIe."* Newman States 

that in particular indemonstrable matters, we arrive at personal certitude through probabilities, 
none of which is in itse1f conclusive but which converge from various quarters to persuade us 

of the tnith of a matter. Certitude may emerge, for example, "by objections overcome, by 

adverse theories neuîralized, by difficulties gradually clearhg up, by exceptions proving the 

d e ,  by unlooked-for correlations found with received truths..." (254). To explain this mode 

of reasoning, he talces the example of a polygon drawn within a circle so that its points touch 

aie sides of the circle. If the number of the sides of the polygon is increased, the sides 

approach proportionately closer to the circle without ever a d l y  becoming the ~ i rc le .~  in this 

mode of reasonhg, it is through the co~ect ion of parts that an idea is hown. In theology, for 

example, the tmth of one doctrine is established when we see its location in relation to other 

doctrines; it is their connections, mutually and as a whole, which constitute their t r ~ t h . ~  

This manner of reasoning is similar to that used by the Roman orator trained through a 

rhetorical education for forensic pleading and for the deliberative rhetonc used in public life, 

for example, to weigh political problems. As the snidy of empirical science is conducted 

through the inductive method of observation, the shidy of language and literature as transmiaed 

through the humiuiist tradition was conducted through a rhetorical pattern of thought similar to 

the orgmn described by Newman in the Gmmmac. The gentleman graduate of a liberal educa- 

tion was familiar not only with first principles of branches of knowledge but also with ail 

modes of thought including particularly this chetoncal pattern. Through an intensive study of a 
few books conducted with a sense of the methods suited to literature and science, whether the 

science of logic and gnunmar or physicai science, the graduate would recognize the misapplica- 

tion of methods to areas where they could not be of use. 

Newman's own characteristic habit of mind is to probe truth through a discrimination 

of methods and principles. As Plato's pedagogical method coïncidecl with his method of 

The Grammar of Assent is a work contemplated by Newman before he was Rector of 
the Catholic University of Ireland- It was begun nineteen different times in many different 
ways and finally published in 1870. AI1 citations are fiom A Grammar of Assent (~otre Dame: 
U. of Notre Dame P., 1979). 

In the Grammar, Newman also compares this mode of reasoning to the method of 
proof used in modern caiculus where conclusions are foreseen rather than actually attained. In 
a lemma, such as the one with which Newton opens his 'Principia," a proposition is assumai 
preliminary to the demonstration of another. Explicit proof of such mathematical thought is 
sometimes provided ody  much later (253). 

In "Imagination and Hermeneutical Theology: Newman's Contributution to Theologi- 
cal Method," David Hammond refers to this master principle of Newman in comection to John 
Coulson's observations in Religion and Imagination (note #36, 33). 
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resear~h,~ as Anstotie employs in the - Ethics the metbod described in the O~ganon,~ so New- 

man proceeds in his writings fiom a habit of mind familiar with elementary methods and prin- 

cipies, i-e., the habit of mind which is to be developed ttirough a liberal education, My study 

of Newman's educationai thought differs fiom previous studies not ody  in its emphasis on the 

importance Newman accord4 to the gentleman's discrimination between methods and the area 
of trutfi to which they apply but in my exiimination of the nature of the cultivated in telle^ the 

goal of liberal education described in The Idea of a University, through Newman's own exam- 

ple. I shall in particuiar consider the habit of mind that he dernonstrates in the - Idea (1852), in 

the Grammar of Assent (1 870). and in "The Tamworth Reading Roomw (1 841)' a s enu  of arti- 

cles written to The Times a decade before the Dublin Discourses on education- 

To proceed from Newman's demonstration to his idea is particularly suited to New- 

man's mode of thought which typically arrives at ideas through the mutual connections of parts 

and communicates ideas through examples and  illustration^.^ J.H. Walgrave states that remon- 

h g  for Newman means "showing the coherence of individual elements within a fiindamentai 

intuition of reality."8 Similady in John Henry Newman, Educateur, Femande Tardive1 writes 

that Newman's great gift was to develop the highest mths while staying in intimate contact 

H.4. Mmou mites of Plato: "l'enseignement cohcide avec la m6thode de recher- 
che" (106). The active acquisition of ideas understood as extemal to the student involved 
maLing students work to discover for themselves first a particular difficulty, then the means of 
surmounting it. 

In Ethics of Aristotle, Burnet states: "Dialectic is the subject of that part of the 
Organon called the Topics, and it is there that we shall find the theoreticai justification of the 
method employed in the Ethics" (A). 

h "Newman on Faith and Reason," John D. Horgan finds that in A Grammar of 
Assent Newman's "diffuseness and wealth of illustration" is such that it obscures the main 
issue. What he describes as Newman's procedure in the Grammar is typicai of Newman's 
reasoning in general. He states that Newman aimed primarily at inducing the right dispositions 
in the reader's mind 'through a variety of reférences and illustrations, so as to suggest and 
insinuate tmth rather than force it bluntiy on the mind or prove it f o d l y '  (149). 

In 'The Living Mind: Newman on Assent and Dissent,' Gerard Magill's description 
of the relation between the convergence of particular facts and a hypothesis in Newman's mode 
of reasoning explains the integral comection between the definition and the illustration of an 
idea. Magill reminds us of Newman's observation in the Grarnmar: "When the conclusion is 
assumed as a hypothesis, it throws Iight upon a multitude of collateral fâcts, accounting for 
them and uniting them together in one whole' (146). He cites €rom a letter of Newman's to 
Canon Walker (JuIy 6, 1864) comparing a moral demonstration to a number of separate 
tbreads, each feeble, which together make a cable as strong as an iron rod (145-6). c.f. 
Wilfred Ward's reference to this letter in connection to response to the Apologia (The Life of 
John Henry Cardinal Newmaa, voI. 2, 43). 

Newman the Theologian, 365. 



with panicular cases (205). From another perspective, Martin Svaglic observes that "The Idea 
of a University began as deliberative rhetoric ... and...proof by example was the most coavinc- 

h g  mode of argument. "g 

Through Newman's own example, 1 shdl test the viability of the daim that by training 

students to distinguish first principles and methods, one will help the graduate see clearly in 

the many particular instances encountered throughout his life the danger of murkiness of 

thought caused by a confusion of principles and methods. Just as the conscience, rendered 

attentive through religious formation, distinguishes right from wrong in the practical area of 

conduct, the irained intellect will acquire a habit of mincl that distinguishes the misapplication 

of methods and clearly discem the consequeoces of theones and principles. 

It is through understanding the methods suited to a subject matter as much as through 

an understanding of its organinng principles that Newman's gentleman will recognize errors in 

procedure. Such errors lead to extravagant claim in areas of truth approached through the 

wrong method. He will recognize Anstotle's fundamental distinction between demonstrable 

mith, as in the empirid sciences? and indemonstrable truth in religion or in the human 
sciences where deliberation is required and choice is operative; he will achowledge that dif- 

férent methods are required for these different kinds of mth. l0 The cuitured man will. lke 

Newman in the "Tarnworth Reading Room,' recognize the M t  in method in expecting reli- 

gious formation through abstract scientific information or in expecting to arrive at revealed 

truth through induction from natural phenornena. Similarly, if in religion the heart and the 

imagination are engaged in a personal relation with God, the study of tbeology without a prior 

religious disposition wilI remain a .  abstract exercise. C i e  Newman in "Literature", his lecture 

delivered to the School of Philosophy and Letters in 1858,11 Newman's gentleman will not 

expect the same exactness of definition demanded by the physical sciences in the literary use of 

Introduction to Idea, xvi. - 
l0 Concerning the two kinds of truth and the diKerent faculties of the soul on which 

they draw, Aristotle States: 

Let it be assumed that there are two rationaf elements: with one of these we 
apprehend the rdities whose fundamental principles do not admit of being 
other than they are, and with the other we apprehend thhgs which do admit of 
being other. For if we grant that knowledge presupposes a certain likeness and 
kinship of subject and object, there will be a generically different pan of the 
soul nawally corresponding to each of huo different kinds of object Let us 
cal1 one the scientific and the other the calculative eIement (vi, 1139a). 
Nicornachean Ethics (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill. 1 962) L 47. 
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language which seeks to express accurately the b e r  resonances of individual thought. Or if, 

as Newman maintains in Discourse ix, literature is a reflection of fàllen human nature or if 

philosophy is theoretical. the cultured person will not expect Iiterature or philosophy to effect 

moral reforrn. A culhired person will not confuse materiai civilization with intellectual culture 

or religious needs. Trained in methoci or "in a comected view or grasp of things," he will also 

recognize a shallow disregard of ficts, uninfomed opinion, facile views in joumalism, and 

"parti-coloured ingenuities" which Newman describes in his Prefàce to the Idea as "one of the 
chief evik of the day" (xliii, xlv), 

My daim that Newman believed a liberal education would develop a habit of mind 

capable of making discriminating judgments through the experience of various methods and 

knowledge of first principles joins the many difirent interpretations of Newman's view of the 

purpose of a liberal education. k is a rejection of the c l a h  by some commentators who, in 

spite of Newman's own disclaimer in his Preface to the - Idea, have assumed that Newman's 

educational aim was to produce gentlemen of leisure on an English model entirely unsuited to 

post-famuie Ireland. In "The Goâiess and the Burlesque: Newman and the other Irish 

Universities," Kieran Flanagan cornplains that Newman's idea of a gentleman with no need to 

eam a living was "socially inappropriate to the Irish context" (260). In "Newman in His Own 

Day," printed in the most recent edition of the - Idea (1996). Martha McMackin Garland states 

that the Irish could not be leisurely and that Newman's idea of a gentleman was "a luxury that 

a new educational systern could il1 afford" (272-3).12 

My claim that a liberal education was useful in the powers of discernment that it 

developed is also a refbtatioa of the persistent conjecture that Newman's idea of the training of 

the mind lacked practical purpose. More than forty years ago in The Imperid intellect (1955) 

Dwight Culler questioned whether knowledge pursued, as Newman states, "for its own saLe," 

does not becorne "a khd of mental gymnastic, a mere exercise of the mind" (216). In the most 

recent edition of the - Idea. Martha McMackin GarIand still wonders if Newman does no? 

assume that the "mind works Iike a muscle' or that the purpose of a liberal education is merely 

to strengthen intellecnral and logical skills in a kind of intellechial gymnastics (272). My 

approach provides a practical verifkation dirough observation of Newman's own procedure of 

l2 In the Prefaee, Newman states: "some persons may be tempted to cornplain, that I 
have servilely followed the Eoglish idea of a University, to the disparagement of that Knowl- 
edge which 1 profess to be so strenuously upholding; and they rnay anticipate that an academi- 
cal system, formed upon my model, will result in nothing better or higher than in the produc- 
tion of that antiquitated variety of human nature and remuant of feudalism, as they consider it, 
called 'a gentleman.' Now, I have anticipated this charge in various parts of my discus- 
sion.. . " (~xxvii-xxxviii). 



the ciaim made by others, like Ian Ker, that the purpose of a liberal education was to train the 

student to t W  or was a training of the judgment; it is also a verification of the extension of 

this claim, specifying that a training in judgment involves an understanding of the principles of 

areas of howledge and their methods and tint this understandimg has a practical application 

extending potentially to al1 areas of Me. It provides a verification of the daim made by Jaros- 

lov Pelikan, for example, in The Idea of a University (1992). where he maintaias that New- 

man's first principles were not impracticable, that if they were sound they would work (25). 

PeliLan's cornparison of the late twentieth cenhtry university with Newman's ideas is in itself a 

worling illustration of the type of cultivated mùid which begias with first principles envisagecl 

by Newman and which 1 shall examine in Newman himself. Pelikan notes, for instance, the 

huit in procedure of the contemporary suspicion of metaphysics and underlying intellectual 

foundations, as in the priority given by William James to expenence over abstraction or the 

raising of relativism to a first principle which threatens to banknipt "the entire intellectual 

enterprise" (29). My approach also tests Martin Svaglic's statemznt in the introduction to his 

edition of the - Idea, that the science of sciences, which Newman sees as a function of the 

University in hannonking and discriminating between subject matters and methods, was dso 

the goal of the student through learning "the basic p ~ c i p i e s  of every subject we punuen or 

through "special courses in logic and metaphysics" (xxi). My examination of the distinctions 

Newman makes between large areas of tnith will support Ian Ker's rejection of the view that 

the science of sciences is the study of logic or a subject on the curriculum; rather, it is "the 

result of learning to think properly,* and of "training the mind to be accurate, consistent, Iogi- 

cal and orderly."I3 In other words, discriminating among these several views, 1 shall 

demonstrate through the many distinctions Newman himself maLes between methods and areas 

of truth that the khd of disceniment of truth he intendeci to encourage through a liberai educa- 

tion was based on accurate definition of first p ~ c i p l e s  and an awareness of methods in their 

comeztion to partïcular areas of truth; this foudation provided an enduring perspective for 

viewing entmgled contemporary issues and confusions resulting from the misapplication of 

methods. 

Newman was deeply aware of the incompatibility of scientific method and the path 

towards religious belief and considered it a pressing need for his age to recognize this.I4 He 

l 3  Ian Ker, The Achievement of John Henry Newman, 8-9. Ker writes that the a h  of 
edu&tion is not culture but the cuitivation of the mind. 

l4 Wilfied Ward gives an accouot of the hostility to The Rambler and The Home and 
Foreign Review, periodicals with which Newman was associateci and which sought in the late 
1850's and earty 1860's to renconcile scientific tàct and historical criticism with theolom. 
Sorne Church officials believed that Newman and the wnters in these penodicals raised issÜ& 
which few English Catholics were either aware of or troubled by. (Life, vol. 1, 501-67). - 



believed that there could be no contradiction between theology, scientific k t  and historical 

cnticism; however, the increasing monopoly by the ~ e t h ~ d  suited to science on other areas of 

truth was the kind of error in procedure recognized by Aristotie's man of general culture and 

Newman's gentleman. R is not surprishg that those commentators who have approached New- 

man's thought ftom the perspective of science or theology have most clearly observed the vital 

practical importance atîributed by Newman to the distinction between various areas of mith 

and the method suited to lmowing them. In "Newman and Science," Francis X. Connolly notes 

specifically in reference to the - Idea the importance for Newman of distinguishing between the 

just claims of science and its encroachments on religion, theology, and philosophy. He States 

that Newman's distinction between these areas of mth "was just as important and much less 

ambiguous, t'an his explanation of knowledge as an end in itself and of the philosophic rnind 
as the animating principle of the ideal university' (1 14). Other commentators have observed 

the importance to Newman of distinguishing the various areas of tnith and the methods suited 

to knowing them but have not ~ 0 ~ e ~ t e d  this to his educational thought or perceived this capa- 
city for distinction as the specific act of the khd of mind cultivated by a liberal education. In 

"Science and Mathematics in Newman's Thought," for example, Gillian R. Evans rernarks that 

Newman sought distinctive methods to mark off sciences from one another, seeking Iikeness 

and difference of rnethod and principle at the level of the fundamental operaiions of the human 

mind (25940); Evans comments on Newman's "strong sense of methodological propriety" 

which marks off sciences such as algebra and geometry from one another (259, 266). 

Similarly , without ceference to Newman's educational thought, in "Newman and Evolution" 

Stanley Jaki speaks of Newman's discernment in distinguishing in the contemporary reaction to 

Darwin's theory a confusion between two different areas of truth: materialia physical science 

and the " self-acting originating human mind" (22). From the perspective of theology, in - New- 

man and his Theological Method, Thomas J. Norris reférs to Newman's Grammar of Assent 

and its painstaking study of the mind and human method in order to delineate the frontien of 

scientific reasoning, philosophy, and theology, and how we inquire, understand and believe 

( 2 p  

Cntics of Newman who have located the ongins of his views on education in classical 

thought tend to assume that Newman saw the cultivated mind as essentially distinguishing the 

IS Newman viewed his final book, A Gramrnar of Assent (1870)' as an expansion of 
the same subject dealt with in his Universi@ Sermons which date from 1828. Both are con- 
cemed with personal belief and the proper use of reason. Nicholas Lash, "Introduction" to A 
Gramrnar of Assent, 1-7. 



error in confushg subject matters and the methods suited to lcnowing them. In The Imperia1 

Intellect, Dwight Culler makes refërence to Greek ideas on education in bis discussion of "The 

Circle of the Sciences" and in "The Uses of Knowledge," but he f i l s  to make a cohesive con- 

nection between these chapters and his chapter on "The Man of Philosophic Habit, " the proci- 

uct of a liberal educatiod6 Most important, Cuiler concludes that Newman himself lacks the 

philosophic habit of mind describecl in the - Idea, "which represents al1 that he wanted to be 

rather than al1 that he was" (204). My point of departure is exactly the opposite, that Newman 

dernonstrates throughout the - Idea, as in his writbgs in general, a philosophic habit of mind 

which is not oniy a distinctive characteristic of his thought but is also the pattern of the type of 

mind to be formeci by a liberal education. In "Newman's Doctrine of University Education," 

Michael Tierney also traces the sources of Newman's humanist views to their Gr& roots. He 

concludes tbat the perfection of the intellect had practical implications for Newman's gentle- 

man, supporthg his view with reference to Anstotle's great distinction between sophia as con- 

templative and pkonesis as practical (128). Walter Jost, who locates Newman's thought in the 

history of humanistic education and rhetorical procedure, also pleads for the usefulness in the 

public forum of the kind of intellect trained by a liberal education. He concludes that 

"'Philosophy' is less a specific set of subject matters or activities than the capacity for discov- 

ery and discrimination among parti~ulars."~~ These statements on the applications of the 

cdtivated intellect are closer to the position which 1 shall maintain is Newman's desider- 

for a liberal education. 

in the first section of this inquiry, I shall show the connection begun in The Imperia1 

Intellect by Culler between the Greek man of culture and Newman's gentleman graduate (202- 

34). I shall coacur with Jost that this graduate is expected to have the practical "capacity for 

discrimination among particulan." Through obsewation of Newman's own distinctions in par- 

ticular cases between first principles and methods in areas of knowledge, 1 shall also test the 

separate daims about the goal of a liberal education made by critics such as Dwight Culler, 

Jaroslov Pelikan, Ian Ker, Francis X. Comolly. Gillian R. Evans, Stanley Jaki, and Walter 

Jost. 

l6 In connection to Anstotle's view of a man of culture, Culler observes: 

A Lnowledge of the elements or first pincipies of things, however, is not the 
only means by which the man of philosophic habit can achieve a species of 
universality. He can aiso achieve it by a knowledge of the methodology of the 
sciences ... .It was Aristotle, however, who made this knowledge into the 
hallmark of general culture (202-3). 

17 Walter Jost, Rhetorical Thought in John Henry Newman, 205. 
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Newman's pedagogical methodology was concemed witb trainhg the mind to grasp the 

controlling first principles of subject matters, their subsequent boundaries or scope, and the 

methods which admit of approaching their panicular tniths. While Newman maintains tbat lib- 

eral education should enlighten the student about the limits and iaterco~ectious of branches of 
knowiedge lmown through their first p~c ip le s ,  the movernent behveen intelligible p ~ c i p l e s  

and particulars according to the method suited to a particular subject rnatter is the basis of al1 

Newman's pedagogical procedure- In his introduction to his edition of the -* Idea Martin Svaglic 

comments on the co~ect ion between Newman's view of the aim of "liberal knowledge-a 

knowledge of fint principles and relations rather than of mere f'acts" and Newman's 

Aristotelian mode of reasonhg as defining "tme bowledge in terms of its matter (hcts, mere 

learning) and its form (order, the investing of fact with an idea)" (xx). Svaglic notes that in the 

Nicornachean Ethics, Aristotle defines the tnily educated person as "a mean between the man 

of mere information who generalizes nothing and the man whose 'viewiness' renders him 

impatient of hct and therefore unreliable in his assertions" (xx-xxi). 

Without a grasp of this "organiseci, and therefore living knowledgen of "things in their 

relation to one another," L8 education is sterile and unrneanhg. The effeet of the absence of an 

0 r g a . g  principle on a subject matter is described by Newman in his impressions of Profes- 

sor Buciciand's lectures on geology which he attended as a youth in 1819. Geology, "at that 
time a new, interesthg Science," had yet to define itself clearly as a science or system with an 

intelligible informing principle. Newman refers to "the very desultory way in which he imparts 

his information. For, to tell the truth, the science is su in its inhcy, that no regular system is 

forrned. Hence the lectures are rather an enurneration of hcts from which probabilities are 

deduced, than a consistent and luminous theory, of certaintiu illustrateci by occasional exam- 

ples."19 The absence of system informing a course of study suffers fiom this same Iack of 

l8 Newman's sermon, "Wisdom as Contrastecl with Faith and Bigotry," preached in 
183 1, Newman's University Sermons, 287. 

l9 Newman, Ecrits Autobiographiques, 98, 126. Sir Charles Lyell (17974875). as a 
contemporary of Newman at Oxford, also attended the Buckland lectures. In 1830, he pub- 
Iished h c i p l e s  of Geoioa. The fimeral oration for Lyell in 1875, delivered by A.P. stadey 
as Dean of Westminster, distinguished between the study of creation in geological science and 
the second spiritual creation of mankind in Christ. "Sermons on Special Occasions" in - Reli- 
gious Controversies of the Nineteenth Century. 

Harvey Kerpneck in "A Srnattering of a Hundred Things," points out that Newman's 
view of order or wisdom is central to his "whole vision of reality, of the nature of the world 
man is circumstanced in" (23). Kerpneck states that in ~ewman's perspective "without order 
there can be no meaning" and he suggests that courses must have a centrai organîzing principle 
rather than being "a srnattering of a hundred things" (23, 25). 



10 

reality and meaning. Newman describes as "sorry and uosatisfactory" his own exhaustuig 

preparation for exams at Trinity where he was lefi on his own 'to this or that murse of mdy 

by accident or caprice.' He s8tes: 'It is a great thing to have a routine prescribed, in which 

the student is obliged to move, without choice of his own. '20 

CoIeridge, whose own interest in education and the "science of methoda resembles 

Newman's, also describes the relation between organizing principles and particular fàcts. He 

refers to the futility of getting by hem a great number of terms in chemistry with "som ideas, 

very scanty in number' to attach to therna2l The absence of intelligible principles conneethg 

&CG is also aptly illustrated by Coleridge in the "uncultivated understandmg" of the garniIous 

nurse in Romeo and Juliet and Mrs. Quicldey in Henry iv, aeither of whom cm distinguish the 

essential in details; Hamiet's intelligence contrasts with these characters but tends too much in 

the opposite direction towards abstraction from the reaI or to what Newman cdIs the notional. 

Coleridge suggests that the right relation between the intelligible which enlivens the particular 

is illusîrated in Shakespeare's own method in the creation of his characters, in "that just 

proportion, that union and interpenetration of the universal and the particular, which must ever 

pervade d l  works of decided genius and mie science. "= 
Relatively littie has been w&en about Newman's pedagogid practice for training the 

mind perhaps because, as Fergal McGrath r e m k s  in Newman's University: Idea and Reality, 

"[dletailed information as to his acnial methods is comparatively rare" (432). In "Newman on 

Educational Method: Educating for Red Lifé," H. Francis Davis has indicated the possibiIity 

20 Ecrits Autobiographiques, 120. 

21 Alice D. Snyder, Coleridge on Log;ic and Learning, 26. 

22 Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 'The Science of Method," Essays on Rhetoric, ed. Dud- 
ley Bailey, 144. Newman uses the example of Shakespeare's characters as well as Aristotie's 
&d ~ a l k  Scott's in the Developrnent of Christian k t r i n e  as an illustration of the way an 
implicit idea is made explicit (52). - 

The intention of ~olendge  and Newman was similar. Alice Snyder describes 
Coleridge's purpose as seeking m fonvince an age of theological and metaphySical tniths and 
to support old venerable miths (Coleridge on Logic and Leaming, 11). Both were interested in 
education and absorbed by pst-Baconian problems of Iogic in reaching tnith. Coleridge's 
unfdfilled proposa1 in 1825 for three lectures on the founding of the University of London in 
some ways resembles Newman's - Idea. He considered dehing the meaning of the term 
"university," describing its idea, the full tree and its branches (Coleridge on Logic and Leam- 
&, 41). For Newman, the rational principle was both objectively reaI and subjectively - 
apprehended. In the Apoiogia, Newman refers to an article entitled " ~ h e  State of ~eligious 
Partiesn which he wrote for the British Cntic (April 1, 1839) in which he praises Coleridge's 
contribution to the era by instilling "a higher philosophy into i n q u i ~ g  minds" but also 
criticïzes him for indulging "a liberty of speculation" (203). 



of writing on the subject of Newman's p#lagogical method, suggesting that an important 

source of such a study would be found in the relation between abstract or notional knowledge 

and concrete particdars or examples which d e  the abstract real and convincing to the stu- 

dent (1 11). In spite of the scarcity of the materials, the aüempt to characteriz Newman's peda- - 

gogical rnethod is important because of the light it will shed on Newman's aims expressed in 

the Idea. 
The most readily available materid for analysis of Newman's method is found iu huo 

essays in the second half of the - Ide.: "Elementary Studies" and 'University Preaching.' The 

fim of these was onginally written for the university newspaper as an example to students of 

an entrance exam. Martin Svaglic comments that this essay of Newman's "brings sharpiy home 

to the reader Newman's distinction betweea knowledge and leaming' and "provides a vivid 

illustration of his own methods as a teacher.'s In "University Preaching,' a guide to guest 

preachers at the University Church and originally published in the Gazette in 1855, Newman 

maintains that a sermon should be the illustration of only one idea. Femande Tardivel corn- 

men& that Newman's advice on preaching in this essay illustrates the perfect cohesiveness of 

Newman's p e d a g ~ g y . ~ ~  

There are other sources of material for a study of Newman's pedagogy which have not 

received much attention. While the Grammar of Assent was not written with a pedagogical 

purpose, Newnmn uses many illustrations in it from various branches of knowledge such as 

history, religion, gramrnar, poetry, and chemistry. In "Science and Mathematics in Newman's 

Thought," Giliian R. Evans draws on this source for illustrating from mathematics the impor- 

tance Newman attributes to method and definition. The Catholic University Gazette (1854-55)' 

the collection of issues of the University newspaper which has never been republished and is 

not readily available, is a vaiuable source of material for a study of Newman's pedagogical 

method. He provides many sample exams as well as advice to students about, for example, 

how to read intelligently, how to remember, how to organhe tirne, and pithlls to be avoided 

Iike self-absorption. 

Valuable information on Newman's idea of pedagogical method is also avaiiable in 

autobiograp hicd and biographical material describing New man's years as Tutor at Oriel Col- 

lege which provideci the formative experience for his pedagogical views. Newman has supplied 

matenal on this subject in his Autobiographieal Writings; Fernande Tardivel, dedaring that for 

* Introduction to the Idea, xxiv. - 
24 John Henry Newman, Educateur, 154. 



Newman action was the form of his ideas on eciucati~n,~ bas studied these years and included 

testimony h m  Newman's students about his help to the& Fergal McGrath in Newman's 
University: Idea and Reality and Dwight Culler in The Imperia1 Intellect have aIso gathered 

valuable information about Newman's pedagogical approach as Tutor, That Newman's peda- 

gogical rnethod can be legitimateiy studied fiom these earlier years is made ciear by Newman's 

own testimony in bis "Tntroductory" to the - Idea where he states that he bas long held his views 

on university education which "have gtown into my whole system of thought, and are, as it 

were, part of myself' (3). 

1 shall examine Newman's view of moral and religious formation at the Cathoiic 

University of Ireland in the final section of my study. Here 1 shall maintain that Newman 

grounded this formation in the development of conscience which he understood as not merely 

moral but as theocentric or as oriented dtimately towards God. The dual moral and intellectual 

enterprise of Christian humanist education was to train the judgrnent in a practical discernment 

of tmth and to develop students' sensitivity to the practical moral dictates of conscience in rela- 

tion to its source in God. 

The central importance of conscience in Newman's religious thought has been observed 

in Argument fiom Conscience to the Existence of God (1961). a collaborative study by Adnan 

J. Boekraad and Henry In their long introduction to Newman's study of con- 

science, Boekraad and Tristram refer to the deep personal mystery of Our existence in its 

interplay with events, to the unitive centre of conscience and the creative, originating activity 

of spirit as the point of depamire for Newman's spirihial vision. In The Concept of Conscience 

accordiig to John Henry Newman, F. James Kaiser examines Newman's view of conscience 

which, with the intellect, is a factor in judgment. Kaiser states that for Newman conscience 

was a constituent element of the human mind Iüce reason, imagination, and memory;27 free 

habitual obedience to a theocentric conscienceorients the whole person to God. 

25 Ibid., 9. 

26 "Proof of Theism," Newman's thought on conscience in Argument fiom Conscience 
to the Existence of God, is also included as  art of The Philoso~hical Notebook of John Henrv 

obseming 
reasoning, 

c.f. "Proof of Theism" in Argument fkom Conscience to the Existence of God. After 
that we are aware of Our existence through the exercise of sensation, memory and 
Newman states that he includes conscience among "those primary conditions of the 

mind which are involved in the fact of existence. " In the former, we are aware of our existence 
as connectecl to the extemai world but in Newman's thmcentnc view of the expenence of con- 
science, we are aware of Our king in comection to an Unseen Being. Newman's ideas on reli- 
gious formation, as distinct fiom intellectual cultivation, are based on ways suited to fostering 
this vital reiationship between the individual human being and a personal God. 



Vincent Blehi's discussion of conscience suggests a solution to the thoniy probtem of 

the way in which moral formation, which Newman maintains is distinct fiom intellectml 

education, works witù the intellect in judgment Because in the Idea of a University Newman 

presents his views specifically on inteflectual dtivation rather than mord formation, it is not 

surprising that some critics are puzzied by the connection between intellechial and moral 

education." In 'The Patristic Humanism of John Henry Newman," Blehl suggests that the 

morai discrimination effected through the dictates of the theocentric conscience in conjunction 

with the discriminations of the cultivated intellect together make the Christian gentleman of the 

Christian humanist tradition. That tradition was known to Newman, for exampfe, through his 

immersion in the Church Fathers? The Christian bumanist view is a coincidenfia 

opposironum (269) in which the verticai axis of the transcendental relation effected through 

obedience to conscience is coupied with the horizontal axis of the disciplineci, cultivateci 

i n t e l l e~ t .~  Blehl suggests that it was under the influence of the Fathers of the Church that 

Newman saw the grave danger for the two distinct processes in the encroachment of secular 

reason on fatith and of knowledge on devotion. He links Newman's portrait in the - Idea of the 

merely ethical gentleman who is motivated by appearances to Newman's statement in Historieal 

Sketches about the tendency of the intellect to find substitutes for the conscience in propriety, 

expedience and law. 

28 For example, Daniel G. Mulcahy in "Cardinal Newman's Concept of a Liberal 
Education, " 97. 

29 Blehl notes Newman's reference to the Church Fathers in his introductory remarks 
of the - Idea: "Those principles, which 1 am now ?O set forth under the sanction of the Catholic 
Church, were my profession at that early period of my life, when religion was to me more a 
matter of feeling and experience than of fait..  They did but take greater hold upon me, as 1 
was introduced to the records of Christian Antiquity ...' (Idea, 3). 

BleM also ref'ers to Newman's remark in "Basil and Gregory" in Historicd Sketches 
that Basil wouId make the monk to be the true gentleman (vol. 2, 64). 

Blehl points out Newman's distinction between the more rational moral sentiment 
and obedience to the dictates of conscience known in the feeling of having done right or 
wrong. The image of the rudderless or htally drifking boat catches this idea of the absence of 
the vertical balancing polarity of the dictates of conscience. In J.A. Froude's The Nemesis of 
Faith. Markham's inattention in a drifting boat lads to the death of a child. The hero remarks 
that he realized that 'obeying inclination, not controlting it' and attempting to separate 
morality fkom religion was madness (180-1). Markham's religious dilemma was exacerbated by 
the differences in religious opinion of men of genius Iike Thomas Carlyle and Newman. At one 
point, he describes the latter as providiig evidence of the sou1 of man as a "very living force, a 
very energy of God's organic Will which rules and moulds this universe' (142) and he refers 
to the attraction of Newman to al1 at Oxford "who were not Arnoldized" (136). 



Other critics have commented on Newman's thought in the Christian hurnanist tradition 

but without reference to conscience as the religious and moral Iink. Fernande Tardive1 speaks 

of Newman's fusion of spiritual and intellectual excellence as proceeding fiom the example of 

Clement of Alexandna and St. Augustine. She notes Newman's sermons as a source of his 

teaching on the need to chnstianize the intellectual heritage if civilization is not to be sub 

merged by this heritage.31 In 'Newman's Doctrine of University Education," Michael Tierney 

considers Newman the "greatest among the pioneers of modem Christian HumanÏsrn" (122). 

He observes the sources of Newman's humanism in Greek culture and notes the need for 

another polarity to counterbalance the defeas of a liberal education. In "Newman. Christian or 

Humanist," H. Francis Davis characterizes Newman's own intellectual integrity as 'a kind of 

dialogue with himself in the presence of Godw (525). 

Mary Katherine Tillman has wriüen of the comection in Newman's thought between 

the moral consent of conscience and the intellectual assent involved in knowledge. She States 

that for Newman conscience is the prototype of the intellect's concrete personal mode of know- 

h g  described by Newman in the Gammar of A ~ s e n t . ~ ~  In "The Tension Between Intellechial 

and Moral Education in the Thought of John Henry Newman,' Tillrnan notes the role of the 

imagination and personal influence in both the intellectual and moral orders, translating notions 

into images and making them reai (332). 

1 shall maintain, as Vincent BIehl suggests, that for Newman a theocentric conscience 

was the religious axis of Christian humanist education. This claim has not been studied in rela- 

tion to Newman's activity at the Catùolic University of Ireland. 1 shall extend the study of 

Newman's views on education by examining the role of conscience in moral and religious 

formation €tom the perspective, first, of Newman's own teaching on the subject in his sermons 

preached before the Catholic University of Ireland and, second, by showing the comection 

between Newman's view of student discipline and the theocentric conscience. 

In synopsis, in Chapter one, 1 locate Newman's educational p~c ip les  in the 

Aristotelian tradition of the man of general culture or education. This person of general cul- 

ture, without the thorough knowledge of a specialist, cm yet make sound judgments through a 

broad howledge of subject-matters, through defining what can be expected of them, and 

3l  John H e q  Newman, Educateur, 204-5. 
Vincent BlehI remarks that many of Newman's Oxford University sermons are 

saturated with patristic thought. He cites as e s p l e s :  "The Usurpations of Reason," "Persona1 
Influence, the Means of Propogating the Tnith," and "The Influence of Nahiral and Revealed 
Religion" (1 98). 

32 "The Personalist Epistemology of John Henry Newman" (238). 



through an awareness of the methods connected to them. As a knowledge of methods and the 

subject-maners to which they apply is the foundation of generd culture, 1 briefly review meth- 

ods and the kinds of truth with which they are associated as described by Aristotle. 1 contrast 

Newman's orgawn for the investigation of indemonstrable truth with Aristotle's. In this and in 

many other examples Newman demonstrates the characteristic habit of mind of the liberally 

educated gentleman who discriminates methods in connection with areas of truth. 

In Chapter two, 1 consider Newman in relation to Bacon; both demonstrate the way in 

which a person of general culture, as described by Anstotle, distinguishes between broad areas 

of tnith and the methods usehl for their investigation. As Bacon had battled against the 

domlliance of Aristotelian verbal method and speculative thought in order to promote induction 

for the investigation of physical nature, so Newman later himself resisted the unilateral applica- 

tion of Baconian induction to the exclusioa of deduction and speculative and religious tnith. 

While Bacon rejects speculative knowledge in order to promote science, Newman rnakes this 

knowledge of ideas, first p~ciples ,  and abstract perennial tmths the centrepiece of liberal 

education at the heart of the University. 

In Chapter three, 1 consider the first principle of Newman's pedagogy, i.e., the 

assumption of a universe mat is objective, intelligibly unified, and ultimately grounded in God. 

1 discuss the mode of thought associated with literature or rhetoric which is like the organon 
for indemonstrable matters described by Newman in the Grammar. From his articles in the 

university newspaper, 1 demonstrate that Newman's curriculum for liberal education at the 

Catholic University of Ireland included subjects 6rom the three broad areas of knowledge and 1 

show that particularly in literature Newman follows the humanist tradition of rhetorical train- 

ing. 

In Chapter four, I consider Newman's views on religious formation directecl to the con- 

science, distinct fkom the cultivation of the intellect, and requiring a difkrent method. As an 

elementary howiedge of principles and methods provides a broad bais  for judgment of tnie 

and hise in the intellechial realm, conscience directs judgments of right and wrong in the 

moral realm. Again, it is particulariy through Newman's own example of religious formation 

in the sermons delivered in the University Church in Dublin that 1 examine moral and religious 

development in the Christian humanist tradition as complementary to intellecnial development. 

This work conaibutes towards scholarship in Newman studies in its demonstration of 

the relationship suggested by A. Dwight Culler between Aristotle's man of general culture and 

Newman's gentleman. The cornparison between Bacon's Advancement of Learning and New- 

man's Idea of a University clearly indicates Newman's reasons for defending speculative truth 

traditionally associated with iiberal education against the demands made for usefûl education in 

the Baconian sense. The similarities observed between Newman and Quintilian's comments on 



educational practice contribute towards studies of Newman as a hurnanist educator. Discussion 

of the rhetorical mode of thought traditionaily cultivated through letters develops M e r  the 

recent studies of Newman's rhetoncal reasoning by Walter Iost and David M. Whalen by 

investigating the relaîionship between this Lind of rûlsoning and educational procedure. 

Much of this study is directed towards the perennial importance of methods and first 

principles. My examination of Newman's educational ideas mets Newman on his own ground 

and according to his own practice of assessing clairns in the light of methods and fint princi- 

ples. It is on these terms that 1 examine his relation to Aristotle and the humanîst tradition and 

to Bacon and the Baconian schwl of thought. Lüce Newman who considen the univenity in its 

idea. whether in Athens, in Paris during the Middle Ages, or in nineteenth century England, I 

have considered the elementary importance of methods and first principles rather than the par- 

ticular issues which they might serve to illuminate in political matters in Athens, in directions 

in education in Bacon's era, or in religious rnatters in the nineteenth century. Where 1 have 

used references to particular histoncal circumstances, such as the realuation of the university 

in Dublin, 1 have done so to illustrate principles. However, because the ultimate purpose of 

hurnanist training was particuiarly to provide cl- in public issues, I have located the princi- 

p lu  of "The Tamworth Reading Room" in their historical context as one example of the "use" 

of a IiberaI education and of the habit of mind cuitivated by it. 

In his volume-long introduction to The Philosophical Notebook, Edward Sillem 

includes "hard-pressed thesis-writers" (17) in his advice on "How not to read Newman." Citing 

the guiding principles of Professor James Collins when making selections for Philosophical 

Readings in Cardinal Newman, Sillem suggests that the b a t  way to avoid distortions of New- 

man's thought is to "learn gradually to walk at bis own Pace and dong his own pa th.... to 

reflect along with him on a few centrai questions.. . . to focus upon Newman's own text studied 

for its own saken (15). In tracing Newman's thought to two contrasting sources in Aristotle 

and Bacon, 1 have attempted to walk "aloog his own path. " In my examination of Newman's 

educational ideas, 1 have focused on his views as proceeding from his central assumption of the 

fundamental unity of an objective, intelligible universe which is known to us through methods 

suited to its broad areas of knowledge. 1 have examined Newman's view of religious formation 

from the perspective of the theocentric conscience, another idea central to his thought. 

Throughout, I have attempted to allow Newman's own words to express his ideas. In accord- 

ance with the Greek concept of synesis, the understanding of what someone else has said, 1 

hope that 1 will show that in these ways 1 have entered into Newman's thought. 



Chapter 1 

The Huniiinist Tradition: Newman's Gentleman as a Man of General Culture 

In Newman's Inaugural Lecture as Rector of the Catholic University of Ireland, 

delivered to the School of Philosophy and Letiers on Nov. 9. 1854, he traces the continuous 

development of a western educationai ideal fiom its fountainhead in Greece. Similarly, in a 

senes of articles intended to explain the idea of a university from an historical perspective to 

the students and the general readership of the Catholic University Gazette, Newman traces the 

sources of the university fkom the "Schools of Athens."' Newman remarks in his Inaugural 

Lecture that Greek civilkation, *distinctive and luminous in its character, so impenal in its 

extent, so imposing in its duration,' was vigorous enough to vivify and assimilate in succeed- 

h g  ages even to the modem era the various social and political forces that threatened to stifle 

it.* The Greek idea was, in other words, a living idea which, as Newman explains in An Essay 

on the Development of Christian Doctrine' must remain m e  to its rwts even as it evclves if it 

is to flounsh ratber t h  wither and die. The idea of a liberal education defioed by Newman in 

The Idea of a University, then, m u t  be understood essentially in relation to its original sources 

in the Greekpaideia (mot of the EngIish "pedagogy"). 

This word, as H.I. Marrou explains, describes a humanisrn that had for its goal the 

moa amplete blossoming or development of the individual's personality; in Greek civiliza- 

tion, paideicr (translated by Cicero as hwnanit(1~) assumed a resonance that evolved €rom refer- 

ring simply to the technique for a child's education to suggesting the most complete realization 

of the person as a person, the human ideal described in the word culture which for the Greek, 

unlike the modem German K u l w ,  had a personalist rather ihan a collective sense.' Paideia 

l These articles were published as Office and Work of Universities in 1856 and as 
"Rise and Promess of Universities" in Historical Sketches. vol.3. 1872. 

2 " Christianity and Letters, " - Idea, 189-90. 

In Truth and Method, Ham-Georg Gadamer uses the word Bi ldwg  to descnbe cul- 
ture in the sease of the development of the person or "self-building" which proceeds from the 
extemal made intemal, is its own justification, and cornes from the desire to know (1 2-17), 

Histoire de I'Education d&s l'Antiquité, 1424. Marrou writes: pour I'Hell~nistique. 
l'existence humaine n'a pas d'autre but que d'atteindre à la forme la plus riche et la plus par- 
faite de perso~dite. . . .~e faire soi-meme: degager de l'enfant qu'on-a d'abord && d e  l'&e 
mal degrossi qu'on risque de demeurer. l'homme pleinement homme ... telle est l'oeuvre de 
toute la vie (143). (For the Hellenist, human existence had no other goal th- to a- to the 
richest and most perfect form of personality ... for the individual to make himself: to disengage 
the fully human person from the child one first was, from the unformecl being one risks con- 
tinuing to be-such is one's life-long work) 

The Greek ideal of culture as the perfection of what is virtual in us is expressed by 
Newman in the Grammar of Assent wheie he refers to Our sacred duty as h u r k  beings 
through our own persona1 efforts of advancing Our own nature through our own personal 
efforts and developing our own perfection from the "inchoate and rudimental nature" with 



reférred to a most precious good, i.e., the full development of an individual's human potential 

realized through the cultivation of the mind throughout one's life. Marrou states that the ideal 
- of personal culture as a most precious good was a formuta continueci by diverse inhecitors of 

this tradition including Gregory of Nazianz with whom Newman was fimiliar (145). In the 

Christian humanist ideal, religious education remained separate from, but connected to, the 

cultivation of the intelle~t.~ 

According to Marrou, the conception of the human person and the cultural ideal of 

Greece as translateci into an enduring humanist pedagogy is best represen?ed in Isocrates (436- 

338 B.C.), the "Father of Hu~nanisrn."~ The ethical educational aim of kocrates is essentially 

the aim of Newman. Uniike Plato (427-348 B.C.), bis coatemporary, Isocrates did not seek to 

conquer tmth through demonstrable rationai science or to reach for the ethereal regions of 

abstract truth. Rather, Isocrates' goal was practicai and connecteci to the pmblems of daiiy life 

where knowledge of theory was only partially helpful. The tnily cultivateci person, according 

to Isocrates, could find the best solution to a difficult situation under the circurnstances. Mar- 

rou expresses the difference between Isocrates and Plato as the difference described by Pascal 

between an "esprit de finesse" and an "esprit géométrique." Marrou states that the goaI of 

Locrates was to develop in his students a kculty for practical decision, a sense of cornplex 

intuition and a perception of the imponderables which give a just estimate of things in the cir- 

cumstances of daily life.6 This education, meant for the average intellectual Athenian, was also 

a deknce against demagogues who might threaten the cultural heart of Atheas. For Isocrates, 

the training of the student was especially literary or thetoncal on the grouads that the effort to 

express the nght thought through the right word required the kind of subtlety needed to refîne 

the sense of judgment in the domah of practical human affiirs. 

which we begin (274). 
In "Growth the only evidence of lie: Development of Doctrine and The Idea of a 

University," Philip C. Rule suggests that Newman's personal mode of thought which involves 
actively grasping ideas is connecteci to our development as human beings (120). 

In "Newman's Personal Reasoning: the Inspiration of the Early Church," Gerard 
Magill states that Newman's philosophy of education was deeply influenced by the Fathers of 
the Church, especially by Clement's integration of Christian and hellenic cultures (308). 

Histoire de 1'Education dans I'llntiauité. 121. 

Ibid. Marrou states: "Isocrate cherche dfivelopper chez son disciple l'esprit de deci- 
sion, le sens de l'intuition complexe, la perception de ces imponddrables qui guident 
1"opinion' et la rendent juste" (1 34). 



LinLing Newman's educational thonght to possible Greek sources, Dwight Culler 

maLu a nurnber of suggestions about what Newman meant by the "man of philosophic habit" 

produced by a liberal education.7 Culler connects the "man of philosophic habit" to Aristotle's 

man of generai culture who through "a lcnowledge of the methodology of the sciences" had the 

general ability to make right judgrnents. Culler refers to 'famous passages in the Ethics, the 

Metaphysics, and the Parts of Animals, ' where Aristotle "declared that the ability to judge 

what degree of precision may fairly be expected in any inquiry is the mark of an educated 

mm."8 As for including Newman himself in any interpretation of the "man of philosophic 

habit," Culler categorically concludes that 'surely nothing could be M e r  nom the tmth." He 

declares that "Newman was a seminal rather than an architectonic intelligence, and therefore it 

is more likely that the man of philosophic habit represents all that he wanted to be rather than 

al1 that he w a C g  1 shall maintain that Aristotie's man of generai culture who, Iüre Isocrates' 

disciples, had a practical eye for broadly disceming the truth of matters, is in fact not ody an 

apt description of Newman's "man of philosophic habit" but also a description of Newman's 

exercise of practicai judgment in the important issues of his day. Through the clarity of his 

undemandimg of the methods and first principles of branches of Lnowledge, Newman as a man 

Newman himself maLes very clear his debt to Aristotle. In Discourse v of the Idea he 
says: "While we are men, we cannot help, to a great extent king Anstotelians, for the great 
Master does but analyze the thoughts, feelings, views, and opinions of human a d .  He has 
told us the meaning of our own words and ideas before we were. bom. In many subject- 
matters, to thint correctty is to thinL like Aristotle" (83). 

In the Grammar, Newman acknowledges Aristotle as  his master "as to the intellectual 
position from which 1 have contemplated the subject" of revelation (334). 

In Edward Sillem's introductory volume to The Philosophicai Notebook, he gives an 
account of the Aristotelian sources of Newman's philosophy. SiUem observes that Newman's 
references to Aristotle are cautious in the earliersermot& -md eulogistic in the - Idea and the 
Grammar. Sillem States that the great themes of Newman's Discourses in the - Idea "should lead 
us to associate Newman's name immediately and for ever with that of Aristotle." Such themes 
include "that hiowledge is its own end, ihat the difkrent sciences are interconnected in a 
harmonious system in which each has its proper place so that none can be omitted or sup- 
pressed without seriously damaging the whole, that there is a universal science of 'First 
Philosophy' above al1 the natural sciences" (160). 

Imperia1 Intellect, 203. 

Ibid., 205. 



of general culture sought to distinguish error from truth. His own practice is testimony to the 

enduring need for the Greek mode1 of liberal ed~ca t ion .~~  
Newman maka clear in the Prefhce to the - Idea that by the culture of the intellect he- . 

does not refer to 'the manners and habits of gentlemen," but to "the force, the steadinss, the 

comprehensiveness and the versatility of intellect, the command over our own powers, the 

instinctive just estimate of things as they p a s  before us' (xlii). This culture of the intellect is 

the declared aim of a liberal education and the goal of the "man of philosophic habit." The 

capacity for right judgment or the "instinctive just estimate of things as they pass before us" 

also characterizes Aristotle's man of general culture. In the introduction to 6is Greek edition of 

the Ethics of Aristotle, J o b  Bumet states that the capacity for judgment is derived not only 

from a knowledge of AristoteIian logic which detects error in exposition, but inore especially 
from a knowledge of right or wrong methods as applied to a given subject. Burnet writes that 

for Aristotle, "the man of culture is above dl things the arbiter of rnethod" (xxxii). Thus, a 

man of culture, although un&ed in medicine, "will see at once through the quack's nostcurn, 

even though he may be unable to justiw his rejection of it on scientific grounds". Similarly, 

the man of culture 

d l  at once distrust any taik upon such subjects which seems to suggest that 
good citizens can be made by theoretical instruction in the duties of citizenship, 
and any attempt to regulate the state oa the basis of rigid and abstract formulas 
like the axiorns of the mathematician" (xxxiii-xxxiv). 

Bumet notes the "important warning' that the man of culture has for us  in confusions of this 

sort: 

It shows a total lack of culture to ask for mathematical accuracy in the discus- 
sion of human affairs- That is only to be looked for in sciences which deal 
with simple and pnmary truths (Xliii). l1 

Burnet explaias, like Dwight Cuiler in The Imperid Intellect, that wiihin this 

Aristotelian perspective, there are three sorts of people who have the right to judge in any 

Io In John Henry Newman, Educateur, Fernande Tardive1 writes that in the Idea New- 
man supwm an Aristotelian Oxford (91) or an Oxford that is half medieval and h a l f ~ r e e k  
(65). Thé purpose of this Aristotelian éd&tion was to develop the judgment (9 1) and to teach 
people to think and reason €rom elementary principles (5 1). 

'1 In the Grammar of Assent, Newman cites "the well-known passages of the 
Nicornachean ethics" where Aristotle states: "A well-educated man will expect exactness in 
every class of subject, according as the nature of the thhg admits; for it is mich the same mis- 
take to put up with a mathematician using probabilities, and to require demonstration of an 
oratorn (322). 



branch of snidy. l2 There are two sorts who are skilled in the subject itself. In medicine, for 

example there "is the great physiologist or pathologist, to whom the practitioner is related as 

the builder to the architect." In politics there is the lawgiver who, like the great physiologist in 

relation to the practitioner, bas an architectonic relation to the politician. But there is also the 

man of generai culture to whom "[wle mut  allow the right of judgment ... as fully as to men of 

knowtedge" (xxxiii). 

Burnet also indicates Anstotle's practicai reaxm for advocating training in the methods 

suited to the various branches of knowledge: Aristotie complained of the confusion in his own 

hearers, that people "dislike any method of exposition they are not ~ C C U S ~ O M ~ ~  to." Some wiii 

listen only to a lecture put 

into mathematical km, while others demand examples and illustrations, and 
others again require the evidence of some poet. One class want everythhg put 
with minute exactitude; others are anwyed by precision, either because they 
are incapable of connecteci thought, or because they think it is mean and petty 

- 
Culture or right judgment based on the general knowledge of methods and of what cm be legit- 

imately expected of the various branches of knowledge is the remedy to al1 of this. 

For the man of general culture, howledge of methods in their comection to the first 

principles of branches of knowledge was both speculative and of practical importance. Through 

a knowledge of methods and fim principles a gentleman of philosophic habit produced by a 

liberal education detects the confusion of the m e  and fàlse in the issues of the day. In "Science 

and Mathematics in Newman's Thought," Gillian R. Evans remarks that "the definition of 

science was.. .a topic of immense conternporary interest" in the nineteenth century (255). Evans 

suggesn that both John Stuart Mill and Newman saw the matter of detinition on a grand scale 

and connectecl the philosophic method of a science to its definition (256). Certainly Mill's 

expectations of a liberal education resemble Newman's expectations of a gentleman and 

Aristotle's estimate of a maa of general culture: al1 are conversant with methods. In his 

"Ioaugural Address Delivered to the University of St. Andrews," Mill States that the 

University teaches the student to methodi his knowledge; he suggests that a recognition of 

"how every existing reality is a cornpound of rnany properties" of which each science is a part 

"includes a philosophic study of the Methods of the sciences" (219). Stefan Collini points out 

that rather than "pressing the claims of scientific and technological education," Mill's "case for 

l2 The Impenal Intellect, Culler, 201. 



science is couched almost entirely in terms of its value as a training in m e t h ~ d . " ~ ~  That New- 

man had something in mind for his gentleman of philosophic habit very like the broad puspec- 
tive on différent subject maners and methods tbat Aristotle had in mind for bis man of general - 

culture is evident both in the latîer half of his Discourses (v-ix) in which he disusses what is 

meant by a liberally educated gentleman and in the succeediig articles and lectures in which he 

describes the principles of a liberal education for the students at the Catholic University of 

Ireland. Newman remonstrates against the narrowness of knowledge in only one area. He 

observes: 

Men, whose minds are possessed with some one object, take exaggerated views 
of its importance, are feverïsh in the pursuit of it, make it the measure of 
things which are uttedy foreip to it, and are startled and despond if it happens 
to fhil them (Io- 104). 

He approves the Oxford defense of hurnanist leaming by Oriel College's Dr. Copleston 

in 18LO. This learning is based on a principle of cornparisons as "O Judgrnent lives as it were 

by cornparison and discriminationw (1 3 1-2). Humanist leaming draws on several interrelateci 

subject rnatters such as "religion (in its evidences and interpretation), ethics, history, elo- 

quence, poetry, theones of general spenilation, the fine arts, and works of wit" (132). 

Copleston states that any one discipline, such as history or poeay or philosophy by itseif is too 
limited and needs to be corrected by others (133). He explains that ideas which Ml in the gen- 

eral range of the faculty of judgment 'a* not as solitary units, but by grouping and combina- 

tion and...intertwine with and support each other" (131). He wams against too early special- 

ization in a profession as it degrades the rational being; we need "other principles, which may 

serve as a check and counterpoise to the main force" (1 27). 

Newman, for his part, maintains that a university should as much as possible take in al1 

branches of learning. There an "assemblage of learned men, zealous for their own sciences, 

and rivals of each other, are brought, by Eamiliar intercourse and for the sake of intellectual 

peace, to adjust together the claims and relations of their respective subjects of investigation" 

('76). He insists that a contracted range of study inhibits the philosophic habit which enables the 

individual at least to be aware of "the great outlines of knowledge, the principles on which it 

rats ,  the scale of its parts, its lights and its shades, its great points and its littlew ('76). New- 

l3 introduction to Mill's "Inaugural Address" in the Collected Works, IV. 
Although Mill supports the need to study both classical literature and the physical 

sciences, he states that the physical sciences teach the "art of thinking" and of discnminating 
judgment based on observation and reasoning which are the only "two roads by which tmth 
can be discovered." Mill states that in the physicai sciences these two processes "have been 
camed to their greatest known perfection" (234). 



man points out that the end of a university education is a "comprehensive view of truth in al1 

its branches, of the relation of science to science, of their mutual bearings, and their respective 

d u e s "  (77) This comprehensive view of Universal Knowiedge is impliciîiy held by Newman's 

gentleman in dl investigations: 

the mind never views any part of the extended subject-matter of Knowledge 
without recollecting that it is but a part, or without the associations which 
spring from this recollection. It makes every thing in some sort lead to every 
thing else; it would comm~cate the image of the whole to every separate por- 
tion. till that whole becornes in imagination like a spirit, every where pervad- 
h g  and penetcating its component parts, and giving thern one dennite meaniog 
(1 03). 

For Newman's gentleman as for Anstotle's man of general culture, his education gives 

him "a clear conscious view of his own opinions and judgments, a truth in developing them, an 

eloquence in expressing them, and a force in urging them. It teaches him to see things as they 

are, to go right to the point, to disentangle a skein of thought, to detect what is sophistical, and 

to discard what is irrelevant" (1 35). 

Newman hirnself provides an example of the man of general culture conversant in 

methods and first principles during his long career spaming the nineteenth century (1801- 

1890). As a 'man of philosophic habit" engaged in the battle of issues and ideas, Newman con- 

stantly exercised his judgment through an understandimg of methods and the controllhg princi- 

ples of branches of knowledge. When Nassau William Senior delivered an Inaugural Address 

as the first professor of politicai economy at the University of Oxford in 1826, Newman 
rejected the ethicai and moral claims made for this science.14 Without king adept in political 

economy, as a man of general culture, he pointai out that the "science of wealth", from its 

staxting-point or tirst principle, its scope and methoci, not only cannot ensure moral well-king 

but may welI attain the opposite. Newman comme~lts: 

Given that wealth is to be sought, this and that is the method of gaining i t  
This is the extent to which a Political Economist has a right to go; he has no 
right to determine that wealth is at any rate to be sought, or that it is the way 
to be vimious and the price of happiness; 1 Say, this is to pass the bounds of 
his science (idea, - 66). 

Similarly Newman discnminated between methods and first principles to counter the 

political weight of a speech made by Sir Robert Peel in 1841 on the opening of a reading room 

at a Mechanics' hstitute in Tamworth. Peel's praise of expenmental science as a source of 

moral and religious elevation is roundly dismisseci by Newman in a series of letors to The 

I4 c.€. Dwight Culler's description of the conuoversial status of political economy in 
The Imperia1 Intellect, 250. 



Times where he States that knowledge of science or literature c a ~ o t  effect what religion claims 

to do, that we may as well 'take chemists for our cooks, and minerdogists for Our masoas" as 

to "commence with scientific proof or lay any great stress upon it as the basis of personal 

Christianity . " ls 
Io the report of one of Her Majesty's Inspectors of Schools for the fledgling system of 

public schooling in the years 1848-50, Newman objectai to the classification of religion with 

patry  and music under the category of sentiment. The inspecter claimed that religion con- 

sisted of pious feeling and that " the essential ulaa of al1 religious Education will consist in the 

direct cultivation of the feelings' (24). As an arbiter of method, Newman asserts that there has 

k e n  an error of omission typical of a "widespreading school of thought" which assumes that 

"Religion is not knowledge" or excludes it 'from a University course of instruction.. .because it 

is to be considered a taste, sentiment, opinion, and nothing more" (24). 

The distinction of methods is also the subject of Newman's final Discourse of the - Idea 

in 1852. Here Newman observes the iocreasing bias of his age towards induction, the method 

suited to the physical sciences and exclusive of those objects which are not dernonstrable 

according to its criterion and do not fâll within its range. Newman smtes that "Induction is the 

instrument of Physics" as "deduction only is the instrument of Theology" (169). He observes 

the strangeness of the latter method to "men whose first prhciple is the search after truth. and 

whose starting-points of search are things material and sensible. They scom any process of 

inquiry not founded on experiment" (170). 

If relianee solely on induction is an impediment to religious belief, access to the b e r  

hurnan world is also blocked by it. Newman states: 

"Metaphysics" they even use as a by-word of reproach; and Ethics they admit 
only on condition îhat it gives up conscience as its scientific ground, and bases 
itself on tangible utility: but as to Theology, they cannot deal with it, they cm- 
not master if and so they simply outlaw it and ignore it (170). 

Again in Discourse iii, Newman's description of a dystopian university which excludes 

human agency in favour of material science as the explanation of "everything on the Fdce of the 
earth" is at the same time a view of the world seen solely through the method of induction. The 

Professor at such a university 

ascribes every work, every extemal act of man, to the imate force or sou1 of 
the physical universe. He observes that spiritual agents are so mysterious and 
unintelligible, so uncertain in their laws...that a wise man will have nothing to 
Say to them. They belong to a differznt order of causes ... and he confines him- 
self to the tangible and sure. Human exploits, hurnan devices, hurnan deeds, 

l5 Essays and Sketches, vol. 2, 207. 



human productions, al1 that cornes under the scholastic tenns of "genius" and 
"art," and the metaphysical ideas of "duty," "r igh~  " and "heroism, " it is his 
office to contemplate al1 these merely in their place in the eternal system of 
physical cause and e f k a  (42-43). - -  ..- 

Newman's perception of the perennial importance of the man of culaire's distinction 

between methods, as well as the enduring need for the trainhg provided in a liberal education, 

is seen in his tribute to Aristotle in his argument. Newman cites from Aristotie's - Ethics at the 

beginning of mis sketch to insist on the importance of the agency of man, and so, by analogy, 

of the spirihial agency of God.16 Newman then pays tribute to Anstotle's philosophical distinc- 

tion between broad areas of tnith: 

It is incredible that in the investigation of physical results he could ignore so 
innuential a behg as man, or forget that, not only brute force and elemeatal 
movernew but knowledge also is power. And this so much the more, basmuch 
as moral and spirituai agents belong to another, not a, say a higher, order than 
physical; so that the omission supposed would not have been rnerely an over- 
sight in matters of detail, but a philosophical error, and a hult in division (40). 

Newman goes on to lament the loss of Aristotelian influence in the nineteenth century, regret- 

ting that "we live in an age of the world when the career of science and literature is little 

affected by what was done, or would have been done, by this venerable authontyw (40). 

In the difficult task of framing the idea of a university, Newman discriminates like 

Aristde between n~thods and principles of areas of tnith. Indeed, as their several titles indi- 
cate, Newman is engaged in d l  nine Discourses in defining the limitations and the reasonable 

expectations of the branches of leaming within the three great spheres of knowledge: the physi- 

cal sciences, human affairs, and God. AAer the first introductory Discourse, the titles follow 

one anothet as: "Theology a Branch of Knowledge," "Bearing of Theology on Other Branches 

of Knowledge," "Bearing of Other Branches of Knowledge on Theology," "Knowledge Its 
Own End," "Knowledge Viewed in Relation to Leaming," "Knowledge Viewed in Relation to 

Professional Skill," "Knowledge Viewed in Relation to Religion," "Duties of the Church 

Towards Knowledge." In Newman's philosophimi discrimination arnong the branches of 

Iearning and areas of mith, he is exercising the judgment of what Anstode called a man of cul- 

ture who " is above al1 things the arbiter of method." Like the fourth-century Athenian, New- 

man exercises his practical judgment to attempt to discern the errors in method in the jostling 

l6 Here Newman States: "The great philosopher of antiquity, when he would enurnerate 
the causes of the things that take place in the world, after making mention of those which he 
coasidered to be physical and material, adds, 'and the mind and everything which is by means 
of man'" (Anstotle Ethic. Nicom., iii. 3; -7 Idea 40). 



of ideas and claims in the nineteenth century: in an inaugural Address at Oxford in 1826, in a 

prominent politician's speech at Tamworth in 1841, in the aims of the new universities, in the 

uneasy relations between religion and the developing sciences. 

Because methods are the gateway to the various areas of tnith and their initial princi- 

ples or ideas, John Bumet emphasizes the importance of first principles or starthg-points as 

well as methods to Aristotle's man of culture who discriminates truth through them. Martin 

Ostwald defines the Greek term arche: it "designates that which stands at the head or at the 

beginning, without which everything that follows would not be what it is." It denotes "any 

Lind of SOURCE, BEGINNING, OR FOUNDATION.' It may be the starting point of a foot 

race or of an argument, the basis of a conviction, or the "irreducible FiRS'ï PRINCIPLE or 

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE of realities apprehended by the intelligence," i.e., nom, the 

noetic faculty of immediate intellectuai insightL7 With reference to Aristotle's man of culture, 

John Bumet explaios the importance of these initiai principles: 

The first lesson we have to l e m  fiom Our man of culture is that every science 
must have a starting-point (arche). Geometry, for instance, starts from certain 
definitions and axioms which define the nature of space, and we must have a 
similar starting-point for Politics (xxxiv). 

The culture of the intellect described in the - Idea involves this philosophical knowledge 

of starting-points or ideas from which everything else in a particular line develops. Definitions 

of the starting-points of sciences describe their nature and indiate their scope or potential 

development in accordance with the initial definition. Newman's definition of the idea of a 

university is the act of a man of culture or a man of philosophic habit discloshg through 

philosophical inquiry the starting-point essential to charting the course of the fledgling 

University in Dublin; this definition provides a guide for the regulation of pedagogical prac- 

tice. Similarly, Newman seeks to explain the aim of the university by tracing its historicd 

development for the readership of the Gazette. 

The importance of starting-points for the discriminating intellect of the man of 

philosophic habit is illustrated in the value accorded them by Newman's associates at Oriel 

College. When Newman became a Fellow of Oriel College in 1822, it was just this non- 

specialized laiowledge of starting-points that was the hast of the Members of the Oriel Corn- 

mon Room who familiarly styled themselves as  "the Noetics. " Their title refers to the faculty 

of immediate intellechial insight or nous described by Aristotle in Book vi of The Nicornachean 

Ethics. AristotIe explains that this noetic faculty "deals with ultimates at both ends of the 

l7 Ethics, 166, 303. Al1 citations fiom the Ethics are from Martin Ostwald's edition. 



scale" and "has as its objects primary terms and definitions as well as ultimate particulars" 

(1 143a35, p.166). By means of the noetic prhciple, we may have irnmediate insight into both 

sensible and inteIlectual objects. We perceive the dennition of a triande immediately as a fig- 

ure with three angles and three sides by looking at a triangle; "we must simply see that for our- 

selves " (Bumet, xxxvii) . This definition or starting-point permits analysis and new conclu- 

sions. 

The member of the Oriel group most representative of Aristotle's man of general cul- 

ture conversant with starting-points was Richard Whately, author of texts on togic and 

rhetoric, and an avid promoter of AristoteIian philosophy at the height of his influence in this 

period. R was Whately who advised Nassau William Senior to emphasize the importance of 

political economy in his inaugural lecture as its first professor at Oxford.1a Newman acknowl- 

edges Whately's influence on him in the Apologia where he says that "he taught me to think 

and to use my reason ,...to see with my own eyes and to walk with my own féetu (133). 

Dwight CulIet cites Whately's description of the kind of knowledge he valued: 

My own learning [he admittedl is of a very singular kind, beiig more purely 
elementary than anyone's 1 know. 1 am acquainted with the elements of most 
things, and that more accurately than many who are much versai in them, but I 
hiow nothing thoroughly, except such studies as are inainsically of an 
elementary character, v i z  grammar, logic, metaphysics, ethics, rheto~c (39). 

Whately's description of himself is also a description of Anstotle's man of gened culture: 

1 can explain the nature of mathematical reasoning better than some practised 
mathematicians.. . .I know pretty accurately the pecuiiar character of each 
branch of study, the misconceptions of it which men are liable to form, and the 
errors in pursuing it, the faculties which it calls for, and habits it tends to 
cultivate, and there 1 stop.. .(203)19 

He perceived his usefulness as a man of general culture, "whose trade is to make instruments 

for others to work with, king occupied in training others to do more than 1 cm do 

myself.. . " (203). 

l8 I.T. Ker in "Editor's Notes," -9 Idea 598. 

19 Similarly, in "Newman and Literature," Jeremiah Hogm States that "Newman can 
define literature better than Iiterary men, who are inside it and camot see the wood for the 
trees" (174). 

Culler provides possibilities rather than a cIear synthesis of Newman's thoughc and his 
views on Anstotle's man of culture remain unresolved. In citing Richard Whately, he associ- 
ates general culture with the study of logic. 

Culler describes the Noetic group at Oriel, 35-39. Edward Sillem describes this 
inff uence on Newman's philosophy in The Philosophical Notebook, 1 64-9. 



The importance of both initial principles and methods to Newman is seen in what he 

calls the architectoaic science of sciences, or the f o d  philosophicai inquiry into the relation 

of the sciences to one another from the perspective of their respective starting-points. Their 

ideas or elementary principles are the subject matter of the directhg or architeaonic science of 

sciences; the usefulness of the science of sciences is in its regdation of the sciences within the 

whole. In his discussion of the claims of political economy in the Idea, Newman States that 

the question of its 'rank' belongs to that Architectonic Science or Philosophy, 
whatever it be, which is itself the arbiter of d l  truth, and which disposes of the 
claims and arranges the places of al1 the departments of knowledge which man 
is able to master (68). 

Similarly, in " Chnstianity and Scientific Investigation, " a "Lecture written for the 

School of Science" in November, 1855, Newman refêrs to the "philosophy of an irnpenal 

UitelIect" exercised by the University whose mie representative guards against the fusion of 

departments of knowledge and defines rather than analyzes: 

Talchg into his charge d l  sciences, methods, collections of fiicts, principles, 
doctrines, truths which are the reflexions of the universe upon the human 
intellect.. . .he recognizes the insuperable lines of demarcation which run 
between subject and subject; he obsewes how separate truths Lie relatively to 
each other, where they concur, where they part Company, and where, being 
carrîed too far, they cease to be ûuths at al1 . A t  will be his care to be familiar 
with the signs of reai and apparent diffidties, with the methods proper to par- 
ticuIar subject-matters, what in each particular case are the limits of a rational 
scepticism, and what the daims of a peremptory faith (346-7). 

This due disposition of "al1 the provinces and methods of thought" may be efFected 

through the several professors who "like the ministen of various political powers at one court 

or con ference. . . . represent their respective sciences, and attend to the private interests of those 

sciences respectivelyn (346). But more important in this lecture is the plea for an implicit 

recognition of the view held by the man of general culture. Because of the unity of al1 truth, 

the theologian or the scientist may equally and freely pursue truth in their own lines without 

k i n g  cramped one by the other on the grounds that in spite of apparent contradiction between 

them, their proper relations w il1 eventually emerge. 

Specifically as a man of culture, Newman's greatest achievement was in arbitrating a 

new organon or instrument of thought. In the shiftuig of intellectuai foundations caused by the 

dazziing success of science, Newman perceived the peril particularly for religion in allowing 

the scientific method to intnide into areas where it was ineffectuai. From his first university 

sermon in 1826 entitled "The Philosophic Temper, First Enjoined by the Gospel," to his last 

book, the Grammar of Assent, Newman sought to discriminate between the methods and prÏn- 



ciples pertaining to the broad areas of physicai science and religious belief.Z0 in this early 

sermon, Newman con- the Christian world of intelligible order with the capriciousness of 

gods in other religions and connects the investigation by science Sto the system of the universe 

with this ordered wodd. Years of correspondence on the subject of religious belief with his 

sceptical scientific niend, William Froude, led Newman to articulate in the Grafnmar of Assent 

(1870) the broad distinction between demonstrable truth in scientific method and the way we 

n o d l y  make decisions in indemonstrabie matters where choice is operative, whether in the 

routine of daily life or in religious belief. The psychological observations on how we arrive at 

truth in the Grammar are a re-examination of methods themselves. The organon describecl by 

Newman in the Grammar is not only a validation of the way religious belief is reached but also 

of the "instinctive just estirnate of things" that is the mhodus of the man of general culture. 

As an arbiter of method in the Grammar, Newman navigates his way through the stric- 

tures of Locke's and Hume's empincism but he also finds inadequate the dialectical rnethod of 

Aristotelian logic. Newman's role as a nineteenth-century arbiter of method becomes more 

clear through contrasting his view of methods with that of Aristotle. Edward Sillem describes 

Newman as king "very selective in what he took from" Aristotle's philosophy. Sillem states: 

He seems to have considered Aristotelianisrn as incapable of coping.. . with the 
intricate problems of re-constmcting philosophy in the mid-nineteenth 
cen W... to provide him with a realist theory of knowledge and a psychology 
of human thinlring which could stand fim against the assaults of scientific 
rationalism" (Philosophic Notebook, vol. 1, 157). 

Newman is in agreement with Aristotle that our ultimate or most nuidamental fint 

principles which are the elements of our thought are not hown through formai reasoning.21 

Newman states that fimdamentai first principles, such as those held by a sceptic or by a Theist, 

filter al1 thought and are often unconscious. Even the most ardent promoter of a particular 

rational method of thought does not arrive at his fundamental principles through this method. 

Newman remarks of Bacon, for example, that his separation of "the physicai system of the 

20 Newman's University Sermons, London, SPCK, 1 970. 

21 Sillem states that Newman "accepts Aristotle's distinction "between the noetic 
faculty of first principlesn and epkteme (Philosophic Notebook, vol. 1, 163). aisteme or pure 
science is necessary tmth or disinteresteci, objective and scientific kno w ledge. Aristotle states 
in the Ethics that ihis scientific howledge has a "capacity for demonstration"; it "exists of 
necessityw or cannot be otherwise: it is teachable and proceeds from induction. Further, 
without a knowledge of the starting-points in these pure sciences, knowledge remains inciden- 
ta1.(150-1). 



world from the theological" is an assumption.* Similarly, Newman's own premiss in the - Idea 
that knowledge is unified and that God is its guarantor is an assumption. 

Nor doesNewman disagree with Anstotie about the method of induction so ardently 

promoted by Bacon in the interests of science in the modem era. AristotIe points out that the 

operations of nature which, unlike human afFâirs, do not involve choice, are apprehended espe- 

ciaiiy through induction, "a word which literally signifies the citation of witnesses in a court of 

law."n Induction is described in Aristotle's Topics as 

the procedure which leads from particulars to universals, e.g., if the best 
helmsman and the best charioteer are those who have knowledge, it is tnie as a 
generai d e  that in each particular field the best is he who has howledge (1. 
12, 105a13-16).u 

Bumet States that through induction "we m u t  be made to see the auth of the immediate 

proposition by king called upon to recognise it in a number of instances adduced for the pur- 

pose' (xxxvii). Induction is 'not a method of proof, for the propositions which we arrive at by 

its help are not capable of proof in the proper sense of the word.* It is simply a method of 

"making us see for ourseives what we caonot b o w  in any other way."= Proceeding fiom par- 

ticulars to universals makes induction the method suited to scientific procedure in its study of 

"the operations of nature. " 
Where Newman found Aristotie's method wanting was his way of investigatiog tnith Ui 

the more complicated area of human aftairs which, unlike the operations of nature, invoIves 

choice. The kind of buth that is the object of this method is investigated in the various books 

of the - Ethics: the good as the aim of action; moral virtue as the result of habits; man as 

responsible agent; the different kinds of justice; moral and inteiiecnial excellence; friendship 

and happiness; happiness, intelligence and the contemplative life; ethics and politics. This 

method, which Aristotle calls "habituation," takes as  its premises the received beliefi based on 
the experience of the wise or the majority and subjects them to a dialectical process of inquiry, 

i.e., the Topics describecl by Aristotle in the Organon. Burnet explains that the purpose of this 

is "to raise al1 the difficuîties on both sides' in order to "more easily distioguish tnith from 

error." Received beliefs are assaileci from a number of points of vantage or topoi "applicable to 

* Grammar, 282. 

Bumet, xxxvii. 

24 Cited by Martin Ostwald in his "Glossary of Technical Terrns", Ethics, 306. 

zs Burnet, xxxvii. 



every Lind of subject, the positions of 'the more and less,' 'the essential and the accidental,' 

and so forth." In this way, apparent contradictions wil1 be resolved as the opposing parties are 

led "to a consciousness of their real meaningw and to "see ttieir firnmental agreement." They 

are led on fkom what is "true but not clear" to what is "true and clear" (xl-di). 

Once the definition bas been thus detefmined, anaiysis of it continues through middle 

terms expressed in practical ~yllogisms.~~ We are cautioned that the syllogism as applied to 

practical human afffirs, such as to politics or to rhetoric, cannot have the precision of geom- 

etrical axioms as its premises and thus the conclusions cm be only generaliy true. 'As in medi- 

cine and navigation, we m u t  always cake into account the particular circumstances of the case, 

and these cannot be fomdated or predicted. "27 

The inability of dialectic to reach tmth in particular matters makes Newman seek as a 

true arbiter of method the more subtle and elastic organon described in the Grarnmar of 

Assent. Hem Newman states that as  a mefhod, logic has its use: "it suggests ideas; it opens 

views; it maps out for us the lines of thought; it verifies negatively; . . . . It is the great principle 

of order in our thinang; ... it catalogues the accumulations of knowledge; it maps out for us the 

relations of its separate departments; it puts us in the way to correct its own mistakesn (217, 

228). But it is an abstmct process whose claims to demonstration are valid ody in the abstract. 

It cannot attain to the concrete and its 'proofin are in fâct only probable. Newman argues that 

"for genuine proof in concrete matter we require an organon more delicate, versatile, and 

elastic than verbal argumentation' (21 7). 

To discem this more elastic organon, Newman examines the very heart of the reason- 

ing process in his final book, the Grammar of Assent. This book has generated theological 

comment because it investigates how we believe. But Newman's organon is aïs0 a validation of 

the discriminathg process of the man of general cuIture associated with Isocrates: the man with 

a knack for practical decisions basai on a sense of complex intuition and a perception of 

imponderables which guide and make accurate these decisions. The Gramrnar of Assent is a 

defense of the man of general culture who judges accurately of matters in daily life through 

26 Ostwald cites fiom the Prior Analytics to explain the syllogism: it is 'an augment 
in which, certain assumptions having been made, something other than these assumptions 
necessarily follows from the fact that they are me" (1.1.24b18-20). Ostwald States that 'it 
involves, in its most fundamental fom, two premises, at least one of which is a universal 
proposition, and a conclusion. E.g. al1 men are mortal. Greeks are men, therefore Greeks are 
mortal" (150-1). 

2' Burnet, xliv. 



wise hunches or impressions based on previous expenence, through a sagacity that cannot be 

taught precisely because it deais with particular matters, dthough it c m  be formed through 

knowledge of methods and principles. Newman provides many examples of the cultivated 

intellect in action: the immediate and accurate textuai decision of an experienced editor of 

Shakespeare who wodd have to elabrate at great length the many factors which came into 

play in this spontaneous decision; the veteran judge who would weaken his just verdict on a 

case by attempting to give reasons accountiog for i~ the person who takes a fkesh view of a 

matter and f id s  a solution from an angle previously mconsidered. 

Newman's description of the o r g m  needed to reach truth about human affairs in the 

concrete also underscores the practical nature of the discriminating judgment assoc iated w ith 

hocrates' disciples. This practical element emerges philosophically in the way Newman adapts 

Aristotle's concept of phronesis. Newman states that this term for practical wisdom was used 
by Aristotie to describe the "hculty which guides the mind in matters of conduct" (Grammar 
277). However. as an arbiter of method in bis own period, Newman transfers this term from 

the ethical and moral register of the nght and wrong to the intellechial register of the true and 

false. thus placing it in the realm of the discriminating judgment exercised by the man of cul- 

ture. Newman observes this difference in a note where he states that "Though Aristotle, in his 

Nicornachean Ethics, speaks of phroneskas king concerned generally with contingent mat- 

ter.. .or wbat I have cailed the concrete.. .he does not treat of it in that work in its general rela- 

tion to truth and the affirmation of tmth" (277)." 

28 Anstotle discusses phronesis in the - Ethics (1 Ma-1 140b) 152-4. The psychological 
approach taken by Newman in the Grammar is suggested in Aristotle's first comment: "We 
may approach the subject of practicai wisdom by studying the persons to whom we auribute 
it. " 

Several scholars have commenteci on the relation between phronesis, Aristotle's term 
for right conduct, and Newman's transference of this tenn to the a r a  of tmth in what he d l e d  
the illative sense. In "Economies of Reason: Newman and the Phrunesis Tradition," Mary 
Katherine Tillman examines the connection in Greek thought between the individual's capacity 
for right judgment in conduct, as illustrated in the - Meno, and the original unity of truth as 
related in the poem of Parmenides. In 'Newman on Faith and Reason," John D. Horgan distin- 
guishes between prudence, the Latin word for phronesis as pemining to right and wrong, and 
Newman's illative sense as an intellechial power of good judgment allowing one to see through 
"the labyrinth of inference" (148). In "Newman on Conscience and Lonergan on Conversion: 
The Shadow of Plato," Edward J. Miller observes the kinship between knowing through the 
illative sense and St. Thomas' idea of the moral judgmeat of prudence. He compares the meth- 
ods of Lonergan and Newman, noting that in both certitude of truth is reached through the 
cumulative, the implicit, the informai and through what is uniquely personal. In "Aristotelian 
Roots of Newman's Illative Sense." G h r d  Verbeke suggests that Aristotle was also reacting 
against moral inte~lectualisrn in his own penod. 



The practid judgments of the man of general culture or of Newman's gentleman have 
much in common with Aristotle's view of praaical judgment in conduct In the -9 Ethics 

Anstotle observes that the most characteristic funetion of phnesis is deliberation: "that man 

is good at deliberating who, by rea~oning, can aim at and hit the best thing attahable to man 

by action (157). Phronesk is both grounded in expenence and operates fiom universals: 'prac- 

tical wisdom is concerned with particulars as well [as with universals], and knowledge of par- 
ticulars cornes fiom experience' (160, 1142a).29 Right conduct cannot be taught as it "cannot 

be atiained by an applied science or art' (152, 1 140a). 

The orgonon proposecl by Newman is the instrument used by the humanist man of cul- 

ture in discexning the tmth clouded in the contemporary "night-battle" of ideas and issues. The 

rxm of culture does not submit these ideas to the inquiry of Aristotelian dialectical categones. 

Rather, like the editor making a textual decision or the judge in court, he draws on 

probabilities from various quarters reiated to the particular matter under consideration. He 

arrives at the tmth at that moment when these independent probabilities, none of which are 

convincing in themselves, converge to persuade him personally of the tmth of this matter. In 

Rhetorical Thought in John Henry Newman, Walter Jost bas examineci Newman's adaptation of 

Anstotle's topics. Jost argues that Newman also uses received views themselves as his topics. 
Newman's organon is simply a formulation of the procedure we commonly use? It is the pro- 

cedue used by Newman in An Essay on the Development of Christian Doctrine where he con- 

29 Aristotle states: "If a man acts blindly, Le., using his natural vimie alone, he will 
fail; but once he acquires intelligence, it makes a great différence in his action" (1 7 1. 1 144b). 

3* Similarly with reference to modem scientific method, T.H. Hwdey states that Bacon 
did not invent the method: "it is nothing but the necessary mode of working of the human 
mind. It is sim~ly the mode at which al1 phenornena are reasoned about, rendered precise and 
exact" p e  &&ce of T.H. Huxley, 47). Charles Dessain in John Henry ~ewman notes 
Aldous Huxley's acknowledgment of his debt to Newman for his acute and elegant analysis of 
the psychology of thought (148). 

lohn-Stuart Mill observes in his Inaugural Address Delivered to the University of St. 
Andrews: "Logic lays down the general principles and laws of the search afier truth; the condi- 
tions which, whether recognised or not, must actually have been observed if the mind has done 
its work nghtly." In reference to the demonstrable tmth of mathematics and physics, Mill 
states that "Those sciences give the practice, of which Logic is the theory. It declares the prin- 
ciples, rules, and precepts, of which they exemplify the observance" (238). 

Some of Mill's statements suggest that one purpose of education, as for Aristotle's man 
of culture and Newman's gentleman, is to discriminate methods. Mill advocates the study of 
elementary science for people will "never know what is certain and what is not, or who are 
entitled io speak with authority and who are not; and they either have no faith at a11 in the 
testimony of science, or are the ready dupes of charlatans and impostors" (233). 



sidered the question of whether the doctrine of the Roman Catholic Church was a corruption or 

a legitiniate development from the early Church. The answer to this question, crucial to his 

decision to enter the Roman Catholic Church, was arrived at through examinhg probabilities 

from various quarters. In the Apologia he lists four of these independent but converging 

probabilities, including a religious source in 'the anaiogy of the Old Testament and also of the 

New" and a source in doctrinal history where he fin& traces in the early Church traces of the 

Roman Church's doctrines (286). 

The procedure of viewing trutfi from various quarters is also the principle that animates 

Newman's view of the cuItivation of the intellect in the - Idea where he warns against the nu- 

rowness of the man of one idea 'which properiy means a man of one science" (57). His argu- 

ment based on the fundamental unity of knowledge means that al1 the sciences "converge and 

contribute" to one another (35). Newman observes: 

Men, whose life lies in the cdtivation of one science, or the exercise of one 
method of thought, have no more right.. .to generalize upon the basis of their 
own pursuit but beyond its range, than the schoolboy ... to judge of a Prime 
Minister" (57). 

Newman's argument for the inclusion of theology in the uni ver si^ is only one applica- 

tion of this principle. He edists several exampies in its support He suggests the folly of allow- 

hg  the Antiquarian to control experimental science or the Metaphysician history. Or if a per- 

son's knowledge were contracted to a theory of gravitation, then capillary action would be 

denied. The man of general culture in the humanist tradition advocated by Aristotle and again 

affirmed by Newman in his century will avoid the pitfalls of "the devotees of any science, or 

family of sciences" which exclude others. They "necessarily becorne bigots and quacks, scom- 

ing dl principles and reporteci hcts which do not belong to their own pursuit, and thinking to 

effect everything without aid h m  any other quarter" (37). He continues, noting the dangerous 

consequences of knowledge from only one quarier: 

Thus, before now, chemistry has been substituted for medicine; and again, 
political economy, or intellectual enlightenment, or the reading of the Scrip 
tures, has been cried up as a panacea against vice, malevolence, and misery 
(3 7-3 8) 

In a subsequent chapter, we shall see how Newman's distinction between methods and 

branches of knowledge, his view of the interconneetion of the branches of luiowledge, and his 

organon for knowing particular rnatters from independent quarters translates into a distinctive 

pedagogy which klIs within a humanist tradition. 



Chapter 2 

Newman and Bacon: Arbiters of Method 

As we have seen in Chapter one, Newman's own judgments are made from the per- 

spective typicd of the humanist tradition of Aristotle. In this tradition, issues are viewed from 

the vantage point of principles and methods in their comection to particular areas of truth. 

Newman scru9nized the Iogic of Aristotle, who like him was an arbiter of method, and revised 

it in the light of his own experience and his observations on the way we typically make deci- 

sions about concrete rnatters. Newman's views are also clearly illustratecl in conjunction with 

Francis Bacon, another arbiter of method whose zealous promotion of science and induction 

gave impetus to the movement that by Newman's day led to the encroachment of this method 

into areas beyoad its purview. T.H. Huxley, for example, stated that the subject matter of 

reasoning does not change the process of rûasoning and objected to the claim that "reason and 

morality have two weights and two measures."I In the tradition of isocrates and Aristotle, 

Newman resists îhis leveling and discriminates between the method n a d  to a study of the 

physical sciences and the path to the religious life. He also maLes a clear distinction between 

usehl knowleùge as championed by Bacon and the speculative thought he advocates as the 

centrepiece of a liberal education. A cornparison between Bacon's Advancement of Learning 
and Newman's Idea of a University illustrates Newman's judgments as an arbiter of rnethod in 

the common principles shared by both men, in their divergence regarding usefd and specula- 

tive kaowledge, and in the subsequent shifi by the "schwl of Bacon" towards a homogeneity of 

method which Newman steadfastly resisted as a misapplication of method corrosive to religion. 

The Essence of T.H. Huxley, 113. Huxley represents Newman at St. Mary's as 
preachine: that Scripture alone is kee fiom an "admixture of error." Hwdey maintains that nat- 
Üral science con&;ning the origin of man contradicts Scripture (1 17-8). In "Newman and 
Evolution." Stanley Jaki describes Newman's approach through Iogic to Darwin's theory of 
evo1ution.- ~ewn& states that the human mhd ii distinct in c&tio<as self-acting, originathg 
and a citadel of theism; that chance is not cause, that what is accidental to us mafnot 6e so t6 
God from the of theology. ~ e w m &  objects to scientific men whi meddle with 
tbeology, assuming evolution is inconsistent with a Creator and Protector and concluding that 
there is no truth in religion. Although maLing no claims to close familiarity with the Ongin of 
Species, Newman cautions against taking probable scientific theory, Iike evolution, for 
certainty as it might be refuted subsequently by other probable theories. In "Newman's Idea of 
Science," Harold M. Petipas states that Newman recognizes too well the tendency that Huxley 
evincito apply scientific method to al1 areas (501). A contemporary public debate on the diC 
ferences in perspective between science and theology, particularly regarding conscience, is 
ducribed by Ed Block in "T.H. Huxley's Rhetoric and the Mid-Matter debate: 1868-1 874," 
Prose Studies, 1985, 

In the nineteenth-century edition of the Works of Francis Bacon, Robert Leslie EIlis 
suggests in his introduction that Bacon came to believe that the method of induction was appli- - - 
cabre to al1 areas but was to be varied according to the conditions of the subject (100). 



The nineteenth century saw the great fourteen volume edition of Bacou's worb 
undertaken by Robert Leslie Ellis and James Spedding in 1846, just a few years before New- 

man's Dublin Discourses, and completed in 1874, In The Philosophic Notebook, Edward Sil- 

lem obsenres the influence of Bacon on Newman. He notes that Newman was given The Works 
of Francis Bacon in eIeven small voiumes as early as 1818 at the age of seventeen while still a 

student at Trinity. He later received W. H. Scott's four volume edition of Bacon's - Omnia 

Opera, printed in 1730.2 In bis Discourses in the Idea of a University and in the following sec- 

tion, the articles prepared for the Gazette and the vanous lectures prepared in his capacity as 

Rector for the students in the School of Philosophy and Leüers, the School of Medicine, and 

the School of Science, Newman refers frequently to Bacon. In his edition of the Idea, Ian Ker 

notes twenty-four refereoces to Bacon or the Baconian method. Newman draws several quota- 

tions ftom Bacon's Advancement of Leaming, from its later Latin adaptation into the longer 

work De Augmentis Scientianim, as well as otherwise making reference to Bacon and the 

Bacooian rneth~d.~ Newman expressed bis admiration for Bacon, referring to "the great mind 

of Bacon" in his lecture in 1855 to the School of Medicine on "Christianity and Physical 

Science" (Idea, 342) and to Bacon's intellectual greatness in his lecture in the previous year on 

" Englis h Catholic Literature" qdea, 23 9). 

In spite of Newman's many references to Bacon and the Baconian school in the - Idea 
and the comection acknowledged between these two arbiters of method, scant attention has 
been paid to the relation between Bacon's views on learning and Newman's views on educa- 

tion. In The Imperia1 Intellect, Dwight Culler makes some cornparisons between Bacon and 

Newman, pointhg out, for example, that while Bacon sought to enable scientists to translate 

concrete reality into abstractions, Newman sought "to enable the nonspecialist to reduce these 

abstractions into a mie and balanced picture of reality" (187). However, these cornparisons are 

rdatively incidentai to his work as a whole. To examine Newman in relation to Bacon, 1 have 

drawn on three sources: the still-valued observations on Bacon's method by Spedding and Ellis 

in their nineteenth-century edition of Bacon's - Works; Benjamin Farrington's Francis Bacon: 

Philosopher of Industrial Science (1951) where, as announced in the Prefhce, he inteprets 

Edward Sillem notes Newman's 'regard and admiration" for Bacon who was an 
important source for his 'ideas about the nature of the experimental sciences, especially of 
physics. " The Philosophical Notebook, vol. 1, 189. 

3 The Advancement of Learninq (1605) was extended and adapted before it was again 
published in 1623 as De Augmentis Scientiarum as part of Bacon's great work, the Instauratio 
Magna which also included the Nowm Organon. 



Bacon's own conception of "what he tried to do and wanted done"; Paolo Rossi's connections 

between Bacon's method and rhetorical tradition in Francis Bacon: From Magic to Science 

(1 968). -- 

Newman had reasoa to admire Bacon for the same quality that Anstotie sought in the 

man of culture, Le., the abiiity to disbingüish between difirent Linds of mtth and the methods 

appropriate to them.4 Bacon's clear distinction between the sacred and the natural as separate 

domains was, as Gillian R. Evans states, Newman's own first prin~iple.~ What Newman 

deploreci in the evolution of the Baconian method was the dissolution of Bacon's careh1 dis- 

tinction between theology and physical science and the corrosive application of the method of 

the physid sciences to theological thought. 

Newman and Bacon diverge in Bacon's exclusion of speculative thought, particularly 

as onented towards human endeavour, in fkvour of fnlldul or usefixi knowledge. Bacon, whom 

Newnian calls the Prophet of the Philosophy of Utility, promoted progress in the physical 

sciences by devaluing classical speculative thought which he viewed as an impediment to his 

own great mission. Bacon's Advancement of Learning, a survey of the state of learnhg in his 

day, indicated its deficiency in the study of nature and blamed this deficiency on a dis- 

proportionate orientation towards philosophic matters. In charting the course for the Catholic 

University of Ireland, Newman included al1 sciences but insisted that the h a r t  of the universiq 

was in liberal studies which were speculative rather than usefui. Al1 students at the University 

were to be trained in a liberal education for at least two years, putting them on the road to 

king men of general culture capable of distinguishing between methods and areas of mth. 

Both Newman and Bacon explicitiy state the primary importance of applying the nght 

method to an area of truth. In the Grammar, Newman expresses in theocentric terms the con- 
nection between the nature of the mind, method, and the object that we seek to know. He states 

that 

the laws of the mind are the expression, not of mere constituted order, but of 
His will .... It is He who teaches us al1 howledge; and the way by which we 

Dwight Culler comments in The Imperia1 Intellect that "Bacon held that the unity of 
the sciences lay in their method" (181). This is echoed by Daniel G. Mulcahy in "The Role of 
the Disciplines in Cardinal Newman's Theory of a Liberal Education" where he claims that for 
Dewey and for Bacon the unity of knowledge was through the method of the sciences (51). In 
The Advancement of Learning, it is clear that Bacon distinguisha between methods and sub- 
ject matters. However, the editors of Bacon's Works suggest that towards the end Bacon, like 
John Stuart Mill, came to believe that the m e &  f induction could be applied to other areas - - 
of howledge oukide the physical sciences. 

'Science and Mathematics in Newman's Thought," 262. 



acquire it is His way. He varies that way according to the subject-matter; but 
whether He has set before us in our particular pursuit the way of obsemtion 
or of experimew of speculation or of research, of dernonstration or of 
probability, whether we are inquiring into the system of the universe or into 
the elements of matter and of life, or into the history of hurnan society and past 
times, if we take the way proper to Our subject-matter, we have His bless- 
hg.. . " (275-276). 

The way in which we inquire into religious and ethical rnatters. Newman continues. is 

a particularly "rugged and circuitousw path, which is impossible withoui His blessing and 

inflicts a discipline on Our minds that itself prepares us for "due devotion to Him when He is 
found " (276). 

Because Bacon believed that progress in the physical sciences had been fnistrated 

through a disregard for proper ngour in method, he a h  emphasizes the importance of qply- 

ing the method appropriate to a particular kind of truth. In the Advancement, at the end of his 

survey of the "arts of Judgment, which handle the natures of Proofs and Demonstrations," 

Bacon finds deficient the important area of "the application of the dier ing kinds of prwfs to 
the d i f f e ~ g  kinds of subjects" (129, 134-135). He States: 

there king but four kinds of demonstrations, that is, by the i m m e à ' e  consent 
of t h  mfnd or sme, by induction, by syZZogism, and by congruiry (which 
Aristode calleth demomtration in or6 or cirele, and not a notioribus;) every of 
these hath certain subjects in the matter of sciences, in which respectively they 
have chiefést use; and certain others, from which respectively they ought to be 
excluded; and the rigour and curiosity in requiring the mon severe pro& in 
some thhgs, and chiefly the Fdcility in contenthg ourselves with the more 
remiss pro& in others, hath been amongst the greatest causes of detriment and 
hiaderance to knowledge. The distributions and assignations of demonstrations, 
according to the analogy of sciences, 1 note as deficient (135). 

Newman and Bacon, as arbiters of method, aIso share common ground in their distinc- 
tion among the three broad areas of truth. In their respective investigations into leaming, 

Bacon and Newman both divide knowledge into the three orders of the divine, the human and 

the naturai. In the Advamement, Bacon refers to the "the  beams of man's knowledge: that is, 

radiza direau, which is referred to nature; radius rej?actus, which is referred to God, and 

cannot report truly because of the inequality of the mediwn," and "rudim rejîems. whereby 

man beholdeth and contemplateth hinueIf" (105). In his final Discourse in the - Idea where New- 

man considers the muhial relations of these three areas of truth, he refers to the " k e e  great 

In his discussion of revealed tmth in the Grammar, Newman refers to the diflerent 
means of argument which it has pleased a Good ~rovidenge to give us. He supports from 
Anstotle his view that " h m  probabilities we may constnict legitimate proof, sufficient for 
certitude" (320). 



subjects on which Human Reason employs itselbGod, Nature, and Man" (166). Theology is 

the study of what we lmow about God; Science is the book of nature or the physical world 

"subjected to Human Reason"; aad Literature is the book of man or the social world subjected 

to Human Reason (166). 

It is particularly in their distinction between the sacred and the natural as areas of tmth 

requirhg separate methods that Newman and Bacon share a common first principle. Although 

his zeal is directed towards removing the obstacles that had hindered the study of cause and 

effeet in the physical world, Bacon makes clear the distinction between divine revelation and 

the light of nature or between divinity and philosophy. Religious truth and moral conduct 

belong to different reaims than naturai hiowledge. Remarking on the différence between these 
two kinds of tmth in the final section of tbe Advancement, Bacon states that "sacred theol- 

ogy,(which in our idiom we cal1 divinity,) is g m d e d  only upon the word and oracle of God, 

and not upon the light of nature" (209). Bacon also inakes clear that not only the doctrine of 

religion but the "moral law truly interpreted .... is not to be atiained but by inspiration and 

revelation fiom God" (209-210). Knowledge of good and evil can be obtained through the light 

of nature "fiom m o n ,  sense, induction, argument, according to the laws of heaven and 

eanb." In an argument similar to Newman's in "Naiural Religion" in the gram ma^, Bacon 
maintains that man can obtain moral knowledge through the "law of conscience, which is a 

spadde of the purity of his first estate." Bacon also clarifies that this is sufficient ody "to 

check the vice, but not to inform the duty" (210). 

In the final Discourse of the - Idea, Newman quotes Bacon to indicate the limitations of 

approaching theology from the perspective of the physical sciences because the religious 

ground of moral life belongs to a separate domain. Drawing on a passage in De Augmentis 

(28) which corresponds to the passage just quoted from the Advancement, Newman cites 

Bacon: 

Sacred Theology ... must be drawn fiom the words and the oracles of God: not 
fkom the light of nature or the dictates of reason. It is written, that 'the 
Heavens declare the glory of Goci;' but we nowhere find it that the Heavens 
declare the will of God; which is pronounced a law and a testimony, that men 
should do according to i t  Nor does this hold only in the great mysteries of the 
Godhead, of the creation, of the redemption. ..We cannot doubt that a large part 
of the moral law is t w  sublime to be attained by the light of nature; though it 
is still certain that men, even with the light and law of nature, have some 
notions of virtue, vice, justice, wrong, good, and evil (Idea, - 171-172). 

As delineators of areas of truth and of the methods suited to thern, Bacon and Newman 

also share a common view of the use of reason in fâith. Because of the difference between the 

orders of the divine and the natural, both Newman and Bacon insist that they must be 



apprehended in different ways. Both argue that the believer is disposed differently towards 

revealed tnith than towards naturai tntth. Bacon distinguishes between the use of reason in 
revealed tmth and in natural tmth. He states that because the word of God is divine rather than 
natural, Our reason is to be subordinate to it. Just "as we are to obey His law, though we find 

a reluctation in our will, so we are to believe His word, though we find a reluctation in our 
reasonw (209). Newman's comments on approaching revealed tmth from a différent vantage 

point than natural tmth are scattered through al1 his writings. Alison Wilson points to New- 

man's statement in the Essay on the Development of Christian Doctrine that in the search for 

the religious tmth of dogma, 'the mind is below truîh, not above if and is bound, not to des- 

cant upon it, but to venerate it"7 Similarly, in "The Mission of St. Benedict," Newman writes 

that the frame of mind required by poetry as by religion "demands, as its primary condition, 

that we should not put ourselves above the objects in which it raides, but at their 

f't;. ..instead of Fancying that we can comprehend them, we should take for granted that we 

are surrounded and comprehended by them ourselves. It implies that we understand them to be 

vat,  irnmeasurable, impenetrable, inscnitable, mysterious. 
Newman's view of a particular relation between reason and faith, the subject of the 

Grammar of Assent as well as of many sermons, is also clearly discriminateci by Bacon. 

Reason in religion is used fim to apprebend God's tniths and, once they are apprehended, 

deductions may be made €rom them. Bacon writes that revealed mth differs €rom natural tmth 

in that "the articles and principles of religion are placed and exemptai from examination of 

reason" (211). In revealed tnith, our reason is used first to apprehend the mysteries of God. 

Bacon states: He "doth graft his revelations and holy doctrine upon the notions of Our reason, 

and applieth his inspirations to open our understanding, as the forrn of the key to the ward of 

the lock' . Secondly, once the articles and principles are apprehended, we may reason deduc- 

tively, "to make derivations and inferences from and according to the analogy of them, for our 

better direction" (211). Bacon notes U t  this deductive reasoning fkom accepted grounds is 

applicable in "rnany knowledges, both of greater and srnaller nature," such as in law or games 

of chess. It is the only method of m n i n g  used in religious doctrine and dogma. Because of 

the intrusion of the inductive method used in the physical sciences into the r d m  of theology in 

his day, Newman states categorically in Discourse ix: "Induction is the instrument of Physics, 

7 Wilson, 167. c.f, Jeremiah J. Hogan's "Newman and Literature," 178. 

8 Historical Sketches. 387. 



and deduaion only is the instrument of Theology .... Revelation is al1 in al1 in doctrine; .. .the 

inferential method its sole instniment, and ecclesiastical authority its sole sanction" (169-170). 

Following from their common first principle of the separation of divine and natural 

howledge are m e r  commonalities on the question of the continued development of doctrine, 

a matter Newman investigated in An Essay on the Development of Christian Doctrine. In his 

s m y  of the howledge of his day, Bacon notes as deficient "the mie limits and use of reason 

in spirihial things, as a k h d  of divine dialectic" (212). He also notes the need to distinguish 

"with piety and wisdom" between the aven. fundamental points of religion and those that con- 

tinue to develop: 

what points of religion are fiindamental, and what perfective, king matter of 
M e r  building and perfection upon one and the same foundation; and again, 
how the gradations of light, according to the dispensation of times, are material 
to the sufficiency of belief (213) 

In the matter of 'how far forth the C h w h  is inspired," Bacon raises issues related to 

fkith and reason, between secdar lcnowIeâge and religious knowiedge, that are important to 

Newman's view of the boudaries of both and figurecl as an important factor in his decisiun to 

convert to the Roman Catholic Church. 

Because of their common first principle in separating the domains of Revelation and 

naturai truth, both arbiters of method agree that the p ~ c i p l e  of inquiry used to investigate 

physial phenomena carmot be applied to Scripture. Bacon insisied that the Scriptures, king 

given by inspiration. shodd be treated ditferently from al1 other books by the expositor. He 

condemned "that interpretation of the Scripture which is only after the manner as men use to 
interpret a profane book' (218); he cautioned against pressing with reason too far into the 

mystery and suggested the limitations of forcing Scrïpture through methods like "scholastical 

divinity" (214). He M e r  wamed against pretending, as the school of Paracelsus did, "to fïnd 
the tnith of ail natual philosophy in the Scnptures ....to seek temporary things amongst 

eternal," confushg what is used in Scripture for illustration of moral and divine matters for 

Iiterai mth (216-217). 

From his perspective more than two centuries later, Newman's condemation of the 

misapplication of the inductive rnethod to ReveIation is evidently a condemnation not of Bacon 

but of the exclusive use of the method ardently promoted by him for the investigation of natu- 

r d  phenomena. Newman laments that 

Protestantism treats Scripture just as they [the school of Bacon] deal with 
Nature; it takes the sac& text as a large collection of phenomena, from which 
by an inductive process, each individual Christian may arrive at just those reli- 
gious conclusions which approve themselves to his own judgment (171). 



If a method suited to the namral sciences is used for Scnpture, faith becomes "a mere 

modification of reason, as beiig an acquiescence in certain probable conclusions till better are 

found" (171). 

Bacon insisteci that the nght use of the hiowledge of physical nature was charitable, 

"referred to the good of men and manlùnd" (6). However Newman observes that Bacon, as if 

with a prophetic misgiving of the tendencies of his philosophy to "depreciate, or to trample on 

Theology," went out of his way to insist on his philosophy as "the instrument of that 

beneficent Father, who, when He came on earth in visible form, took on Him first . .the office 

of assuaging the bodily wounds of human nature" (Idea -9 89). In the next section, 1 shall 

examine in "Christianity and Physid Science" and "The Tamworth Reading Room" New- 

man's view of the uneasy relations that developed between science and religion with the 

increasing unilateral dominance of the Baconian method. Newman's procedure in both cases 

illustrates the practid importance of the Iiberally educated inteIlect capable of disceming what 

may rightly be expected of the various areas of knowledge. My purpose in this section is to 

demonstrate through Newman's example his expectations of the gentleman or man of general 

culture as describeci by him in the - Idea. fi is the relation between science and religion that 

Newman takes as his subject in his Lecture in the School of Medicine which o p e d  during the 

second year of operation of the Catholic University of ireland in 1855. As a man of general 

culture, Newman clearly and explicitly resists the blurring of the lines of demarcation between 

Revelation and Physical Science. He defines the principles of these two fields of knowledge, 

indicates the methods suited to their respective kinds of ûut6 and the fhllacy of applying to one 

the method suited a the other. In other words, Newman proceeds in this lecture, "Christianity 

and Physical Science," as a model of the Iiberally educated gentleman conversant in first prin- 

ciples and methods, one who is not a slave or a child because he knows "the relative disposi- 

tion of things" and has "mapped out the Universen (Dixourse v, "Knowledge Its Own End,' 

85) 
Newman begins his lecture by discriminating broadly between the ide- of the natural 

and the supernaturai. Nature is "that vast system of things, taken as whole, of which we are 

cognizant by means of Our naturai powen." The supernaturai wodd is "that still more marvel- 

lous and awful universe, of wbich the Creator Himself is the fulness, and which becomes 

known to us, not through our nahiral faculties but by superadded and direct communication 

fiom Him" (323). Newman emphasizes the distinctness of the two ideas and fields of knowl- 

edge. Physics is the philosophy of matter; it knows this world through the sensw, cataloguing, 

comparing, and arranging "the complexity of phenornena into simple elements and principlesn 

at which point "its mission is at an end" (324-5). Its questions concem efficient rather than 



fiBal causes; 'With matter it began, with matter it will endw (325). Theology begins at the 

opposite pole, not with nature but the Author of nature. It systematizes "what He Himself has 
told us of Himself; of ~ i s  nature, His attributes, His will. and His acts" (326). R contemplates 

not matter but mind: "the Supreme Intelligence; souls and their destiny; conscience and duty; 

the.. .dealings of the Creator with the creature" (326). 

It is as a man of general culture conversant in the three broad areas of truth that New- 

man defines the principles of Tfieology and Physical Science. These definitions allow hirn to 

observe the relation between the two fields of laiowledge. Like Bacon who had observed that 

there is no "enmity between God's word and His works, " 9  Newman invokes the principle of 

non-contradiction to make the same staternent: "it will be found, on the whole, that the 

two.. . kinds of knowledge respectively are separateci off from each other; and that, therefore, as 

being separate, they cannot on the whole contradict each other" (323). Bacon warned of t&e 

vanity of seeking God's Nature and Will revealed in our inquiry into sensible and material 

things, unwisely commingling the book of God's word and the book of God's works.1° New- 

man insists because physical science treats of a different subject than theology. it can say 

nothing at al1 on the subject of theology. He underscores the importance of this distinction 

between theology and physical science in a reference to the comment made by "the recent 

French editors of one of the works of St. Thomas," who state that St. Thomas "made an 

alliance, not with Plato, but with AristotIe," avoiding the commingling of the naturd and 

divine which. according to the editors, "had b e n  the source of the worst errors of other 

philosophers, and especiail y of Plato " (324). 

Atter deking the principles of theology and physical science, Newman proceeds, like 

Aristotle's man of general culture, to distinguish their respective methods, stating: "1 observe, 

then, that the elementary methods of reasoning and inquiring used in Theology and Physics are 

contrary the one to the other" (331). He notes that the verbal, syllogistic or argumentative 
"method of Theology is that of a strict science, such as Geometry, or deductive." This is natu- 

tal because it proceeds fiom just what is revealed €rom above and nothing more; deductions 

c m  be made from the original doctrines which "the Apostles were inspired to deliver.. ..but, as 

Advancement. 217. 

Io Advancement. 8. 

Newman refets to De Ventate Catholicae Fidei contra Gentiles seu Sumrna 
Philosophica (Nemusi: 1853) i. The editors were P.-C. Roux-Lavergne. E. D'Yzalguier, E. 



the conclusion is ever in its premisses, such deductions are not, strictIy speaking, an addition" 
(331). The rnethod of Physics is the one natural to an empiricai pursuit, i.e., induction. Its 

method is the reverse of theology's; physics "has hardly any principles or truths to start with, 

externally delivered and already ascertained." It advances to new tmths distinct from the 

"exuberant sylva of phenornena" from which they ongimte. Physical science is experimental? 

progressive, and "has visions of the future"; theology is traditional, stationary, exact, and 

"loyal to the past" (332). 

Newman's clear observations on the principles and methods of theology and physical 

science then allow him to make judgments in the long-standing h u d s t  tradition on the nature 

of the relation between the two areas of knowledge. He is particularly concemed with the 

hision of theology and physical science in "Natural Theology" or "more properly, Physicai 

Theology" (338). Works like William Paley's A View of the Evidences of Christianity (1794) 

drew inferences about God from the design in His works; in the Bridgewater Treatises, 

scientist. were commissioned to show the power, wisdom, and benevolence of God through the 

evidence of their various branches of science such as geology, zoology, or botany. However, 

Newman cites Macaulay's Essays to point out that nanval theology, unlike natural science, is 

not progressive, that the individud in the nineteenth century had "just the same evidences of 

design in the stnicture of the universe which the early Greeks had" (328). l2 

Because Bacon's observations on natural theology as a particular branch of knowledge 
proceed from the same first principles as Newman's in distinguishing clearly between the 

divine and natual, his statements in this area are consistent with Newman's. In his survey of 

the state of knowledge in his day, Bacon examines oatural theology or divine philosophy not 

under divinity but in a earlier section of the Advancement as a category of philosophy. He dis- 

tinguishes the object of this truth from the way in which it is known: this knowledge may "be 

tmly termed dntine in respect of the object, and I I ( L ~ L U ~  in respect of the light." He indicates 

clearly the limitations of approaching the divine through naturai lights. As the works of any 

workman "show forth the power and ski11 of the workman, and not his image," so the "works 

of God.. .show the omnipotency and wisdom of the Maker, but not His image." According to 

the Scriptures, the only other image of God is man. Bacon states that in his judgment it is not 

safe "to induce any verity or persuasion concerning the points of fàith" through "the con- 

templation of nature or ground of human knowledge." We should not "draw down or submit 

I2 Newman states of the argument from design in the universe that "Socrates makes 
precisely the same use of the statues of Polycletus and the pictures of Zeuxis, which Paley 
makes of the watch" 339. 



the mystpna of God to Our reason; but contranwise to raise and advance our reason to the 

divine tmth." Noting that there is no deficiency in nahiral theology but rather an excess, he 

cautions against mixing together religion and philosophy "because of the extreme prejudice 

which both ~ l i g i o n  and philosophy have received and may receive, by k ing  cornmixecl 

togethern (88-89). 

Because, as Newman remarks, "that old teaching, founded on the deductive 

method. .,was in honour and in possession at the time when Expriment and Induction corn- 

menced their brilliant careerw (337), Bacon's insistence on the separateness of divine and natu- 

cal truth was not a stniggle against the curreat as  it was for Newman in the nineteenth century 

when the application of the Baconian method to theology resulted increasingly in the fusion of 

natural and divine tmth. Bacon represents a watershed in the diminishing of the deductive 

method and the ascendeacy of induction. Newman's d e h s e  of Physics and Theology in their 

respective domains and his resistance to their king "commixed together" in naturd theoiogy is 
conducted on the grounds of their distinctly separate methods. He remarks of the histoncal 

quarrel between the two: 
each of them has a rnethod of its own; and in this, 1 think, has lain the point of 
controversy between the two SC~OOIS, YiZ., that neither of them has been quite 
content to remain on its own homestead, but bat, whereas each has its own 
method, which is the best for its own science, each has considered it the best 
for al1 purposes whatever, and has at different times thought to impose it upon 
the other science, to the disparagement or rejection of that opposite method 
which legitimately belongs to it (331). 

If one method becornes an habitua1 mode of thought, a conscious effort has to be made 

not to use it where it is inappropriate: "minds habituated to either of these two methods can 

hardly help extending it beyond its due limits, unless they are put upon their guard, and have 

great command of themselves" (332). Newman observes the unfaimess of precludmg the physi- 

cal inquirer from "that process of examination which is proper to his own pecuIiar pursuit" 

(334). He remarks that it was against such dictatorial formulae that Bacon inveighed and so 

exerted "himself for a great reform in the process of inquiry, preaching the method of Induc- 

tion, and.. .getting provoked for a time.. . with Theology itself. " However this " unintentional 

and Long obsolete interference ... on the part of Theologians" has been replaceci by far more 

serious incursions into Theology by the method of the experimental school (334). Newman 

objects that "the history of the last three centuries is only one long course of attempts, on the 

part of-the partisans of the Baconian Philosophy, to get rid of the method proper to Theology 

and to make it an experimental sciencen (335). 

In spite of the warnings of theologians made "before these experimentalists starteci, that 

it was nothing more than a huge rnistake to introâuce the method of research and of induction 



into the study of Theology at all,' men have worked through Scripture, Antiquity, and Nature 

"with the method of instrument of Bacon in their hands," reaching contradictory conclusions 

(336). Newman laments their error in method: 

What a singuiar breakdown of a noble instrument, when used for the arrogant 
and tyrannical invasion of a sacred temtory! What can be more sacred than 
Theology? What can be more noble than the Baconian method? But the two do 
not correspond; îhey are mismatched. The age has mistaken lock and key. It 
has broken the key in a lock which does not belong to it; it has ruinai the 
wards by a key which never will fit into them (337). 

Newman maintains that contemporary Protestant trends which would draw religion 

logically fkom Scripture only, or from Historical research into the Primitive Church only, or 

unduly emphasize the evidences of "naturai" theology, err in two ways: through the intrusion 

of the 'Bacouian empirical method in a department not its own" (340) and in approaching the 

circle of theological doctrines fiom one quarter only, rendering a partial and therefore a Use 

view. 

To dari@ how natural theology falls short of religious tnith on which theology must 

be based, Newman proceeds as a man of philosophic habit to define broadly what is essential 

to the idea of Religion. "Religion is more than Theology" b u s e  it involves not abs&actions 

but a personal relation: "it is something relative to us; and it includes our relation towards the 

Object of it" (341). The argument €rom design reveals three of God's simplest attributes: 

Power, Wisdom, and Goodness. It is "durnb almost as regards the moral amibutes of the 

Creator. " It says Little of His "Sanctity, omniscience, justice, mercy, faithfiihess. " Physical 

theology cannot tell us anything of the elements of Christianity: death, judgment, heaven, and 

hell. In fact, it undermines the "essence of the idea of a Revelation," Le., miracles which 

involve the suspension of the laws on which the argument fiom design is based. The three 

simple attnbutes of God disclosed through the argument from design are, declares Newman, 

closer to the God of the Pantheist and degrade God by identifying Him with His works (341- 

2)- 13 

13 In Discourse ii, "Theology a Branch of Knowfedge," Newman observes that by 
abandoning the distinction between divine and naturai auth, the word "God" as traditionally 
understood "according to the teaching of Monotheism,' shifts in meaning to signify nothing 
more than what the design of the universe reveals to a mind who still believes in the "Great 
Architect of Nature" (26-27). If, as Hume maintains, our knowledge of God is simply corn- 
mensurate with Our Lnowledge of the material md moral phenomena of Nature and the world, 
"it is only a question of words whether or not we go on to the hypothesis of a second Being, 
not visible but immaterial, parailel and coincident with Nature, to whom we give the name of 
God" (30). The word "GodN may mean nothing more than "a generalization of phenomena' 
and divine tmth may be simply "Nature with a divine glow upon itn (28-29). The word "God" 
may mean M e  more than material things and abstractions h m  them. Piety based on the 
"pageant of experiment or abstract reasoning ... is nothhg more than...an ornament of lan- 



Newman concludes his lecture to the School of Medicine by denying any fiult in 

Bacon, the great arbiter of method, for the fusion of science with theology: 

Do not for an instant suppose, Gentlemen, that I would identify the great mind 
of Bacon with so serious a delusion: he has expressly wmed us against it; but 
1 cannot deny that many of his school have from time to time in this way 
tunied physical research against Christianity (342). 

Newman observes incidentaily in the lecture that because the theological information 

obtained through the inductive inquiry into nature is meagre, inquirers have "closed the inquiry 

itself" and announceci "that nothing can be known on the subject at all" (336-7). Bacon had 

anticipated this problem at the beginniog of the Advancement where, justifying the study of 

nature and second causes, he couuters the daim made by jealous or zealous Divines that 

knowledge was the original temptation of man, that "lemeci times have been inclineci to 

atheism" and that "îhe contemplation of second causes derogate[s] from our dependence upon 

God, who is the first cause" (4). Bacon states that the temptation consisted in man's proud 

knowledge, "an intent in man to give law unto himself, and to depend no more upon God's 

comrnandments." Man was made for howiedge: "God hath fiamed the mind of man as a mir- 

ror or glas, capable of the image of the universal world." Man's mind was made not only to 

take delight in 'beholding the variety of things and vicissitudes of times," but also to discover 

their general laws, "the ordinances and decrees, which throughout al1 those changes are 

infallibly obsewed" (5). The study of nature, where God works only in second caws, may at 

first "induce sorne oblivion of the highest cause' bu& in proceeding to greater knowledge, the 

dependence of causes is seen. It will be easily beiieved "that the highest link of nature's chah" 

is connected to the divine or "must needs be tied to the foot of Jupiter's chair" (8). 

Newman ends his Discourses, as Bacon begm the Advancement, with reference to the 

old quarrel between religion and physical science. He states that although there can be no con- 

tradiction between physical science and religious ûuth as "Nature and Grace, Reason and 

Revelation, corne from the same Divine Author" (Idea, 167). nonetheless there has been an his- 

torical "jealousy and hostility between Religion and physical philosophers," and he finds evi- 

dence of the tendency towards atheism that Bacon mentioned as characteristic of leamed times 

in figures prominent in modern science such as La Place, Franklin, and Humboldt- He cites 

examples of the antagonism between religion and physical science in the middle ages and refers 

to Bacon's testimony to this old quarrel in antiquity: 

the hostility between experimental science and theology is fâr older than 
Christianity. Lord Bacon traces it to an era prior to Socrates; he tells us that, 

guage" (29). 



amoog the Greeks. the atheistic was ihe philosophy most faMurable to physical 
discoveries, and he does not hesitate to imply that the rise of the religious 
schools was the min of science (168). 

Like Bacon, Newman states that the pursuit of knowledge "to its fwthest extent and 

its tnie limit" will lead " to the Etemal and Infinite" (165). But unlike Bacon, who was pl~~diing 

for the legitirnacy and advancement of the physical sciences, Newman points out that h m  the 

perspective of their study in the mid-nineteenth century there is a very good Sielihood this 

convergence in the Divine will not happen. In pursuing either liberal or useful studies, the 

tendency is to measure divine truth "by an earthiy standard" (165). The demands on the 

intellect made by univenity studies require a different disposition than faith. Newman speaks 

the tendency of that Liberal education, of which a University is the school, 
viz., to view Revealed Religion fkom an aspect of its own,-to fuse and recast 
it,-to tune it, as it were. to a different key, and to reset its harmonies (165). 

In this confusion of the orders of revealed knowledge and knowledge of the world, we 

make ourselves "our own cenke, and our minds the measure of ail things" (165). We reject in 

revelation what is ernbarrassing to Our intellect-"tenets under which the intellect labours and 

of which it is ashamed," such as the doctrine of grace or the mystety of the Godhead (166). 

The application of induction to theology had repercussions in education, leading to the 

exclusion of theology as a subject €rom Universities such as London University It is as a 

misapplication of method that Newman perceives this exclusion of theology on the grounds that 

Little could be lmown about God through induction. The philosophical error of its exclusion is 

the subject of Discourses ii, iii, and iv: "Theology a Branch of Knowledge," "Beariog of 

Theology on Other Branches of Knowledge," and "Bearing of Other Branches of Knowledge 

on Theology." In Discourse ii, Newman casts his argument in the f o m  of a syllogism, the ver- 

bal mode of reasoning refined by Aristotle but of IittIe use in the study of the physical 

sciences. Insisting aftenvards to his audience that his argument is no matter of words, he pro- 

A University, 1 should lay dom. by its very name professes to teach universal 
knowledge: Theology is surely a branch of knowledge: how then is it possible 
for it to profess al1 branches of lcnowledge, and yet to exclude fkom the sub- 
jects of its teaching one which, to Say the least, is as important and as large as 
any of them? I do not see that either premiss of this argument is open to excep- 
tion (14-15). 

In the final Discourse, Newman grounds his argument again in the confusion of meth- 

ods. He states that theology is ignored or outlawed by the school of Bacon because it is "a 

subject-matter ... in which their favourite instrument has no office" (170). Newman states "that 

Catholicism differs fiom physical science, in drift, in method of proof, and in subject-matter." 



Because of this, he asks how it "can fail to meet with untàir usage from the philosophers of 

any Institution in which there is no one to take its part" (172) and indieates that it is the duty of 

the Church to ensure a bond fide recognition of Theology in the University as Theology is in 

the special keeping of the Church.14 

In his lecture in the School of Medicine and throughout the Discourses, Newman, Iike 

Bacon, insisted on the distinction between the divine and the natural and the methods suited to 

lmowledge of them. L i e  Bacon, Newman also maintained that moral law "bnily interpreted" 

and moral conduct were grounded in the divine. In "The Tamworth Reading Room," a collec- 

tion of seven letters Newman wrote to The Times between Feb. 5-27, 1841, under the pseudo- 

aym of "Catholicus," he exposes what he considers the error in method then current in certain 

educational circles of seeking to sustain moral conduct through intellectual means. I shall 

examine Newman's procedure in these letters as another illustration of the liberally educated 

gentleman in the humanist tradition who enten the fray of battling ideas as an arbiter of 

method. 1 shall provide a sense of the historical context of this battle of ideas in the case of 

these letters to show how Newman proceeded from a first principle in his judgment of popular 

opinion. The letters were written during a final turbulent year for Newman in the Oxford 

Movement in response to an inaugural address, Jan. 19, 1 841, by Sir Robert Peel on the open- 

ing of a reading rwm and library for a Mechanics' Instinite in his constituency at Tamworth.15 

14 In "Newman's InMlible Instincts: The Argument for Elbowroom," Joseph A. 
Komonchak states that Newman perceived the role of the Church as protecting the objectivity 
and interna1 consistency of divine revelation. To subject religion to consensus or to the latest 
scientific research to be "proved, understood, expenenced," is to apply what is good for liber- 
alism to the pilinciples of religion (445-6). 

15 In 1829, the Protestant Newman opposai PeeI when, as member of Parliament for 
Oxford University, Peel changed his position and supported concessions to Catholics. In 1841, 
the year of the "Tamwoah" speech, Peel (1788-1850) won a strong majority as leader of the 
Conservative Party. In 1845, it was Peel's bill that established the secular, nondenominational 
Queen's Colleges in ireland, six years pnor to the establishment of the Catholic University of 
Ireland where Newman became Rector. Peel also earned the ire of Protestants in England by 
greatly increasing the grants to the Irish Catholic seminary in Maynooth. 

Wendel1 V. Harris has studied the historical background to the exchange between Peel 
and Newman. Peel's speech was published in The Times on Jan. 26, 1841 and later in 
pamphlet form as An Inaugural Address, Delivered by the Right Honourable Sir Robert Peel, 
Bart, M.P., President of the Tamworth Library and Reading Room (London: James Bain, 
1841). Sir Robert Peel had overcorne objections to the founding of the subscription library (one 
shilling per quarter) for the relatively small community of Tamworth and had contnbuted one 
hundred pounds to it. By 1850 when the govemment began to fund libraries, there were about 
six hundred Mechanics' Institutes, mostly with libraries. By then, the idea of a scientific 
library had been replaced in favour of a collection of fiction, biography, travel, and a separate 
news room where, contrary to the policy in 1841 in Tamworth, political information was 
admitted. Religious materials were available in church and Sunday Schooi Libraries. "New- 
man, Peel, Tamworth, and the Concurrence of Historical Forces," Victorian Studies 32.2 



Sir Robert Peel's speech semed as a point of departure for Newman to distinguish wbat he 

believed the fundamental error of confushg m o d  and intellectual tnith in education. Wendel1 

V. Harris describes Peel's speech as perDuning to many other matiers: Iibrary regulations; the 

selection of a book cornmittee; the value of practical information made available, such as 

reports on the draining of land, deep plougbg, diseases of wheat; the possibility of fame 
through scientific knowledge and the reassurance that scientific knowledge was not harmful to 

religious belief. Charles Frederick Harrold, editor of these letters in Essays and Sketches, sug- 

gests that Newman was unduly severe in his trament of Sir Robert Peel's speech.16 

The letters are a response to a movement in public education wfiich believed that 

instruction in science and titerature, avoidig the wrangling of the various religious denomina- 

tions in education, could effect moral improvement and social stability among the large popu- 

lations of the great manuficturing towns.17 Like Aristotle and Bacon, Newman recognized as a 

l6 Newman, Essays and Sketches, vol ii, (New York: Longmans, Green, 1948) xiv. 
However, Newman sugbests throughout the letters that Sir Robert Peel's "profession and life 
give the lie" to the philosophy expressed in his speech (191). 

17 James Kay-Shuttlewoah (1 804-1 873, physician, founder of the Manchester Statisti- 
cal Society and reputed as a social scientist, Assistant Commissioner of the Poor Law Board 
(1834) and a pioneer in the education of pauper childreo, Secretary of the Cornmittee of Privy 
Council (1839-1849) established to distribute grants for education, and founder of the first 
English Training School for teachers at Battersea (1839). provides a good perspective on the 
issues in Robert Peel's speech in the t o m  hall at Tamworth. Kay-Shuttleworth's own 
retrospective view on the development of education in Four Periods of hb l i c  Education indi- 
cates its roots in social concerns. His statistical survey of Manchester included factory working 
conditions; information on the squalor of housing &th the stench of pigs kept commoÜ 
yards; the mortaiity rate of children; the nurnber of men, women, and children entering a gin 
house per hour (346) on a Saturday night; crime and its costs; and the state of education. 
Education was perceived as essential to prevent social anarchy or revolution, to teach the 
populace "to love that ~ & h  they know to be right" and to foster the virtues of frugality, 
industry, self-control, and forethought (62). Measures for educating the labouring classes 
included: the provision of public libraries by capitalists; public parks; the teaching of readig 
and wnting so that labourers might enjoy rational rather thaa licentious amusement; lectures 
and cheap treatises on the exact sciences comected to workers' occupations made available, for 
example, in Mechaniw ' Institutes with artisan involvement; instruction in political science 
through joumals to provide political information and make the workers responsible. 

The Minutes of the Cornmittee of Council on Education for August and December, 
1846, provide a retrospective view of the religious and social hterests in education at about the 
time of Robert Peel's speech to the Mechanics' Institute in Tamwonh. The mutual suspicion 
refleaing the old quarrel between divine and secular knowledge is evident. The Established 
Church is criticized for giving little thought to secular education, perhaps through suspicion of 
the secular knowledge promoted by politicians or the belief that it was inadequate to raise pub- 
lic morality. The politicians are described as promoting the exact sciences to create harrnony 
and avoid the dissensions and rancour of religious sects. Young minds should examine laws of 
the material worid as evidences. Kay-Shunleworth notes that the Cornmittee omits even the his- 



man of general culture t h t  abstract knowledge belonged to a separate domain fkom religion 

and morality and that the former could not do the work of the latter. Newman gives his own 

account of his intention in these letters to The Times in a passage of the Grammar where he 

cites from these much earlier l e t t e d a  Hem he states that he wroteu, protest 

against a dangerous doctrine maintained, as 1 considered, by two very eminent 
men of that &y, now no more-lord Brougham and Sir Robert Peel. That doc- 
aine was to the e&t that the claims of religion could be secured and sustained 
in the mass of men, and in particular in the lower classes of society, by 
acquaintance with literature and physical science, and through the 
insmentality of Mechanics' Institutes and Readiig Rooms, to the senous dis- 
paragement, as it seemed to me, of direct Christian instruction (88).19 

Although Bacon clearly cautioned against the muigluig of moral or religious truth with 

secular knowledge, the fusion of social and scientific concems with moral values in fact fol- 

lows from his justification of the sîudy of physical science as charity through its usefulness in 

the temporal benefits it provideci for manlind.20 Lord Brougham (1778-1 868) was a representa- 

tory of man 'which surely must in a higher degree exhibit a natural revelation of that great 
first and benignant Cause" (496). James Kay-Shuttieworth, Four Periods of Public Education. 

l8 Newman cites from these letters to contrast notional and real assents Grammar, 88- 
03 

l9 Wendel1 V. Harris points out that Brougham and Peel were long-time political antag- 
onists; Brougham enjoyed popularity in the twenties and thirties but by 1841 he had been dis- 
credited. Harris states that "Catholicus' wouid be immediately recognized by readers of = 
Times in 1841 as a High Anglican and probably a tractarian. He suggests that by linLing 
Brougham and Peel, Newman was able to pit the views of the Established Church on the 
education of the masses against the proponents of their secular education (193). 

2o W .KG. Amytage traces the path of secularization in English education with its 
orientation towards social and scîentific concerus in Four Hundred years of English Education. 
In its earlier phase in Mandeville's The Fable of the Bees (1723). good or evil actions are 
defineci by their hurt or benefit to society. Mandeville's perspective on education is given in 
his Essay on Charity and Charity Schwls. The chemist, Joseph Priestly, in his Essay on a 
Course of Liberal Education for Civil and Active Lik (1765). influenced education with his 
view of the "religion of humanity" as did Jererny Bentham with his utilimian doctrine of the 
greatest happin&s for the g r e a t k  number. ~&tharn's Chrestomathia, a day-schwl for the 
middle and higher classes, was based on vocational training thmugh science, through experi- 
meats and working models. It was assumed that al1 knowledge had a social purpose and that 
the classics were only for the learned professions. in the Ëncyclopedia Bnta Ïkh  (18181, 
where secularist views were gïven philosophical form, James Mill states that univeml educa- 
tion is historically a new need tÜade nkessary by evolving democratic govemment and 
expresses his associationist belief in the molding power of education. The view of the impor- 
tance of education for al1 and the secularist belief in man's progress in knowledge and happi- 
ness are ~ 0 ~ e ~ t e d  to the founding of the Mechanics' Institutes (1 824) to provide lectures and 
libraries for workers. In the waveof initial enthusiasm, the ~echanics' Institutes grew to num- 
ber one hundred and four h two years before slowing down because of the difficulties of 
teaching physical science to the untutored, shortages of money and of lectures, and the fear of 



tive figure in the educational movement which fused morality and science. In a Forward to a 

contemporary edition of his wntings, published in the same year as "The Tamworth Readmg 

Room," he is describeci as riding on the enthusiasm of his age for science, a man with no new 

ideas but making the word "science' bave a magic signincance, giving credibility to mything 

coupled with it? He advocated the great cause of public education 'as the ultirnate panacea for 

al1 the evils to be feared from the extension of popular influence."* In one of his many 

speeches, he extolled the glory of the schoolmaster who will open "to the light al1 the recesses 

of ignorance, and tum up by the rwts the weeds of  vice."^ 

the subversive effects of education as well as suspicions of propaganda. The University of 
London was dso an expression of secuiarist enthusiasm. Armytage also suggests that the 
impetus given to usehl or technical howledge in France by Napoleon for military rasons 
influenceci the development of higher institutes of science in England just as the commercial 
needs of the East India Company led to the establishment of its training colleges (85-89). The 
Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1826). a secularist counterpart to the Society 
for the Propagation of Christian Knowledge, was founded in 1826. In the 1830's and 18403, 
the Universal Society of Rational Religionists with memben Iike G.I. Holyoake and other dis- 
ciples of Robert Owen, established secular dioceses centred on Halls of Science. Four Hm- 
dred Years. 

21 Brougham and Vaux, H e w  Brougham, Baron, Opinions of Lord Brougham on 
Politics, Theology , Law, Science, Education, Literature.. . . (Paris: A. and W. Galignani, 
1841). 

2z Md., 19. h 1802, Lord Brougham was one of the original contributors to the - Edin- 
burgh Review, founded by members of the Edinburgh Academy of Physics. In 1816. he 
secured the appointment of a select cornmittee to investigate the "state of the education of the 
lower orders of the metroplis" of London (Opinions of h d  Brougham, 7). In the same year, 
he visited Pestalozzi' s school in Yverdun. S witzerland. 

In Four Hundred Years of ~ n ~ l i S h  Education, W.H.G. Armytage outlines Brougham's 
connections to education, In 1818, he and James Mill established the first infant school in 
London simiiar to Robert Owen's in New M. In 1823, with Dr. George Birbeck, he was 
involved with the formation of the first Mechanics' Institutes. In 1825, he was appointed Rec- 
tor of the University of Glasgow, making an Inaugural Address to which Newman rekrs in 
Dimurse ii of the - Idea as well as in "The Tamworth Reading Rwm." In 1826, he helped 
found the Society for the Diffision of Useful Knowledge, described by Armytage as a by- 
product of the Mechanics' Institutes, preaching saivation through science in tracts and a penny 
encyclopedia. As President of the Society, he wrote a Treatise on the Objects, Advantages, and 
Pleasures of Science. In the same period, Brougham was one of the founders of the University 
of London. Initially, the university was mostly a centre for medical studies and in its early 
struggles made Fdiled attempts to establish chairs of mineralogy, enginee~g, design, and 
education. 

Liverpool Speech, Iuly 20, 1835, Opinions of Lord Brougham, 292. 



Newman wams that the conhion of the two kinds of truth, of morality and tàith, on 

the one hand, and science and literature on the other, is a fallacy and a pretense. His concem 

about the failure to distinguish between them is indicated in the titles of the letters in "The 

Tamworth Reading Room": 'Secular Knowledge Not Religion,' 'Secular Knowledge Not the 

P ~ c i p l e  of Morai Improvement,' 'Secular Knowledge Not a Direct Means of Moral hp rove  

ment', 'Secular Knowledge Not the Antecedent of Moral I~nprovernent',~~ 'Secular Knowledge 

Not a Principle of Social Unity,'z 'Secular Knowledge Not a Principle of Action,' 'Secular 

Knowledge without Personal Religion Tends to Unbelief .26 

Newman states that it is simply the nature of our constitution that faith is the principle 

of moral action rather than Lnowledge. In his f i f i  university sermon in Dublin, "The Secret 

Power of Divine Grace," Newman preaches that the moral motive proceeds from the con- 

science grounded in God; in "The Tamworth Reading Room, " he warns that if Christianity cm 
never "regain the organic power in human Society which once it possessed," nonetheless it is 

futile "to attempt by philosophy what once was done by religion" (203). 

Newman clearly distinguishes between tbe path towards faith and scientific proce- 

dure." Faith reaches towards i a  fountainhead in God through impressions made directly on 

the imagination through particular people and particuIar events: 

The heart is commonly reached, not through the reason, but through the 
imagination, by means of direct impressions, by the testimony of faca and 

24 T. H. Huxley maintains that improvements of natural Lnow ledge profoundly altered 
modes of thinking and views of right and wrong: "natural Imowledge, in desiring to ascertain 
the laws of cornfort, has been driven to discover those of conduct, and to lay the foundations of 
a new morality" (Essence of T.H. Huxley, 40). 

ZS in his introduction to Ideal Commonwealths, Henry Morley comments that in the 
ideal world of the New Atlantis (1629) Bacon makes science "the civilizer who binds man to 
man, and is his leader to the love of God" (vi). 

26 T.H. Huxley represents this last perspective. He asks why we should trouble Our- 
selves about matten, no matter how important, if we cm know nothing of them. He States that 
ody two experimentally verifiable beliefs are necessary to fulfil Our plain dut '  of leaving a 
corner of the world less ignorant and less miserable: that the order of Nature is ascertainable 
by our faculties to an almost uniixnited extent and Our volition counts for something in the 
course of events (Essence of T. H. Huxiey, 58). 

27 ln Cardinal Newman and William Froude, Gordon Huntingdon Harper describes 
how Newman's long correspondeuce with William Froude, a friend, sceptic, and prominent 
scientist in the fieldof hydradynamics, helped shape and gave impetus to Newman's arguments 

the Grammar on the problem of religious belief in a scientific period. Newman's views in 
the "Tamworth Reading Room" represent an earlier treatment of the same subject. 



events, by history, by description. Persans influence us, voices melt us, looks 
subdue us, deeds inflame us (204). 

On the other hand, the tmth of science is general, abstract, and neutral. The promoters 

of science in education claim that it "is a ünd of neutral ground, on which men of every shade 

of politics and religion may meet together, disabuse each other of their prejudices, form 

intimacies, and secure co-operationn (174). Newman maintains that morality grounded in reli- 

gion involves a personai relation with Cod through conscience rather than the impersonal, 

abstract tmth of science: 

The essence of Religion is the idea of a Moral Governor and a particular 
Providence; now let me ask, is the domine of moral govemance and a particu- 
lar providence conveyed to us through the physical sciences at ail? ....Cm the 
problems and principles they involve be expressed in the differential calculus? 
Is the galvanic battery a whit more akin to conscience and will, than the 
mechanid powers? (2 1 2)28 

In fact, nature may be regarded either as a work or as a machine. Newman concludes 

that "The tmth is that the system of Nature is just as much connecteci with Religion, where 

min& are not religious, as a watch or a steam-caniage" (21 l).29 To speak of Almighty God as 

the architect of nature is like speaLing of the spring as the god of a watch or stem as the 

creator of an engine. This architect of nature is a pnnciple "subjected to laws, and it is con- 

natural and coextensive with matter" (21 1). 

A key diffkrence Newman distioguishes, then, between scientific tmth and moral and 

religious tmth is that the latter requires personal assent. This m a s  that there wil1 be dif- 

ferences amongst religious groups. Newman states: 

* In "Newman and Science," Harold Petitpas states that "physico-mathematical meth- 
ods ... are inapplicable to such deeper, more personal provinces of t ~ t h  as the religious and the 
literaryn (502). He also comments that the more a subject-matter is attached to nature and 
demonstrative method, the less it suffers fiom the exclusion of theology; conversely, the more 
personaï the subject-matter and the more it is related to accumulated probabilities, the more it 
will benefit fkom the inclusion of theology (505). 

29 The shifi nom a sense of nature as purposeful to a view of it as mechanical, is 
caught, for example, in the fourth book of E d e ,  ou L'Education. Rousseau's character, the 
"vicaire savoyard." denies any suggestion of a final cause discernible in the order of the world. 
He compares himself to a person who sees the workings of a watch for the first tirne, admires 
it, sees that there is a comection between al1 the ~iec& but has not seen the dia1 and does not 
how its purpose dthough he cm admire the maker in the details of the work. Voltaire, in his 
Cabales, goes a step furtûer, dropping the idea of the watchmaker or fiat cause: "L'univers 
m'embarrasse et je ne puis songer / Que cette horloge existe et n'ait point d'horloger." (The 
universe embarrasses me and 1 cannot but think 1 That this clock exists but without a clock- 
maker). The Age of Enlightenment, Otis E. Fellows and Norman L. Torrey ed. (New York: 
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1942) 569. 



Christianity is fhith, f%th irnplies a doctrine; a doctrine propositions; proposi- 
tions yes or no, yes or no difkrences. Différences, then, are the natural 
attendants on Chnstianity, and you cannot have Christianity, and not have dif- 
férences (1 97). 

To exclude religion for the sake of social harmony may be politically expedient but it 

removes what "Ere now.. .bas been the life of morality" (199). Newman refutes Robert Peel's 

daim that demonstrable scientific mth will lead a person to religious assent, that 

smcrk with awe by the manifold p m f s  of infinite power and inhi te  wisdom, 
me] will yield more ready and hearty assent-yes the assent of the hart, and 
not only of the understanding, to the pious exclamation, 'O Lord, how glorious 
are Thy works! ' (2 1 O). 

Rather, by its nature faith in Revelation has never "ken a deduction from what we 

know: it has ever been an assertion of what we are to believe" (207). 

Because religious assent and consent to conscience belong to a different domain tban 

the impersonal, extemal knowledge of science, it follows that to know what is right does not 

necessarily mean to do what is right. Newman writes: 

To know is one thing, to do is awther; the two things are altogether distinct. 
A man knows he should get up in the morning,-he lies a-bed; he knows he 
should not lose his temper, yet he cannot keep it (180). 

Knowledge may distract us fiom temptations or sorrows Iike "Digestive pills half an 

hou before dinner and a posset at bedtime" ; it cannot effect an inward change which belongs 

to the province of religion or harmonize the chaos within us (1 83). Cicero sought consolation 

through literature on the death of his daughter, Tullia; Johnson's Rasselas in similar circum- 

stances vainly sought solace in philosophy. For both it was a matter of change of outward 

objects radier than inward change? 

In the Ida, Newman refers to the life of Bacon to illustrate the disparity between 
knowledge and m a  practice. The man of great intellect "played €alse to his own profes- 
sions, " but " without auy prejudice to the theory of inductionw (89). 

In his "Essay on Bacon," Lord Macaulay States: "In his library, al1 his rare powers 
were under the guidance of an honest ambition, of an enlarged philanthropy, of a sincere love 
of truth.. ..Far difkrent was the situation of the great philosopher when he came forth from his 
study and his laboratory to mingle with the crowd which filled the galleries of Whitehall." 
Lord Macaulay, Miscell&eous Gsays (London & Glasgow: Collins, 1889) 366. 

In his discussion of rhetoric in the Advancement. Bacon himself observes the di€- 
ference between rational knowledge and action. He maLes reference to the "continual mutinies 
and seditions of the affections" which "beholdeth rnerely the present" and the use of imagina- 
tive eloquence so that reason which, "beholdeth the future and sum of time," may prevail over 
"the refolt of the imagination." He cites Ovid's Metamorphosis, vii, 20: "1 s& h d  approve 
beîter things; 1 follow a meaner way " (1 47-1 48). 

~ l & o u ~ h  Newman writes -in -The ~amworth Reading Room" in respoose to moral 
claims made for physical science, he also makes clear that neither Iiterary knowledge nor 
philosophy can effect moral change. 



Because the province of religion and morality is inner and pe r~ona l ,~~  true moral 

excellence is wrought "through personal sauggles and sufferings" in relation to a Moral 

Governor and personal providence. Newman states that it is a "chief error of the day" to 

believe that excellence cornes fiom without, or follows "upon a passive exposure to influences 
over which we have no control." He suggests that if morality depends on diversions from 

temptations, then teachers of morality will have to be in incessant search "after stimulants and 

sedativesn because "diversions cease to be diversions if they are constantw (183)- 

Newman describes the results to be expected from the error of confushg methods and 

expecting moral improvernent through science or literature: 

If we attempt to effea a moral improvernent by means of poetqr, we shall but 
mature into a mawkish, frivolous, and Wdious sentimentalism;-if by means 
of argument, into a dry, unamiable 1ongheadedness;-if by good society, iato a 
polished outside, with hollowness witbin, in which vice has lost its grossness, 
and perhaps increased its rna1ignity;-if by experimentai science, into an 
uppish, supercilious temper, much inclined to scepticism (190). 

He concludes: Y say, you must use human methods in their place, and there they are 

usefbi; but they are worse than useless out of their place" (189-190). In Discourse vii of the 

Idea, Newman argues that the legitimate contribution of "the practical benevolence of the - 
day.. .in supplying the masses of Our town population with .... libraries of usefui and entertain- 

ing knowledge, scientific lectureships," etc. is in rescuing man "fkorn that fearhil subjection to 

sense which is his ordhary -ten (idai, 143, 140). But he disagrees with Sir Robert Peel's 

daim that knowledge of physical science is not only a pleasure superseding "'the indulgence of 

sensuai appetite'" but it wiIl make the individual "'feel the mord dignity of his nature exaked 

"' and contribute "'to the intellectual and moral improvernenî of the community'" ("Tarn- 

worth," 179). In the first instance, Newman questions whether the moral dangers in leaming 

are not as great as in sensuali~, whether exchanguig coarse jests and bad language for the 

intellectmi objects of science might not involve the exchange of "a gross M t  for a more sub- 

tle one" (189). He detects pnde in Lord Brougham's assertion that '"One of the most grutzDing 

t r m s  which science affords us is the knowledge of the eamordinary powers with which the 

31 In his discussion of m r d i t y  in the second book of the Advancement, Bacon states: 
"For men of cormpted minds presuppose that honesty groweth out of simplicity of maMers, 
and believing of preachers, schoolmastea, and men's exterior language: so as, except you cm 
make them perceive rhat you know the utrnost reaches of their own corrupt opinions, they 
despise al1 morality" (165). The function of moral philosophy is to direct attention to diviaity: 
"And if it be said, that the cure of men's minds belongeth to sacred divinity, it is most me: 
but yet moral philosophy may be preferred unto her as a wise servant and humble handmaid" 
(1 67). 



human mind is endowed"' (210). Newman comments: "So, this is the religion we are to gain 

from the study of Nature; how miserable! The god we attain is Our own mind; our veneration 
is even professediy the worship of selF (21 1)- This self-contemplation was a danger that Bacon 

had anticipated, advising that only charity, Le., reFerring knowledge 'to the good of man and 

mankind,' prevents the "ventosity or swellingw in knowledge that "bloweth  p.'^^ 
Newman demonstrated, then, in leuers, lectures, and discourses the discerning judg- 

ment of a man of philosophic habit conversant with principles and methods. Although Newman 

does not disagree with Bacon's first p ~ c i p l e ,  Le., the separation of divine and naturd knowl- 

edge, there is a sharp divergence between these two arbiters of method in Bacon's re- 

orientation of leamhg away fiom what he called the radius reflexus or knowledge of &d, 

towards the rrzdizu dire- or knowledge of nature. In Discourse v7 'Knowledge Its Own 

End," Newman describes Bacon's mission as 'the Uicrease of physical enjoyment and social 

c o m f o ~ "  a design which he remarks had been "most wondemilly, most awfully . . .fulfilledU 

(89). Translated into pedagogical terms, Bacon's reorientation of leaming towards the physical 

world was the antithesis of the Greek cultural ideal of the paideia, the humanisrn described by 

Marrou as having as one of its goals the most complete blossoming or development of the indi- 

vidual's personality or the most complete realization of the person as person (Histoire de 

17Education dans l'Antiquité, 423). It is a redirection of leaming away from humanist education 

and speculative thought which was perceived as at least partially helpfbl in discriminating truth 

from error in the contentious issues of an age. Indeed. the whole thrust of the Bacmian 

philosophy was away nom this reaiization of the fully human person conscious of plinciples, 

studying instead the laws of the material world with a view to their use, It is this redirection of 

knowledge associated with him that remains of primary importance.33 

Because Newman and Bacon shared common ground in their clear distinction berneen 

divine and natural truth, Newman could also approve of the great success of the inductive 

method promoted by Bacon when directeci towards its proper object in the physical sciences. In 

"Knowledge its own End," Newman refers to the indebtedness of almost everyone in the 

period to the Baconian method for "his daily food, his health, and gened  well-being" (89). 

Where Newman found a grave philosophical error was not in the method associated with Bacon 

33 T.H. Huxley remarks that at the revival of learning knowledge was divided into the 
knowledge of nature and the knowledge of man and that there was an antithesis or antagonisrn 
between nature and man (Essence of T.H. Huxley, 38). 



but in its misapplication by the Baconian school to religious and moral matters. Here 1 shall 

simply indicate the thnist of his rnemod. Bacon's hopes for his method were boundless, 

although in fact his elaborate methoci in itself had little e f k t  on the progress of science. He - .  - 

believed tfmt the progressive deciphering of the abstract laws governing the particular 

phenornena of the physicd world would allow for diverse applications which would relieve the 

temporal su&rings of d d .  

To redirect leaming towards scientific discovery, Bacon had noted in the Advancement 

that previous philosophy had erred in a too great mistrust of the senses and in paying too little 

attention to particdars essential to the inductive methocl." As Benjamin Rossi indicates, Bacon 

believed that his mvzun organon or new logic for the study of cause and effect in the physical 

worId would "suffice to obviate the deficiencies of sensory perception" (137). He believed that 

the certahty obtained through reforming the "remiss proofif in the rnethod of induction had 

enonnous potential for human control of the material domain. Knowledge of uniform Iaws 

would 

enfranchise the power of man unto the greatest liberty and possibility of works 
and effécts....For physical causes give light to new invention in simili maferia; 
but whosoever knoweth any Fom, knoweth the utmost possibility of super- 
induchg that nature upon any variety of matter (Advancement, 96)35 

Proceeding from an observation of simple natures in causes and effects, forms or laws 

couid be reached through tables of exclusions. in the Advancement, Bacon explains the study 

of simple natures in connection to the second step, the reaching of fonns or iaws: 

if the cause of whiteness in snow or &oth be inquired, and it be rendered thus, 
that the subtile intermixture of air and watet is the cause, it is well rendered; 
but, nevertheless, is this the form of whiteness? No; but it is the efficient, 
which is ever but vehicdm forme (95). 

III "Newman and Science,' P.J. MacLaughlin notes that from the perspective of 
Greek leaming, Bacon's promotion of the inductive method meant a slave method had became 
fashionable again (316). He states that Newman esteemed both Aristotle and Bacon as he 
appreciated different men and the diBrent methods of différent sciences, "each in its place" 
(317). In "The Classics," Henry Tristram observes that Newman deplored the decline of Greek 
which countered the genius of utilitarianism. He believed that when Greek ceased to be the 
badge of a gentleman it would disappear fiom the schools. 

35 In his prefàce to "Bacon's Philosophical Works," Robert Leslie Ellis suggests that 
Bacon uses the word "formu in the sense of faw. "For instance, the Form of heat is a kind of 
local motion of the particles of which bodies are composed, and that of whiteness a mode of 
arrangement among those particles. This peculiar motion or arrangement corresponds to and 
engenders heat or whiteness, and this in every case in which those qualities exist (29). 



As Ellis, an editor of the great nineteenth-century edition explains, through his method 

of exclusions which involved a progressive elirnïnation of what was not essential in the 

preliminary observations, f o m  or laws could be atmined which would extend human knowl- 

edge and p ~ w e r . ~ ~  Once these forms were attained, as Farrhgton states, 

It ought to be possible, for instance, not oaly to rnake glass unbreakable but to 
make anything unbreakabte. It ought to be possible not only to make iron rust- 
l e s  but to exempt every materid fiom the tendency to decay on exposure 
(1 21). 

Bacon was confident that the number of these laws was limited and that within a few 

generations al1 of them would be known. Spedding, the other editor of the -9 Works concludes 

that Bacon clearly believed that through the application of his rules certitude could be reached 

in dernomûable ma- independent of personal abilit~.~' 

Bacon's redirection of inteIlectuai effort involved a movement away from the human 
area involving choices such as the moral, ethical, political, Iegislative, and religious concems 

of previous leaming. In contrast to the personal orientation of Greek leaming, Bacon's method 

directed towards physical science is impersonal, a collective enterprise rather than ind i~ idua l .~~  

36 Works 34-39. 
-9 

37 "Absolute certainty, and a mechanical mode of procedure such that al1 men should 
be capable of employing i& are thus two great features of the Baconian method" (Works) 23- 
24. 

38 Macaulay notes Bacon's underestimation of the personal element involved by the 
user of the method of induction; the user must judge the lcind of instances needed for observa- 
tion and determine when there is sufficient evidence for a conclusion. ("Essay on Bacon," 
438-40). T.H. Huxley aIso points out that Bacon's empincal method condemns the *anticipa- 
tion of nature," negl&ting the role of hypothesis in scientific investigation (Essence of T.H. 
Huxley, 42). 

In the Grammar, Newman contends that the iflative sense of personal judgment plays a 
role in experimental science whenever abstract method or reasoning is applied to the particular. 
He states-that "in no class of concrete reasonings, whether in exkrime&l science, historical 
research, or theology, is there any ultimate test of tmth and error in our inferences besides the 
tnrstwortbiness of the IIlative Sense which gives them its sanction" (281). He observes that 
"there is a multitude of matters, to which mathematical science is applied, which ... require that 
reasoning by rule should be completed by the living mind" such as in navigation or engineer- 
ing. He states that "Newton's perception of truths mathematical and physical, though proof was 
absent" is a demonstration of the illative faculty as "nothing short of genius" (262). In hct, 
Newman finds a paraIlel for the Native tàculty of judgment in concrete reasoning in "the 
method of proof which is the foundation of modem mathematical science" (253). He explains 
that "the conclusion in a real or concrete question is foreseen and predicted rather than actually 
attained. " This is similar to the pattern of a regular polygon inscribed in a circle which, as as 
its sides are diminished, tends to become that circle without ever in fact coinciding with it 



His proposed Encyclopedia of Nature, "The Parasceve," and the "List of Particular Enquiries" 

which corne at the end of the Instauratio Magna, is a guide to the compilation of data which 

m u t  prececte the "interpretatioaw of nature. This information codd be gathered by various 
individuals in various piaces in more than one- generation. In the fourth aphorïsm of the "Paras- 

ceve," Bacon indicates the orientation of this informaton towamds the physical world and away 

from the classical orientation of Ieaniing towards humankind. Farrington states: 

we are cautioned that the information. . . m u t  be.. .adapted to the measure of the 
universe, not of man. 'For the world is not to be narrowed d o m  till it will go 
into the understanding, which has been the practice hitherto, but the 
understanding must be stretched and expanded to take in the image of the 
world as it is discovered' (136). 

In the Iargest category proposed in the list of particular histories, "man's accomplish- 

ments in the field of nature," Rossi sees a "refttation of rhetorical culturew ( 2 1 8 ) . ~ ~  Here, 

Bacon emphasized the importance of "the history of the arts, mechanical and iltiberal though it 

may seem. And here we m u t  prefer the arts which expose, alter, and prepare natural bodies 

and material; such as agriculture, cookery, chemistry, the manufacture of glass, enamel. .. .@ In 

this section Rossi states that Bacon "saw the realisation of the 'intellectual revolution' that was 
basic to his philosophy " (21 8). 

Newman resists the philosophical M t  in Bacon's too exclusive reorientation of leam- 

hg towards hiiman usefuIness. This is the subject of the second half of his Discomes where 

he begins his discussion of the University's role in relation to its students. At the outset of Dis- 

course v, Newman states that he will proceed to "the second question, which 1 proposed to dis- 

cuss, viz, whether and in what sense its [the university's] teaching, viewed relatively to the 

taught, d e s  the amibute of Utility along with it" (75). He later adds that the use of the 

education he proposes "will constitute the main subject of the Discourses which are to follow" 

(77). In Discourse v, Newman rejects the exclusion or neglect of humanist leamhg by the 

advocates of usefiil knowledge. In so doing, he contrasts the perspectives of Aristotle and 

Bacon, the two great arbiters of method in the classical and modern periods. Newman cites 

Arismtle's definition of liberal howledge as a perennial or archetypal idea by which al1 suc- 

ceeding eras have dehed what is liberal in their own periods; he refers to Cicero's praise in 

39 ln On the Idea of a University, James M. Cameron remarks that if Newman's 
Iifespan had been doubled he would have seen in the spread of a global industrial society "the 
great achievements of the mind represented by those subjkts that make up liberal 
studies ... come under attack" (22). 

40 Cited by Farrington, 137. 



the Offices of the search afkr tmth for its own sake as "a condition of our happiness" (79). 

The view of these humanists is coaatasted with Bacon's Philosophy of Utility which Newman 

describes as "simply a Method whereby bodily discodo- temporal wants are to be most 

effectually removed from the greatest number" (90).41 

Newman's finest skills in discerning method are again called into play as he charts the 

course of the Catholic University of ireland amongst the various contemporary philosophicai 

currents that would influence pedagogicaI direction. As a contemporary commentator reflecting 
these currents, Lord Macaulay in his Essay on Bacon (1837) describes the conflict between 

speculative howledge favoured by the humanists and usefit1 laiowledge championed by 

BaconO4* Macaulay describes Bacon as a leader arising in a period in which the intellectual 

world had ceased to be awed by "Antiquity, prescription and the sound of great names" such as 

AristotIe. He states that the impulse given by Bacon was "in a diametrically opposite direction" 

from the bent of speculative philosophy which had predominated since Plato (414). To 

illustrate his point, Macaulay con- the différent vaiue accorded by Plato and Bacon to 

rnathematics. He states that for PIato, the "study of the properties of numbers. ..habituates the 

mind to the contemplation of pure truth, and raises us above the material universe." The real 

use of mathematics is "to Iead men to the knowledge of abstract, essentiai, eternal truth." The 

application of geometry to "any purpose of vulgar utility" was a degradation of "a noble 

41 In The Imperia1 htellect, Dwight Culler remarks that Newman advocates the 
theoretic life which Plato and Aristotle make into a conscious philosophic ideal. However, Cul- 
ler does not develop this idea adequately and finds it ~ u z z l i e .  He s&~: "It was all very well 
for Plato or Anstotle to say this, but for Newman, living as he did after the rise of the 
Baconian philosophy, it would sound 'strange.' And yet this is exactly what he did sayw (213). 

42 In Discourse v, Newman refers in a note to Macaulay's Essay, remarking: "It will 
be seen that on the whole 1 agree with Lord Macaulay in his Essay on Bacon's Philosophy. 1 
do not h o w  whether he would agree with me" @, 89). 

In the Grammar, Newman describes speculation as "mental sight, or the contemplation 
of mental operations and their resufts as opposed to experience, expriment, or sense." 
Speculative assents are the highest kind of notional assent: "the most direct, explicit, and per- 
fect of their kind, viz. those which are the finu conscious acceptance of propositions as true." 
They include "assent to a11 reasoning and its conclusions, to al1 general propositions, to al1 
ml& of conduct, to al1 prover& aphorisms, sayings, and-reflections on men and 
society . . . mathematical investigations.. . . legal judgments, and consititutional rnaxirns, as fàr as 
they appeal to us for assent.. . .the determinations of science.. .the principles, disputations, and 
doctrines of theology. " 75-6. 

With referënce to the speculative learniag of liberal education, James M. Cameron 
spedcs of the "passionate curios&y unaffected by Gy desire for practicaÏ results" which "does 
in fàct produce, without aiming at it, results that are usehl by the standards of the world" (On - 
the Idea of a University, 15). 



intellectual exercise into a low craR" Macaulay comments bat, by contrast, Bacon "valued 

geometry chiefly, if not solely, on account of those uses. which to Plato appeared so base" 

(415-416). the Advancement, Bacon remarks that mathematics best satisfies that part of 

our nature which "to the extreme prejudice of imowledge' delights "in the spacious liberty of 

generalities in a champaigo region, and not in the inclosures of particularity" (99). Macaulay 

notes that in the alterations to the Advancement that Bacon made twenty years later in De Aug- 
mentis he no longer included the use of pure mathematics in the training of the intellect, insist- 

ing exciwively on applied mathematics. Macaulay observes: 

He was a h i d  of using any expression which might have the e&t of inducing 
any maa of talents to employ in speculations, useful only to the mind of the 
speculator, a single hour which might be employed in extendiig the empire of 
man over matter (41 7). 

Certainly Bacon hirnself perceived that the t h m t  he gave towards the study of material 

nature was largely a new departure for learning €tom the areas of truth which had been 

previously considered. His Instamtio Magna was intended to effect a restoration or renewal of 

the first estate of Eden before man "lost the dominion over the creatures which was its highest 

privilege" and to provide relief for his sufiring since from "want, sickness, and death."" He 

believed that Greece and Rome occupied "the middle part of time," as "two exemplar states of 

the world for a m ,  learning, moral Mme, policy, and l a w ~ . ' ~ ~  In De Aupentis, he wntes of 

his own period as a time "in which learning seems to have now made her third visitation to 

men" which "might far surpass the Greek and Roman in leaming."46 

Bacon's zealous reorientatîon of Lnowledge towards a largely undeveloped kind of 

truth involved dissuading others from the pursuit of traditional speculative leaniing. William 

Rawley, Bacon's secretary, remarks that Bacon "first fell into the dislilce of the philosophy of 

43 On the other band, in Aristotle on Education Burnet states that it was because the 
Greeks in the sixth and fifth centuries B.C. were not interesteci p r i d l y  in practical applica- 
tions that they made more rapid advances in geonwtna (meaoing "land-surveying") than the 
Egyptians and Babylouians over a long period of time. He says: "The study of geometry began 
among the Greeks in the first half of the 6th century B.C. By the end of the 5th century, the 
greater part of plane geometry, as it was afterwards codified by Euclid, appears to have been 
quite iàmiliar, and by the end of me 4th cenniry Solid Geometry and Conic Sections were 
already €mm, while the problem of incommensurability had b e n  fàced and a theory of 
infini tesimals established" (1 37). 

* Ellis, Works of Francis Bacon, 58. 

45 Advancement, 74-75. 

46 De Augmentis, vii. Cited by Famngton, 41-42. 



Aristotle" when still a student at Cambridge. This dislike vvas based not on "the worthlessness 

of the author, to whom he would ever ascribe high amibutes, but for the unfruitfulness of the 

way; beiig ... only strong for disputations and contentions, buthamen of the production of 

works for the benefit of the life of man."47 In the Advancement, Bacon's characterization of 

the difference between Plato's intention and his is essentially a criticism of Plato's failure as an 

arbiter of method to separate divine and natural ûuth: 

"Plato, in his opinion of Ideas,. ..did descry, rhut Fonns were the mie object 
of hwledge; but lost the reaI fiuit of his opinion, by considering of Forms as 
absolutely absmcted from matter, and not confineci and determineci by matter, 
and so nunIng his opinion upon theology, wherewith al1 his natuai philosophy 
is infécted. But if any man shall keep a continual watcbfkl and severe eye upon 
action, operation, and the use of knowledge, he may advise and take notice 
what are the Forms, the disclosures whereof are bit. and important to the 
state of man" (94)- 

Bacon perceived that the domhance of verbal methods suited to inquiry into 

iudemonstrable truth, such as the syllogism as developed by Aristotle, was an impediment to 

direct hquiry into the operations of nature. Farrington remarks that Bacon's denunciatiotis of 

Plato and Aristotle proceeded from his belief that "the type of philosophy for which they stood 

was the great obstacle to a divinely promised revolution in human affairsn which, as expressed 

in a prayer of Bacon, was to meai "again the refreshing fountain" of God's mercy "for the 

relief of Our s u f f e ~ g s . " ~  Rossi maintains that Bacon believed traditional philosophy was good 

in its place, such as in civil business or in matters of opinion, that it was "quite capable of 

preserving and tmsmitting sciences and teaching man to follow and exploit hown truth or the 

art of inventing arguments to outwit others in a discussion." He refers to Bacon's staternents in 

the New Organon that "anticipations and dialectic ... are good for sciences based on 

probabilities, that is, where the aim is to control opinions not nature." However, the traditional 

verbal methods of logic were unavailing in the investigation of physical nature, "when instead 

we wish to overcome not opponents but nature, and to achieve not well-tumed, convincing 

theones, but sure, demonstrable instances, not to invent probabilities, but arts and accomplish- 

ment.. "49 

Bacon's zeal to promote useful knowledge through the study of physical science, leads 

him to dismiss as an impediment to this goal the speculative wisdom which Aristotle distin- 

47 *Dr. Rawley's Life of Bacon," Works of Francis Bacon, 4. 

48 Farrhgton, 147. 

49 Paolo Rossi, Francis Bacon, 189-190. 



guished as our highest intellecaiai good. To the man of genemi culture who includes al1 areas 

of tnith, this exclusion of çpecnlative wisdom represents an error in ornis~ion.~ In the final 

book of the - Ethics, AristotIe describes specuiative wisdom as a divine element within us, 

"small in buk" but surpassing " e v e r y t .  else in power and value." He States that "One might 

even regard it as each man's tnie self, since it is the controllhg and better part." He suggests 

that through speculative activity we "become immortal as far as that is possible"; this is for our 

own happiness in fulfilling Our nature and because the gods "rejoice in what is bat  and most 

akin to them" (290-4). In Book vi, weighing the relative value of theoretical and practical wis- 

dom @hronesis), Aristotie States that of the two kinds of wisdom theoretical wisdom is "the 

better part of our soul" (1 145a, p. 172). It surpasses practical wisdom in authority, "because 

that which produces a thing niles and directs it" (1 L43b. p. 168). Using an analogy which New- 

man draws on in bis justification of the end of a liberal education, Aristotle describes the use 

of theoretical wisdom as a formal d e r  than an efficient cause of a desired end, Le. the good 

life. He says that theoretical wisdom produces happiness "not as medicine produces health, but 

as health itself makes a person healthy " (1 144a, p. l68).*l Unlike practicai wisdom, theoretical 

wisdom risks king called useless because, while practical wisdom deals with matters helpful to 

us, theoretical wisdom concenis not ody pure science but 'things which by their nature are 

valued most highlyw and seeh a good whieh is not human but divine (1 141b p.157). 

Bacon's hale against speculative thought, which he perceived as dominating learning 

for two thousand years, was a new variation on the quarrel concerning the relative men& of 

the active lifé and the contemplative lik or theoh.  Ostwald explains that theoria, which 

Aristotle most closely associated with sophia as theoretical wisdom, means literally in its ver- 

bal form "to inspect or to keep one's gaze fixed on." ïheorfa 'is a contemplation of nature in 

its widest sense, in which man, as a detached spectator, simply investigates and studies things 

as they are without desiring to change them" (315-6). In Book vi of the - Ethics, Anstotle des- 

cribes theoretical wisdom as including "not only what follows from fiindamental principles" 

but also "tme bowledge of the fundamental principles themselves' (1 l4 laU p. 1%). Aristotle 

20 The polemical character of Bacon's promulgation of useful knowledge is represeated 
in Newman's description of the w h e  of ideas in An Essay on the Development of Christian 
Doctrine. Here Newman refers to ideas which invade a community, strive for mastery over 
other incompatible ideas, and throw off whatever they cannot assimilate (38-9). 



distinguishes t h e o ~  from the other domains whose aims are action and prduction: it is distin- 

guished fiom practicai wisdorn or phninesis whïch tends to wisdom in action and fkom techne, 

or applied science, which is concerned with production. Martin Ostwald defines techfie as the 

term "used mt oniy to describe. for example, the End of knowledge which a shoeder needs 

to produce shoes, but also to describe the art of a physician which produces health, or the ski11 

of a harpist which produces music" (315). For Anstotle, both the pmctical and the theoretical 

are desirable in t hemsek  because both are parts of our rational humanie, or, as Aristotle 

states in Book vi of the - Ethics, b u s e  "each one of them is the virtue of a différent part of the 

soul" (1 144a. p. l68)? 

In his battie against the great arbiters of method in antiquity. Bacon promotes corporate 

good over the Greek ideal of personal good. He rejects Aristode's view of the contemplative 

l i e  as higher than the active life on the grounds that the contemplative Iife is private, making 

no contribution to the good of the grrater body. In the Advancement, he points out that al1 the 

reasons Aristotle "bringeth for the contemplative are private, and respecting the pleasure and 

dignity of a man's self, C which respects, no question. the contemplative lifé hath the pre- 

eminence)" (156). Bacon cites Old Testament examples of physical wants supplieci, effectively 

rejecting Aristotie's daim that speculative thought most nearly approached the divine. His con- 

clusive dedaration is that the highest motive for knowledge is "for the glory of the Creator and 

the relief of man's estate" (35). For this rhere is no need of what is merely personai or "useful 

only to the mind of the speculator." 

Bacon made room for the useful learning of science by dislodging speculative thought 

from the dominant position it had occupied in leamuig for two thousand years. While Newman 

is typically inclusive in perceiving the univenit. as a place for teaching al1 branches of knowl- 

edge, he takes the stone rejected by Bacon in the interests of modern science and reclaims it as 
the comerstone of the University. In his Inaugural Lecture to the School of Philosophy and 

Lettem. he states at the outset that "in spite of the special histoncal connexion of University 

Institutions with the sciences of Theology, Law, and Medicine, a University, after dl, should 

be fomially bbase (as it reaily is), and should emphatically live in, the Faculty of Arts." He 

states that "the studies which that Faculty embraces are almost the direct subject-matter and the 

52Sillem comments on the influence of Aristotle on Newman's thought. (VOL 1, 161). 
He cites Newman's quotation fiom the Ethics in the Grammar (322) which argues that the 
appropriate proof and method m u t  be used for any subject matter and that what suits mathe- 
matics will not suit rhetoric. As Sillem says, Aristotle 'contends that "each science has it own 
proper kind of intelligibility.. .=ch demands and forms its appropriate mental habits (1 6 1). 



staple of the mental exercises proper to a Universityw (Idea, 187)." A mere two hundred and 

fi@ years aRer the publication of Bacon's Advancement of Leaming. the signal success of 

science had b e n  such that Newman spends the second half of his Discourses defmding 

speculative learning too easily dismissed as useless. As an arbiter of method he resists the 

mutilation of the circle of Iearning through the exclusion of what Aristotle had considered its 

most precious part. Newman refen to the low aims of the Philosophy of Utility which would 

exclude the whole area of speculative thought (89);" while Bacon as the Prophet of Utiiity 

"was the divinely provided minister of temporal benefits to al1 of us," he nonetheless typified 

"the intellectual narrowness of his school" (89-90). 

Newman also rejects professional training which would eliminate liberal learning as 

useless; he says that he would solve 'the fallacy, for so 1 must cal1 it, by which Locke and his 
disciples would frighten us  from cultivahg the intellect, under the notion tbat no education is 

useful which does not teach us some teinpural calliig, or some mechanical art, or some physi- 

cal secret" (126)." This form of utility predates Baconian utility and was part of a much older 

53 Ironically, this Faculty was the least successfûl at the Catholic University of Ireland. 
Newman wrote in a Letter to John Hungedord Pollen (Nov. 26. 1857) that the Faculty of 
Philosophy and Letters was the most lame, prospering less than Medicine and Science because 
it had not attracted Irish youths. Letters and Diaries, vol. 1 8, 1 87. 

" In "Newman and Science," T.S. Wheeler points out that Newman was not against 
utility and attempted to establish applied science at the Catholic University of Ireland. Science 
rnay aiso be studied from a liberal view. Medicine studied from a liberal aspect would treat of 
why rather than how an operation was performed. 

" Walter Jost refers to Alfred North Whitehead's statement concerning the usefulness 
of education in The Aims of Education (New York: MacMillan. 1929) 3. Whitehead writes: 
"But if education is not usefui, what is it?. . .It was usefirl to St. Augustine, and it was usew to 
Napoleon. It is useful, because understanding is usefui" (Rhetorid Thought in John Henry 
Newman, 277). Jost also refers to the statement by Bruce A. Kimball in Orators and 
Philosophers (230) that "until the eighteenth century, the usefiihess of knowing classical lan- 
guages and writings for studying the proféssions was so selfevident as not to require extended 
comment" (Rhetoncal ~hought,-277). In "Newman and the Uses of Knowledge," Dwight Cul- 
ler daims that education concerns the means for activities which society wants, but Newman 
seeks ends which society ought to want" (269). In "Cardinal ~ewman's Concept of a Liberal 
Education," Daniel G. Mulcahy suggests that for Newman the general cultivation of mind was 
the best aid to science and professionai study and that in the use of one's knowledge in the con- 
duct of life "lies the mie value of such an education" (94. 96). John Bumet points out that for 
both Plato and Aristotle the good of education involves not ody the training of character in its 
connection to the practical requirements of the community, but "the highest h c t i o n  of educa- 
tion goes beyond the practicai lif'e. ' The Greeks in this period were interested 'in the prob- 
lems rather than in their practical applications. " It was because they loved howledge for its 
own sake that they generated bnlliant and fertile ideas of permanent value. Aristotle on Educa- 
tion 136-137. In "Newman's Doctrine of University Education. " Michael Tierney recognizes ' 
that Newman's gentleman, like his Athenian counterpart, was "necessarily an active member of 
a given society" (128). He States that the Discounes represent a theoretical definition of the 



controversy in education. Bumet states that in the fourth century B.C. the idea of culture was 

commonly contrasted with professional knowledge or skill or techne. Thus, for example, 
"In the Protagoras of P b  the young Hippokrates actually blushes at the sug- 
gestion that he is gohg to mke lessons with any other view than to get that 
unprofessional culture which alone becornes a gentleman" (xuii). 

in Discourse vii of the - Idea, Newman undertakes this discussion of "Knowledge 

Viewed in Relation to Professional Skillw withui the content of his own century. It was specifi- 

cally a response to a review of Richard Love11 Edgeworth's Essays on Professional Education 

(1808)56 that sparked the controversy between the defenders of Oxford's literary education and 

the Edinburgh promoters of applied or usehl kn~wledge.~ Newman cites John Davison (1777- 

1834, elected a Fellow of Newman's beloved Onel College in 1800). who criticizes Edgeworth 

for his "very contracted view of life" and for 'comparatively neglecting or excludimg the more 

liberal and enlargecl cultivation." He states that in following Edgeworth's recommendations for 

early professional training, "a man is to be usurped by his profession. He is to be clothed in ia 
garb nom head to fwt.. .and the whole man to be shaped, pressecl, and stiffened, in the exact 

mould of his technical character" (129).58 Newman defends liberal leaming by tuming to the 

paideia and the classical ideas of antiquity dismisseci by Bacon as irnpediments to progress in 

University as imparthg knowledge and suggests that prudence or phrotmis with its practid 
moral connotations completes the gentleman. John D. Horgan M e r  refines Tiemey's view by 
noting that what Aristotle cails phronesis, a sense of right and wrong in moral conduch is an 
analogue in the speculative judgment to what Newman calls the illative sense, or the "power of 
right speculative judgmeat in concrete matters." The illative sense is simply the intellect judg- 
ing, a perfection of intellect which sees through the "labyrinth of inference, of vanous princi- 
plesw ("Newman on Faith and Reason, " 148). 

56 Edgeworth argues that once the particular talents of pupils are discerned, the sooner 
their pofessional training beghs, the bettër. In the introduction io his Essays on Professional 
Education (London: J. Johnson, 1 8 12). Edgeworth issues the disclaimer that a boy's education 
should not be exclusively for a particular profession. Edgeworth aiso collaborated with his 
daughter, Maria Edgeworth, the novelist, in the writing of Practical Education (1798) which is 
in the empiricd vein of M e .  

cf. I.A. Ker, Idea, 612. This exchange between the definden of the classics and the 
advocates of applied kn6&dge took place in 1810. The Edinburgh group iocluded Sydney 
Smith (1771-1845), "first editor of the Edinburgh Review, where in his review of R.L. 
Edgeworth's Essays on Professional Education, he had deplored an exclusive emphasis on clas- 
sical studies in schools and universities. " 

Davison's use of the word 'technical' suggests the Greek techne, professional ski11 
or knowledge. 



physical science. At the beginning of Discourse vi, he notes the regrettable absence fiom 

Engtish of any word that corresponds satisfactorily to the Gr& word for a particular 

intellectual disposition achieved dirough the exercise aird trainhg of the mind or inteIlectual 

culture. Newman states: 

It were well if the English, like the Greek language, possessed some definite 
word to express, simply and generally, intellechial proficiency or perfection, 
such as "health," as used with reférence to the animal m e ,  and "vime," 
with reference to our moral nature!,.. .Every one knows practically what are the 
constituents of heaith or of virtue; and every one recognizes health and virtue 
as ends to be pursuecl; it is otherwise with intellectual excellence" (93-94). 

He draws on the analogy of the healthy state of the body which Anstotle uses in the 

Ethics to explain the usefuiness of theoria in relation to phronesis or practical w i s d ~ r n . ~ ~  - 
Anstotle sates that theoretical wisdom produces happiness "not as medicine produces health, 

but as health itself makes a person healthyw (1144a. p.168). Newman asks 

if a healthy body is a good in itself, why is not a healthy intellect? and if a 
College of Physicians is a usefiil institution, because it contemplates bodily 
hedth, why is not an Acadeniical Body, tbough it were simply and solely 
engaged in imparting vigour and beauty and grasp to the intellechial portion of 
Our nature? (122) 

To clarify what he means by a liberal education, he uses Aristotle's definition of liberal 

and usefiil: "Of possessions, those rather are useful, which bear bit; those liberal d i c h  tend 

tu enjoymett. Sy fiuitful, I mean, wfiich yield revenue; by enjoyabIe, where mthing acclues of 
comequence beyond the w'ng" (82). In fact, Newman's use of Anstotle's definition is itself a 

demonstration of the arbiter of method's comection to rheona as speculative thought dealing in 

irreducible or permanent staiting-points or principles. As these principles are perennial, New- 

man remarks that in "many subjects-matters, to thinL correctly, is to think like Aristotle" (83). 

He contends that Aristotle's definition is an 'archetypal idea"; it is "founded in our very 

nature" and attested by its longevity in a "contlliuous historical tradition" (83)? This essential 
detinition is applicable to al1 pursuits and to al1 subject-matters in a11 aga. Through this 

59 In "Newman's Infallible Instincts: the Argument for Elbowroom," Joseph A. 
Komonchak argues that the cultivation of the intellect, the necessary and sufficient aim of a lib- 
eral education, is needed to withstand opinions and values "inadequate to the human condition" 
(446) 

In spite of his owu liberai use of authorities, Bacon's rejection of the permanent 
truths of t h e o h  in the interest of progress in the physical sciences is suggested in his denial of 
longevity as a test of tmth. He states in the Advancement that it was an erroneous "conceit that 
of former opinions or sects, after variety and examination, the best hath still prevailed and sup 
pressed the ra t"  (32). 



uitimate definition, the discerner of method in every age can consign to its proper place what is 

usefbi or liberal as having no end beyond itself. Thus "racing, which was a liberal exercise in 

Greece, forfkits its d in times like these, so far as it is made the occasion of gambling" (82). 

Medicine although an intellechial art is not liberal because it is applied. The two broad areas of 

liberal and usefùl leamhg also cross over within the same subject-matter, depending on 

whether it is applied to an end outside itself. Theology used for preaching or catechesis is use- 

hil; theology cultivated for contemplation is liberal. The kind of auth pursued in the Baconian 

philosophy is specifically tied to the useful. Newman says: 'the Baconian Philosophy, by using 

its physical sciences in the s e ~ c e  of man, does thereby transfer them fiom the order of Lib- 

eral Rusuits to, 1 do not say the inferior, but the distinct class of the Useful" (82). 

Gillian R Evans' comments are helpful in clarifying the relation between the~rio and 

the discerner of method. Evans comments that Newman was interested in the methods and 

pcinciples of diffkrent disciplines in themselves rather than in their relation to the disciplines. 

For example in the Grammar, Newman compares geometry with algebra, stating that geometry 

relates to space and algebra to quantity. Evans observes that Newman's deep sense of "corn- 

patibility or incompatibility of conceptsw was 'at the root of ail his arguments about the 

spheres of the sciences" ("Science and Mathematics,' 264). In other words, it is fiom the 

standpoint of underlying laws or rheoria, the foundation of liberal howledge, that Newman 

himself proceeds throughout the - Idea, which is about the "prin@les of Education" Qdea, xliv). 

Aristotie's validation of theoria in Book x of the - Ethics includes the enjoyment experi- 
enced by those who pursue it: the 'activiq concemed with theoretical knowledge, is thought to 

be of greater value than the others, aims at no end beyond itself, aud has a pleasure proper to 

itself" (290). This enjoyment is denved fiom the tàct that in the pursuit of speculative thought 

we are simply fdfilling the intellectual part of our humanity. Aristotle States: "what is by 

nature proper to each thhg will be at once the best and the most pleasant for it" (291). New- 

man elicits the testimony of Cicero in The Offices as familiar to his nineteenth-century 

audience. Cicero advises that the pursuit of tmth is a delight, a "condition of our happiness," 

to be enjoyed in the leisure when the physical wants of Our animal nature have been supplied 

and our duties fulfilled (Idea, - 79)? Newman adds afier Cicero's praise of speculative truth 

61 Cicero, The Offices, Book 1, iv. 
Quintilian remarks that for the tacher tme gain is "fiom his own mind, and fiom con- 

templation and knowledge, a gain which is enduring and independent of fortune .... For divine 
providence has gmted this favor to mankind, that the more honourable occupations are the 
more pleasing" (On the Early Education of the Citizen-orator, 88). 



that "strange as such a procedure is to those who live after the rise of the Baconian 

philosophy, .... The idea of benefiting soeieîy by meaos of 'the pursuit of science and Lnowl 
edge' did not enter at al1 into the motives which he would aSSjgngn for their cultivation" g9-80). 

The goal of the Greek paideiu, of the Roman hrmtmritas and of Newman's liberal 

education is personalist, a fùlfilment of the person as person in the activity of the soui eugaged 

in contemplative or speculative thought. This speculative knowledge of starting-points or prin- 

ciples is a pre-condition for the practical judgments made on the controversies of the day. 

Amelie Oksenberg Rorty describes the contemplative thought or rheoria of Aristotle's - Ethics as 

a fidfilling of an essential potentiality of the soul. In "The Place of Contemplation in 

Aristotle's Ethics " she refers to -' 
the proper exercise of the essentid potentialities of the soul, actualized for their 
own sakes because aetualiig them just U living the life of a human king." 

Similarly, in the Proface to the - Idea, Newman emphasizes the personal aim of howl- 

edge, that the University is for the sake of the students, rather than for the "sake of the 

Sciences, which are to be the matter" (xxxviii). It is for the formation of the students, for 

"their exercise and growth in certain habits, moral or intellectual" (xxxix). He cites Cardinal 

Gerdil who says: "Les Universi& sont etablies pour enseigner les sciences ~ K X  &lèves qui 

veulent s'y former* (XI). (Universities are established to teuch sciences to snuients who seek 

their developrnent there). Like Aristotie, Newman States that in seeking liberal howledge as 

an end in itself, "we are satisfyiog a direct need of our nature in its very acquisition." He says 

that this is how we realize or actualize ourselves: 

our nature, unlike that of the inferior creation, does not at once reach its per- 
fection, but depends, in order to it, on a number of extemal aids and 
appliances. Knowledge, as one of the principal of these, is valuable for what its 
very presence in us does for us after the marner of a habit, even though it be 
tumed to no M e r  account, nor subserve any direct end (78). 

Again, just as Aristotle distuiguishes the activity of the speculative intellect as the 

highest thing in us and an end in itself, Newman refers to the discipline of the intellect in a lib- 

eral education as "its own highest culture" (1 15). Aristotie says that theoretical wisdom is "the 

better part of Our soul" (1 145, p. 172). It surpasses practical wisdom in authority, " because that 

62 Essavs on Aristole's Ethics. 377. 



which produces a thing d e s  and directs itw (1 1434 p. 168) ." Simitarly, in the - Idai, Newman 
speaics of 'two ways of uing Knowledge7" and "two rnethods of Mucation;. . .the one nses 

towards generai ideas, the other is exhausted upon what is particular and external." The for- 

mer. Le. liberal or philosophicai howledge, is the "principle of real dignity in Knowledge, its 

worth. its desirableness." This theoria or philosophic Iniowledge is an end in itself because 

there is no m e r  end beyond this highest activity which deals in £kt principles and leading 

ideas which contain the germ of ai1 that develops from them- 

The culture of the intellect which Newman as an arbiter of methoci distinguishes fiom 

scientific utility and professional wfulness is the ideal of Greek humanist leaming as a per- 

sonal good. Newman describes the philosophic knowledge of the gentleman as 'an aquired 

illuminstion... .a habit, a personai possession, and an inward endowment" (85). It is a " state or 

condition of mind" and 'something individual and permanent" (86). Like the conditionhg of 

the body, it is by nature a personal exercise putting the mind in order to work. The trainhg of 

the intellect which actualizes what is highest in us is a training in personally making intelligible 

comections through the simplest definitions of first principles and ideas which most completely 

link particular hcts together and so provide the most commnnding view of a whole. Contr~t- 

ing this memod of liberal education which "rises towards general ideas' with the method of 

Useful Knowledge which is mechanical and "is exhausted upon what is particular,' Newman 

smtes that liberal knowledge "in proportion as it tends more and more to be particular, ceases 

to be Knowledge* (85). He describes the culture of the intellect, the aim of a liberal education, 

as the training of 'inrelleetuai eyes." Through 'research and systematuingn (95). through 

analysis, comparisons, and discriminations, the mind reduces maners "to order and meaning" 
(101), seizing on the strong point in a subject, reaching out to tmth and grasping it. He con- 

trasts the command of knowledge given through training in intdligible connections with 

several examples of random or unconnected knowledge. Newman describes the uneducaîed 
sailor who maLes no comparisons between the various parts of the world he has visited, for 

whom "one thing is much the same.. .as anothern and who "bas no standard of judgment at dl"  

(103). Similarly Newman says that those "who generalize nothing. and have no observation in 

63 Amelie Oksenberg Rorty argues that for Aristotle theoria may include a contempla- 
tion of the practicai life, that only in a corrupt polity will there be a conflict between the two. 
She suggests that in ihe -9 Ethics the "discussion of fiiendship in Book 9 helps show what con- 
templation can contribute to the comprehensive practical life* and "the discussion of con- 
templation in Book 10 is meant to show that one of the aims of a statesman is the reconciiiation 
of the contemplative and the practicai lives" (378). 



the tnie sense of the word"" may abound in information but canoot be said to have "atrained to 

any great culture of the intellect or to philosophy" (102). Antiquarians, annalists, naturalists 

are "usefül in their own placew but do not have "what speciaily deserves the name of culture of 

mind, or filfils the type of Liberal Education' (102). He explains by negation that the knowi- 
edge of the gentleman of philosophic habit is neither random, nor mere sense without mind, 

nor applied, useful, or mechanical. It is a grasp of illuminating ideas reached through mounting 

above a field of operation. Like the Gr& paideia, it is a training for a lifelong habit of reas- 

sessing one's views and judgments in the light of new information that enlarges one's basis of 

comparison. Newman provides several examples to illustrate this: a villager arriving in a great 

metropdis or the individual first glimpsing the heavens through a telexope both attain a new 

perspective because of an enlarged b i s  of comparison; the perspective acquired by a student 

of history gives the power of judging p a s  events; the new perspective of religious convertg 

gives them a fksh estimate of the significance of events so that they "have their own estimate 

of whatever happens to them.. .and compare the present with the past; and the world.. .is a vari- 

ous and complicaîed drama, with parts and an object, and an awful moral" (101). 

The Greek tenn logos is also helpful in understanding the field of speculative tmth or 

thmria which is the object of a liberai education and it is helpful in understanding Newman's 

aim in education which is to train the mind to view paaiculars through intelligible principles or 

ideas. Logos refers both to objective rational principles and to the individuai's perception of 

them. in the glossary of terms in his translation of the Nicornachean Ethics, Martin Ostwald 

describes logos in its wider application as a "RATIONAL PRINCIPLE or REASON underly- 

ing a great variety of thhgs." Secondly, it pertains to t&e miad which perceives rational p ~ c i -  

ples that are a guide to right judgment or good conduct. Ostwald states: 

Logos is aiso used in a normative sense, describing the human hculty of 
REASON which comprehends and formulates rational p ~ c i p l e s  and thus 
guides the conduct of a good aod reasonable man (3 10). 

Plato's aim of reaching the intelligible idea as the m e  reality and Isocrates' and New- 

man's goal in education of training the mind in making right judgments are both c o ~ e c t e d  to 

Martin Ostwald defines the verb theorein as 'that activity of the mind.. .in which the 
mind CONTEMIPLATES or STUDIES or OBSERVES the lmowledge of universal tniths 
which it already possesses (Nichomachean Ethics, 3 15). 



the logos.6S Logos, as Oshvald explains, has also the fundamental meaning of "SPEECH, 

STATEMENT, in the sense that any speech or statement consists of a coherent and rational 

arrangement of words" (310). As Newman points out in "Literature," his inaugural address to 

the Faculty of Philosophy and Letters in 1858, the Greek language uses the word logos to 

mean both "idea" or "rational principle" and the verbalization of the idea." Logos is at once 
the principle of intelligibility in the world, the human understanding of rational principles, and 
the articulation of these principles in words. 

Logos includes both intelligible principles that are demonstrable or necessary and the 

intelligible principles of human action. In his edition of the Ethics of Aristotle, John Bumet 

states concerning huma action that Atistotle "rates experience very high indeed for practicai 

purposes," as  in the practice of medicine. 'Nevertheless experience does not reach the level of 
A n  or Science .... till the universal implicit in experience is made explicit-" It is when we 

" reach the stage of intellect" that the fully human level is attained (67). The good life " which is 
peculiar to man is the l ik  of rational activity, that is the iife which knows the ground (logos) 

of its activities and can give an account of themw (3). 

Burnet explains that logos, which is translatai into Latin as ratio, carries the idea of a 
mean or the ratio between opposites.67 It is the ground of d l  M i g ;  Bumet observes that it is 
the cause of al1 becoming as the "fonn which is the cause of dl becoming is always a ratio 

(logos) or a mean between the two oppositesw (Bumet, 71). Burnet also states that both moral 
and intellectual goodness or excellence in the sense of judgment according to the nght propor- 

tion are conne& to the logos or ratio, the first through appetite and the second through 

65 Plato7s view of the value of mathematics indicates his goal in the intelligible. Mar- 
rou states that Plato favoured mathematics as training the mind to proceed from the sensible to 
a conception and thought of the Intelligible, the only true redity, the ody absolute truth: "leur 
etude ... enaaîne l'esprit h se degager du sensible, iî concevoir et iî penser I'htelligible, seule 
réalité vraie, seule véritt5 absolue" (1 15). 

66 In his Inaugural Address to the Faculty of Philosophy and Letters, just prior to his 
final departure from the university in Dublin, Newman distinguishes between the use of lm- 
guage to represent things in the scientific sphere and the use of language to articulate thought 
in philosophy and letters. Newman defines logos to make his point: "Cal1 to mind, Gentlemen, 
the meaning of the Greek word which expresses this special prerogative of man over the keble 
intelligence of the iderior animals. It is called Logos: ... it stands both for remon and for 
speech .... It means both at once ... because they are in a true sense one." Language is the 
"instrument of expression" and the double of a person's rmon (Idea, - 208). 

67 The latinate word, "rational", retains this sense of the right proportion. Burnet indi- 
cates that the Greek word for the mean "does not mean only or even primily the arithrnetical 
mean: it is the oldest word for a proportion of any kind and howeter determined" (69-70). 



sense." In moral activity, for Aristotle, the mean between oppsites or ratio of gOOdIless is 

arrived at by a "more and less.' Choice in human action involves the more good or the less 

good. Burnet explaias: 

Qudity is a category that admits of quantitative determination or degree, 'the 
more and les' as the Academy cailed it: it is continuous and therefore 
infinitely divisibIe, at Ieast potentially. Now feelings and acts, whicb are the 
matter of goodness, king qualitative motions, are continuous, and the degree 
of feeling which is right for a aven person in given circumstances may there- 
fore be quantitatively expressed (69). 

Thus the degree or ratio of anger appropriate in a given situation or the right degree of 

generosity is the mean of goodness. 

in intellectual excellence, both Aristotle's logic and Newman's organon as applied to 

complex assent are meant to lead to clarity concerning rational principles (the idea of the 

logos). Bumet cites from Aristotle's Metaphysics to explain the purpose of his dialectical 

method: 

It is thus that al1 learning takes place .... This is our real task, to hirn what is 
more known to us into what is more known by nature, just as in action it is to 
turn what is good for us into what is good universally. What is first known to a 
given person is often very féebly Lnown; but for al1 bat  it is nom things 
known to oneself, however inadeqately, that we must try to apprehend 
universal knowledge, shifang our gromd and advancing step by step" 

The purpose of dialectical logic is not just as an intellectual exercise, nor just to be 

able to discuss with those who do not agree wiîh our premisses, but "above al1 it is of use for 

the discovery of the first principles or starting-points of the different sciences, since it is 

impossible for any science to give an account of its own starhg-point. That can only be dis- 

" Aristotle, like Newman in the "Tamwonh Reading Rwm," makes a clear distinction 
between moral and intellecnial goodaess. 

69 Received beliefi are taken as premisses for the diaiectic syllogism, differing from 
the demonstrative syllogism which has scientific tmths for its premisses (Bumet, xl). In Dis- 
course ii, Newman laments a lack of recognition for received beliefs. He speaks of a "state of 
society such as oun, in which authority, prescription, tradition, habit, moral instinct, and the 
divine influences go for nothing" (28). He also comments on the reasoning proeus, addig that 
"patience of thought, and depth and consistency of view, are scorned as subtie and 
scholastic.. .free discussion and fallible judgment are prUed as the birthright of each individ- 
uai" (28). 



cussed in the light of received beliefs on the subject" (~1).~* Similarly, complex assent involves 

reaching clarity concerning principles. Newman suggests that the purpose of wmplex assent 

"in proving what we -already believe to be tnie', Le., in providing a certain Lind of rational 

basis for Our belief, is "in order to Wfil what is due to ourseIves and to the claims and 

responsibilities of our education and social position. " We also have to do this " when we take 

on ourseIves to convince another on any point in which he differs from us" (Grammu, 158- 

159). Newman's purpose in An Essay on the Development of Christian Doctrine was to con- 

sider intellectually the principle of doctrinal development which he felt to be true. By 

approaching it from several vantage points, he proceeded from what was " m e  but not clearn to 

what was "true and clear." 

For both Newman and Anstotle, there is a personal element in how we arrive at the 

logos or rationai principles. Burnet states that goodness is identifiai neither with an outward 

act or a feeling, but is in the sou1 or is a condition of the souL71 Just as the health of the body 

depends on the Dght proportion behveen the opposites of, for example, wann and cold, so "the 

formula or ratio of this proportion exists in the sou1 of the doctor.. ..It is exactly in the same 

' 0  B m e t  notes bat  the dialectic rnethod is said to take "our first principles on trust." 
However, he reminds us that in Aristotle's system stariing points were the object of irnmediate 
insight perceived through the noetic hcuity. We simply "se" the truth of a dennition without 
beimg able to prove it to anyone else (di-xlii). 

In the - Idea, Newman remarks that in defining political science, "Political Economy 
must not be allowed to give judgment in its own favour." Objections against the daims tbat it 
makes for itself " ~ ~ o t  receive a satishctory answer by means of the science itselF (68). 
Bumet states that in Plato's "hands [dialectic] became the only instrument of al1 philsophical 
thinking" (uxix). The syllogism was Aristotie's W e r  contribution to this instrument or 
organon. It was only when this method was elevated to become an end in itself that it 
degenerated into sophistry. 

71 Plata's dialogue, the -9 Meno considers the question of whether virtue or goodness 
can be taught, a question that is pertinent to Newman's distinction between the teaching of 
theology at a university and the fostering of a religious life through personal influence, the 
sacraments, etc.. Socrates concludes in the Meno that "virtue is seen as coming neither by 
nature nor by teaching; but by divine allotment incomprehensibly to those to whom it cornes" 
Great ~ i a l o h e s  of Plato, (New York: Mentor, 1984) 67-68. Mary Katherine Tillmao notes 
Socrates' reference to the tradition that "what is most m e  about reality lies buried and sleeping 
deep within our souk. This privileged but shadowy knowledge or '&se' of what is t e a n d  
good, if we diligently seek to draw it out, can tacitly guide us in Our search for excellence, 
becoming ever more clear and explicit as it is 're-collected' again and again, remembered and 
energized in human discourse and action." She comects this "sense" with Newman's illative 
sense which is operative in al1 judgments of inference, i.e., in the register of the tnie and false 
rather than in the mister of the right and wronn. "Econornies of Reason: Newman and the 



way that the lawgiver has in his soul the formula or logos of gOOdLles~, and it is the efficient 

cause of goodness in ottiers' (72). Newman, for his part, cafls the personai element which 

weighs the various fictors of inférence the iliative sense and the m e r  act of personal affirma- 
tion of this judgment he cails assent. The logos as judgment according to the right proportion 

is thus comected to Newman's view of the iiiative sense and to education as training in right 

judgment. 
The field of speculative mith or theorta which is the object of a liberal education may 

also be undemood through Newmao's explanation of what he means by the word "idea' in his 

Essay on the Development of Christian D~ctr ine .~  Newman's view of an ide. is similar to the 

Greek logos. In the Development of Christian Doctrine, Newman states that ideas are 

intellectual entities of vatying complexity which irnplicitly contain what is later made explicit 

as different aspects of them emerge in the context of their ofken tumultuous historical develop 

ment. In the Discourses, Newman describes how a student may arrive at an idea through its 

particular manifkstations, "leaming to leaven the mass of hcts and events with the elastic force 

of reason" (104). In the Development of Christian Doctrine* he depicts the reverse procedure 

in his description of how an idea itself originally develops: 

This process, whether it be longer or shortet in point of time, by which the 
aspects of an idea are brought into consistency and form, 1 cal1 its develop 
ment, beiig the germination and maturation of some tnith or apparent truth on 
a large mental field (38)." 

He distinguishes ideas which relate to manlrind fiom demonstrable mathematical ideas 

"and other abstract creations, which, Iike the soul itself, are solitary and selfdependent" (186). 

Newman states that 'doctrines and views which relate to man are not placed in a void, but in 

the crowded world. and make way for themselves by interpenetration, and develop by absorp 

tion" (186); they live in min&, arresting and possessing them and becoming an "active princi- 
ple within them, Leading them to an everaew contemplation of itself, to an application of it in 

various directio os....[ andl may be looked at on many sides and strilce various min& very vari- 

Walter Pater's praise of Newman's Idea of a University as "the perfect handling of a 
theoryw (c.f., Ker's introduction to the - Idea, xlii, and Martin Svaglic's introduction, vii) sug- 
gests the comection of the Greek theorio or speeulative knowledge with what New- means 
by " idea. " - 

In La Philosophie religieuse de John Henry Newman, Maurice Nédoncelle remarks that 
the - Idea presents ideas found in Newman's other books hidden behind a fâcade (266). 

73 Newman states that an idea, such as Gnosticism, may be subjective only. He sug- 
gests that in "proportion to the variety of aspects under which it presents itself to various 
minds is its force and depth, and the argument for its reality ' (34). 



ously" (36-7). He provides as  examples of these living ideas the "doctrine of the divine right of 

b g s ,  or of the rights of man, or of the anti-social bearings of a priesthood, or utilitarianism, 

or free trade, or the duty of benevolent enterprises, or the philosophy of Zeno or Epicunis" 

(36). The historical or intellectmi expression of these ideas as systems of government, as codes 

of ethics, as social policy, as philosophical systems, etc., have their source in the one idea of 

which bey are the applications or from which they evolve. Newman says that, unIike a for- 

mula, " a living idea becomes many , yet remains one" (1 86). Thus, in the - Idea Newman states 

that "the word "liberal as applied to Knowledge and Education, expresses a specific idea, 

which ever has ken, and ever will be, wbile the nature of man is the same." Although the sub- 

jects that are considered liberai vary with the age, the idea "varies not itselF as would be the 

case if it were "a mere generalization" from the subject matters (83). 

The separation of the arts and sciences into branches of Iearning in their own right with 

distinctive principks is itself an illustration of the development of the ideas which govern these 

branches of learning. In the - Idea, for example, Newman describes the evolution of painting 

from an inchoate science into "the fulness of its function as a simply imitative art" with "an 

end of is own" and says that "Nature is its pattern, and the object it pursues is the beauty of 

Nature" (59). In literature, Shakespeare's delineation of Hamlet or Walter Scott's gradual 

enucleation of Daigetty as the story progresses proceed from the contemplation and develop 

ment of an idea. In theology, creeds and dogmas are developments proceaihg from the con- 

templation of the thought of God, expenenced as 'an impression on the Imagination" by the 

religious mind. Newman says: 

Creeds and dogmas live in the one idea which they are designed to express, 
and which alone is substantive; and are necessary, because the human mind 
cannot r e k t  upon that idea except piecemeal, cannot use it in its oneness and 
entireaess, or witbout resolving it into a series of aspects and relations 
(Christian Doctrine, 53). 

Ideas often becorne apparent after their development. Newman provides the example of 

the extemal pressure of events or the force of principles leading members of Parliament to 

corne to conclusions "they do not know how." It is only when they have to speak of the matter 

that they look for arguments: an article on the subject rnay subsequentIy appear "in a Review, 

to furnish common-places for the manyn (Christian Doctrine, 45). Conversely, ideas may be 

made explicit prior to their development. Newman provides the example of Locke's philosophy 

which was a "reai guide, not a mere defknse of the Revolution era, operathg forcibly upon 

Church and Governent in and after his day" (Christian Doctrine, 45). 

Newman's description in the Development of Christian Doctrine of how we know ideas 

is ~ 0 ~ e c t e d  to his pedagogical method. The goal of the man of philosophic habit is both to see 



unity in the multifarious through a grasp of principles and to understand an idea in its hillness 
through the mutual relations of the instances through which it develops, In the - Idea, Newman 

states that "we must generalize, we must reduce to method, we must have a grasp of principles, 

and group and shape Our acquisitions by means of them" (105). Or again, he says that the dig- 

nity in Knowledge "is this germ within it of a scientific or a philosophic process." b is "some- 

thing inteltecîuai ... whîch sees more than the senses convey; which reasons upon what it sees, 

and while it sees; which invests it with an idea" (85). 

In the Development of Christian Doctrine, Newman describes how the facets of an idea 

develop over time and he alludes to how ideas are subsequently understood by others. Rich, 

living ideas, especially social, political, or religious, are elucidated through their various bcets 

or aspects in a dialogue with the events of histoty, for example, and in contention with other 

ideas. Newman refers to these ideas as *having aspects rnany and bearings many, mutually 

comected and growing one out of another, and ail parts of a whole, with a sympathy and cor- 
respondence keeping Pace with the ever-changing necessities of the world, multiform, prolific, 

and ever resourceful" (56). In a description suggestive both of his pedagogical principle of 

"development and arrangement from and around a cornmon centre" (Idea, - xlv) and of 

Anstotle's demonstration in orb or circle, Newman describes how an idea is "brought home to 

the intellect as objective" through the variety of its aspects; "like bodily substances, which are 

not apprehended except under the clothing of their properties and resuits, and which admit of 

King walked round, and surveyed on opposite sides, and in different perspectives, and in con- 

trary lights, in evidence of their reality " (Development, 34). 

Newman's pedagogical principle that intellectual training involves "the idea of science, 

method, order, p ~ c i p l e ,  and system" (Ida, xliv) is also suggested in his description of the 

evolution of ideas in the Developrnent of Christian Doctrine. As definitions and descriptions 

through which we conceive ideas multiply and their mutual bearings in relation to the ideas are 

understood, the idea is, as it were, "thrown into a series, into a number of statemenb, streng- 

thening, interpreting, correcting each other, and with more or less exactness approximating, as 

they accumulate, to a perfect image" (55). Aspects of ideas resolved into a system are the bais  

of leaming and teaching. Newman writes: "it is a characteristic of our minds, that they cannot 

take an object in, which is submitted to them simply and integrally .... We c m o t  teach except 

by aspects or views, which are not identicai with the thkg itself which we are teachiig" (55). 

It is through the mutual relations of these aspects tbat the fuller reality of the idea may be 
grasped, Iike the sketch of a portrait which is gradually filled in. And, as in the - Idea Newman 

emphasizes the need to remember implicitly that any branch of howledge is only part of the 

whole circle of knowledge and cannot be taken as the mesure of the rest, so in the Develop- 



ment of Christian Doctrine Newman states that no one aspect or "leading idea" can exhaust the 

contents of a "real idea" which is "cornmensurate with the sum total of its possible aspects" as 

presented to various min& (34-9. Fertile and intellectual facts or systems of thought like 

Platonic philosophy, or the idea of Christianity, cannot be reduced to leading aspects to the 

exclusion of others which are also a part of them. 

In the following chapter, 1 shlùl examine Newman's pedagogy for the training of the 

man of philosophic habit Its intention was to cultivate his understanding thmugh ideas accord- 

ing to the method suiteci to the subject-matter, allowing him to distinguish underlying pnnci- 

ples and the use of appropriate methods in the issues of his day. Newman states that the train- 

ing of the intellect was to give the mind "power over its own faculties"; such a mind is charac- 

terized by freedom, equitableness, wisdom, "method, critical exactness, sagacity.. .eIoquent 

expression" (92). Like Aristotle's nian of general culture or Isocrates' disciples, the gentleman 

of philosophic habit so trained is to be an arbiter of method able "to exercise the degree of 

trust exactly due to every science respectively, and to estimate precisely the d u e  of every 

tmth which is anywhere to be found" (77). 



Chapter 3 

Newman's Pedagogy 

Newman's pedagogy is aimed at training a man of general culture to-seethe intelligible 

principles or ideas connecting hcts and, implicitiy, to discern the methods appropriate to areas 

of truth. The gentlemen graduates, like Isocrates' disciples, were trained in a habit of mind to 

be exercised in any area of public or personal lifé, allowing them to disceni connision in meth- 

ods and to see the salient idea or principle in any issue. Newman's pedagogical perspective 

contrasts diametrically with pedagogies proceeding fiom various empirical schwls of 

philosophy . For example, in Jeremy Bentham's school of though~ as describecl by Newman in 

the "Tamworth Reading Room," the individual admits only "things which he oui see, hear, 

taste, touch and handle," and refuses to adcnowledge "the existence of anything which he cm- 
not ascertain for himself." l Any pedagogy based exclusively on this first principle is, fkom the 

perspective of the Greek logos, simply irrational.2 This would include the eighteenth-century 

educational views of Rousseau or the more recent ideas of the pragmatist William James (1842- 

1910) who both value expenence over abstraction. The fiat of these two opposing camps in 

education is occupied by the humanist ideal emaaating from the Anstotelian p ~ c i p l e  of a 

unified, extemal world in which matter is understood in relation to fonn or, in Thomistic 

te=, matter "is that through which a form becomes actual and has undivideci Wig" 

(Consolation of Rhetoric, 109). The other camp is occupied by the champions of a rnaterialist 

view of the world experienced in sensation; for them, the objectively intelligible field of opera- 

"Tamworth Reading Rwm," 185-6. 

Mamu remarks bat, while education n o d l y  is a collective technique to initiate 
youth into the values of a civilization, illogical societies exist which impose an absurd educa- 
tion on their youth with the result that initiation into the real culture takes place outside the 
official educatiod institutions (17). 

In Newman and His ~h&iogical Method, Thomas J. Noms describes Newman's view 
of how we reason in contrast to the "massive deculturation through the deformation of reason" 
as expressed by Eric Voegelin (10). 

Edward Sillem discusses the influence of Idealist and Empirical philosophies on the 
developing educational system in the nineteenth century in which Locke, Hume and Bentham 
came to be regarded as the prophets of a "liberai world." Their uncballenged assumptions were 
that "dl thinking ... is conscious, scientific, methodical argument" and "dl men are equally well 
endowed by nature with the gift of reason" (Philosophic Notebook, vol. 1, 28). Sillem rernarks 
on the roots of Newman's thought in ancient Greece and in the Fathers of the Church as stand- 
ing in contrast to the value pl&xl on abstraction in rationalist thought and demonstration as 
demanded by the inductive method and empirical thought. 



tion of humanist education simply does not exist as it is excluded by their understanding of 

matter as a first ptinqiple. 
An article by Walter Ong on Newman's view of the development of ideas indicates the 

philosophical underpinniogs of the role of the idea in relation to particulars in Newman's peda- 

gogy. In "Newman's Essay on Development in its htellecnial Milieu," Ong comments that 

Newman's view of the development of ideas challenges the monistic explanations of reality. 

idealistic or materialistic, bringing such errors "to bay ... at the point where the intelligible rises 

out of the material" (49). Ong says that "Newman reduces the question of first principles 

directly to an issue of the ongin of the intelligible out of material beiing" and that this charac- 

terizes his opposition to the positivist-materialist miad (49). He states that the comection 

between the intelligible and the material in Newman's view of developrnent countered the static 

at the core of the idealistic tradition as defîned by its peculiar view of the intelligible and mat- 

ter. The positivist mind conditioned by the method of the physical sciences also nsks antagb 
nism "to the first p ~ c i p l e s  of metaphysics.. .to the first principles of a still higher knowledge" 

(45). Father Ong notes the traditionai conneetion between the Roman Catholic Church and lib- 

eral education as the latter fosters a familiarity with "principles educed at various levels fkom 

matter-a Wliarity which is acquired by allowing the mind to range at large over the entire 

field of being," thus saving it "fkom the cramping which pinches the positivist outlook on lik' 

(45) - 
Because the man of general culture is to be conscious of principles, an examination of 

Newman's pedagogy must begin with the idea which Newman recognizes as the guiding prin- 

ciple of his views on education. The foundation of al1 Newman's ibndamental ideas of educa- 

tion lies in the assumption that the universe is objective and intelligibly ~ni f i ed .~  This grounds 

his view of the accessibility to the hiiman mind of the first principles and Iaws, or theoria, 

which illuminate particulars. It is the justification of the place of theology in a university cur- 

riculum because of this subject's prirnary contribution to an understanding of intelligible order. 

It underlies Newman's resistance to subjective or emotional responsa in religion which neglect 

the intellectual Object of these responses. It is the basis both of the principfe of non- 

contradiction between science and theology and of the interconnection between the vanous 

3 In The Victorian Sage, John Holloway refea to Newman's idea of reality as a great 
ordered system with the Creator as its apex; al1 that exists is from God: the natural world, the 
Church, the state, the human world, &ch individual-al1 are created on a similar pattern of 
order, each with its proper nature and purpose. From the perspective of rnetaphysics, the 
whole universe is one integrated system (159). 



branches of laiowledge. It validates the need botb for a science of sciences and the person of 

general culture who distinguishes between difkrent areas of tmth with the understandhg that 

different methods apply to these various areas. It is the source of Newman's view that a 
university is "a place of tmching universal kno~dedge"~; that the idea of the unity of Lnowl- 

edge must be implicit in ail particular intellecnial pursuits and that it is unphilosophicai to 

apply the principles in one ana to all the rest. Newman's orgarwn for reaching insights in 

indemoastrable areas of truth is based on converging probabilities from various quarters which 

are parts of an intelligible whole. The need for system and method in pedagogy proceeds from 

the assumption of an intelligible universe. This inciudes the three great areas of howledge: 

physical science, human affiirs, and the lcnowledge of God. Newman's assumption of an objec- 

tive, intelligibly unified world is also the source of his assertion that the well-educated gradu- 

ate will not merely follow the vagaries of fâshioaable opinions but will be consistent in his 

thought because it is grounded in ideas. 

In "Educational Method: Educating for Real Life," H. Francis Davis empbasizes New- 

man's view of the objective nature of howing. He states that the mind does not make but dis- 

covers the inter-relatedness and unity of the real cosmos (104). In "Newman, Christian or 

Humanist?,' an early critique of Dwight Culler's -rial Intellec~ Davis also suggests that 

Culler's failure to appreciate Newman's view of mth as objective is the source of his confu- 

sion about how laiowledge for its own sake can yet "give us a useful knowledge about the 

external world." Davis states that Newman's view was Aristotelian, that man's true purpose is 

the contemplation of objective tnah which is subjective only as "al1 knowledge is a subjective 

possession of something objectiven (523).5 

Preface to the Idea, xxxvii 

Failure to appreciate Newman's sensibility in regard to truth as objective has skewed 
more recent scholarship. David M. Whalen praises Walter Jost's seminal study, Rhetorical 
Truth in John Henry Newman, but observes his slighting of Newman's "entire idea of certitude 
[that] r a t s  upon the rnind's actual grasp of an objective reality-tnith" (Consolation of Rhetoric 
in John H e m  Newman). Sara Castro-KIaren. a contributor to the most recent edition of The 
Idea of a ~dversity? &O misses ~ewman's-idea of certitude bas& on a grasp of objecG 
reality. For this reason, she rnakes several assertions that are antithetical to Newman's views 
on &cation: that ~ e ~ m a n ' s  education was a passive reception of knowledge from a tacher 
(323); that Newman sought to stem the " whole thrust of human subjectivity, " to "stem the 
challenge of science and of tirne,-that is, of change itself' (331); that Newman inhibits critical ' 
thought although at the same time he appeals to it (332). Similarly , because Newman's aim is 
to grasp external reality, the edge cannot be given to pedagogical process as being "more 
important than academic content.. .in Newman's scheme,' a position that Edward Jeremy Mil- 
ler considers in "Newman's Idea of a University: Is it Viable Today?" (1 18). 



Newman's sermons, his writings on education and on theology are al1 grounded in the 

primary principle of an intelligible univene as the object of our knowledge. In the context of 

formal infkrence in The Grammar of Assent, Newman argued for the intelligible uaity of the 

universe from examples of interconnections in lmowledge: the experienced zoologist who can 

reconstnict "some intricate organization" of an animal from "the sight of its smallest bone"; the 

antiquarian who can interpret mythical traditions from an inscription. Through such examples 

Newman concludes, "That which the mind is thus able variously to bring together into unity, 

must have some real intrinsic connection of part with part." And he continues: "But if this 

swnma r e m  is thus one whole, it mut  be coastructed on definite principles and laws, the 

knowledge of which will enlarge our capacity of reasoning about it in particulars" (210).? 

In the - Ida, while defining tmth as the object of biowledge, Newman affimis this 
intelligible unity. He says: 

Al1 that exists, as contemplated by the human rnind, forms one large system of 
complex hct, and this of course resolves itself into an indefinite number of 
partïcular tàcts, which, as king portions of a whole, have countless relations 
of every h d ,  one towards another. Knowledge is the apprehension of these 
fâcts.... And, as al1 taken together form one integral subject for contemplation, 
so there are no natural or real litnits between part and part; one is ever running 
into another; d l ,  as viewed by the mind, are combined together, and possess a 
correlative character one with another, fiom the interna1 mysteries of the 
Divine Essence d o m  to our own sensations and consciousness (33-41.' 

Other illustrations of Newman's assumption of the world as objective, intelligibly 
unified. and accessible to the mind are found in the Grammar and in the "Proof of Theism." in - - 

the ~r&.mar, to illustrate simple assents given as unconditional, although "short of intuition 
and demonstration,' Newman gives as examples Our belief that we exist, and "that our own 
self is not the only beiig existing; that there is an extemal world; that it is a system with parts 
and a whole, a universe carrieci on by laws; and that the fuhire is affected by the past" (149). 
Sirnilarly in "Proof of Theism," Newman says in response to W.G. Ward's book On Nature 
and Grace: "1 would draw a broad line between what is within us, and apply the work " fâith" 
to our reliance {certainty) of things without and not within us" (Argument fiom Conscience to 
the Existence of God, 71). Tnstram and Boekraad make the editonal comment on this state- 
ment that "for Newman the basic division is between mental acts concerninn what is internat - 
and mental acts concerning what is extemal to the mind" (69). 

7 In "Economies of Reason: Newman and the Phronesis Tradition," Mary Katherine 
Tillman begins her discussion of original unity €tom which partial human perceptions proceed 
with an account of the poem of Parmenides. The inquirer is taken up into the region of the Sun 
and has revealed "to his direct perception the motionless hart  of well-round4 tmth, wherein 
to think and to be are one and the same. Being appears to him 'like a sphere in space I per- 
fectly round and balanceci / fiom every perspective 1 in precise equipoise.' On his return to the 
earth, the young man is to retain the fullness of the vision of the eternal truth amid the frac- 
tured order of the world "where opposites harmonize and clash, where partial understandings 
seem to rule the day " (45). 

The entri& on "Being" and "Truthn in the Encyclopedia of Theology: The Concise 
Sacramentuin Mundi, also refer to the poem of Parmenides. Johannes Lotz refers to 



To reinforce the idea of the unity and intelligibility of the objective world, Newman 

uses the image of a monumental structure that the mind can take in as a whole only by views in 

part fiom various angles. He observes: - - 

as we ded with some huge structure of many parts and sides, the mind gws 
round about, n o h g  dom, first one thing, then another, as it best may. and 
viewing it under different aspects, by way of making progress towards master- 
ing the whole. So by degrees and by circuitous advances does it nse alofi and 
subject to itself a knowledge of that universe into which it has k e n  bom (Xdea, 
34). 

The tension between the recognition of the of objective reality and the necessary 

constraint of seeing only parts of it is a comerstone in Newman's idea of edu~ation.~ The van- 

ous branches of knowledge are parts of a whole through which we have knowledge of the 

objective world. Newman says that these branches of knowledge or sciences are "vanous par- 

tial views or abstractions, by means of which the mind looks out upon its object" (34). 

Sciences tap into the intelligible principles of the universe; they proceed from an aspect or 

view of their object which links separate phenomena in an intelligible system. Newman states 

that sciences "arrange and classify faea; they reduce separate phenornena under a common 

law; ... sciences are forms of knowledge, they enable die intellect to master and increase it" 

(35)- 
If truth, defined as things as they are in thernselves or in relation to others, is the aim 

of the sciences, then the relative importance of a particuiar science may be gauged according to 

the mesure that it contributes to this howledge of things as they are and so contributes to an 

understanding of the intelligibility of the whole through the interna1 relations of the sciences. 

Newman writes: 

it is not every science which equally, nor any one which fully enlightens the 
mind in the knowledge of thi~gs, as they are, or brings home to it the external 
object on which it wishes to gaze. T'us they differ in importance; and accord- 
ing to their importance will be their influence. not only on the mass of knowl- 
edge to which they al1 converge and contribute. but on each other (35). 

Parmenides' view of being: "as the one al1 it is at once ail things." And "As regards man, his 
thinking is most intimately identical with being" (81). Sirnilarly, Waldernar Molinski begins 
his entry on "Tmthn with reference to Parmenides. He remarks that "the goddess teaches the 
way of truth. which is contrasteci with opinion." He continues: "To recognize that king is and 
that non-being is not is howledge of the tmth" (1771-2). 

* In Newman: The Contemplation of Mind, Thomas Vargish states, for example, that 
subjective knowledge of an objective religious system existing in itself is simply that part of 
the objective auth that we apprehend (63). 



In their own relations to the intelligible universe, "sciences are complete in their own 

idea and for their own respective purposses' (38). But in relation to "the one large system or 

complex fact" (33), they are al1 intercoxmected and incomplete portions of it. Newman observes 

that 'they at once need and subserve each oîherw (38) and one science is the completion and 

correction of others (45). 

The metaphysical substratum of Newman's view of education is found then in the first 
principle of a unified, intelligible universe. In the - Idea, Newman presents this principle from a 

philosophical perspective, stating in his introduction that 'the philosophy of Education is 

founded on tniths in the natural orderw (4). In his fioal Discourse, he again remarks that he has 

treated the subject "as a philosophical and practical, rather than as a theological question," 

acknowledging his debt to the "lusoos of antiquity, the determinations of authority.' for 

provid'ig 'authoritative p~ciples" as the "niles and instruments of his sciencew (162). 

However, Newman's assumption concerning the intelligible basis of knowledge is grounded in 

a religious view of life. Theology studies the Source and the Guarantor of the intelligible unity 

of a11.9 

Newman's Discourse on the "Bearing of Theology on Other Branches of Knowledge" 

reveals a theological perspective on truth which sustains his philosophical view of truth as 

objective, intelligible and unified. Newman brings to the theological view of tmth the eh- 

quence with which he expressed the invisible world in sermons. He indicates that theoiogy, 

like any other science. proceeds from one idea as a coherent, intelligible system. As an arbiter 
of method, Newman dekes theology, making clear that theology is not just acquaintance with 

the Scriptures read with religious feeling. Rather, Iike al1 sciences, it is a refiection of an 

intelligible, objective reality viewed fiom the particular perspective of a single, unifying princi- 

pie or idea. Newman states that by theology "1 simply mean the Science of God, or the tniths 

we h o w  about God put into a system; just as we have a science of the stars, and cal1 it 

c.f. Newman's early university sermon, "The Philosophical Temper, First Enjoined 
by the Gospel" (1826) is about the order in the universe posited by the Bible. Newman's 
University Sermons. 

In his introduction to Newman Today (vol. 1), Stanley Jaki remarks on Newman's 
unresexved cornmitment to the sacred as the unifying force of the universe and that Newman, 
as educator, was really Newman, theologian and shepherd of souk (13). In his essay in this 
collection, "Newman's Assent to Reaiity," Jaki ernphasizes Newman's view of extemal reality 
and objective tnrth as opposed to subjëctivism and mechanistic thought. In conaast to ~ a n S  
Newman argues that we reason to enlarge Our howledge of maners that do not depend on us 
for what they are (204). Jaki states that although persona1 features colour assenb the assent is 
made to a truth and "the truth of things' is the starting point of reasoning (203). 



astronomy, or of the c ru t  of the earth, and cal1 it geology" (46).1° Theology is "precise and 

consistent in its intellectuai stntctureu; it is "one idea unfolded in its just proportions, carried 
- -. out upon one intelligible method, and issuhg in necessary and immutable results... the evolu- 

tion, not of half-adozen ideas, but of onew (50). 

As the science of what we know about God, theology surveys the intelligible coherence 

or consistency of the tmths we know about the Source of d l  t r ~ t h . ~ l  While theology is a 

science in its own right or within its own circle, it is also implicated in or touches at some 

point al1 the other branches of knowledge within the circle of the sciences. It is because of its 

contribution to the intelligibility of the whole complex system of hiowledge that theology is 

the "foremost" of the sciences (M), its subject matter king "far wider and more noble than 

any of those which are included in the circle of secular Education" (27). in Discourse ii, 
"Theology, a Branch of Knowledge," Newman speaks passionately of God as the source of the 

unity and coherence of knowledge. He argues 

Admit a Gd, and you introduce m g  the subjects of your knowledge, a fact 
encompassing, closing in upon, absorbing, every other fact conceivable. How 
can we investigate any part of any order of Knowledge, and stop short of that 
which enters into every order? Al1 true principles run over with i~ al1 
phenornena converge to it; it is t d y  the First and the Last (19). 

He claims that "The word 'Gd' is a Theology in itself, indivisibly one, inexhaustibly 

various, from the vastness and the simplicity of its meaning". And he adds: "In word indeed, 

and in idea, it is easy enough to divide Knowledge into human and divine, secular and reli- 

gious, and to Iay down that we wilI address ourseIves to the one without intedering with the 

other; but it is impossible in kctW (19).12 

l0 John R. Grinin comments: "1 do not think it is too much to say that theology was 
hardly regarded as a science by any of the leadimg Victorians, including Newman's oId finends 
in the Oxford Movement." He also suggests that "For the Irish, theology meant either devo- 
tion or a tool of darotion; or a weapon to be used against Protestants" A Historical Corn- 
mentary on the Major Catholic Works of Cardinal Newman (70). 

l1 In "Imagination and Hermeneutical Theology," David Hammond notes, with 
reference to John ~oulson, that the system of theologfis an example of Newman's master 
principle: the tmth of one doctrine is established when we see its location in relation to other 
doctrines; it is their comection, mutuaIly and as a whole, which constitutes their tnith (33). 

l2 In the 1852 A ~ ~ e n d i x  to the Discourses on the S c o ~ e  and Nature of Universitv 
Education, Newman no& ba t  "though there were Universities the middle ages, without thé 
theological fàculty, yet rheobgical truttr w alwys professed and asswned as true in the 
sec& teaching *ch ~ u i s  d Z y  given, it entera trÜth into the subject matter of al1 the 
knowledge which was actually taught there, and thus was ever implicitly present, and absent 
only accidentally" (375-6). Also - Idea, ed. I.T. Ker, 438. 



As a man of general culture c o ~ ~ t  of his first principles, Newman explicitly des- 

cribes the religiow warrant of his view of education as grounded in the intelligible unity of al1 

the branches of knowledge. In his final Discourse, Newman had noted that there are "three 

great subjects on which Human Reason employs itseE-God, Nature, and Man" studied in the 

three broad branches of knowledge, i.e., theology, science or the physical world, and literainue 

or the social wodd (166).13 In bis dimission of theology in the earlier Discourses, Newman 

indicates the intercomectedness of these three orders with God as the source of their rational 
tmth or of their intelligibility.14 

Of the three broad areas of tntth, theology, as the science of the supernaturai, includes 

Our knowledge of God Himself and His amibutes as an "invisible, inteiligent Being," as an 

invisible Agent: not only 'behind the veil of the visible universe.. . .acting on and through it, as 

and when He will," but also as "absolutely distinct from the world, as king  its Creator, 

Upholder, Govemor, and Sovereign Lord." Newman speaks of God as dl-sufficient, dl- 

blessed, a Being who is the Supreme good; "dl wisdom, al1 tnith, al1 justice, ail love, dl holi- 

ness, dl beautifiiLness. ..ineffibly one.. .and such that we do not h o w  a d  cannot even imagine 

of Himn (Idea, - 46-7). God is not a mere mima mMdi or collective hurnanity, 'or an initial 

principle which once was in action and now is nota as Newman cautions in the Grammar (95). 

Rather, He is separated fiom creation by an 'abyss, and is incommunicable in ail His 

attributes" (Idea, 47). 

As Creator, He is also the Source of the unity and intelligibility of the world. Newman 

writes: "His are al1 beings, visible and invisible, the noblest and the vilest of them." If truth 

means fàcts and their relations, then God is the Source. The warrant for theuria or speculative 

tnith is in the etemal Logos. "The laws of the universe, the principles of tmth, the relation of 

13 In "Literature," a lecture to the School of Philosophy and Letters in 1858, Newman 
uses the tem "literature" in a difirent sense. There it descnbes a method or an approach to 
any subject matter which draws on the ressources of personal knowledge and experience. 

l4 In the Appendix to the onginal fourth Discourse, "The Branches of KnowIedge 
Form One Whole," Newman cites an "cloquent writer" in the Dublin Review who gives an 
account of a Tract of St. Bonaventura. The writer describes St. Bonaventura's position: "From 
God, the Fontal Light, al1 illumination descends to man." The Divine Light is divided into four 
kinds as the source of al1 human science. The first, the inferior light illuminates Our kaowledge 
of sensible things; the second, or external light illuminates the arts of man that are directed to 
supplying his bodily needs, such as navigation, medicine, works concerning clothing and food; 
the "third, or interior light, is that of philosophical knowledge; its object is intelligible truth. " 
It concems "three sorts of verities, tmth of language, truth of things, and tnith of morals.' The 
fourth kind of light concems grace and the Holy Scriptures. Discourses on the Scope and 
Nature of University Education (1852) 389-90. AIso y Idea, ed. I.T. Ker, 448-9, 



one thing to another, their qualities and virtues, the order and harmony of the whole, d l  that 

exists, is fiom Him. " Materiai creation, the object of the physical sciences, can be investigated 
- according to intelligible principles because of an intelligent Creator. Thus 'elecpicity, mag- 

netism, gravitation, light, and whatever other subtle principles or operations the Mt of man is 

detecting or shall detect, are the work of His hands. "ls So, tao, "His are the tribes and families 

of birds and beasts, their gracefiil forms, their wild gestures, and their passiomte cries" (48). 

As Creator or invisible Agent, God is the source of intelligibility not only in the order 

of Nature but also in the order of rnankind or what Bacon called the radius r@actrcs. Newman 

states: "And so in the intellectual, moral, social, and politicai world, Man, with his motives 

and works, with his languages, his propagation, his diffusion, is from Him' (48). Viewed from 

the perspective of Providence, the intelligibility of the science of history is from Him: 

The course of events, the tevolution of empires, the rise and ml of states, the 
periods and eras.. ..not the incidentai sin, over-abundant as it is, but the great 
out-lines and the results of human amrs, are from His disposition (48-9). 

The constitution of the elements of the human mind is also of God's creation: "To Him 
must be ascribed the rich endowmentts of the intellect, the irradiation of genius, the imagination 

of the p e t ,  the sagacity of the poiitician."l6 Speculative truth known in proverbs, "the majestic 

precepts of philosophy, the luminous maxims of law ... betoken His original agency, and His 

long-suffering presence." The moral life of humankind is afso grounded in this Source: "His 

are the dictates of the moral sense, and the retributive reproaches of conscience," and the 

moral world in its "elements and types and seminal principles ... in mins though it may be.' He, 

too, is the ground of religion in iîs place outside of Revelation, of n a d  wisdom, and of the 

intimations of literature as in Greek tragedy, 'the heathen dramatist in his denunciations of 

injustice and tyranny, and his auguries of divine vengeance upon crime" (49). 

lS In the Apologia, N e w m  describes his view of the laws of nature from a particular 
religious perspective. He states that he owes to the Alexandrian school and to the early Church 
his belief in angels as not ody "the ministers employed by the Creator in the Jewish and 
Christian dispensations," but "the r d  causes of motion, light, and lik, and of those 
elementary principles of the physical universe, which, when offered in their developments to 
our senses, suggest to us the notion of cause and effect, and of what are called the laws of 
naturen (1 46-7). 

l6 In the Grammar, Newman also states that the laws of the human mind and the meth- 
ods through which we h o w  specific subject-matters are the expression of God's will. He says 
that we have God's blessing "if we take the way proper to our subject-matter" whether of 
"observation or of experimeq of speculation or of research, of demonstration or of 
probability" (2756). 



Newman sums up the religious principle which grounds al1 imowledge in God as the 

first and final cause: 

Sdfaependent, AU-perfiect, Unchangeable Being: intdigent, living, personai, 
and present; . . . who created and upholds the universe; who will judge everyone 
of us, sooner or later, accordimg to that Law of right and wrong which He has 
wntten on our hearts....and.,.has relations of His own towards the subject- 
matter of each particular science which the book of imowledge unfolds ...(2 7). 

Newman's view of the unity of tmth, its grounding in God, and the interlinked connec- 

tions of truth with tmth is also found in the Church Fathers whom he began reading "in the 

Long Vacation of 1828." l7 In "Newman, the Fathers, and Education," Vincent Blehl specifi- 

cally describes the aim of education in the ante-Nicene period of Clement of Alexandna @. ca. 

150 A.D.) in which dl is subsumed in the Logos who 'constitutes in Himself the unity of 

truth" and Who, as the Educator par excellence, gathers His disciples through progressive 

stages of howledge of Himself (199, 201). Greek learning and the entire progressive cycle of 

the secular sciences, Le., grammar, poetry, rhetoric, and mathematics, are ultimately onented 

towards philosophy and finally theology, the culminating point in the cycle or curriculum. Al1 

are pressed into the sewice of Christ to distinguish the false from the tme, to defend 

Christianity from subtle adversaries, and as a preparation for the higher truths of Chnstianiîy 

(202). Similarly, in "Newman at Nicea,' Michael Novak has described the educationd i d e -  of 

the Church Fathers as based on an encyclopedic inclusiveness of al1 kpowledge which con- 

verged and was linlced together as part of a whole. For them, Jesus Christ was the fullness of 

dl; Greek philosophy, for example, was understood as a preparation for the higher understand- 

hg  needed for the Christian era. 

In the second Discourse, Newman indicates the effêcts of the loss of befief in God as 
objectively r d ,  leading to a loss of the essential idea of intelligible coherence. In this Dis- 

17 In the Apologia, Newman describes the impression made upon him by this reading. 
He writes that "some portions of their teaching,magnifiwnt in themselves, came like music to 
rny inward ear, as if the response to ideas, which, with little extemal to encourage them, 1 had 
chenshed so Long." He d e s  reference to their mystical or sacramental principle in which 
"Nature was a parable: Scripture was an allegory: pagan literature, philosophy, and myttio- 
logy, properly understood, were but a preparation for the Gospel" (145-6). 

Several of Newman's works are drawn €tom this period: a contribution to the 
Encyclopedia Metropohna in 1 824 published in Historieal Sketches, vol 1 ; his annotated 
translation of St- Athanasius, - The Arians of the Fourth Century, and the novel, Callista. His 
understandmg of the analogy betweeri the relation between the Roman Catholic Church and the 
Church of England in modem times and the relation between the Church and the schismatic 
Donatists in the time of St. Augustine featured prominentiy in his decision to "go over" to the 
Roman CathoIic Church. 



course, Newman refers to the "old CathoIic notion" of E t h  as an act of the intellect with an 

intelligible object, He observes that 'Faith was a .  intellectuai act, its object truth, and its result 

howledge" (21).18 As an illustration, he îkds this notion still operative in the Anglican Prayer 

Book where there are definite credenrtB, the resuits of the understanding of faith reached by the 

intellect searching an intelligibie Object. Newman traces to Luther the movement away fiom 

religion as objective. uistead of requiring "an acceptance ... an act of the intellect" (21), 

Religion was based, not on argument, but on taste and sentiment.. .nothing was 
objective, everything subjective in doctrine.. . .Religion was nothing beyond a 
supply of the wants of human nature, not an extemal fâct and a work of God 
(21). 

If theology is severed fiom its own object in God, it cannot fùnction as a science. 

Newman states that if religion is only subjective, "it is as unreasonable of course to demand for 

Religion a chair in a University, as to demand one for fine feeling, sense of honour, 

paaiotism, gratitude, matemal affection. .. " (22). If the man of general culture's faith in God as 

Object falters, then the keystone is lost for the distinction between the two great areas of 

secular and sacred tmth made by such arbiters of method as Newman and Bacon. Newman cau- 

tions: "You will soon break up into hgments the whole circle of secular howledge, if you 

begin the mutilation with divinen (20). This mutilation disturbs the "intemal sympathy " of the 

areas of howledge; it unsettles "the bowdary lines" between the sciences and destroys "the 

harmony which binds them togetherw (75). 

As a mm of general culture whose domain is al1 knowledge, Newman sweys the 

result of the loss of the intelligible ground IioLing the three domains of knowledge: God. man, 

and nature. The arbiter of method who is to discriminate between various areas of laiow1edge 

fin& that the omission of the principle of intelligible coherence leads to fusion where there 

should be distinction. Without the religious sensibility that distiaguishes and keeps separate the 

Iarge areas of the sacred and the secular, the political economist will trespass onto ethical and 

religious ground, claiming that the accumutation of wealth leads to the happy and moral lik. 

Boosters of physical science in Mechanies' Institutes will suggest that lmowledge will e&t 

moral regeneration and religious devotion. Through the loss of the intelligible unity of the 

three domains of howledge and through habituation to a single method of inquiry. some who 

take the physical sciences as their dominant field of study will exclude religion. Men of letters 

l8 In "Exemplum meditandi: A Mode1 Meditation upon the Reason of Faith; Anselm's 
mode1 for Christian Leanring," K.M. Staley describes in the thought of St. Anselm this old 
Catholic notion of hith seeking fuller understanding through reason . 



will invest Iiterature with ethicaI, mord, or religious expectations. Conversely, the narrow 

cleric will seek to limit the study of literature to what is religiously edifying through a 

misunderstanding of the nature of lierature as a prism of n a W  man. A philosopher Iike 

David Hume will identify lmowledge of God with nature by restricting the field of the bow- 

able to the visible world in which the inductive method predo~ninates.~~ Theones of education 

will exclude the whole range of speculative thought that Newman wouid place at the centre of a 

liberal education as part of an objectively intelligible universe. 

In his recent study, The Consolation of Rhetoric (1994). Whalen has observed the sig- 

nificance of Newman's affirmation of an intelligibly unified reaiity by placing it in its 

philosophicai context. Whalen notes the absence in the nineteenth century of the Thomistic 

school of thought which asserts that knowledge of things is the grasp not only of their sensory 

data, but also of their intelligibility and of the king underlying the grasp of any of their 

specificities (107). An individual habituated to this Lind of thought will 'treat universals yet 

remah cognizant of the reality of things" (108). The "personal intellect integrated with al1 the 

features of soul, rnind, and body" contras& with the "non-personai, abstract and 'disembodied' 

technique (such as mathematical method)" (108). 

Newman's view of the universe as objective and intelligibly unified, the foundation of 

his educational thought, is counter to the currents of modem philosophy which Whalen des- 

cribes. He suggests that the philosophies of Descartes, Locke, and Hume have as their common 

consequence the dismissal of a perception of the world as objectively real. Descartes begins 

with thought as the point of departue for knowledge rather than beginning with t h g s  hown 
first ihrough the senses and then abstracting their intelligibility through the agency of the active 

intellect. The mathematical paradigm that exacted geometrical distinctiveness and clanty in 

ideas shrank what is icuowabb to the strictly demonstrative, eliminating other vehicles of 

higher indemonstrable truth. Whalen suggests that the disjuncture of the abstract and the real, 
evident in earlier mechanical methods, is intensifid and "would in time become unconscious 

habits of thought for an entire culture. Many of the presumptions about lmowledge against 

which Newman would fight originate here" (118). He cites Staniey L. Jaki's comment on the 

post-Cartesian world view: "Things, objects and entities are not inherently intelligible for the 

l9 Newman refers to Hume's An Enquiry Concerning Human Understandine; and sum- 
marizes Epicunis as saying that as God is "known only through the visible world, our knowl- 
edge of a m  is absolukly commensurate with cur knbwledge of it...is nothing distinct fkom 
ik-is but a mode of viewing it" (Idea, - 30). 



simple reason that the mind has no access to them" (1 la." Whalen does not suggest that New- 

man's convictions regaràing persona1 assent and certitude originated in philosophy. As the real 

can only be persoaaily graspi, Wbalen states that "Newman's intellectual mission was lagely 

an atternpted restoration of the highly persona1 modes of rhetorid howledge and discourse' 

(127) - 
The loss of the real was increased M e r  in Locke's empiricism which Whalen 

observes was only an apparent reconnection to the real because it still assumes h t  we know 

ideas rather than participating in an objective universe; these ideas which constitute howledge 

are derived fiom our subjective experience of Our sense-perceptions. 21 Whalen cites A.D. 

Nuttali on this point: "Locke's philosophy is an empiricism founded on the subjective expen- 

ence of the perceiver" (Whalen's italics).n Wbalen observes that although it might appear that 

Locke had a solid grasp of the mal, tangible world through experience, "this is hardly the 

case," as in Locke's empiricist system 'one experiences one's senses, not things.' It is fiom 

one's own perceptions, which cannot be validated, that those ideas are derived which comtitute 

howledge. Despite appearances to the con-, like Descartes and his idealist predecessor 

(Plato), Locke is trapped in the subjective (121-2). This subjective severance fiom the real 

describeci by Whalen explains the otherwise puzzling a w t y  between empirica.1 and rationaiist 

Whalen also refers to Jaki's comment that the verb, especially the verb "to be," is 
los& leaving noms to be endlessly re-arranged (125). Whalen cites fiom Jaki's Cosmos and 
Creator (Edinburgh: Scottish Academic P., 1980, 92). In "Newman's Assent to Reaiity, Natu- 
r d  and Supernatural" in Newrnan Today, laici dso provides a philosophical con- for New- 
man's view of knowledge. Martin R O' ConneIl, another contributor to Newman Today, rekrs 
to Newman's affirmation of reality as objective. He cites Newman's biglieîto speech in Rome 
on being made cardinal (May 12, 1879) in which Newman states that liberalism did not view 
reveaied religion as a positive tmth but as a matter of opinion (88-9). O'Connel1 suggests that 
the perduring contest in philosophy is between the realism of Aristotle and the idealism of 
Plato (79). h the same vein, David Whalen finds that the "différent shades and types of 
philosophies can be 'boiled down' roughly to two basic d e t i e s :  idealism and realism-the 
ancient debate between Aristotle and Plato continues" (Consolation of Rhetoric, 115). 
Similarly, Walter Ong refers to idealism as constituting "a persistent aberration of human 
thought" in "Newman's Essay on Development in its ïntellectual Mileu" (37). 

21 During the summer vacation of 1818, Newman first read Locke; Whalen states that 
Locke was as influentid as Aristotle in the early nineteenth-century intellectual environment 
(121). 

" Cited fiom A.D. Nuttall's A Common Sky (London: Chatto & Windus, 1974) 92. 



schemes of education such as Rousseau's and Herbert Spencer's.= Whalen observes tbat 

Hume's dtimate empiricism did not "make ideas the reality" but 'forsook reality altogether,' 

denying causaiity and ''making al1 m d  activity a matter of simply p a t e r  and lesser vivacity 

of impression," rendering "experience a genuine, unconneeted stream of consciousness." The 

result was a world without coherence or intelligibiiity, a fragmenteci world known in a "series 

of discreet experiences" (124). This view of the world is far removed from the Gr& Iogos or 

idea. In Anstotelian terms, f o m  or the "living idea or sou1 of the thing.. . which deîefmines the 

purely passive first matter' has lost its "informing fÛnctionW (109). 

Whalen comments that after Descartes, problems in philosophy result from Ieaving 

aside king as "the beginning of inquiry" and introducing thought or feeling as a principle. He 

says that without being, the formal means of knowing is impossible and "Philosophers who 

banish king find themselves in a curious world of existence-les-nessw (125). He suggests that 

in this world deprived of coherence and intelligibility, material science is a refuge and the 

cuitivation of intensity of experience is "a kind of psychological compensation for distrust of 

reality" (128). He also suggests that Newman was unaware of the full implications of the "prin- 

ciples behind the cognitional de-personalization of his time." (127)? 

Newman's view of a unifid, intelligible universe thus nins counter to empirical and 

rationaiist foundations in pedagogy. Because in his view this inteIIigibie universe is accessible 

In Rousseau's Emile ou l'éducation (1762). originally entitled Matérialisme du Sage, 
E d e  l ems  o d y  through his own sense experience; when he is about fifteen, through manuai 
labour he will *in &leam ideas which ~ousseau defines as a cornparison of sensations or 
judgments on sensations (480). Rousseau infiuenced Pestalozzi in Switzerland who in tum was 
a mode1 consulted by influentid nineteenth-century educators such as James Kay-Shuttleworth, 
a guiding force in shaping educational directions in England in the first half of the nineteenth 
c&airy.-In  ducati ion,- ~nkllectual, Moral and ~hysical(l860), Herbert Spencer aclaiowledges 
his debt to Pestalozzi and, with rationalist aplomb, asserts that any lack of continu& success in 
Pestalozzian schools was due to poor teachers "who will fail even with the best methods" 
rather than to any weakness in Pestalozzi's educational theory (1 15). 

z4 In "Newman and the Empiricist Tradition," LM. Cameron States that the inwardness 
of Newman transcends Hume's ernpincism. He says that what is inward is the primary reality 
and saves what is from without ftom absolute uninteIligibiIity, but the outward must be first 
expenenced so that the inward can show its power to rescue the world from disorder (94, 87). 

25 Newman's awareness of the Ioss of the objectively real was acute in the religious 
domain as suggested in his biglietto speech made at tbe zge of seventy-eight in Rome. ~ & e  he 
refen to his Kk-long stniggle agains the spirit of liberdism which-considerd revealed reli- 
gion to be rnerely pekon&&d hdividual, "a private luxury " not to be obtnided upon others. 
Wilfred Ward cites this letter in The Life of John Henry Cardinal Newman, vol. 2, 461; 
Fergal McGrath cites it in My Campaign in IreIand, 395. 



to the human mind, the facts in ail areas of tmth, Le., truth of God, of mankind, and the natu- 

ral, physical world, are reaily known in conjunction with the intelligible principles which uni& 
them. The same pedagogicd principle applies to al1 areas of truth: to religious knowledge, to 

letters, and to physical science. In his account in the - Idea of the public exchange in the - Edin- 

burgh Review between the Edinburgh promoters of usefiil education and the Oxford defenders 

of the classies, Newman argues that the benefits claimed by the giants from the North for a 

useful education are precisely what he would ciaim "is a principd portion of a good or liberal 

educationu.26 The declared aims of training in speculative knowledge and the aims of Baconian 

education are the same. This includes the "talent for speculation and original inquiry," the 

invaluable "habit of pushing things up to their first principles,' and the cultivation of the 

understanding through reasoning on hcts (123). In his Prefice to the - Idea, Newman also States 

that the goal in training a student's mind through grammar and through mathematics is the 

same, i.e., to give "a conception of development and arrangement fkom and around a common 

centre" (xlv) . 
However, it is also axiomatic to Newman's way of thinking, as to Aristotle's, that the 

way in which first p ~ c i p l e s  are reached varies with the subject matter. In the Grammai., 

Newman cites Aristotle's statement in the Nicornachean Ethics about the need to discriminaîe 

between methods for the probable and for the dernonstrabIe: "A well-educated man will expect 

exactness in every class of subject, accocdiag as the nature of the thing admits; for it is much 

the same mistake to put up with a matheidcian using probabilities, and to require demonstra- 

tion of an orator" (322). Newman makes the point in the Grammar that scieatific method, 

whether induction as used in the expenmentaI sciences to make connections between particulan 

and intelligible principles or the too rigid verbai science of Aristotelian logic, is not the natural 

instrument of reasoning in areas of indemonstrable tmth. This discrimination between the 

approach suited to the rhetorical and the mathematicai and between the probable and the 

demonstrable is of fundamental importance to Newman's view of the need to respect divergent 

modes of thought and the distinctive pedagogicd value of both letters and science as methods 

of reasoning. 

26 The Ianguage in which Newman describes this conflict suggesu the warfàre of ideas. 
In the fim paragraph of his "Introductory," he describes the 'political adversaries" of Oxford 
who "assailedu its system of education and the "repulse" of this assault through the medium of 
treatises and pamphlets (2). Later, in Discourse vii, Newman notes in mock heroic t e m  that 
Oxford "found her defenders within the walls" of Oriel College. The earlier reforrns at One1 
"had fint put itself into a condition to be her champion" (1 18). 



The pattern of thought trained through lette= is much more difficult to describe than 

scientific procedure. It is like the mode of reasoniag through congniity which Aristotle called 

demonstration in orb or circle, and not a norioribus, Newman illustrates this humanist rhetori- 

cal procedure of reasoning around a centre suited to subjects like English or Latin composition 

through his own example in the - Idea. Here illustrations both of what a university is and what it 

is not are marshallecl around the central idea in order to defme the university. In this kind of 

reasoning, it is both through the muhial connections of these illustrations with one another and 

as a whole that the idea becomes clear. Similarly in the Essay on the Development of Christian 

Doctrine, the central idea of doctrinal development emerges fiom particular instances in vari- 

ous quarters which converge towards this idea or p ~ c i p l e  of development Unlike induction, 

which educes a single aspect fiom things, in rhetoncal thought a rich and fertile idea is 

developed in its many fa cet^.^^ in both the - Idea and the Essay on the Development of Christian 

Doctrine, one idea remains itself yet is known in the relation of the several parts which 

illustrate it. 

in The Gutenberg Galaxy, Marshall McLuhan describes this mode of thought as 

reasonlng in a mosaic field in which the whole is bown through the interplay of parts.28 Here 

he cites from Experiments in Hearing by Georg von Bekesy: 

It is possible to distinguish two fom of approach to a problem. One, which 
may be called the theoretical approach, is to formulate the problem in relation 
to what is already known, to nuite additions or extensions on the basis of 
accepted principles, and then to proceed to test these hypotheses experi- 
mentally. Another, which may be called the mosaic approach, taku each prob- 
lem for itself with little reference to the field in which it Iies, and se& to dis- 
cover relations and principles that hold within the circumscribed area (55). 

Von Bekesy elaborates: 

When in the field of science a great deal of progress has been made and most 
of the pertinent variables are Imown, a new problem may most readily be hand- 
led by trying to fit it into the existing framework. When, however, the frame- 
work is uncertain and the number of variables is large the mosaic approach is 
rnucb the easier (56). 

The kind of logic required to see one branch of knowledge in relation to others and as 

part of a whole is not reductionist but open and inclusive; it does not involve induction or a 

27 In 'Did Newman have a 'Theory' of Development?' in Newman and Gladstone, 
Nicholas Lash States that investigating the many aspects of the historical developmeni of an 
idea requires a literary view with its logic of andogy and metaphor rather than rationalist 
clarity which admits only of single aspects (1 62, 173). 

z8 McLuhan's Ph.D thesis, The Place of Thomas Nashe in the Learning of his Tirne, 
was comected to education. 



relation between cause and e&t. Rather, it is like the logic required by theology in which the 

tnith of one doctrine is known through its mutual relations to others and in relation to the 

whole. It is the kind of reasoning taught in the literary humanist tradition through amplification 

of maxims in which the parts of the amplification lead towards real knowledge of the initial 

idea; Cicero's forensic pleading drawing on evidence h m  many areas to prove a case 

exemplifies humanist training in this mode of thought. 

Newman also illustrates this rhetorical mode of reasoning in an article in the Gazette 

(My 6, 1854) written for the information of students who wouid write the university entrance 

exam. In "Mr. Brown's Prose7" later published in the Idea as part of "Elementary Studiu," he 

provides a "Specirnen of Youthful inaccufacy of Mind," a rarnbling English composition in 

which the student read the title carelessly and failed to take it as an informing principle guiding 

his elaboration of it. Rather tban developiag the central idea that "Fortune Favours the Brave," 

("Fortes Fortma Adjwat"), Mr. Brown seized on the fim word, wnting on fortune in general, 

stating that it is a good thing to be fortunate, that fortune is uncertain, and he gives examples 

of fortunate men. In another article in the Gazette almost a year later (May 3, 1855), Newman 

connects the accuracy and exactness of mind which is the speciai goal of deductive thought in 

geometry with the writing of good prose, suggesting that if Mr. Brown had studied Euclid, 

"from the mere habit of mind that such a study would have tended to createn (432) he might 

have written to the point in his composition with a clear view of what he was saying. Euclid, 

the prince of geometers, teaches a sbâent "what it is that he has got to prove" and to remem- 

ber this al1 the way through the problem (432). This, says Newman, is the foundation of al1 

convincing reasoning and he praises geometry for removing mistiness of ideas, vagueness of 

thought, indistinctiveness of definition, and want of attention to the subject. 

However, while the foundation of al1 convincing reasoning for good leamhg and good 

teaching, for hearers and speakers, is the same, rhetorical reasoning traditional in the 

humanities differs in part from the geometer's in its personal element. Newman points out in 

the Gazette that speakers such as preachers m u t  consider not only the proofs or explanations 

that they themselves require before presenting tniths and conclusions, but also what the hearers 

h o w  already or what they will grant (433). In the Grammar7 Newman also emphasizes the 

personal nature of thought in the area of indemonstrable trutti. He observes that we reason 

spontaneously in our daily thought as "we are ever instituting comparisons between the 

manifold phenomena of the external world.. . .thereby rising from particulars to generals" (44). 

Similarly, we understand history and literahire in relation to our own expenence. Newman 

wntes: "Thus it is that we live in the past and in the distant; by means of Our capacity of inter- 

preting the statements of others about former ages or foreign climes by the lights of Our own 



experience' (42). In reading poetry, the schoolboy who may thÎnk that passages of Homer, 

Horace, or Virgil are "but rhetorical commoaplaces" wil1 find that they "at length corne home 

to him, when long y& have passed, and he bas had expuience of life, and pierce him. as he 

had never before known them, with their sad eamestness and vivid exactness." The lines of 

Virgil give "utterance, as the voice of Nature herself, to that pain and weariness, yet hope of 

better things, which is the experience of her children in every time" ('78-9). In his discussion of 

informal inference in the Gramniar, Newman descnbes the personal way in which we read 

works like Pascal's on religion: 'Do we not think and muse as we r a d  it, try to master it as 
we proceed, put down the book in which we fhd it, fil1 out its details from Our own resources, 
and then resume the study of it?" He also asks: "Has it never struck us what différent lights 

différent mincis throw upon the same theory and argument, nay. how they seem to be diaring 

in detail when they are professing, and in reality showing, a concurrence in it?" In corn- 

municating ideas, "[ilt will be Our wisdom to avail ourselves of language, as fàr as it will go, 

but to aim mainly by means of it to stimulate, in those to whom we address ourselves, a mode 

of thinking and trains of thought similar to our own, leading them on by their own independent 

action" (245). 

The petsonal element is a particularly important factor in the kind of logic described by 

Newman in the Grammar for matters that cannot be dernonstrated, i.e., especially in human 

and religious subjects.29 In this mode of thought, intelligible principles connecting particulars 

may be explicit or remain largely implicit, as in a judge's verdict or editor's decision. Both 

involve personal recognition of the truth through what Newman d l s  the illative sense." The 

individual must decide when the accumuiated probabilities from various quarters have con- 

verged to point to a decision or to be convincing of a particular truth under c~nsideration.~l 

29 Walter Jost states that Newman 'provides a unique perspective on the human ele- 
ment" that is present to some degree in al1 kowing and tfrinking (Rhetoricd Thought in John 
Henry Newman, 21 1). 

30 Mary Katherine Tillman comments in "The Personalist Epistemology of John Henry 
Newmann that the illative sense or the personal exercise of judgment that grasps an originating 
idea by viewing it fiom various sides is essential to the enlargement of mind of liberal educa- 
tion (238). 

- 31 In 'The Tension Between Intellectuai and Moral Education in the Thought of John 
Henry Newman, " Mary Katherine Tillman descnbes the interplay between abstract knowledge 
and concrete thinking or between the notional and the real in the cultivation of the intellect. 
She States that in the - Idea notional knowledge is to be balanceci by concrete reasoning and per- 
sonal insight attained through the medium of the illative sense acting on converging 
probabilities as described by Newman in the Grammar. Tillrnan says of this mode of thought 
that the "work of the scientist, the actist, and the scholar owes its silent beginnings and its tacit 
continuities to such reasoning and assents" (329). 



What Newman calls complex assents involve a deeply personai, profound Lind of lmowing in 

whkh we are convinced of the grounds or principles of out knowledge of a particdar matter; 

we know that we how. Complex assents give relief to what we already know but without 

intellectuai clarity. An Essay on the Developnient of Christian Doctrine provides an example of 
this mode of thought which involves a personal affirmation based, Iike al1 ceasoning, not only 

on the pattern of development and arrangement fkom or around a comrnon centre but also on 

the mutual connections of part with part revealing the whole. In the Apologia, Newman des- 

c r i b  his accumulation of information fiom various quarters such as the Old Testament in 

cornparison with the New Testament, early Church history, the state of the Roman Catholic 

CI~urch and the Church of England in the nineteenth century. From these independent sources, 

through a process of inkence and the exercise of personal judgment, he reached the certitude 

critical to his conversion, i.e., that Church doctrine had not remainecl static but had developed. 

Newman's definition of complex assent in the Grammar indicates both the personai ele- 
ment essential to this kind of indemonstrable knowledge and the objective redit- which he 

assumes as its starting-point. Newman writes: 

let the proposition to which the assent is given be as absolutely tnie as the 
reflex act pronounces it to be, that is, objectively m e  as well as subjective1y:- 
then the assent may be called a perception, the conviction a certitzîde, rhe 
proposition or tmth a certainry, or thiag lcnown, or a matter of knowledge, and 
to assent to it is to kmw (1 62).32 

Newman emphasizes that this Lnowledge is not merely subjective but also objective 

and marked by consistency. In the Prefâce to the - Idea, he describes the 'comected view or 

grasp of things" of the educated individual who has "realhed the tmth which he holds" from a 

32 In "John Henry Newman and the Relatiomhip between Catholic Belief and Leam- 
hg," Peter Catado writes that for Newman the nature of Learning was founded on "a conform- 
ity of the mind with king" (1 45). Drawing on Newmaa's sennon "Unreal Words, ' David M. 
Whalen States that "If truth is the 'adqzuti0 rei et intellectas,' the proper relation of mind to 
things," then in a fâllen world our challenge is to rnalre things real "relative to ounelves." ln 
this mode of thought referred to by Whalen, it is through the mutuai relations of various parts 
that an abstract idea is made real and complete. In a comment that supports Newman's peda- 
gogical insistence on clarity of definition, Whalen says that through the proper exercise of 
intelligence and imagination we endeavour to overcome the "wedge of unrealityn driven 
between us and the wodd evident in miads numbed by hhionable, vague, and 'vacuous 
phraseology . " 



sound and thorough training.33 He contras& this disciplined intellect with poorly-tnïned 

intellects who have "brilliant general views about ail things whatever" with 'new and luminous 

theories" on every subject, satiswing the increasing demand for a "reckless novelty of 

thought." Newman takes as an example j o u d i s t s  "whose intellects are to be flaunted daily 

before the public in full dress, and that dress ever varied and spun, like the silkwonn's, out of 

themselves!' (xliv-xlvi). In his religious comment, Newman cautions against private judgment 

which picks and chooses fiom Revelation what is personally appealing rather thau revering the 

whole as object. In an article entitled "On Keeping Dianes" written for students in the Gazette 

(Feb. 15, 1855), Newman advises against the overly subjective from another perspective. He 

first notes in reférence to keeping a diary that the two heads of the subjective and objective are 

"familiar in recent philosophy" (354). He suggests that -dents record under the objective 

head the essentiais of conversations and reflections which might be forgotten "instantaneously" 

if not recorded. In the subjective category, he suggests that there is a danger of too much intro- 

spection, of pain and harm fiom "too nice an investigationw of the mind's processes (355). He 

recommends a rather objective approach to the subjective record, limiting it to the results of a 

student's advancement: rhe amount of work done, the hours spent on each subject, a rigid 

accounting of the use of time, and the results attained; a record of difficulties, such as rising in 

the morning, and the progress made in overcoming these difficulties. 

The personal way in which truth is grasped in religion and in the broad area of the 

huxnanities as contrasteci with the demonstrable tmth of the physical sciences follows in a long 

rhetorical tradition which Newman exemplifies in bis own work. While critics have long ana- 

lyzed Newman's rhetorical style, more ment  criticism has been directed towards Newman's 

mode of knowing as characteristically rhetorical. His rhetorical mode of thought and his 

33 Newman notes the danger in one of his own works of the absence of connection to 
the real or extemal fkcts. In his prefatory notice to "Lectures on the History of the Turks, in 
their relation to Europe" in ~istoncial sketches, vol.1, Newman remarks th% he has attempted 
nothing more than tu group old facts in bis own way; and he trusts that hÏs defective 
acquaintance with historkal works and travels, and the u&eality of book-knowledge altogether 
in questions of fact, have not exposed him to superficial generalizations (xi). 

34 In The Consolation of Rhetoric, David Whalen states: "The psychological, reflexive 
resonance of 'certitude* and 'assent' belong intimately to rhetorical modes of knowing, They 
are what the rhetorician strïves for" (128): Whalen ;uggests that to categorize ~ e w &  in a 
panicular school of philosophy is "essentially a misappropriation of Newman's thought" which 
is rhetoncal and draws on an eclectic reading of philosophy (8). He states that scholars liLe 
Edward Sillem, A.J. Boekraad and Walgrave "oAen corne teasingly close to locating New- 
man's thought in the rhetorical mode' in wedding psychology with phenornenology O. 

Others, such as Walter E. Houghton in The Art of Newman's Apologia, have broached 
the topic of Newman's rhetoncal habit of thought. In "Literature and Theory: did Newman 
have a Theory of Developrnent?", Nicholas   as h comments on Newman's lite* approach to 



pedagogy particularly for the study of literature and composition are simply a reflection of how 

truth is normally made real to us in certain area~.'~ Three scholars in particuiar have argued 

that Newman's comection to the rhetorical tradition is oot only thmugh kis style but in his 

very mode of thought In "Some Rhetorid Lessons fiom John Henry Newman,' Edward P.J. 

Corbett has obsenred that the Grammar of Assent "is mainly about the cognitive process 
involved in one's arriving at a position of assent" (409); it describes a specific rhetoncal way 

of reasoning and is a rhetonc text "in its province and its methodu (402). He claims that New- 

man describes an "informal, popular method of reasoning and arguing' (41 1) in which we sub- 

jectively apprehend the concrete or r d  which exists outside our min& as opposed to the 

abstract, general concepts of the notional which exist only as constructs created by our 

~ n i n d s . ~ ~  He reminds us that for Newman the personal illative sense is the "sole and nnal 

judge" of the Mtidity of inference in a concrete matter (405). Walter Jost sees Newman's 

theology, suggesting that it is "more suited to the subject-matter of Christian theology than are 
more formai, or theoretical, modes of reflection and explanation" (162). In his introduction to 
the Grammar, Lash links the mode of thought describecl there with the 'rationality of 
aesthetics" and with twentieth century philosophy like Hans-Georg Gadamer's Truth and 
Method (21). He suggests that its Iack of theoretical systematization makes Newman's ttiought, 
like Augustine's (who was a teacher of rhetoric), a stimulus to the reader to discover and 
reflect.  erga al McGrath notes incidentally in The Consecration of Learning that both Newman, 
the apologist, and Cicero, the rhetorician, have perfiicted "the art of approacning a subject - - 
from d l  cdes, examining &d re-examining it" (1 1 8). 

- 

' 5  Similarly with reference to modem scientific method, T.H. Huxley states that Bacon 
did not invent the metbod: "it is nothing but the necessary mode of workuig of the human 
mind, . . rendered precise and exact. " The Essence of T. H. Huxley, 47. 

'6 Edward Sillern suggests that "Newman's vision ... is composed not of a logical chah 
of ideas, but of persons and-Concrete entities" e hi los op hic al ~otebook, vol. 1, 10); He states 
that "Newman regardai philosophical reflection as a means of effecting the closest possible 
union between the self and the real thhgs he hows, and not as a means for constructing an 
abstract system of ideas" (11). The individual begins with the experience of existent realities 
and may penetrate to a deeper understanding or reaiization of them through abstraction of their 
aspects, through recognition of patterns in cornparisons with other examples, through logic, 
through associations, but the goal is always in the reconnection with the original entity. 
Through the complex activity of the imagination, memory and reason, and through the action 
of the illative sense, the individual personally enters iato the tmth and mystery of eistential 
redity . 

In "Affectivity, Imagination, and intellect in Newman's Apologia," David M. Ham- 
mond remarks that the word 'unreal" was used as an epithet of scom by those in the Oxford 
Movement (note 7, 275). 



whole cast of mind as essentially rhetorid in character? Jost concludes that "'rhetonc' in 

both senses, as a narrow art of litemxy excellence and as a general faculty of judgment and dis- 
crimination, is for Newman the cmterpiece of liberal education* (1 97). David Wbalen's more 
ment work, The Contemplation of Rhetoric, argues persuasively that Newman's mode of 
thought is essentially rhetorid. 

Newman provides a description of this rhetorid and personai mode of reasoning in 
which insight is obtained through confirmation from seemingly disparate sources. In a 

university sermon entitied "Implicit and Explicit Reason," he describes the rhetorid methodus 
or path towards truth: 

The mind mges  to and fro, and spreads out, and advances forward with a 
quickness which has become a proverb, and a subtiety and versatility which 
baffle investigation. It passes on from point to point, gainhg one by some 
indication, another on a probability; then availing itself of an association; then 
falling back on some received law; next seizing on testimony; then cornmithg 
itself to some popular impression, or some inward instinct, or some obscure 
memory; and thus it makes progress aot uniilce a clamberer on a steep cliff, 
who, by quick eye, prompt hand, and firm fwt, ascends how he knows not 
himself, by personal endowments and by practice, rather than by de, leaving 
no ttack behind him, and unable to teach another..,.And such mainly is the 
way in which ail men, g i M  or not gifted, commonly reason, -not by d e ,  but 
by an inward faculty (Newman's University Sermons, 257). 

The way in which we are c l d y  persuaded of an idea obscurely known as descnbed 
by Newman in this sermon does not dismiss order but involves an ordering around a centre 
tfirough the coherence of individual elements connecteci to it. The idea constellates around 

itseif partiCdar~ from seemhgly diverse sources and reveds their vitai connedon. In Tmth 
and Method, Haus-Georg Gadamw, whose thought has been Iinked with Newman's, contrasts 
scientific procedure which corroborates "a regularity from which predictions can in tum be 

37 c.f. David Whalen's comments on Jost's study in The Consolation of Rhetoric, 4-5, 
205-1 6. 

In The Art of Newman's Apologia, Walter E. Houghton analyses Newman's rhetoricai 
prose style but also anticipates studies of rhetonc as Newman's mode of thought. He notes 
Newman's inclusion of recoIIections simply because they were vdued as expenence or because 
of the intensity of feeling associateci with them. This allowed him to feel towards the sig- 
nificance of impending events whose meaning became clear in retrospect. He compares this 
approach to Keats' negative capability, of staying in doubt, or mystery without reaching for a 
tàct or reason (33). Houghton observes that the Apologia is a record of life in the wncrete, of 
successive States of mind, catching the clash of ideas in their original context, rather than-a 
logical analysis of the development of Newman's religious opinions and he reminds us of New- 
man's statement in 'The Tamworth Reading Room": "the heaa is commonly reached, not 
through the reason, but through the imagination, by means of direct impressions, by the 
testimony of ficts and events, by history, by description. " 



made" with the huniiinist tradition in rhetoric which has a logic of its own and is oriented 

towards the partinilar or concrete (Qe3* 

The affinity between traditional rhetorical aims and methods and Newman's description 

of how we reason in indemonstrable matters through the convergence of probabilities from var- 

ious quarters may be observecl through his account of Cicero's rhetonc in an article prepared at 

the request of Richard Whately in 1824 for the Encyclopedia Metropolitana; this project was 

instigated by Coleridge to provide an htelligibly co~ec ted  rather than a disconnected, 

alphabetid view of al1 Ia~owledge.~~ Marshall McLuhan connects the pattern of reasoning in 

orb or circle with Cicero's rtietoric. In The Gutenberg Galaxy, he suggests that Cicero's 

rhetorical procedure is "a method of explicitly spelling out of information" in contrast to the 

more abstract "scholastic technique of aphorism" favoured by Bacon in The Advancement of 

Learning. McLuhan cites Bacon's description of diis method as canying "a Lind of demonstra- 

tion in orb or circIe, one part illuminating another" and "fit to win consent or belief' (127). 

Newman's comrnents on Cicero's method reveal the orator's procedure of drawing s u p  

p a  from diverse quarters for the purpose of persuading his audience. Particularly in laudatory 

orations and judicial cases, in support of the single cause he is representing, Cicero brings in 

"[h]istorical allusions, philosophical sentiments, descriptions full of life and nature, and polite 

raiIleryn which "succeed each other in the most agreeable manner, without appearance of 

artifice or effort* (Histoncal Sketches, vol. 1, 292). Master of intelligibly conneaing particu- 

lars, in his judicial arguments Cicero "adroitly converts apparent objections into confirmation 

of his argument, comects independent fàcts with such ease and plausibility, that it becornes 
impossible to entertain a question on the truth of his statement" (293). Then, towards the con- 

clusion of his speech, 
he goes (as it were) round and round his object; surveys it in every light; 
examines it in al1 its parts; retires. and then advances; tums and re-turns it; 

38 c.L, Andrew Louth's article. "The Nature of Theological Understanding: Some 
Parallels between Newman and Gadamer" in Tradition Renewed (Allison Park, Pa: Pickwick, 
1986) 96-109; Paul H. Schmidt's "Hermeneutics and Newman's Illative Sense: Objectivism, 
~elativism, &d Dogrna" in Victorian Newsletter, 1992; Thomas Carr's ~ e w m a n  and 
Gadamer, 1 996. 

39 "Marcus Tullius Cicero, " Historical Sketches, vol. 1, 245-300; also Essays and 
Sketches, vol.1, 1-53. 

Edward P. J. Corbett notes Newman's affinity with Cicero and states that he might 
"aptly be dubbed 'the Cicero of the nineteenth century'-" ("Some Rhetorical Lessons fiom John 
Henry Newman", 41 1). Corbett also observes that Newman's first published article was on the 
subject of rhetoric and he claims that Newman's last book, the Grammar, is also on this subject 
(41 1). 



compares and contrasts it; illustrates, confimis, enforces his view of the ques- 
tion, till at last the hearer féels ashameci of doubting a position which seems 
built on a foundation so strictiy argumenttative (293-4). 

Cicero's typicai mode in his dialogues, in his forensic pleading as in his 'laudatory 

orations," is to examine a single question from many sides, using, as Aristotle stated in his 

Rhetoric, "the available means of persuasion" (24)." L i e  Newman illustrating an idea through 

multiple examples from various quarters in his sermons, in his dialogues on matters beyond 

controversy Cicero gives "relief to what is clear" (276).*' In dialogues on particular con- 

troversial questions, such as speculations on the sou1 or the gods, opposite arguments are "for- 

cibly and luminously" represented (276)." Tn Cicero's dialogues, Newman refers to 

The majesty and splendour of his introductions, which generally address them- 
selves to the passions or the imagination, the eloquence with which both sides 
of a question are successively displayed, the cleamess and terseness of his 
statement on abstract points, the grace of his illustrations, his exquisite allusion 
to the scene or time of the supposed conversation, his digressions in praise of 
philosophy or great men, his quotations €rom Grecian and Roman poetry (277). 

in his account of Cicero's rhetoric in the Encyclopedia Metropolitana, Newman also 

examines the controversial question as  to whether the methodus of rhetoric is separable from 

the tmth it investigates. Cicero distinguishes between the clairns of philosophic mth and rnere 

eloquence as the goal of the orator, separating an abstract approach to tmth from rhetoric as a 

mode of reasoning in its own right In the first century A.D., this issue had been discussed by 

Quintilian who laments the division between philosophy and eloquence which should be one; 

he states that the topics claimed by philosophers, such as justice and the operations of nature, 

belong to all, especially to orators. Quintilian adds that the division has abandoned mords to 

Ih his introduction to the - Idea, Martin Svaglic observes "that The Idea of a 
Unviversity began as deliberative rhetonc' (xvi). 

41 Commenting on Newman's sermon, "Unreal Words," David M. Whalen speaks of 
the healing intent of rhetoric in malring things real to us, reinvigorating words and restoring 
"to us Our terms for deaIing with reality. " "John Henry Newman: The Rhetoric of the Real," 
The Literary and  ducati ion al ~ f f e c ~  of John ~ e n Ï y  Newman, 230. Similarly, Charles 
Frederick Harrold in John Henry Newman states that for Newman the unseen world was real 
and it was this that he sought to mediate in his sermons to his listeners (324). 

42 Newman's novel, Loss and Gain (1845). is a prolonged dialogue presenting the van- 
ous religious positions during the heated controversy of Newman's Oxford days. Unlike Cicero 
who "is not obliged to discover his own views" in his dialogues ('Marcus Tullius Cicero,' 
276), Newman's hero discusses the various viewpoints, but when there is sufficient evidence 
for his own decision proceeds to convert to Catholicism. 



the less robust intellects.43 In his encyclopedia entry, Newman fin& unconvincing Cicero's 

loud assertions that "mth is the great object of his search," while he in fact inconsistently and 

expedientiy seiects fmm opposing philosophers, depend'rng on the nature of the case k - i s  argu- 

ing (272). Finally, Newman considers another question traditionally associateci with a rhetori- 
cal education and co~ec ted  to his contention in the - Idea that a University is "a place of teach- 

ing universal kmwledge" (uxvii).u He notes the range of subjects involved for the ideal 

orator "whose characteristic it is to express himself with propriety on al1 subjects, whether 

humble, great, or of an intermediate character" (282). aithough Cicero simply debates 

inconclusiveiy the matter of whether the whoie circle of arts is needed or whether ski11 in elo- 

quence suffices (280). 

The comection between reasoning as a deveiopment around a common centre as 

modelled in Cicero's rhetoric, or in Newman's sermons, or in the habit of thought cultivateci 

through a liberai education, falls w i t h  a long humanist tradition. Walter Jost links Newman's 
gentleman with a continuous educational ideal: with Cicero's orator "who had mastered, not ail 

things, but the arts of discovery and invention of intellectual principles and methods necessary 
to address and eventualiy mke up any calling" (192); with Quintilian's orator "as generalists 

capable of handling al1 subjects, Iocating values, malring connections, resolving ambiguities" 

(176); with the practical wisdom of the sixteenthcentury Christian humanist ideal in Juan Luis 

Vives' De Tradendis Disciplinis; and by anticipation with twentieth-century works l ke  Ham- 
Georg Gadamer's Truth and Method. Similarly, David M. Whalen, who summarizes and corn- 

ments on James J. Murphy's Rhetoric in the Middle Ages in the Consolation of Rhetoric (73- 

86), observes the continuous tradition of rhetoric. He states that the Ciceronian rhetorical tradi- 

tion transmitted to European education through what suMved of Quintilian also "provided the 

educational pattern in which most Church fathers were schooled" (79." Whalen suggests that 

43 On the Early Education of the Citizen-Orator, 6-7. 
In his brief alfusions to the various philosophic schools studied by Cicero, Newman 

anticipates at the age of twenty-three the subject dealt with forty-six years later in the Grammar 
of how we believe what we cannot explain. Newman says that the skeptic, Carneades, allowed 
"that the wise man rnight sometimes believe though he could not know;" and that in doing so 
"he in some masure restored the authority of those great instincts of Our nature which his 
predecessor appears to have discarded" (271). 

Newman's italics. 

45 Samples of the cumulative style of the Fathers are found in Historical Sketches. In 
"Primitive Christianity," of volume 1, Newman cites from the letters and sermons of St, 
Ambrose in Milan d u ~ g  the Anan cnsis and from the fifkh-century tract of Vincent of Lerins. 



although Newman was familjar with both Paîristic and medieval ducationai practice, his own 

mode of thought developed more through affinity with these antiquarian shidies than as a prod- 

uct of them. Newman's rhetorical mode of thought was a response to the need to "restore the 

free play of the whole of man's intellect" and to resist "the encroachments of a narrowing 

matenalistic and an avowediy dogrnatic 'demonstratism'" (74). 

Newman's own rhetorical cast of mind and the value he ascnbes to this mode of 

thought in pedagogy are, Iike his defease of theoria, counter fo important currents in the age 

and the character of mind which relied increasingly in al1 areas of truth on the inductive 

method traditionally associated with empiricai science. Walter Jost suggests that, while 

Aristotie's Nicornachean Ethics and Rhetoric had b e n  important tex6 in the old Oxford cur- 

riculum, rhetoric was already fighting "a failhg rear-guard action" (10). He says that "New- 

man codd hardly have failed to consider the near-contempt in which rhetoric was held by 

many of his contemporaries" (12)." He rekrs to Newman's perception of hirnself as the 

rhetorician among the members of the Oxford Movement (12), but suggests that Newman uses 

the term in the popular sense of persuasiveness rather than as indicating a mode of thought. 47 

In "Literature," his lecture to the School of Philosophy and Letters, Newman uses "rhetorical" 

in its pejorative sense of style discomected from substance in his description of a "rhetorical 

and ambitious diction" (Idea, - 209). 

Certainly in the exchange between the Oxford defeoders of the classics and the Edin- 

burgh promoters of science in 1810, the Edinburgh camp views classical education, the field of 

the rhetorical tradition, as merely gratifying taste, cultivathg feelings, and inflaming the 

imagination." They daim: 

46 Martin J. Svagiic rexnarks in "Classical Rhetoric and Victorian Prose" that Richard 
Whately laments the d&nr of the formal study of rhetonc in his Elements of Rhetoric 
although rhetonc was still known by readers of the classics (27 1). 

47 Jost refers to Newman's comment to Hurrell Froude in 1836: "You and KebIe are 
the phi~osophers, and I am the rhetorician" (12). 

In "Classical Rhetoric and Victorian Prose," Martin Svaglic refers to Newman's own 
definition of rhetoric in Essays Critical and Historical, vol. 1, Works, 288-9, where he des- 
cribes it as "the reproduction of reasoniags, in themselves sound, into the calculus of the taste, 
opinions. passions, and aims of a ~articuiar audience" (269). 

48 The Oriel defenders of the classics wrote in 1810, shortly afier a much needed 
reform at Oxford. In "Newman's Doctrine of University Education," Michael Tiemey rekrs to 
the cultural disaster of the decay of the Atheniau ideal of education into a rnerely literary pro- 
cedure. He refers to the testimony of Gibbon about eighteenth-century Oxford and its elaborate 
discipline of Latin prose and verse. In Liberal ~duc&on or the Methods of Acquiring Useful 
and Polite Leaming (1799, Vicesimus Knox deplored the state of leaming and of morals at 
Oxford, its straying from the original intention of universities, and the need for reform. He 
maintained there w& a need for aÏiterary education but vigour had to be restored to the proper 



The present state of classical education cultivates the imaginannanon a great deal 
too much, and other habits of mind a great deal t w  Iittle, and trains up many 
young men in a style of elegant imbecility, utterly unworthy of the talents with 
which nature has endowed them...The matter of fbct is, that a classicaI scholar 
of twenty-three or twenty-four is a man principally conversant with works of 
imagination. His feelings are quick, his h c y  lively, and his taste good (Idea, - 
1 22-3). 

They urge that "[nlothing would so much tend to king classicai iiterature within 

proper bouncis as a steady and imoriable appeal to m*Uy in our appreciation of al1 human 

knowledge" (122). And they deny that a naining in the classics effects the intellectual dis- 

cipline cultivateci through studying matter and subduing it "tu the use of man" (122). in fàct, 

they claim for useful science and deny m the classics precisely what Newman would daim as 
the virtues of a liberal education which might include a study of Aristotle, Thucydides, and 

Tacitus. The Edinburgh group says of the classical scholar: "Talents for s p e c ~ i ~ o n  and 

original m*ry he has none, nor has he formai the invaluable habit of puhing things zip to 

theirftrst principles." Newman makes the counter-daim: "a principal portion of a gwd or lib- 

erui education' involves 'the cultivaiion of the ' understanding, ' of a 'talent for speculation and 

original inquity,' and of 'the habit of pushing things up to their first principles'" (123). 

The q w e l  between educators who d u e  rational method or science for cultivating the 

mind and those who value literary or rhetorical channels is as old as the divergent aims and 

produres of Plato and Isocrates whom Marrou describes as the two pillars in educational 

tradition (135). Isocraîes rejected as too lofty Plato's utopian ideal of the conquest of tmth 

through rational method in a Long and difficult course of studies. He gave preference instead to 

a literary training which refined the sense of judgment This rennement of the judgment had a 

practicai purpose ~ 0 ~ e C t e d  to the skills needed in the affairs of daily Iife which are not subject 

to scientific method. lsocrates based the training of judgment on the Logos, on word and 

modes of education, for example through a 'long and close application to letters" (268). In 
Newman's University: Idea and ~eali*, Fe rga l -~c~ra th  describes the degenerate state of 
education at Oxford in the early ninetemth centuxy when the classics predominated and were 
studied nom a literary perspective to the exclusion of philosophical i d  histoncal views. He 
States that Newman's defense of the classics was a defense of a reformeci teaching of them as a 
mental culture. in "Newman in His Own Day," Martha McMackin GarIand describes 
eighteenth-century Oxford as offering a watereddown medieval triviwn and qzuuin'viwn. S he 
suggests that Newman's attempt to "exact intellectual rigour" as a tutor at Oxford was in con- 
trast to British universities which remaineci essentially "expensive clubs designed to change 
boys into gentlemen" (268-9). 



thought as in~eparable.~~ The subtlety required in Merature in finding the right word to express 

a thought adequately involves a sense of nuance which is o h  beyond the range of conceptual 

thinking. Marrou observes that hocrates' claim that the apt word was the surest sign of 

accurate thought had perhaps greater significance than even he realized and that Plato's own 

subtle and beautifid writing itself justifies Isocrates' daim for the value of studying poetry. 

Isocrates judged a literary education to be a usehil ed~cat ion .~  

Newman perceived that the attack on the classics fiom the perspective of science was 

an attack not just on the classics but on literature itself as representing a particular Lind of ver- 

bal reasoning different fkom the mode of thought of science. He states: "Professedly indeed, 

they are aiming at the Greek and Roman classics, but their criticisms have quite as great force 

against al1 literature as against any" ( Ide.  - 202). Newman sought to defknd this whole large 

ares of truth and the kind of reasoning associateci with i t  He considered Iiteratue, as part of 

the School of Philosophy and Letters, an important part of the training of the mind in a 

University education. Ideally, al1 students were to spend two years in the School of Philosophy 

and Letters before specializing or embarking on a career. In "Literature," his inaugural address 

to this faculty, Newman speaks as an arbiter of method or as a practioner of the science of 

sciences in defense of literature which contrasts wiîh science as a particular mode of thought, is 

valuable in its own right, deserving of dignity and, implicitly, of pedagogical importance. He 

states that it will be his business to discriminate between tmth and Msehood in the common 

bias of science against literature (204). Newman defends literaûue, typically, by defining the 

idea of "letters" which figures into the title of the School of Philosophy and Letters. He dis- 

criminates between the mode of thought of Iiterature and that of science through the logos, 

between the literary use of language and its scientific use. In the humanist tradition which 

maintaineci that the mind is trained through matching word to thought, Newman observes that 

in its literary use language is moulded by the individual who "subjects it withal to his own pur- 

49 Marrou states that Isocrates places a hymn to the Logos in two of his books, 
Nicocles and Antidosis. The hymn praises the word as what distinguishes the human fiom the 
animal and as the condition of al1 progress whether in law, the arts, or mechanical inventions 
(1 24). 

M m u  cites Isocrates: "La parole convenable est le signe le pius sOr de la pensée 
juste" (135). He rernarks that Pascal, whose 'esprit de finesse" he compares to Isocrates, dis- 
misseci Descartes as "inutile et incertain" (133). In "Newman and the Empiricist Tradition," 
James M. Cameron states that "Newman was a master of l'espnt de messe in contrat to 
Hume's espnt de g&ometrie (94). 



poses" K e a ,  207).S1 His description of this personal use of language resembles bot. his 

account of Cicero's rhetoric and his portrayai in his sermon of how we normally reason on a 

subject as "the mind ranges to and fko7 and spreads out, and advances forward ....p asses on 

from point to point, gaining one by some indication, another on a probabili ty...". In "Litera- 

aire," he describes thus the expenence of a writer engaged in comefting word to thought: 

The throng and succession of ideas, thoughts, feelings, imaginations, aspira- 
tions. which pass within him, the abstractions. the juxtapositions, the corn- 
parisons, the discriminations, the conceptions, which are so original in him, 
his views of extemal things, his judgments upon lin, mariners. and history, the 
exercises of his w i ~  of his humour, of his depth, of his sagacity, al1 these 
innumerable and incessant creations, the very pulsation and throbbimg of his 
intellect, does he image forth, to al1 does he give utterance. in a correspondiig 
language, which is as multiform as this inward mental action itself and analo- 
gous to it, the fâîthfiil expression of his intense personality, attending on his 
own inward world of thought as its very shadow: so that we might as well say 
that one man's shadow is another's as that the style of a reaily gifted mind can 
belong to any but fiinself. It follows him about as a shadow. His thought and 
feeling are personal. and so his language is persona1 Qdea, 207-8)." 

Literature contrasts with science particuiarly in its personal elernent. Newman states 

that science deais with "matters, not personal, not subjective to the individual, but which, even 

if there were no individual man in the whole world to know them or to talk about them, would 

exia still' (206). Science is concernecf with necessary tmths. universals, with things as "they 

exist in themselves, not by virtue of our understanding them" (206). This distinction cor- 

responds to Aristotle's differentiation in the Ethics between the scientific and caldative ela 

ments as genericaily different parts of the soul. Aristotle states that through the scientific ele- 

ment we "apprehend the realities whose fuadamental principles do not admit of k ing  other 

than they are, and with the other we apprehend things which do admit of king other" (vi, 

1 l39a, p. 147). 

Just as the same subject can be treated as liberal or useful, so the same subject can be 
treated as literature or as science. If history is a chronicle or chronology, it is treated scientifi- 
caily; if coloured by the mind of the historian, it is 1 iterature. In the Grammar of Assent, New- 

man provides demiled examples of the contrat in results and the wrangling contentions when 

in "Newman and the Mystery of Christ," Roderick S m g e  refers to the creative t a -  
sion between "the words used and tmth in view." He states that the struggle to express 
ambiguity in human experience is "creative and stimulates development" (334). - 

Ham-Georg Gadamer refers to the rhetorical way of knowing as involving the free 
play of the imagination and understanding in a subjective relationship that exhibits the reason 
for the pleasure in a object. Tmth and Method, 40. 



the same period of history is studied by historians who proceed from empincal, ratiooalist or 

reiigious perspectives; their first principles do not admit even of agreement as to what is 

acceptable as evidence. Similarly, the words of the Creed treat scientifically the subject of who 

God is and the essential d o g x ~ ~  of the Church. Sermons, on the other hand, delivered by a 
particular person to a particular audience, are literary in nature. When a subject "maLes use of 

words as the mere vehicle of things,' it "is thereby withdrawn from the province of iiterature. 

Thus metaphysics, etbics, law, political economy, chemistry, theology, which may be taught as 

literaaire, case to be literature in the same degree as they are capable of a severe scientific 

treatment" (206). Aristotle's works, for example, approach the character of a science because 

he treats things not as the thought of his own mind but as "reai and me"  (206). The paüem of 

thought in literature as described by Newman involves reasoning through congru@; it is a 
development and arrangement a r o d  a centre. Scientific treatment of a subject is linear, 

involving developmentfi.om a centre. 

The basis for Newman's validation of literature as a way of thinking is similar to 

Isocrates' justification of a literary education. Liice [socrates, Newman obsenres that the Greek 
word logos expresses the "special prerogative of man over the k b l e  intelligence of the infenor 

animais" (208). He States that a great author is a "master of the two-fold Logos, the thought 

and the word, distinct, but inseparable nom each other" (219). Noting that the Greek word 

"stands bot .  for reason and speechw at once, he writes: "When we can separate light and illu- 

mination, life and motion, the convex and the concave of a cwe.. . then will it be conceivable 

that the vigorous and =le intellect should renounce its own double, its instrument of express- 

ion, and the channel of its speculations and emotions" (208). In the humanist tradition of 

Quintilian, Newman rejects the division between philosophy and eloquence. In his prefaee to 

Whalen's Consolation of Rhetoric, Demis Quinn writes of this rhetoncal tradition in which 

there is a co~ection between l e h g  and eloquence: "the tnith is itself generative of elo- 

quence," or as the "Roman Cato put the matter bluntly: Rem tene, verba sequenturn (ix). In an 

"Ancient Quarrel in Modem Amenca," Marshall McLuhan notes that the 'origin of this impor- 

tant daim for the inseparable character of eloquence and wisdom would seem to lie in the 

familiar doctrine of the Logos" which connects socieîy, "the external world, the mind of mm 

and, above dl, human speech. "s3 Newman writes that it is a fàult in a literary person to be "set 

on words, to the neglect of thoughts or things" which should be one (213). As instances of 

53 The Literarv Cnticism of Marshall McLuhan. 1943-1962. 227. 



this, he refers to the Sophists and to the example provided by hocrates, and Dr. Johnson when 

" his style.. . oumuis the sense and the occasion" (rdea, 2 13)? 

Newman's de- of the rhetoricai or Iiterary habit of mind as an important part of the 

training of the mind in the University's School of Philosophy and Letters is also a defense of 

the logos in al1 senses of the word: as idea or theoria and as verbal tmth. In "Literature," 

Newman describes the particdar rnettiod of rhetorical thought as expressed and encourageci by 

literature. Unlike the movement in expenmental science which proceeds ioductively from 

e x t e d  particulars to a single abstraction, the rhetorical mode describeci by Newman proceeds 

fiom the inner, personai resonance of an experience, a feeling, an idea, or a speculation to its 

development in words. In Religion and Imagination, this rhetorical pattern of thought is char- 

acterized by John Codson as  a magnetic field in which parts accumulate in relation to a whole 

(1 18-20). It is the method of the orator whom Marrou describes as enlarging his subject by a 
progressive amplification in order to attain universals, fine feelings and ideas common to al1 

(132). Newman comrnents that the classics in any language express what "is common to the 

whole race of manw in language so personally moulded by authors that they "aione are able to 

express it" (220). He States that as the painter or sculptor represents in a pacticular medium the 

conception in his mind of, for example, "the Madoma and Child, or Innocence.. .or some his- 

orical character,' so the "great prototypal ideas which are the contemplation of a Plato or a 
Virgil' are wrought in words which are instrumental to the ideas (Idea, 213). He defines this 

literary mode of thought: "the A n  of Letters is the method by which a speaker or writer brings 

out in words, worthy of his subject, and sufficient for hîs audience or readers, the thoughts 

which impress him" (21 9). To illustrate his point, Newman cites from Shakespeare. In a pas- 

sage from Macbeth which Newman characterizes as more oratorical or declamatory than poeti- 

cal, the single idea that a disturbed mind cannot be ministered to by medicine is developed in 
the six lines of a "many-membered periodw : 

Canst thou not minister to a mind diseased, 
Pluck fiom the memory a rooted sorrow, 
Raze out the written troubles of the brain, 
And, with some sweet oblivious antidote, 
Cleanse the fou1 bosom of that perilous stuff, 
Which weighs upon the heart? (Idea, - 2 1 1) 

In The Victorian Sage, John Holloway remarks that their own words are essential to 
the Victorian sages, like Newman, who had insights into a whoIe which cannot be reveaIed in a 
rational style, but is embodied in their words, metaphors, examples, etc.. He suggests that 
their task was "offen of awakening or reawakening something, not of transmitting information" 
(16-17)- 



So too the 'copious, majestic, musical dow of language" of Cicem's orations is 'the 

development of the inner man' (212); like every g m t  writer who %as the nght word for the 

right idea, and never a word too much" (2201, Cicero's language "is never out of keeping with 

the occasion or with the speaker" (212). 

Newman's emphasis on the importance of literature to the circle of sciences in the 

university is an affirmation of a personal mode of thought which is congenial as well to reli- 

gion. s~ In Religion and Imagination, John Coulson remarks on the "strong therapy of the old 

classical education" in connection to a literary &os in theology. He observes that the Oxford 

Movement with members Iike the p e t  John Keble had an especially literary q ~ a l i t y ; ~ ~  he notes 

Newman's attraction during this period to the early Fathers as literahtre. He cites Mark Pat- 

tison who remarks in his Memoirs (1885) on the 'sudden withdrawal of al1 ceverence for the 

pastu at Oxford in 1845 afbr Newman's depaaute. Pattison wrote that "Oxford repudiated at 

once sacerdotal principles and Kantian logic [and] for more than a quarter of this cenhiry Mill 

and nominalist views reigned in the schwls" (35). 

The protection of a rhetorical mode of thought in the circle of sciences as distinct from 

the method of induction is important botb to lierature and religion. Literature is also impli- 

" 'Educational Method: Educating for Real Li fe" (1 1 0). in the same decade as Davis' 
articles, F.R. Leavis made the distinction between the literary mode and the philosophical, the 
Lind of distinction expected from Newman's culturecl gentleman. Leavis wrote that in reading a 
poem we are invited to "feel into" and "becometo realize a complex experience that is given 
in wordsn (212-13). Rather than abstractly d y z i n g ,  like the philosopher, the literary cntic 
I M ~ S  out patterns of one concrete and another. "Literary Criticism and Philosophy," The Corn- 
mon Pursuit (Chatto & Wmdus, 1952). 

In The Victorian Sage, John Holloway comments on the essentially personal nature of 
any religious argument (173). 

In Newman: The Contemplation of Mind, Thomas Vargish comments that the 
apprehension of religious mths is inseparable fkom the words which express them (45). 

John Keble's book of devotiond poetry, The Christian Year (1 827), which enjoyed 
ninety-seven editioas during Keble's lifetime, orieated its readers towards the presence of God 
in their daily lives through meditation on particular texts suited to important days in the liturgi- 
cal year such as Pentecost, Palm Sunday, or Easter. It is mentioned in various novels: Maggie 
Tulliver rads it it in Georee Eliot's Mill on the Floss (1860) and Catherine Elsmere in Mrs. 
Humphrey ~ a r d ' s  oovel, b b e n  Ëlsmere (1 888). In ihe ~ ~ o l o ~ i a ,  Newman describes his 
respoose to the deep religious teaching of Keble's poetry which ceinforceci his sense of "the 
Sacramental system; ... that "material phenornena are both the types and the instrument of r d  
thùigs unseen." However, Newman remained dissatisfied with Keble's fideism based on 
probability because it did not go " to the root of the difficulty . " Newman takes the problem of 
faith as his subject in the Grarnmar of Assent, i.e., that absolute rational certitude was possible 
in religious matters, At the ha r t  of Newman's own rnethod is this certitude wbich is 'the 
result of an assemblage of concurring and converging probabilities.. hoth according to the con- 
stitution of the human mind and the will of its Maker" (Apologia, 138-40). 



cated in Newman's observations as an arbiter of method in the - Idea on the consequences for 

theology, metaphysics, ethics, and mathematics for those who reject "any process of inquiry 
not founded on experimentw and "whose first principle is the search after mith, and whose -. . 

starting-points of search are things matenal and sensible" (170)." 

h 'Literature," Newman declares simply: "Literature is one thing, and. ..Science is 

another" (218). He centres his argument for the value of the distinctive mode of thought of lit- 

erature on the logos, on the différence between the scientific and the Iiterary use of language. 

Science uses words to represent things; literature uses words to represent thought. John Coul- 

son makes this distinction, rekrring to the univocal use of words, as in management English, 

in contrast to words used with a simuitaneous effect? This difference in the use of language 

makes literary work appear to be merely verbiage fiom the perspective of science. Newman 

himself had encountered a similar difficuity in his initial reading of the Church Fathers. He 

relates his bervilderment in approaching their rhetorical works fiom the perspective of the 

science of logic w k h ,  as he notes in the Grammar, bctions by allowing a word to "stand for 

just one u n d  aspect of the concrete thing to which it properly belongs," dmining words "of 

that depth and breadth of associations which constitute îheir poetry, their rhetoric, and their 

historical life" (214-15). In "Newman on Nicea," Michrd Novak refers to Newman's account 

of his initial difficuity in reading the works of the Fathers: he began by cataloguing doctrines 

and principles, analyzhg their work on principles of division, seeking through this procedure 

what was not there because he did not h o w  w b t  to look for in thernmSg Novak observes that 

the methodology of the Church Fathers was based on an appreciation of the limitations and 

ambiguities of language as a vehicle for divine truth, on a reverence for Scripture, and on an 

awareness of human howledge dissolving in mystery. He says the Church Fathers saw it as 

their business as seekers after tmth to Iisten to the primary meaning of Scripture through a 

Here Newman wrote: "the Mathematics indeed they endure, because that science 
deais with ideas, not with fâcts...; and Ethics they admit only on condition that it gives up con- 
science as its scientific ground, and bases itself on tangible utility: but as to Theology, they 
cannot deai with it, they cannot master it, and so they simply outlaw it and ignore it" (Idea, - 
1 70). 

58 Coukon refers to the imaginative use of language which demonstrates a reality other 
than the empirical and destroys single-mindedness in providing diverse levels of interpretation 
(151-2). 

59 cf., Charles Dessain, "Cardinal Newman on the Theory and Practice of Knowl- 
edge," Downside Review, 75 (1957) 1. Dessain refers to Newman's statement in Difficulties of 
Anglicans. 



snidy of contexts, of figure and fulfillment, of symbols and fkcts. By contrast, Novak describes 
the logical science of the Ariaos whose polemical, dialectical method left Scnpture behind to 

find reasons supporthg their own way of taking the tex6 (447-8). NovaL suggests that the 

heresy of the Arians was inherent in their mthodology as it shaped their view of Scnpture; 

similarly, the rhetorical method of the Fathers was shaped by their view of their subject matter. 

In Rhetonc in the Middle Ages, James J. Murphy also refers to the rhetorical use of language 

by the Church Fathers. He describes Augustine's view of words in co~ection to the "doctrine 

of signs." Murphy states that, awrding to this doctrine, for Augustine words were signs 

which conveyed only a smail mesure of a speaker's thought (288).(j0 

In his address to the Schwl of Philosopby and Letters, Newman defends the literary 

mode of thought while acknowledging that it will be depreciated by those who have "their own 

idea of if" understanding words as representing only things. Citing fiom a sermon of 

Lawrence Sterne, Newman suggests that for such people language used in its full compass will 

appear to be ornament without substance or "an overcurious and artificial arrangement of fig- 

ures, tinselled over with a gaudy embellishment of words, which glitter, but convey little or no 

light to the understanding" (203). An increasing monopolisation of method by induction 

diminished the acceptability of altemative modes of reasoning; allowing words to stand only 

for things endangers the educational status of letters amongst educational theorists. In Studies 

of the History of Education (vol. I), G.H. Bantock comments that the batde in education since 
the Renaissance has been waged on the difference between the word understood in connection 

to thùigs and the word understood in co~ection to thought. He remarks that "Thhgs not 

words became a major-perhaps the major-clicM of advancd educationd thinkiag for a long 

time to corne" (170). The separation of reason nom literature is suggested in The Advancement 

of Learning, for example, where Bacon assigns poetcy to the imagination and con- it with 

reason which "doth buckle and bow the mind into the nature of things" (83). Although he corn- 

rnends poetry, Iïke the orators' harangue, for wit and eloquence. and suggests it surpasses 
philosophers' works for "the expressing of affections7 passions, corruptions, and customs," he 

considers that "it is not good to stay too long in the theatre" and passes to "the judicial place or 

palace of the rnind" which is to be approached "with more reverence and attention" (85). Fur- 

60 In the Apologia, Newman's reference to the mystical or sacramental principle of the 
Fathers illustrates this idea: " that the exterior world, physical and historical, was but the out- 
ward manifestation of redities greater than itself". Thus, Newman explains, the Greek poets 
presaged unwittingly the Gospel; sacraments are "only a symbol of those heavenly facts which 
fil1 etemity;" the Church's "mysteries are but the expressions in human language of tmths to 
which the human rnind is unequaln (145-6). 



themore, Bacon perceives the obsewation of nature as requiring a mind fked fiom those per- 

sonal associations and resonances which are the very l i k  of a Iiterary mode of thought and for 

the reasoning thcough congru@ on which religious belief rests. As David Whden suggests in 

The Consolation of Rhetoric, the rhetorical method boasts of being infiuenced by factors which 

"it is the boast of scientific knowledge to exclude" (27). 

In J.A-Comenius and the Concept of Universal Education, John Edward Sadler 

provides an historical perspective of the Baconian infiuence on language. The zealous applica- 

tion of the inductive method to language is evident in the decades afkr Bacon's death (1626). 

The London group associated with Samuel HartIib6I suggested the possibility of an artificial 
international language, a Lingua Frmca, which might be based on mathematical symbols. 

Comenius, an influentid Czech educator who was bnefly associated with the Hartiib group 

while in exile in London, sought a meeting with Descartes to discuss this possibility. 

Simüarly, in his Introduction to the Universal Language (1653), Thomas Urquhart considered 

the possibility of each letter of the alphabet correspondhg to a welldefined characteristic or 

aspect of thuigs, such as white, in order to designate any particular through its properties. In 

The Art of Signs (1661), George Dalgarno wrote of a new razionai language of a universal 

character which would remove redundancy, rectify anomalies, and take away al1 ambiguity, 

contracthg pnmary words to a few. Newman's comments in 'Literature" tbat science uses 

words as symbls of things (206) and that for the purposes of science "d l  languages are pretty 

much alike" (2 1 5) are applicable to this seventeenth-century group of projectionists. Not sur- 

61 Hartlib published Comenius' book, A Reformation of Schooles (1642)' and was also 
the person to whom Milton addressed A Tractate on Education which was published in 1673 
but writîen in 2644. In A Reformation of Schwles, Comenius acknowledges his indebtedess to 
Bacon, the great Lord Verdam. He suggests that in education studies are too prolix and that 
the "chaffe" should be eliminated. This included pagan mythology, the rules of grammar, and 
the circumiocutions and windings of expression (6). Comenius remarks that although grammar 
and rhetoric are directors of reason and speech, they are not onented towards life and m u t  be 
rejected. Comenius' introduction of pictures into a primer which was widely used for two hun- 
dred years is an indicator of the tendency towards visual observation hvoured by science in 
contrast to the oral mode Fdvoured in himanist tradition. In The Contemplation of Rhetonc, 
David Whalen comments on Newman's emphasis on oral instruction. Finally, the equation of 
words with things which are accessible to all, rather than with ideas, is C O M K ~ ~ ~  to the beIief 
that al1 may be equaily well educated. This connection is evident in the ways Comenius' educa- 
tional thought has found làvour: in the nineteenth century, iie was singled out by Karl Van 
Ranmer inhis History of Pedagogy (1842) as the real foÜnder of the science of education, a 
term favoured by Lord Brougham, for example; in a publication of his worh by UNESCO in 
1955, Piaget praises him in the introduction as a symbol of socialist and humanitarian hopes 
that al1 children might be given a general education without discrimination of sex, social 
origin, or property. 



prisingly, these advocates of a universal language also sought to dismiss as unneces~ary gram- 

mar, logic, and chetoric which had been the very foundstion of the study of language in the 

seven liberal arts of the humania tradition. The Gresham College group, which promoted Real 

and Usenil Knowledge, stated that there was to be no meddling with "Divinity, Metaphysics, 

Mords, Politics, Grammar, Rheoric, or Logic" (1 48). 

Newman's defense in education of a verbal mode of thought in an age of scientific 

method, which finds poetry in partinilar incomprehensible, is also an old battle fought anew. 

in the fourth century B.C. in Greece, Plato rejected petry in his edueational scheme in nie 
Republic, giving preference to the rational science of dialectic as a mode of thought. Plato 

argued that as art represented things, it was one step removed nom sensible things which 

themselves are "embodiments (with many accidental features) of the real Form, the object of 

k n o ~ l e d g e . " ~ ~  In a splitîing of reason f'rom emotion which does not occur in the personal mode 

of rhetorical thought, Plato also fin& that dramatic poetry appeals to the emotiom, but not to 

the reason. It is to be rejected because reason is to d e  emotion. in the seventeenth century, 
Bacon's anti-rhetorical reorientation of leamiog away fiom verbal thought towards things is 

refiected in Locke's Some Thoughts Conceming Education (1693) which Newman cites in Dis- 
course vii. While Newman d u e s  the study of language as tending towards a 'general cultiva- 

tion of mind" (1211, Locke perceives the mdy of Latin as useless, asking 

Can there be any thing more ridiculous than th a M e r  should waste his own 
money, and his son's tirne, in setting him to leonc the R o m  hguage ,  when 
at the same time he daigm hUn for o nade, wherein he, having no use of 
Latin, fdils not to forget that Iittle which he brought h m  school. and which 
'tis ten to one he abhors for the ill-usage it procured him? Could it be 
believed ... that a child should be forced to l e m  the rudiments of a lan- 
guage.. .and neglect d l  the while the writing a good hand, and casting accounts 
which are of great advantage in al1 conditions of life.. .(Ide., - 1 20-1).63 

62 Francis Macdonald Comford's introduction to "The Quarrel between Philosophy and 
Poetry" of The Republic, Part v, Book x, 323. 

63 The anti-rhetoncal bias particularly agalut poetry in empincal educational theory is 
evident in Rousseau who would not allow Emile to read Aesop's fables until he was older 
because as a child he could not literally equate the words to his own experience. When finally 
allowed to read 'The Crow and the Fox" for example, the moral was to be ornitted because 
Emile was not to leam from authority but to proceed from the iàcts in the fable to his own con- 
clusion. 

Coleridge, on the other hand, describes the intoxication of poetry for the child who 
cannot yet understand it. Coleridge on Logic and Leaming, (46). in contrast to Rousseau, 
Newman suggests that a parent's assurance about the truth and beauty in a passage fiom 
Shakespeare is sufficent authority for a child who mernorizes it but does not yet understand it 



Newman dso obsewes that Locke, whom he sees as a predecessor of the "Edinburgh 

Reviewers," states that verse-making is to be avoided on the grounds that poets seldom dis- 

cover "mùres of golà or sihw on P ~ S L C S "  (120). By contrast, in "Chnstianity and Leitem," 
Newman traces the development of liberal education ftom ifs fountainhead in the poetry of 

Homer. He observes that Homer k a s  investeci with the office of formiog the young mind of 

Greece to noble thoughts and bold d e e d ~ . " ~ ~  He writes that Horace decided that the - Iliad and 

the Odyssey "taught the science of lifé better than Stoic or Academic" (194). As 'other poets 

were associated with Homer in the work of education,' tragedians Iike Aeschylus and 

Sophocles taught 'the rnajestic lessons conceming duty and religion, justice and 

providence.. . which beloag to a higher school than that of Homer. " Newman then describes 

rhetoric as emergiag as a separate art from poetry and oratory (194). 

The antipathy towards the rhetorical mode of thought particularly as represented by 

poetry in rationalist and empinml schemes of education is consistent. In the 'Tamworth Read- 

ing Room," Newman notes that Ben- despised poetry (Essays and Sketches, vol. 2, 190). 

In the autobiographical account of his intellectual formation, John Stuart Mill states that, with 

some exceptions such as Milton, his Benthamite Mer  "cared Iittle for any English poetry.'65 

In Education: IntellectuaI, Moral, and Physical (MO), Herbert Spencer relegates the arts to 

the domain of feeling fit to occupy the leisure part of lifé and so also "the leisure part of 

eciuCationw (75). He prodaims that "the highest Art of any kind is bas& upon Science," and 
connects poefty to the Iaws of psychoiagy ('75). He states that 'there must resuit certain cor- 

responding general p ~ c i p l e s  on which alone art-products can be successfully framed" (79). 

Fmally, Spencer declares that science is itself poetic, although he may have in miod a wordless 

variety. He states tbat the elegance of snow crystals and the wonder of a drop of water are 

poetic (82-3). Lie the Edinburgh Reviewers in 1810 and Iike John Stuart Mill in his 

"Inaugurai Address Delivered to the University of S t  Andrews' (1 867), Spencer declares that 

the inductive method of science is superior to lauguage learning or literature in training the 

mind. He writes: "The constant habit of drawing conclusions from data, and then of verifying 

those conclusions by observation and expriment, can done give the power of judgment cor- 

rectly " (88). The dominance of the method of induction meant that the old methad of abstract 

64 Marrou refers to the Homeric education as inculcating through the stones of heroes 
an ideal type of person to be realized such as actualized in Alexander. This person was resour- 
cehil and motivated by glory to be the best in his area (34-6). 

65 Autobiography, 12. 



teaching was a be replaced by the new method of the concrete. Transplanting the inductive 

method h m  its proper area in the experimental sciences to the areas of mathematics and lan- 

guage, Spencer decfares that the multiplication table is to be taught expenmentally rather than 

by rote and the old mechanical way of le-g the alphabet is condemned by "[alIl modem 

authorities' (103)." For similar reasons, Spencer advoeates the "abandonment of that intensely 

stupid custom, the teaching of grammar to children" (105).67 This contrasts with Newman's 

approval of beginoiag with grammar accordhg to the general principle for training the mind by 

giving the pupil the 'conception of development and arrangement fiom and amund a common 

centre" and "to impress upon a boy's mind the idea of science, method, order, principle, and 

system; of mle and exception, of richness and harmony" (Idea, - Aiv-xlv)." 

66 Rousseau's hsistence that the moral at the end of Aesop's fable should be discov- 
e r d  by Emile rather than learned fiom the author is typical of empirical pedagogy. This view 
is in polar contrast with Greek thought which begins with the wisdom based on the experience 
of the wise and the elderly as the point of depamire for the dialectical method. Similarly it is 
the opposite to training in rhetoric through the amplification of maxirns. Methods and niles for 
teaching reading are dismissed by Rousseau as nonsense; the teacher has only to awaken the 
desire to read in the pupil . 

67 In his "General Repoa for the Year 1861 ," in Reports on Elementary Schools 1852- 
1882. Matthew Arnold cemarks in the ca~acitv of a School Insoector who su~mrted verbal -- 
m g :  "Many objections have been rais& a g h t  the teaching Ôf grammar in & eiernentary 
schwl& and 1 beliive that there are even iospkrs who somewhat discourage i~ But 1 conf& 
that 1 should be v e q  sorq if this study should be discontinued, or shoÜld be suffered to 
dedine." He states tbt  "[wlith the tendency to verbiage and to general and inexact answering 
to which al1 pusons of imperkt knowledge are.. .so prone, it is a great thing to find for their 
examinations a subject-matter which is ma." Arnold suggests that gramrnar is even preferable 
to arithmetic for training the pupil in exactness because "it also compels him, even more than 
arithmetic, to give the meadure of his common sense by his mode of selectirig and applying, in 
particular instances, the ruie when he knows it" (84-5). 

In his "General Report for 1878," Arnold &rs to the problems of new methods based 
on generalities and new "doctrines" such as the "doctrine" mentioned by Spencer of teachîng in 
the concrete. He says mat "the question is. how is a sensible teacher Iikely to e-t most prac- 
tical good. Is it by betaking himself to the scientific teachers of pedagogy, by M n g  on gener- 
alities,. . .by l e d g  that we are to "disuse rule-teaching, and adopt teaching by principles, " 
that we are to teach t b g s  "in the concrete instead of in the abstract," as suggested by 
Pestalozzi? (189) He observes that these new doctrines require new methods some of which are 
ingenious but that "their apparent conformity to some general doctrine apparently tme is no 
guaraatee of their soundn&sm (189). ~irnil&l~. in ~ÜÏture and ~narchy; ~ r n d d  rekrs to 
Jacobinism's violent indignation at the past and its "abstract systems of renovation applied 

Even Macaulay, an exemplar of oratoricaI skill, dismisses the study of grammar, 
logic, and rhetoric in his Essay on Bacon (436). 



Newman's articles in the Catholic University Gazette (1845-55) informing students of 
the nature of the entrance exams as in 'ETementary Studies" and o f f e ~ g  advice to them clearly 

follow the h u d s t  tradition extending from Isocrates through Quintilian to the nineteenth 

century. This time-tested tradition was kely honed in antiquity for the ûahbg of the citizen- 

orator in precisely that mode of thought defendecl in the modern era by Newman in the - Gram- 

mar of Assent- In his introduction to Quiilian's On the Early Education of the Citizen- 

Orator James J. Murphy observes that the resurgence of interest in Quintilian's pedagogy in ' 
the fifteenth century, when a misshg portion of his work was found in Switzerland, contùiued 

in the literary training in English schools for four hundred years. Richard Whately made use of 

Quintilian in his Elements of Rhetoric (1828); he was read by Disraeli and Macaulay; John 

Stuart Mill praises Quintilian in his Autobiograph~, stating that "1 have retained through life 

many valuable ideas which I can distinctiy trace to my reading of him evea at that eady agen;" 

Murphy adds: "It might be noted also that Quintilian would have approved readily of John 

Henry Newman's proposal for "Elernentary Studiesw in his Idea of a University (xxv). 

The aims of education for Newman and Quintilian are similar. Murphy rekrs to 

Quintilian's Institutio oratoria as having for its subject the liberal education of a "man of dis- 

cretion." He says that Quintilian aims to "develop the min& and talents of young men who cm 
themselves decide their own actions in the public arenaW. Rhetoric which, as Quintilian says, 

must be adapted to each "individual case, the time, the occasion, and necessity itseIf was 
merely the "tool of the broadIy educated citizen who is capable of analysis, reflection, and then 

powerful action in public afEUrsW (xx). The primary subject matters through which the dis- 

criminating intellect was to be cultivated for the citizen-orator are also similar to Newman's. In 

the Gazette, Newman inforrns prospective students that the university entrance exams will 

include, besides the matter of the Gospel of Matthew and one expanded catechism. the follow- 

hg subjects: constniing and parsing in one book in Latin and Greek gramrnar; Mathematics 
(Euclid, Book 1); Arithmetic; a general knowledge of Greek and Roman history (2). 

The foundation of the humanist rhetorical education of Quintilian was the science of 

grammar. Quintilian advises that those "are not to be heeded who deride this science as trifling 
and empty; for unless it lays a sure foundatïon for the future orator, whatever superstructure 

you raise wilI surely fall.. . , Alone of al1 departments of learning, it has in it more service than 

show" (29). He distinguishes the two parts of gramrnar: "the art of speaking correctly, and the 

69 In his 'Tnaugural Address Delivered to the Universisr of St. Andrews." Mill corn- 
ments that Quintiiian provided a cepextory of the best thought of the ancient world on al1 sub- 
jects c o ~ e ~ t e d  with education (229). 



interpretation of the poets," with collateral information in other areas such as music, 

philosophy, and astmnomy needed for the reading of the poets (28). Newman ais0 defines the 

"grarmaar" to be tested by the entrance exam as the "art of using wr& properly." He disth- 

guishes it fiom literature with which it was 'almost synonymous" in the middles ages. Provid- 

ing a mode1 for students in using words correctly, Newman cites Johnson's definition to fur- 

ther dehe grammar as compnsing " four par t s4  rthography , Ety mology , S p a x ,  and 

Prosody" (Idea, - 250). Lie Quintilian, Newman affirms that grammar is suited to the first level 

of education. Newman states in the Preface of the - Idea: "1 hold very strongly that the first step 

in intellectual training is to impress upon a boy's mind the idea of science, method, order, 

principle, and system; of rule and exception, of richness and hannony. This is commonly and 

excellentiy done" through a careful and accurate teaching of grarnmar (xli~).~O 

Both Quintilian and Newman state that correctness is first to be expected in the study 

of gnimmar and elegance or eloquence is its final excellence. Quintilian observes: 

Since al1 language bas three Iunds of excellence, to be correct, peapicuous, 
and elegant .... and the same number of hults, which are the opposites of the 
excellences,. . .let the grammarian consider well the rules for correctness which 
constitute the first part of grammar (35). 

Newman describes the standard for the exhibition (scholarship) exam in original corn- 

position as demanding a demonstration not just of correctness, as the entrame exam, but also 
of elegance, a sensitivity to idiom, and a copia verborwn. 

Quintilian and Newman both emphasize that the study of grammar requires minuteness 

and accuracy. Quintilian, for example, writes: "Let boys in the fim place learn to decline 

nouns and conjugate verbs, for otherwise they will never arrive at the understanding of what is 

to follow " (32). They are to know the parts of speech and " those changes which declension and 

preposition introduce" (30). In the letîers of Latin words, the pupil will 'leam what is peculiar 

in letters, what is cornmon, and what relationship each has to eachn (30). He observes that lan- 

guage is studied through reason in analogy and etymology, through its use in antiquity, 

through authority in its use by orators and historiaus, through custom where it &as the "public 

In his "Report for the Year 1861, " Matthew Arnold suggests that the " true aim of a 
boy's mental education-to give him the pcwer of doing a thing rightn is best followed in gram- 
mar by lirniting the field, keeping the niles brief and intelligible rather than metaphysical (86- 

The higher science of grammar is illustrated by Newman in the operiing of the Gram- 
mar of Assent where an interrogative sentence, a conditional sentence and an assertive sentence 
introduce the ways we may look at tmth, i.e., through questions, tùrough probabilities, 
through assertions and assents. 



stamp," and through the agreement of the educated as opposed to the rnajority (49). Newman 

demonstrates through a sample oral exam in the Gazette, later published as "Elementary 

Studies" in the - Idea, the exactness required of students in Latin and Greek grammar. He states 

that the student will show whether he understands "how the separate portions of a sentence 

hang together, how they fom a whole, how each has its own place in the goverment of 

it ... the precise rneaning of its terms, and what the history of their formation" (250). The 

examiner's questions on Xenephon's accounk the Anabasis, focus on the meaning of the single 

word in the titie both from its grammatical sense and from its use in the histoneal context of a 

Greek-Persian conflict in Asia Minor. The examiner goes around and amund the word 

"Ambusis," attempting to verify the student's understanding of its meaning through its deriva- 

tion, its prefix and root, its relation to its verbal fonn. He questions the implications of the 

prefix, ana (up), in the context of the movement of Alexander's troops in Asia Minor, asking 

the student for geographical information about the countnes dong the coastline that the troops 

passed, about the historical background to the conflict, the name of the Persian King, the 

extent of his domain, the date and manner of Persia's conquest of Asia Mior. The single word 

"affords rnatter for a sufficient examinstion of a youth in grammar, history, and geography" 
(251). Without this collateral information of chronology and geography, as Newman remarked 
in the Preface to the - I d a ,  "History A s  otherwise little better than a storybook" (xiv). 

Similarly, the narrowness of g r a m  is avoided through the complementary study of history 
and geography . 

Following this same principle, in his defense of humanist learning at Oxford, Dr. 

Copleston rnaintained the fundamental importance of one discipline king completed by 

another: by "grouping and combination" they intertwine with and support each other (Idea, 
131). Underlying this humanist approach is the assurnption of a unified intelligible universe. 

Newman states in Discourse iii that while "sciences are complete in their own idea and for 

their own respective purposes," in fact, one science is the completion and correction of others; 

"they at once need and subserve each other" (38). 

In both the Greek grammar exam and the Latin exam which follows, the study is 

labonous, methodical, and exact. In the Latin exam, the student is asked to compare Cicero's 

usage with that of Virgil, to identify whom Cicero corresponds with in his letter, and to note 

the tone in the letter through a cornparison of Latin and English equivalents. In both exams, 

grammar, or "the art of using words properly," is examineci through the nuances of language, 

awareness of roots and cognates, and through analyzing how a particular writer in a specific 

context gives shape to his meaning through words. 



Quintilian's method for the study of the p e t s  required a similar detailed analysis of 

texts. He explains that "the grammarian must attend dso to minor poin ts.... after taking a verse 

to pieces, he may require the parts of speech to be specified, and the peculiarities of 'the 

féet....It is iikewise useful, amoag the first rudiments of instruction, to show in how many 
senses each word may be understood" (66-7). 

In this humanist tradition, both Quintilian and Newman perceive education as a pro- 

gressive cycle or course. This view also proceeds from the first principle which assumes a con- 

nected, intelligible universe. In the first issue of the -' Gazette Newman states that education "is 

the same in kind from the first to the last" (5); it is based on fixed pnnciples, building up, part 

by part, methodically, towards a definite end. He explains that the purpose of an entrance exam 

is to ensure that students can profit fiom lectures by having an elementary knowledge on which 

to build. If there were a desultory approach to education, there would be no such need for an 

entrance exam. Similarly, successfully mastering Book 1 of EucIid enables the student to pro- 

gress to the next Book. Failure to master fractions before studying square roots will lead to 

frustration 0. In a later article (May 3, 1859, Newman remarks that, conversely, delaying 

progress is misguided; one thousaad sums in long division do not advance further than one 

hundred (431). In Iike nmnner, Newman advises that merely to read the classics without 

maste~g any of them is not only useless but hurthil (Ida, 25255). Quintilian cornplains of 

advancing boys to the study of rhetoric before the foundation has been laid. He states that the 

grammarians ... do not deem it sufficient to have taken what has been left 
them... but encroach even upon.. . suasory speeches. Hence.. . it has happeneci, 
that what was the first business of the one art h a  become the last of the other, 
and that boys of an age to be employed in higher departments of study remain 
sunit in the lower schooI, and practice rhetoric under the grammarian (89). 

As Quintilian's student progresses to the study of rhetonc, he proceeds "by degrees to 

higher efforts." This inciudes the typicaily literary way of weighing issues and understandmg 

matters through cornparhg things which F.R. Lavis describes as mapping out patterns of one 

concrete and another and Adrian J. Boekraad depicts as reasoning nom wholes to whole~.~l 

Quintilian refers for example to " meses, which are drawn from the cornparison of things, as 

'1 Zn The Personal Conquest of Truth, Adcian J. Boekraad describes Newman's sense 
of the deeply personal way tnith is grasped in the concrete. He remarks on the increasing 
rejection of tradition in Newman's period, the depersonatizing of thought, the neglect of the 
"more subtle activities of the mind" e4) as in reasining €rom kholes to-wholes. HG notes that 
personally mastering truth requires labour, effort and &ne and is grown into; he refers to the 
incommunicableness and uniqueness of the person whose humanity lies in freely possessing 



whether a country or city Iife is more desirable, and whether the merit of a lawyer or a soldier 

is the greater" (1 03). 

Similarly, Newman states dut in the exam for the classical exhibition, through a 

"painstaking and accurate manipulation of. ..ordinary materialsu (Gazette, 96) the student might 

be asked to compare Horace and Virgil on the same subject, such as country houses, or to 

examine similes ieamed fiom Homer by Virgil. As before, students may be asked to explain 

the mythology, history, and philosophy c o ~ e c t e d  to certain passages as one branch of l d n g  

sheds light on another. Newman states that the questions are to elicit the student's taste or 

literary judgment and his power of criticism. 

Newman's sample of a poorly written English composition as one way of explainhg 

expectations for the eutrance exam also follows a traditionai humanist method of instruction. 

Nor is it without advantage, indeed, that inelegant and Fdulty speeches-yet 
such as many, from depravity of taste, would admire-should be read before 
boys, and that it should be known how many expressions in them are 
inappropriate, obscure, timid, or, mean, affected or effeminate" (108). 

The original composition entitled 'Fortune Favours the Bravew follows the traditional 

huxnanist method of a pupil in the later stages of the first subject of the nivizun in which, afkr 

"reworking the ideas of other men,' he uses 'his own ideas in the amplification of weighty 

aphorisms (sententh) and in the development of rnaxims (&due)" (xv). The training in 

thought in these compositions is similar to that used in the dedamations in the more advanced 

stages of rhetoric. In the fictitious court case (contraversia) or the imaginary political or 

deliberative problem (suamria), the persuasive arrangement follows the pattern of the organon 
describeci by Newman in the Grammar in which converging probabilities are made personally 

persuasive. 

In original composition, whether Latin or English, Newman emphasizes the comection 

between thought and word, the two-fold logos in the broad field of Literature which contrasts 

with the scientific use of language to cepresent things. In the character of Mr. Black, Newman 

offers this advice to students: "The d e  is, first think, and then write: don't wnte when you 

have nothiag to say; or, if you do, you will make a mess of it." He suggests that if the student 

is not trained to use words as the shadow of his thought, then as an aduit called upon ta make a 

speech or write a Ietter for the papers, "he will look out for flowers, full-blown flowers, fig- 

ures, smart expressions, trite quotatioas, backneyed beginnings and endings, pompous circum- 

locutions ... but the meaning, the essence, the solid sense, the fondation, you may hunt the 

slipper long enough before you catch it" ("Elementary Studies," - Idea, 270-1). Quintilian, while 

not ceferring directly to this issue, quotes Horace's view from the Ars poetica on the connec- 



tion between eloquence and tndh: "'verbaque provisam, rem non invita sequentur' (And 

words, not unwilling, will follow provided matter)." 

The use of words by the student, shaping word to thought, was the essential idea of -- 

rhetorical training. In 'Old Mr. Black's confession of his search after a Latin style,' Newman 

recouots how his own snidy of Latin was a labour of years that "came to nothing" until he real- 

ized that it did not consist in memorizing Ciceronian language without knowing why it was 

good or in collecting good phrases, but in an aoalysis of the structure peculiar to the language, 

to the "idea of Latinity' as diffkrent fiom English, as well as  to a sense of language used by an 

individual to express his own thought Mastery of the Latin language involveci an awareness of 

patîerns in structure and idiomatic expression as the way word expresses thought in another 

tongue. From this central starting point or idea he was then able to make Cicero's writbgs "the 

materials of an inductionn and fonn "a science of Latinity.-with ib principles and pecu- 

liarities, thei r conneaion and their consequencu. " He states that ' [rlules and remarks.. . in 

worlrs on composition, had not led me to master the id-" explainhg that his new undentand- 

ing of Latin structures and their use came from the example of modem lectures in Latin 

delivered by the Oxford Professor of Poetry to express his own thought in his own style for a 

particular audience, thus involving 'a new development and application" of the powers of the 

language." 

The entrance exams in Latin and English composition test the personal connection 

between thought and word. Newman states that the exhibition exams in Latin and in English 

composition test how the student has thought over what he has read; it is not a question of 

memory, or quickness of apprehensioa, but of thoughthilly disposing of a few questions in 

which one branch of learning throws light on awther (Gazette. Aug. 17, 1854, 96). It is upe- 

cially in composition that truth converges from various quarters in a Lind of magnetic field. 

Newman's description of the expectations in composition resembles the criterion for the Oriel 

Fellowship exam which he tried in 1822. writing a composition on "Khow ThyselF. Dwight 

Ciiller cites Mark Pattison's description of this exarn as posing the perennial problems of 

'3 "Elementary Studies," - Idea, 276-7). In 1822 as preparation for his Oriel exam, 
Newman r a d  these lectures by Edward Copleston in the Quarterly Review, 1811. cf .  Ker, 
Idea 645. 
-7 



mords and logic in such a way that "a candidate, who had thought more than he had r d ,  was 

inevitably impelled to pour out his very self upon it. " 74 

Newman's preamble to the grammar exam in Gr& follows the hurnanist tradition in 
the importance given to the exact use of language. Newman refers to the misty, inexact use of 

language in public meetings where speakers declaim about "large and enlightened views' or 

about 'freedom of conscience'; or about 'the Gospel,' or any other popular subject of the day" 

(Idea, - 248). In a mernorable passage in Sesame and Lilies, R u s h  also refers to words used 

witbout definite meaniug and without a sense of their Latin and Greek roots. He refis to 

masked words droning and skuiking about us in Europe just now,-(îhere never 
were so many, owing to the spread of a shallow, blotching, blundering, 
infeaious 'information," or rather deformation, everywhere, and to the teach- 
ing of catechisrns and phrases at school instead of human meanings). 

Ruskin continues, stating that these chameleoa words "which nobody understands, but 

which everybody uses" are more deadly than poisonen. "Whatever h c y  or favourite instinct a 

man most cherishes, he gives to his favorite masked word to take care of for him. The word at 

Iast cornes to have an infinite power over hiq-you cannot get at him but by its ministry" (66). 

In the tradition of Plato, Isocrates, and Quintilian, Newman also values for its forma- 

tive value the training in deductive thought thrwgh a study of geometry. Isocrates praises the 

study of mathematics as an abstract and difficult study that exercises and sharpens the mind, 

habituating it to sustained w~rk.'~. Quùitilian cefèrs to the commonly accepteci respect for 

geometry in the early years of education as people 'allow that the thinLing powers are excited, 

and the intellect sharpened by it, and that a quickness of perception is thence producedw (77). 

Newman remarks in the Gazette (May 3, 1855) that nations of intellectmi excellence gave a 

conspicuous place to geometry in their course of study (430). He commends mathematics for 

disciplining the mind through developing the judgment and reasoning powers (Gazette, 102); 

he speaks of the "exercise in logical precision.. .to understand and enunciate the prwf of any of 

the more difficult propositions of Euclid" (Idea, - 378). He describes geometry as encouraging 

thought and the habit of comecting principles to Eacts; the mind is cornpelled to understand in 

order to arrive at the hct  discloseci. He States that in geometry we are throwu more on our 

'4 Culler, Imperia1 Intellect, 26, 34. 

75 Marrou, 127. 
In Discourse vi, Newrnan cemarks that the development of moral habits is a condition 

of a boy's acquisition of knowledge: "the moral habits, which are a boy's praise, encourage 
and assist this result; that is, diligence, assiduity, regularity, despatch, persevering application; 
for these are the direct conditions of acquisition, and naturally lead to it" (97). 



own resources and our ingenuity is more taxed because we proceed less by fixed ruies 

(Gazetîe, 431). It is because the purpose of geometry is to make the individual an acute thinker 
that geometry should be studied before algebra which he describes as a labour saving instru- -- - 

ment which can work out geometric conclusions, operating by nile like a machine or long divi- 

sion (431). He notes that Cambridge had temporarily replaceci the method of geometry with 

modem mathematics and algebra but had decided to retum to geometry (431). 

Quintilian, like Newman in his obsemtions on Mr. Brown's rambling composition, 

also observes the comection between reasoning in geometry and eloquence in composition. He 

asks: "Order, in the first place, is necessary in geometry, and is it not also necessary in el* 

quence? Geometry proves what follows from what precedes, what is unknown from what is 

known, and do we not draw similar conclusions in speaking?' ('78). The comection between 

the science of logic and deductive reasoaiag in geometry is also made. Quintilian States: 'you 

may fhd more persons to say that geometry is allied to logic than tbat it is allied to rhetonc.' 

Although orators occasionally prove their points logically, in syllogism or enthymeme, geom- 
etry and oratocy are connecteci in that both involve proof: "of dl proofs, the strongest are what 

are cdled geometrical demonstrations-and what does oratory make its object more 

indisputably than prwf?" ('78). Similarly, in the annuai report submitted for the year 1856- 

1857, Dr. Duone, Professor of Logic at the University, cornplains of the lack of logicai train- 

ing in the students, suggesting that the study of Euclid's geometxy concurrently with 

metaphysics would keep their minds in Even in his own preparation for the Oriel fel- 

iowship exam (1 822)- aithough Latin composition was the principal thing and "a metaphysical 

tum ..-a great advanmge," Newman made the study of mathematics "his principal subject' 

because of the general strength it imparts to the miad? 

The importance of theona, of ideas and principtes is e d e n t  in Newman's explanation 

to candidates for a scholarship (exhibition) in mathematics who are expected to demonstrate 

that they have mastececi not ody the ruies and operations of algebra or arithmetic but also the 

principles of the rules (Gazette, Aug. 17, 1854, 101-2). In general, the value attributed to the 

study of mathematics in the humanist tradition is a masure of its distinctness from empirical 

educational theory. In the Grarnmar, Newman distinguishes between knowledge obtained 

directly by sense, and knowledge obtained indirectly by reasoning from previous knowledge. 

He refers to the sciences of geometry, algebra, and logic as records "of the system of objective 

76 My Campaign in ireland, 195. 

* Autobiographical Writings, 59-6 1. 



truth" and as  rnakhg available rules for interpreting its phenornena (21 1). Newman sees geom- 

etry as developing individual judgment through reâ~oning logically from p~c ip les  known 

through a cornmon hentage. By contrast, Rousseau holds up as an ideal Robinson Cnwe and 

the noble savage who meet the material challenges in the contingencies of the day. Emile's 

occupation is to be a skilled cabinet worker whose mind is amined to matter. Newman's gradu- 

ate is to be a gentleman of philosophic habit whose discerning judgment distinguishes the con- 

fusion of methods and principles in the issues of his period. 

The value accorded to memory also disthguishes the humanist tradition from empirical 

educational practice and the monopoly of the inductive method. Quintilian s8tes that in the 

early stages of education mernory "is almost the oniy fanity that can be improved by the aid of 

teachers" (1 8). In the later stages, during the study of rhetonc pupils "will accustom them- 

selves to the b a t  compositions, and they will always have in their mernories somethùig which 

they may imitate, and will, even without king aware, reproduce that fashion of style which 

they have deeply impressed upon îheir minds" (1 14). Newman observes that in the earlier 

years of education, before a student can exercise reason on Lnowledge and because the memory 

"is one of the first developed of the mental tàcuities," leamhg involves an active storing up of 

things in the memory, imbibing information of every Lind but in a way that is relatively 

extemal (Idea, - 96). in the Grammr, Newman cefers to a child mernorizhg a passage from - The 

Merchant of Venice although yet incapaôle of understanding its meaning. In the Preface to the 

Idea, Newman also recommends meaical composition for the student reading poetry in these - 
preparatory years "in order to stimulate his powers into action in every practicable way, and to 

prevent a merely passive reception of images and ideas which in that case are 1iLely to pass out 

of the mind as soon as they have entered it" (xlv). 

Newman's sample entrance exams test the student's acquisition of facts, especially in 

areas like history. The entrance exam in ancient history is largely fhctual in an effort to ensure 

not only that the philosophic habit of inind has something to build on, but aiso to obviate the 

mistration expressed by the Professor of Ancient History in the annual report of 1856-7 in 

78 In reference to the difficulty of reading Shakespeare, Newman also raises the issue 
of the education of the masses. Matthew Arnold remarks on the paucity of vocabulary in the 
school children in his inspectorate. In his report for 1874, he notes that in a school of seventy 
children, not one hiew the meaning of the word ' feeblen (155). In his report for 1878, he 
praises the formative power of memorïzing poetcy as "acting by itself and in a way managed by 
nature, not through the instrumentality of that somewhat terrible character, the scientific 
educator." But he cautions that recitation is futile unless "the meaning of what is recited is 
thoroughly learnt and known" (1 87). 



which he states that his students were unaware of "such elementary mths as that Jerusalem is 

not in A n i ~ a . " ~ ~  The seven years of plenty, as Newman characterizes the earlier years of 

education when the memory is retentive (Idea, - 96), are tested in questions involving the dating - 

of a list of events, or aamllig and dahg the principal colonies of Greece in Southern ItaIy and 

Sicily, drawing a map of Rome, defining tem like imperntor and consul. 

The importance to the student of memory is also indicated in an article Newman wrote 

for the Gazette entitled "On Artificial Memory" (Jan. 11, 1855, Feb. 1, 1855). Here he 

remarks that different minds retain différent things, some having a capacity for poetry and 

others for facD "corresponding to reaiity" (324). He refers to difirent techniques for remem- 

b e ~ g :  Cicero's use of concrete objects, such as an anchor, and places, such as rooms in a 

house, to cemember ideas; and a recent technique which Newman suggests may involve an 

intellectual jugglïng of truths at the expense of the imagination (267-8). James J. Murphy 

observes that memory, as one of the five parts of rhetoric along with invention, arrangement, 

elocution, and delivery, included both naturai and artificial means of r e ~ a l l . ~  

3 
The value of memory and the personal retention of knowledge in the literary humanist 

tradition contmst/ with " scientific, " empirical educational theory which recognizes ody the 

method of observation and experiment. The diminishing importance accorded to memory is 

apparent in The Advancement of Learning;. Bacon stated that the collective accumulations of 

scientific observations of nature were to be tabled in writing. Macaulay whose own memory 

was prodigious, points out that Bacon set littie value on the "powers of the memory" because 

'without the help of writing," we "cm do littie towards the advancement of any usehil science" 

(419-20). He suggests that Plato accorded l a s  value to writing because without it "[mlen 
would have been compelled to exercise the understanding and the memory, and, by deep and 

assiduous meditation, to make truth thoroughly their own" (419). Matthew Arnold's comments 

as poet and schwl inspecter contrast the empirical method with the old literary method con- 

sidered valuable particularly in the early years of education. He states in his report of 1878: 

"Leaming by ha r t  is often called, disparagingly, leaming by rote, and is m t e d  as an old- 

fashioned, unintelligent exercise, and a waste of timew (186). He states in the same report that 

the scientific teachers of pedagogy recommend the disuse of r rule-teaching' " in favour of 

teaching things "'in the concrete instead of in the absaact,'" following Pestalozzi's ideas of the 

"'natural process of mental evolution'" (189). Arnold comments that the "worst of such doc- 

80 Preface to Early Education of the Citizen-Orator, 8. 



trines is that everything depends upon the practical application given to hem, and it seems so 

easy to give a practical application which is erroneous" (189). He gives as an example a 

teacher holding up an apple in a gallery to a group of litfie-children for their personal oberva- 

tion, saying: "An apple has a stalk, peel, pulp. core, pips, and juice; it is odorous and op-, 

and is used for making a pleasant drink called cider" (189).81 

Arnold's own formation in the humanist tradition of nineteenth-century English Public 

Schools Iïke Rugby was based on a concept of human nature which considered happuiess and 

dignity to reside in what in Culture and Anarchy he calls "sweemess and light." This ideal was 

based on the two-fold Logos. on the transmission of the best of what has been thought and said. 

The Mew of an intelligible universe accessible to mankind, as well as the retention of methods 

long associated with the Greek paideia, stand in connast to the philosophical matenaiism of 

the Baconian school and its recognition of a single method based on observation and experi- 

ment. 

The empincal orientation towards the visual and extemal contrasa with the humanist 

oral orientation towards retaining the perennial. In The Advancement of Learning, Bacon 

points out that science advances in tirne: usefiil knowledge, such as sailing and printing where 

"many wits and industries have contributed in one," has been r ehed  over tirne. On the other 

hand, knowledge where the "wit of some one" is involved, such as that of Anstotle, if 

"exempted from liberty of examination," will not "ascend higher than the level of the first 

springhead from whence it descende&" (30). Arnold, for his part, defends the old rhetorical 

method as a "lesson of which the subject maüer is not ta(Red abo~r,  as in too many of our 

elementary schwls7 but learnr ("General Report for 1861," 88)." He praises the recitation of 

Sirnilarly, in Dicken's Hard Times, Bitzer's definition of a horse in the Gradgrind 
schw1 of "hcts" is based on leaming through extemal observation. Bitzer States that a horse is 
a "Quadmped. Graminivorous. Forty teeth, namely hwenty-four grinders, four eye-teeth, and 
twelve incisive. Sheds coat in the spring; in marshy countries, sheds hoofs, too ..." (3). 

82 The unsuitablity of the method of observation and experiment to other areas is sug- 
gested by many commentators. In "Newman and Science,' Harrold M. Petitpas remarks that 
literature and religion suffer most from the application of scientific method (503). 

Because "a personal, real, Iiterary, human" approach is suited to theology and to 
hunanistic sciences," in "Educational Method: Educating for Real Life" H. Francis Davis 
notes the importance in the teaching of religion of the illative sense, i.e., the persona1 exercise 
of judgment that spontaneously grasps an onginating idea by riewing it from various sides 
(110-1 1). Charles Dessain suggests that in the teaching of religion there is some wisdom in 
simply allowing the illative sense of the student to work on the concrete in the Scnpture, the 
lives of the saints, and in Church history rather than engaging in logical argumentation ("Car- 
dinal Newman and the Theory and Practice of ffiowledge. The Purpose of the Grammar of 
Assent, 14). 



poetry as having a "formative power," enlarging pupils* vocabulary. In the humanist tradition 

of the two-fold logos, he adds that "with their vocabulary their circles of ideas" is also 
in~reaseci-(1%8).~~ For Newman, knowledge pers~naIly retained by an active memory in the 

earlier "years of plenty" was later truly made one's own in ideas reached through the exercise 

of reason on it- 

Training in a rhetoricai mode of thought which continued into the nineteenth century 

through the teaching methods of the classiu was being eroded. Newman hcludes an extract in 

the Gazette of an article from the University of Turin which suggests a movement in education 

away nom language, literature, and religion dong with the methods associated with them. The 

article complains of the abandonment of Greek and Latin for a more popular and commercial 

education, creating "an inhnity of methods of instnictio~" one more difficult and dangerous 

than the other, each person king at liberty to teach "what he pleases and as he pleases," 

providing neither Latin nor religion enter into it (262). Similady, an article on "Public Insmic- 

tion in Belgium" provokes comment on the proliferation of subjects on the continent, on 

abridgments and manuals that pretend to teach everything replacing a profound knowledge of a 

few great works which are the sources of literature and science. Because of the attention paid 

to form rather than matter, a glossary is needed to understand public debate on education in 

Belgium." The suggestion is made that at least ideas borsowed from the old traditional educa- 

tion which produced the mighty scholars of the sixteenth and seventeenth centunes might be 
"engrafted on the Iess fruitfhl tree which now occupies its soil" (340). 

üniike the inductive method of the experimental sciences which abstracts from particu- 

lm, the rhetorical method sought what Newman called the r d ,  i.e., a knowledge of the con- 

crete or particular, the full circumstances of an historical event clustered around an idea, for 

83 David WhaIen comments in The Consolation of Rhetoric that in the rhetorical tradi- 
tion "imitation was regarded as the earliest and most natural way to leam" but that "[elduca- 
tional mimesis was not meant to inculcate a slavish copyhg of the master, but to trigger the 
assimilative powers of the soul, to initiate, as Augustine notes, a cumuiative comprehension of 
mamers and matters" (61). James J. Murphy obsenation that Augustine's view of Ianguage as 
evocative, conveying only a small measure of a speaker's thought, excludes in education the 
possibility of the passive transfer of bowledge. Rhetoric in the Middle Ages (288-9). In the 
Idea, Newman complains of the pasvive niode in education in which there is nothing individ- - 
ual: " What the steam engine does with matter, the printing press is to do with mind" (1 08). 

In his reflections on ~ewman's Idea of a Universitv. James M. Cameron refers to 
our contemporary "debaseci rhetoric that goes with much 'talk about education" (33). He 
describes this discourse as "para-sense" or a seeming sense, as a solemn pantomine, and an 
acceptance of unreality. His examples of "parasense" illustrate the loss of comection between 
word and thought in the "two-fold logos" (On the Idea of a University, 33-34, 48-52). 



example, or the ideas of a writer emerging thmugh an exact reading and connection of part 

with part- HansGeorg Gadamer contrasts this rhetorical tradition as a way of knowing me par- 

ticular or concrete with the method of the social sciences and expenmental science which cor- 

roborates "a regularity from which predictions can in hini be made."8s The rhetorïcal mode 

seeks to make words reai, as  David Whalen suggests in "John Henry Newman: the Rhetoric of 

the ReaLns6 Edward Sillem is also describig this rhetorical mode of thought in his description 

of Newman's goal of "effixting the closest possible union between the self and the real thhgs 

he knows" (1 1). The characteristics of the rhetorical mode of co~ect ing ideas to their develop 

ment are expressecl in the dictum "a little, but well" ("Elementary Studies," Idea, 251). in 

Newman's advice to professon to narrow their field of inquiry, and to students to made good 

their ground as they pr~ceed.~~ 

In addition to the traditional humanist subjects of Gr& and Latin, the liberal educa- 

tion of students at the Catholic University of Dublin included science, modem language and lit- 

erature, and religious howledge. In an article in the Gazette (Dec. 14, 1854). Newman 

anticipates for the first year students what they might expect by the end of their second year. 

He indicates tbat the examinations will include literary, scientific, and religious studies. While 

it is impossible to study al1 branches of howledge, Newman ensures that a liberal education 

will include a few from différent areas of learning studied carefully according to their different 

methods. At the end of the second year, students were to be examined in Religious Knowledge 

and in a book hom three of the following: a Greek text, a Latin text, one science, and one 

modern language and literature. The word "science" does not refér to a subject-maüer but to 

methodical reasoning from the perspective of principles or ideas. "Science" corresponds to 

"philosophy" in the title of the School of Philosophy and Letters and contrasts to rhetorical 

85 Truth and Methocl. 6. 

86 h "John Henry Newman: the Rhetoric of the Real," David Whalen suggests that in 
religious understandimg it is through l a s  talk or less explaaation that the individual is able to 
"make something one's own, inwardly, and to bring the object of thought into a state of 
apprehension immediate and imaginatively saiking" (228). In Religion and Imagination, John 
Coulson remarks that to explain or to state plainly is a modem need. He refers by contrast to 
the simultaneous meaning of words and metaphors in literature and religion which convey dl 
their separate meanings at once, enlarging Our sense of reaiity and r e o r d e ~ g  it. He suggests 
that literature does not break with the past even when society daims to have doue so; it con- 
serves what philosophers and rheologians have lost the art to ver@. 

In his introduction to Quintilim's Eariy Education of the Citizen-Orator, James J. 
Murphy states that Newman's principle of "a little, but welln is in the tradition of rhetorical 
education transmitted through Quintilian (xxv) . 



reasoning in letters which involves arrangement around rather than from a centre. The selec- 

tion in the sciences includes eight categories: Philosophy, Criticism, History, Geography, 

Chronology, Mathematics, Logic, and Modern Science. Because these subject areas are studied 

as the matter of sciences in a Iiberaf education, the sarnples of books that might be studied 

include works related to the idea of the subject itseIf or to principles within it; this is in keep 

ing with Newman's dennition of a liberal education as involving the understanding of princi- 

ples in order to cultivate a philosophic habit of mind that characteristically pushes things up to 

first principles and is usenil in al1 professions. The tex& in Modem Science include Whewell's 

History of the Inductive Sciences and bis Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences, books intended 

to provide an understanding of method, To encourage an understanding of principles, the tex6 

for Mathematics include Doctrine of Cwes; the category of Logic includes Murray's Com- 

pendium of Logic; Geography indudes Adam's Surnmary of Geography and History; History 

includes Bossuet's Universal History and Schiegel's Philosophy of History; Criticism includes 

Horace's Art of Poetry, Cicero's de Oratore or Orator, and Burke on the Sublime and the 

Beautifid; Philosophy includes Fénelon On the Existence of God and the Bridgewater Treatises 
which deai with scientific evidence of religion. Because some of the books were in Latin or 

Greek, the same text could be presented as the matter for science and as a Latin or Greek book 

and for science. The broad range of material within the Mnous categories also aïlowed for dif- 

ferences in interests and talents among the stuclents who were al1 to follow this program for 

two years before specializing, entering other facuties, or beginning their careers. Several dif- 

férent combinations are suggested and the observation is made "that the list can be adapted to 

the classical student, the ecclesiastic, or those who are intended for engineering, for business, 

etc.. "88 

The importance Newman accorded to physical science is evident in his attempts to 

estabfish it as a separate Faculty, aithough this met with Iittle s u c c e ~ s . ~ ~  in the Report of 1856- 

88 -9 Gazette 227. Quintilian observes regarding different talents that it "is generaliy, and 
not without reason, regardeci as an excellent quality in a master to observe accurately the dif- 
ferences of ability in those whom he bas undertaken to instnict, and to ascertain in what direc- 
tion the nature of each particularly inclines him." He continues: "It has also been thought 
advaatageous by most teachers to instnict each pupil in such a manner as to foster by Iearning 
the good qualities inherited from nature" (116). 

89 Fergal McGrath points out that in "Oxford, the commissioner of 1850 had just given 
a definite status to scientific studies by the setting up of a School of Mathematics and Physical 
Sciences. Prior to that refom, the study of the naturd sciences had been little better thaa an 
elegant pastirne" (330). 



57 in My Campaign in Ireland, the Dean of the FacuIty of Science reported that he had con- 

sulted universities in France, Belgium, and Austria in order to set up a program. The Report 

for 1857-58 drawn up by the Professors of science urged the immediate establishment of 

Chairs of Botany and Zoology, of Geology and Mmeralogy, and the fiaing up of a scientific 

laboratory. The Atlantis was established in 1857 as a university journal to advertise the 

University and pubIicalIy establish it, to encourage scientific labours and to forrn the Edcufty, 

making i a  members work t ~ g e t h e r . ~ ~  In March, 1 858, Newman refers to the Atlantis as giving 

scope to Professors of science who as yet had no classes. An attempt to establish a Faculty of 

Civil Engineering also met with little success. However, Newman did establish an observattory 

and the Medical School prospered. In the Report of 1856-57, Newman indicates that there were 

forty-three students in the Medical School for which he had acquired facilities, a five thousand 

volume library fiom Munich, and a chemistry laboratory9' 

The modern languages aad literatures at the University included French, Italian, 

Spanish, and English. In "Newman and Literature," Jeremiah J. Hogan remarh that when 

Newman established a Chair of English at the Catholic University of Ireland, there were no 

others except at King's College, London, and in Scotiand. Hogan states that Thomas Arnold, 

whom Newman hired as Professor of English, wrote a History of English Literature which was 

a mode1 for al1 subsequent manuals (177). Newman's criterion for the selection of texts for the 

English Literature course was in the humanist tradition in which language was of primary 

importance. Authors were selected who shapod the Eaglish language including Milton, 

Addison, and Gibbon. In "English Catholic Literature,' published in the Gazette in August and 

September, 1854, Newman describes how the style of the literature of England, of 

Shakespeare, the Frayer Book, SwiQ Pope, Gibbon, and Johnson has become part of the 

m l i a r  idiom of English; it "has seized upon the public mind.. .and. ..is a living voice.. . wbich 

daily thrills upon our ears and syllables Our though @...and dictates when we put pen to paper" 

The title of this journal echoes Bacon's New Adantis. It was intended in part as  a 
forum for the exchange of scientific information linking the University with other leamed 
bodies. In confirmation of Newman's views on the difference between the scientific and the 
literary use of language, the relative brevity of the scientific articles led to supplementing the 
periodical with literary contributions. 

Wilfred Ward describes the purpose of the Atlantis (Life, - vol. 1, 429-30). 

91 c.f., Fergal McGrath, 368-73. in "Newman and His Medical School," William 
Doolin describes the evolving state of medical studies in the period, the acquisition of the 
Cecilia Strezt property that became the medical school of the Catholic University of Ireland, 
and the success of the School. In "Newman and Science," T.S. Wheeler reférs to Newman's 
attempt to develop applied science at the University as well as liberal studies (192). 



(234). In the Gtammar, Newman gives some suggestion of how Engiish Iiterature should be 
taught. He refers to the "question whether it is any advanrage to read Shakespeare except with 

the care and pains which a classic demands, and whether he is in Fact read at al1 by those 

whom such critical exactness offénds' (219). On the other hand, as Anthony Kearney 

illustrates in "T.H. Huxley and the Oxford English School," when English was established as a 

subject in the subsequent decades at Oxford, cornplaints were made by people such as T.H. 
Huxley that it was studied from the narrow perspective of philology rather than as literature. 

In religious knowledge, by the end of their second year students were expected to have 

an exact bowledge of a larger Catechisrn and the four Gospels, with a general knowledge of 

ancient history, chronology, geography, and principles of composition. Here too the need to 

approach a subject from various quarters is apparent. In Biblical knowledge, they might know 

"some general facts about the canon of Holy Scriptme, its history.. .the languages of Scripture, 

the contents of its separate boo ls...' ('Elementary Stuclies," - Idea, 282). In Church history, 

they might lmow "its great eras ... the list of its Fathers. ..what language St. Ephraim wrote 

in.. .[w ]ho were the Nestorians.. . who the Albigenses.. .sornething about the Benedictines, 

Dominicans.--" (282). His definition of Trufh in the - Idea as "ficts and their relations" (33), 

and the rwt meaning of "intelligent" as 'inter between, within + legere to bring together, 

choose, rad ,  etc." express the purpose of the courses in Religious Knowledge, as well as in 

other courses. Newman's practicality is evident in his insistence that students wnte an exam in 

this subject, stating that if Religious Knowledge "is to have a real place in their course of 
study, it must enter into the examinations in which that course results; for nothing will be 

found to impress and occupy their min& but such matters as they have to present to their 

Examiners" (" Elementary Studies, " 280). 

Because personal fait& in God and religious formation belong to the separate province 

of the Church, as Newman strongly maintaineci in the "Tamworth Reading Roorn, " the role of 

the University in this area of liberal education is simply to provide general religious knowl- 
edge. Newman seeks to provide lay students with an intelligent, connecteci outhe of their reIi- 

gion, a general, Factual overview which implicit religious belief itself does not necessarily 

e n t ~ t i l . ~ ~  Newman describes the religion courses as "Christian knowledge in what may be cdled 

92 in the Grammar of Assent, Newman undertaka to show that we cm believe what we 
cannot explain. 

In "The Mission of St. Benedict," Newman reférs to the three phases of Christian 
education. in the first "poetic" phase, repeserited by the Benedictines, religious belief does not 
involve cornparisons which were the foudation of the second "philosophic" phase represented 
by the Dorninicans. The religious education that Newman seeks to provide beIongs to this sec- 
ond phase but as a theololgy for the laity. The third phase of Christian education, represented 
by St. Ignatius Loyola, indicates the 'apostolic" life Newman hoped the educated laity would 



its se!cular aspect, as it is practically useful in the intemurse of life and in general conversa- 

tion" ("Elementary Studies," - Idea, 283). In "Newman and the Laity,' Paul Chamse refers to 

Newman's controversiai article in the Rambler (My, 1859) where he maintainai the vital 

importance to the Church of the laity, both educated and uneducated." Newman stated that the 

educated laity, engaged in worldly afhirs and intellectually disciplined, shouid also have a 

clear conviction of revealed doctrine. The educated laity were not to be reduced to implicit 

faith, nor was indifference to religion to be encouraged either by deaiing with subjeets 

rernoved fiom their "real" belief or by imposing doctrines without indicating their rwts in the 

tenets of Christianity (5664). 94 

ln My Campaigu in Ireland, Newman begins by describing the purpose of the Catholic 

University of Ireland as not only providmg a professional and liberal education to various 

classes of the community but also as providing students with philosophical defences of 

Catholicity and Revelation, of influeacing the generai education of Ireland and of giving a 

Catholic tone to society. The purpose of the courses in Religious Knowledge is also suggested 

elsewhere. In "Newman's Catechesis in a Pluralistic Age,' Günter Biemer states that Newman 

learned from his study of the E d y  Church that catechisms enabled Christians through an 

understanding of God's economy to "identify elements of truth in other philosophical and reli- 

gious systems within a pluralistic society" (111) or wayward trends within their own. The 

catechesis in the Early Church was a "qzuzZz~cation for the hale between orthodox and hereti- 

cd representatives" (11 1). That this faculty of discriminating the truth in religious positions 

was also Newman's view is evident in his "Lectures on the Present Position of Catholics in 

England addressed to the Brothers of the Oratory" (suminer, 1851). Here, as Biemer points 

lad.  Essays and Sketches, vol. 3. 
In Ecrits Autobiographiques, Newman refers to this desire to impove the intellectual 

position of Catholics (394, 396). This, tao, is part of his rationale for a general religious 
education which will put the students on a par with Protestants in their community. 

93 Wilfied Ward describes Newman's association with the Rambler (LI&, vol. 1, 476- 

" In The Life of John Henry Newman (vol. 1), Wilfred Ward describes Newman's 
view of the need for an educated laity which led to his support of The Rambler in the years 
immediately following his rectorship in Dublin. Newman wntes: "The great point is to open 
men's minds, to educate them and malre them logical. It does not matter what the'subject- 
matter is ... If you maice thern think in poiitics, you will make them think in religion" (505). 
Ward r e k n  to Newman's sense of the urgent need wbich was not perceived by the Bishops for 
"educating Christiaos and making them able to understand the bearhgs of their own theology 
and hold their faith intelligently in a secularist civilisationw (495). 



out, Newman s&tes that he expected the Iaity "to enter into their religion, ... to know their 

creed, ...to understand how faim and reason stand out to each ~ t h e r . " ~ ~  The need for both 

intellectual and religious clarity in the educated middle class is also expressed by Newman 

towards the end of the Apologia where he spe& of the bewilderment caused by the "enlarge- 

ment of the circle of secular howledge" in his age and of the need to meet the question of 

adjustiag "the respective claims of revelation and of n a d  science" (335). A long series of 

articles in the Gazette feaaired a description of the courses ofkred by the Jesuit College in 

Rome. Newman describes as superb their course in philosophy which not only informs students 

of current philosophies but examines their weaknesses. 

Günter Biemer observes the similarities between Newman's views on religious insmc- 

tion and catechesis in the early Church. From the Arians of the Fourth Cenhiry, he notes New- 

man's admiration for the continuous path or systematic method of religious instruction found in 

the Early Church, particularly in the Church of Alexandria. Here, Newman wrote of the 

catechumens receiving "elementary information" as "correct outlines" of the Christian message 

for a real "grounding in €aith" miemer, 110). The guideline of the Oral Apostolic Tradition 

found in the Creed was balanced with the Written Tradition in "reading Holy Scripture where 

the truths of Christianity are contained in a more unsysternatic but living shape" (120). 96 That 

this had also been Newman's own approach is confirmed in the Apologia where he describes 

making "a collection of Scnpture texts in proof of the doctrine "of the Holy Trinity and draw- 
ing up "a series of texts in support of each verse of the Athanasian Creed" before he was six- 

teen (128). 

Newman believed that the personal element in teaching wZj very important, particu- 

lady in indernonstrable matted7 In "Newman and Lonergan," Carla Mae Streeter speaks of 

the demise of culture without personal thought (182). In "The Personalist Epistemolgy of John 

95 Biemer, 1 12. 

96 Marrou provides an example ffom St. Chrysostom of the way fathers can lead their 
sons and mothers their daughters to intelligible connections in the stories of Scripture: after a 
child has retained the stories of Abel and Cain and Essau and Jacob, presented initially as the 
stories of two families, the parent would on another occasion ask for the recitation of the 
"story of the two brothers. " If the child began with Cain and Abel, the parent would ask for 
the story of the other two brothers without giving the names, but sketching a few importaut 
details of the story. The child would fil1 in the story and the parent wouid continue it (417). 

97 Bernard Lonergan, whose own method is indebted ta Newman, has emphasized the 
importance of the knower which is dropped in the scientific method. He diseuses this, for 
example, in "Self-affirmation of the Knower," in Chapter 1 1 of Iasight. 



Henry Newman," Mary Katherine Tillman remarks that secular reason is not of a personal 
nature and she speaks of the need for reason to return to its home in the hwian person., He 

concludes his rem& on "Generai Religious Knowledge" with the rrsemtion: "Whatever shi- 

dents read in the province of Religion, they read. and would read from the very nature of the 

case. under the supetintendence, and with the explanations, of those who are older and more 

experienced than themselves" Qdea, 285). h dl subjects. not only *in the teacher match an 

idea to the student's experience, but through a grasp of the principle of a discipline, the teacher 

can more readily teach to the student the relation of particular parts to the controlling idea. 

This instruction wilI not lack, like Buclciand's lecture at Oxford in 1819 on the fledgiing 

science of geology, a "consistent and luminous theory" connecting the enurnecation of f k ~ t s . ~ ~  

As Mary Katherine Tillman remarks in "The Tension Between Intellectual and Moral Educa- 

tion in the Thought of John Henry Newman." the notional is translatai into the r d  in both the 

moral and intelIectual orders through the personal influence of teachers and others who alIow 

us to see as they have seen. 

The role of the teacher in this personal way of learning belongs to a long rhetorical 

tradition. Marrou refers to the deep personal influence exercised by teachers in the schwls of 

Athens on small groups of students; indeed this personal influence was fundamental and there 

could be no real teaching without it." (129). David Whalen refers to the triad of "teacher, 

author. and conversation" to effect undentanding in the rhetorical traditiodo0 The similarity 

berneen Newman's view of the personal way an individual knows objective truth and the views 

of the Church Fathers is evident in parallels to St Augustine (354-430).lo1 Newman's state- 

ment in the Grammar tbat "there is no ultimate test of tnith besides the testimony bom tu tmth 

98 Autobiographical W r i ~ g s ,  54-5. 

Marrou States: "Isocrate a su. ..exercer sur ses disciples cette influence personnelle et 
profonde sans laquelle il n'est pas d'action pédagogique réelle" (129). 

The Consolation of Rhetoric, 78. 

lol At nineteen, Augustine was stirred by the reading of a now lost treatise of Cicero to 
pursue philosophy and the vita conienrplatia. Augustine was a teacher of rhetoric in Carthage, 
Rome, and Milan prior to his conversion. Three of his works, De d o c t r i ~  christim, De 
magistro, De catechurzndis rudiblcr deal with the nature of les-g. Like Newman, 
~u&astine's thought wàs persona1 rather than systernatic. Sillem remarks & The Philosophic 
Notebook that "Newman's love for the Fathers was the direct outcome of his conviction that a - - - - - - . - - - - - - -  - 

person embodies in his life and personal habits of thinking the tmth he holds in aci inward per- 
sonal vision of concrete things in a way no argument, process of reasoning or abstract system 
cm possibly do" (vol. 1, 95). 



by the mind iWlF (275) is in the vein of Augustine as well as Socrates and Aristoîie. Lie 

Socrates who through a train of questionhg led a youth to see that he already knew answers in 

mathematics, for Augustine too the funetion of the teacher is to help the pupil discover truth 

for himse1f.lm Attentiveness to the "magister interior or inward teacher, like Newman's illa- 

tive sense, enables the pupil, as James J. Murphy suggs t~ ,  to balance what he hem with his 

own interior truth.lm While truth is subjective, Augustine also illustrates the objective nature 

of this knowledge; the individual is led on by a teacher to recognize truths in mathematics and 

ethics which are accepted by al1 mincis alike. 

The personal element in learning has implications for the role of the teacher particu- 

lady in areas lüce religion. In Augustine's view, the role of the rhetor is as personai as that of 

the hearer who balances what he hears against his own interior tnith. In catechizhg, it is 

through the rhetor's sensitive use of signs that ûuth is evoked in the hearer. Just as Aristotle 

had defined rhetoric as "the facuity of observing in any given case the available meam of per- 

suasion," so Augustine's catechiw must find the signs that will reved the particular truth to 

the learner.1~ In catechizing, as in any rhetoncd subject, the rhetor must match didactic intent 

with leaming capacity (Murphy, 291). The personal nature of this relationship meam that there 

is "no possible rhetoricd technique or ski11 that c m  be Iearned (or taught) that will equip one 

human har t  to speak to another heart" (Murphy, 191). Only the theological virtue of love 

(caritas) can supply this connection. It is from Augustine that Newman drew his moüo as Car- 

dinal: cor ud cor loqWtur. Sillem states that because of the personal way in which truth is held 

for Newman, 

we l e m  to think deeply and seriousIy when we commune, cor ad cor, with a 
person we know and understand, who has thought deeply and senously dong 
the lines on which we are feeling our own way. Such a person makes an 
abstract argument vivid to us, and enables us to apprehend reaily what we 
might otherwise have apprehended ody notionally; he makes us refer a system 

"Meno" in Great Dialogues of Plato, 48-49. In his preface to this work, W.H.D. 
Rouse explains that "Socrates himself describecl his object as that of a midwik, to bring other 
men's thoughts to birth, to stimulate them to think and to cnticise themselves, not to instnict 
them" (lx). Edward Sillem finds a parallel between Newmau and Socrates in their ability to 
make people reexamine their accepted positions particularly in the light of experience (19). 

Aristotie in his Rhetoric states: "The tme and the approximately true are apprehended 
by the same faculty; it may also be noted that men have a sufficient natural instinct for what is 
true, and usually do arrive at the tmth. Hence the man who rnakes a good guess at auth is 
likely to make a good guess at probabilitiesn (22). 

IO3 James I. Murphy, Rhetoric in the Middle Ages, 288. 

*O4 Aristotle, Rhetoric, 24. 



of ideas to relations between Eacts and convert a notionai gaze into r d  vision 
(95)- 

Quintilian describes the relation between the teacher of rhetoric and his pupi1 as Iike 

that of a parent He refers to the personal impression made by teachers and their moral 

influence: 

Let him adopt, then, above al1 things, the feelings of a parent toward his 
pupils .... l e t  him neither have vices in himself, nor tolerate them in others. Let 
his austerity not be stem, nor his afibility too easy, Lest dislike arise from the 
one, or contempt from the other .... Although he may point out to tbem, in the 
course of reading, plenty of examples for their imitation, yet the living voice, 
as it is called, feeds the mind more autritiously-especiaIly the voice of the 
teacher, whom his pupils, if they are but rightly instructed, both love and 
reverence (92-3). 

Newman's views of the importance of personal instruction is evideat in his ideas on the 

role of the tutor at the University. Fernande Tardivel traces the dispute in the period about the 

role of the tutor from the q u m l  between Oxford and Ediiburgh in the Edinburgh Rcview 

(1 8 10). los In opposition to those who would abandon the collegial system, Dr. Copleston main- 

tained the importauce of college tuton. They monitored a student throughout his studies and 

assureci the habit of precision and methodicd progress which professional lectures could not 

provide. Guidance by erudite aitors led inexperienced students towards a depth of knowledge 

through emphasizing what was important, pointing out subtle allusions in texts, aod evaluating 

the accuracy or the bias in cntics. Copleston praised the method of the tutor as the most effica- 

cious way of commun.icating knowledge in literature, philosophy, and religion.'" 

Amidst some controversy, when Newman became Tutor at Oriel in 1826, he sought to 

fil1 this position in the spirit described by Copleston at the beginning of the previous decade.Io7 

Femande Tardivel cites the testimony particularly of Newman's students concemiog his 

method. Mark Pattison States that Newman was among those who excited students by teaching 
them to thinlr and reason from first principles (51); he recails Newman's rigour in verbal train- 

ing, remarking that in any exercise Newman's first concern was to ensure that a student 

understood what he meant to say and the meaning of the words he used. Tom Mozley recol- 

IO5 Tardivel, 33-4. Newman refers to this difference of opinion on colleges and tutoa 
in " Professors and Tutors, " Historical Sketches, vol. 3. 

lo6 In "Newman and Science," Harrold M. Petitpas remarks that literature and religion 
suffer most from the appIication of scientific method (503). 

Newman discusses the controversy in Autobiographical Writings, 86-107. c.f. also 
Tardivel, 29-7 1 ; Culler, Imperia1 Intellect, Chapter 3. 



lects Newman's comment that in compositions wbat an author judges to be his best work is 

often the worst; he also dis Newman's fnendship. F. Rogers, who became Lord Blachford, 

recails Newman's astuteness, bis lack of bias, the helpfulness of his simple remks, his atten- 

tiveness and generosity with his time. 

Newman's conviction about the value of the personal element in tutorial methods 

shaped his views on collegial tutors at the Catholic University of IreIand. As at Oxford, New- 

man understood the tutor as attending to both the moral and intelleaual well-king of students. 

He considered his role as tutor at Oxford to be pastoral.lo9 In the Gazette article later pub- 

Iished as "Professors and Tutors" in Historical Sketches, vol, 3, Newman contrats the system 

of colleges and college tutors with the impersonal professorial system.l1° The former 'was 

taken to mean a place of residence for the University student, who would there find himself 

under the guidance and instruction of Superiors and Tutors, bound to attend to his personal 

interests, moral and intellectual" (182). The tutor offered a steadying influence to the young 

student in the college house where they both lived. He also S U ~ ~ M &  his academic work. 

Newman describes the intellectual benefit of the tutor to the student 

his diligence will be steadily stimulated; he will be kept up to his aim: his pro- 
gress will be wertahed, and his week's work, iike a labourer's, measured. It 
is not easy for a young man to determine for himself whether he has mastered 
what he has been taughr a carefid catechetical training, and a jealous scmtiny 
into his power of expressing himself and of t-g his knowledge to account, 
will be necessary, if he is really to profit from the able Professors whom he is 
aîtending; and al1 this he wiII gain fkom the College Tutor (190). . 

Newman favoured even in lectures the active, persona1 stimulus of what he calleci the 

catechetical method, expecting students who had been prepared for the lectures by their tutor to 

answer questions, gaining an intellectuai poise in the process.lll Newman saributeci his own 

log Culler gives examples of the connecteci and large questions that Newman asked as a 
tutor. Imperia1 Intellect, 78. 

log Autobiographieal Wrïtings, 95. Femande Tardivel, 44. 

110 Culler contrasts with personai methods Bell's impersonal, utilitarian method of a 
student dispensing information to large numbers without necessarily understanding it ùirnself. 
Imperid Intellect, 225. 

"1 Quintilian wntes of this method used for comment on good and poor models of 
speeches: "Nor will the preceptor be under the obligation merely to teach these things, but fie- 
quentIy to ask questions upon thern, and try the judgment of his pupils. Thus carelessness will 
not corne upon them while they listen, nor will the instructions that shall be given fail to enter 
their ears. Thus, they will at the same time be conducted to the end which is sought in this 
exercise, namely that they thernselves may conceive and understand" (109). 



increased confidence at Oxford not ody to Dr. Whately but to the "catechetical lectures" on 

topics in religion in 1823-4 of the Regius Proféssor of P-, Dr. Charles Lloyd of Christ 

Church. In his Autobiographical Writings, Newman states that attending lectures helped 

bring "him out of the shyness and reserve which had at first perplexed his electors" as a FeC 

low at Oriel (69). With a class of eight students, the scholarly Lloyd "made the lecture 

catechetical. taking very little part in it hirnself, beyond asking questions, and requiring direct, 

ml,  and minutely accurate answers" (il). Newman describes Lloyd as taking a personal inter- 

est in his students and as having a lasting influence even though Newman felt "constrained and 

awkward" in his presence (71). The advantages of the catechetical. Socratic, or dialogistical 

method is also discusseû in an article by a Professor of Moral Theology reprinted in the 

Gazette in the issue of Feb. 22, 1855. 

In an article in the Gazette @ec. 6, 1859, as the university entered its second year of 

operation, Newman was delighted to wnte that the examination for the East India civil appoint- 

ments was based on the kind of liberal education so recently established at the Catholic 

University of Ireland. He states that the exams for East India appointments recognized the 

indirect effect of studies that disciplined the intellect for punuits apparently the most remote 

fiom them; the muid of one who has grasped the history of Thucydides will "become far more 

completely master of any professional study than one who ... has only been taught to run in the 

narrow groove of a particular line" or dong the "confineci idea of education expressed by the 

exploded Eâgeworth schoolw (488). The examination included combinations of Greek and 

Roman literature, Mathematics, English literature, French, Gennan and Italian literature, Sans- 

crit, Arabic, and Natural Science with marks weighted according to their importance, the 

greatest proportion king accorded to the classics. Newman also approved that no marks 

should be granteci if a candidate did not bave comptent knowledge of a subject. In tliis way, 

there could be no srnattering, sham, or pretence of hiowing which implied 'less loiowledge 

than no knowledge at alln (499). 

At the Catholic University of Ireland New- sought to provide for al1 students two 

years of liberal education which included languages and literature, science, and religion. He 

clearly distinguished between science and literature as two different ways of reasoning. Science 

involves methodical reasoning fiom principles and an impersonal view of the necessary or the 

universally tme. The study of a branch of knowledge as a science in a liberal education rneans 

a systematic examination of it fiom the perspective of its idea or its principles. Literature 

involves a personal mode of thought like Anstotle's reasoning by congruity or demonstration 

in orb or circle. This manner of reasoning, described by Newman in the G r a m  as the 

orgamn commonly used in indemonstrable matters, is the kind of reasoning developed through 



traditional hUllliUList pedagogy. In antiquity, an orator was traincd not only in clariq of denni- 

tion and in the exact use of words, but in the means of pemuadhg others of wbat he himself 

was persuadeci and according<o the same methoci. If the orator was persuadeci of the tnith of a 

matter through the convergence of tmth from various quartea. he convinced others of its tnrth 

through the same mode of reasoning. In tbat part of the cumculum which de& with language 
and literature? Newman's pedagogy foilows the long humanist tradition which trains the judg- 

ment through language in its full diapason; language is connected to thought through an 

accurate understanding of words and through a range of resonances cornecteci to the context in 

which the word Iives. Because religious formation was not a province of the University, the 

teaching of religious lcnowledge was intended to provide simply a connected view €rom various 

perspectives of the broad outlines of religion. The intellechial life of the student developed 

through the university was completed or steadied by the moral and religious life provided by 

the Church. In the h a 1  chapter, I shall consider Newman's views on the moral and religious 

formation of students. 



Cbapter 4 

Religious Formation 

Newman's demonstration of the man of culture's distinction between areas of tnith and 

methods suitexi to apprehending them is most sharply defined in the separation of religion fiom 

al1 other tr~th.~  Indeed, religious formation is so distinct that it is nurtured in a separate 

institution: religious and moral formation is not the province of the University but of the 

Church. In the final Discoune, Newman spedcs of the University as "acthg as the representa- 

tive of the inteilect, as the Church is the representative of the religious principle" (163). Moral 

and religious formation involve an inward, personai relation to God known through the con- 

science when it is understood as theocentrïc. This religious and moral axis orders and steadies 

the intellectmi life. At the beginning of his Preface to the - Idea, Newman clarifies both these 

distinct roles and the relation between the University and the Church. He explains that a 

University 

is a place of teaching universai knowledge .... Such is a University in its 
essence, and independently of its relation to the Church. But, pranically speak- 
ing, it cannot nilfil its object duiy, such as 1 have describecl it, without the 
Church's assistance; or, to use the theological term, the Church is necessary 
for its uitegriry. Not that its main characters ar: changed by this incorporation: 
it still has the office of intellectad education; but the Church steadies it in the 
performance of that office (xxxvii). 

When Newman cites this passage from the - Idea in "Proféssors and Tuton" in the Gazette, he 

makes clear that the duty of the Church is to ofkr religious and moral formation for the stu- 

dent, particularly through small residential colleges, just as the University exists for the salie of 

the students' intellectual development (Historical Sketches, vol. 3, 183). In this article, New- 

man defines the theological term, 'integrity,' in a way that is suggestive of grace: the 

"integrity" of anything is "a gift superaddeci to its nature, without which that nature is indeed 

complete, and cm act, and fulfil its end, but does not find itself ..in easy circumstaoces" (1 80). 

Newman's views on the distinct but related domains of the religious and intellectuaI 

life belong to the Christian humanîst tradition. In La Philosophie Religieuse de John Henry 

Newman, Maurice Nédoncelle describes the - Idea as a chart of Christian humanism in its dis- 

tinction between the areas of knowledge: between religious formation, the knowledge of 

In On the Idea of a University, James M. Cameron observes the distinction between 
moral formation and intellectual education: liberal education is a good thing, not as such con- 
ducive to the moral vimies but a part of the virtue of civility." Be states-that while prudent 
judgments cannot be made in a fog of ignorance, "knowing the limits of liberal education is 
itself a virtue of the liberally educated man just as he does not require of any particular subject 
of discourse a degree of precision that cannot belong to the subject" (17). 



manlind, and physid nature. On the one hand, this Christian hurnanism respects the 

autonomy of everything in its own sphere, as h a h g  its specific good or as C O M S ~ ~ ~  to the 

Absolute. On the other hand, ttrings are also defined in their relation to other things. The 

Church and State are unique in their own sphere but also related; the various branches of 

science are distinct in their principles and methods but are also comected. Secuiar knowledge 

involves a progressive, fkee exarnination through human effort; in the human domain, the 

development of personality involves individual collaboration. The fbnction of Christianity is to 

help nature without absorbing it ("le Christianisme doit aider la nature sans l'absorber,' 266). 

In Marrou's observations on the acceptance by Christianity of hellenistic humanism in 

the early stages of education, he suggests that the moral and religious plane of Christianity 

rquires first a human maturity. that the Early Church found ready-made in hellenistic 

humanism an admirable technique for perfectly developing an individual's humanity. This das- 

sical humanism which prepared the individual versatilely according to his talent or desire to be 

contempIative or active, philosopher or orator, was equally good as preparation for the super- 

naairal or added gifts of grace and faith (423). Certainly a view of the world as unified, 

intelligible and objective was common to both hellenistic humanism and Christianity. 

Newman's Christian humanist insistence not only on the distinction between religious 

formation and the cultivation of the intellect but on their unity had become an important issue 

to him as an arbiter of method in his &y. He resisted both their confision, as observed in the 

"Tamworth Reading Room," and the exclusion of theology fkom the University by the Queen's 

Colleges in Ireland, for example, and London University which were established on this princi- 

ple. The Catholic University of Ireland was founded on the principle of the unity of the reli- 

gious and intellectual life. Newman records in My Campai- in Ireland that the building of a 

University Church, which he had in mind "as early as, or earlier tban, any other work," sym- 

bolized among other thiogs "the great principle of the University, the indissoluble union of 

phiiosophy with religion" (290).2 In his fim Sunday sermon a b r  the opening of the 

University Church (May 1, Ascension Thursday, 1856), Newman rekrs to the unfortunate 
separation and r idry  of the xnind's intellectual and moral operations after the loss of super- 

natural grace in the fall. He states: "the object of the Holy See and the Catholic Church in set- 

ting up Universities . A s  to reunite things which were in the beginning joined together by God, 

and have been put asunder by man ..A want the same roof to contain both the intellectual and 

moral discipline," each to range with the utmost freedom. He maintained: 

cf. Fergal McGrath in Newman's University: idea and Reality, (402-3). 



1 want to destroy that diversity of centres, which puts everything into confu- 
sion by creating a contrariety of influences. 1 wish the same spots and the same 
individuals to be at once oracles of philosophy and shrines of devotion.. ..I 
want the intellecnial layman to be religious, and the devout ecclesiastic to be 
intei~ectual. 

Newman €requently maintains the need for both religious formation and intelleaual 

cultivation, for the Church and the University. From a practical perspective, the Roman 

Catholic Church in England. as well as many of the clergy with whom Newman was associated 

dwing his years in Dublin. suffered from a jack of the lrind of education afSorded by Oxford 

University from which tbey had been excluded for religious reasons. Similatly, Newman's dis- 

satisfkction with the religious views of John Keble, whom he loved and admired, was based on 

Keble's neglect of the role of the intellect. Newman states that although Keble's faith was 

beautifid, "it did not even profess to be logicalw (139). Keble emphasized "the living power of 

Mth and love" in the "assent which we give to religious doctrine" rather than the "probabilitiu 

which introduced itw (Apologia, 139-40). 

Conversely, Newman believed that rationdism sufîéred from its neglect of religion. 

Newman observes of himself that while a Tutor at Oriel College he found himself "begiMing 

to prefer intellectual excellence to moral" (Apologia, 135). The danger of the humanist plane 

without the religious and moral axis is also expressed in Newman's description of Abelard in 

Historical Sketches. Newman states in "The Strength and Weakness of Universities: Abelard, " 

that in Abelard "we read, as in a pattern specimen, what a University professes in its essence. 

and what it needs for its 'integrity' " (192). Brilliant, anticipating and taking "a principal share 

in bringing ... into operation" the scholastic method "of which Saints and Doctors were the 

teachers," Abelard spoiled "by his own self-will what could have been done well and surely 

under the teaching and guidance" of the Church (194-5). Not only was Abelard tempted by 

sensuality "under the guise of intellect" in Eloisa but fuelled by ambition, he "mixes up 

spiritual rnatters with temporal, and aims at a bishopnc through the medium of his logic, " j o b  

h g  together things incompatible (201, 198). By con- Newman cites the examples of St. 

Anselm and S t  Thomas as showing "how sanctity is not inconsistent with preëmioence in the 

schools" ("The Schoolmen, " Historical Sketches, 176). 

The rivalry between the religious principle and the intellect of which Abelard is made 

an emblem is describe. in Discourse ix of the - Idea. Here Newman points out the natural 

tendency of the intellect to exclude or modify the "highest and most momentous disclosuresw of 

"Intellect, the Instrument of Religious Training,' Sermons Preached on Various 
Occasions, 12-1 3. 



religion, resting in the temporal and making 'present utility and natural beauty the practical 

test of truth, and the sufficient object of the intellect" (165). Newman demonstrates that the 

disposition appropriate to the method of analysis of cause and efEéctk science and that needed 

for knowledge of the discrete acts of God as the First Cause cannot easily be entertained at the 

same time. Unless the religious grounding of knowledge is held implicitly, like the implicit 

recognition of its unity, "Knowledge, viewed as Knowledge, exerts a subtie influence in throw- 
hg us back on ourselves, and nuLing us our own centre, and our min& the measure of al1 

things." He States that the tendency of Liberal Education is "to view Revealed Region from an 

aspect of its own, . . . to tune it.. . to a different key " (1 65). 

The diffkrence between the simple religious mode, viewing things in relation to God, 

and the more complex inte!llectual mode of thought which sees th igs  in their relations to one 

anotber is expressed in the "Mission of St. Benedict," an article later included in Historical 

Sketches vol. 2, but first published as "The Benedictine Centuries" in the the Atlantis (Jan. 

1858). the University periodicaL4 Here, Newman's description of three ages of Christian 

education clarifies the relation between the intellectual and reiigious life as well as the practical 

aim of religious ducation at the University. Benedictine sanctity in the first age of Christian 

education views eveqthhg in relation to God and is the mode1 of f%th and religious forma- 

tion. The history written by the monks was not an intelligible systernatization but simple hcts, 

biographies and contemporary events written by men who recordai what they saw, heard, and 

knew (419). In his reading of Scripture, the monk found supemahiral t n t h  standing "forth as 

the trees and flowers of Eden, in a divine disorder ... which he enjoyed the more because he 

could not catalogue its wondersu; in his reading of the Fathers, he found an 'ungrudging 

profusion and careless wealth of precept and of consolation"; in his own compositions he 

passed " from subject to subject with little regard to system" (427). Viewed from this perspec- 

tive of the monks' religious faith, Scripture, the Fathers, deeds and events reflected 'as in a 

fâïthful mirror, the words and works of the Almighty" (428). It was a devotion based on 

undifferentiated simplicity rather than on the complex uuity of theology. 

This theocentric view of life sees al1 that happens in relation to Cod as particular dis- 

crete instances without regard for interna1 consistency among these events. In the Grammar, 

4Wilfed Ward describes Newman's views in "The Benedictine Centuries" as illustrating 
both his sympathy for the consenative principle in religion and the need for a creative 
response by theology d u ~ g  eras of intellectual ferment: the period of the Church Fathers, the 
Scholastics, and the-age of Ïnodem science (The Life of ~ohn- Henry Cardiil Newman, vol. 1, 
432-7). 



Newman refers to the effect on lives led according to this religious principle: "When men 

begin d l  their works with the thought of God, acting for His sake, and to fûlfil His will ... and 

see Him in the event;:..they will find everything tbat happens tend to confinn thern in the 

tniths about which live in their imagination, varieci and unearthly as those truths may be" 

(106-7). In "Newman's Lifé-an Illustration of his own Theory," Alison Wilson suggests that 

attention to God as the centre point in Newman's own Iifé links its m;uiy seemingly disparate 

phases as he extracted from al1 milieux what subserved "attention and loving adherence to 

God" (160). She traces the way in which Newman's religious life evolved around God as 

centre: fiom the early influence of Walter Mayen, a classics teacher at Ealing with a Calvinist 

perspective, Newman came to understand religion as an individual relationship with God and 

to appreciate its affective nature (cf. Ecria Autobiographiques, 54); from his collegial 

acquaintance at Oriel with Richard Whately, Newman came to appreciate the importance of 

thinking for himself (another way of descnbing the Grammar of Assent); Newman's involve- 

ment in the Oxford Movement was a declaration of the absolute objective truth of what we 

know about God through Revelation. 

The second era of Christian education emerged from the first as the monks began 

aligning comments of the Fathers with Scripfure and the m o n ,  once cultivated, "begins to 

combine, to centralize, to look forward, to look back, to view things as a whole ...p ractises 
synthesis and analysis," discovers and invents (Historical Sketches, vol. 2, 375-76). This sec- 

ond era is represented in the Dominican systematization of truth in theology, a science which 

Newman assips to the University as its responsibility. Newman describes the two eras of 
Christian education, which he characterises as p t r y  and science, as coexisting within the 

Church but belonging "respectively to two modes of viewing things, which are coatradictory of 

each other" (386). The undifferentiated type of Benedictine sanctity, which is the ground of 

The particular and discrete in the Benedictine religious life, comected not to each 
other through abstract aspects in cause and effect, but as wholes converging to a First and 
Final Cause, provide a pattern of movement around a centre that is typical of moral and reli- 
gious writing. For example, typological interpretation in patristic writing links the discrete 
points of God's action in human affairs; the historian, Nerodotus, sees historical events as a 
number of moral instances (Gadamer, Tnrth and Method, 183); Newman's retrospective view 
in the Av loda  of the ever-deepening providentid or formative pattern in his life reflects this 
mode of thought. Walter Houghton analyses Newman's rhetoric in the Apologia as a recount- 
ing of life in the concrete, of successive States of mind (Newman's Apologia). 

Edward Sillem describes the e k t  on Newman of reading the Greek Fathers of 
Alexandria as leading hirn to "see that the development of ideas in theoiogy is connected more 
with the mystery of divine economy than with a system of logic" (183). c.f. Alison Wilson, 
"Newman's Life-an Illustration of his own Theory," 167. 



theology and the model of religious formation, is antagonistic to the model of thought which 

knows through comparing and analyzing, Le., the philosophic mode advocated in the - Idea. 
The religious formation of character, a hc t ion  of the Church -rather than of the 

University, is differentiated from theology by Newman eighteen yean later in the Grammar of 

Assent. Here he states that "Religion has to do with the real, and the r d  is the particular; 

theology has to do with what is notionai, and the notionai is the general and systematic" 

(122).6 Belief or Real Assent Ieads to action as it does not live in the abstract but in r d  

objects or images have "the power of the coocrete upon the affections and passions" (86-7). 

The ground of religious formation, as in the early monastic phase of Christian education, is in 

the particuiar that oui be imaginatively apprehended: in the testimony of Revelaticn "which is 

addressed fait more to the imagination and affections than to the inteIlectU (1 17); in the dogrna 

of the Cr&, when each proposition is considemi separately "for its own sake only," and so 

'appeals to the imagination quite as much as to the intellect" (1 17). The fiinction of theology is 

to make clear religious truths, showing the cogency of the "dofaines containeci in the 

deposinun of revelation," protecting them by putting the imagination and affections "under the 

conbrol of reason" (127, 109). Belief or Real Assent, on the other hand, "leads the way to 

actions of every kind, to the establishment of principles, and the formation of character, and is 

thus again intimately connectecl with what is individual and personal" (87). 

in two sermons delivered in the Oratory at Birmingham on the occasion of its first 

anniversary (Jan. 15, 1850), the year prior to his connection with the Catholic University of 

Ireland, Newman also spoke of the t h e  phases of Christian history, refemng to the 

indissoluble unity of philosophy with religion in the second phase. This second phase aimed 

h "imagination and Hemeneuticaî Theology: Newman's Contribution to Theological 
Method," David Hammond points out that in the science of dieology, as contrastecl with d i -  
gious practice, logic operates characteristically on notions. Rather than imaginatively grasping 
revealed realities in themseIves, theology uses reveded realities to deduce conclusions or find 
consistent relations among them based on the principle of non-contradiction (19). In "New- 
man's Personai Reasoning: the Inspiration of the Early Church," Gerard Magill observes the 
contrast between the logical mode of reasoning of the Schoolmen and the personal mode of 
fàith based on the convergence of cumulative probabilities towards a centre. He rernarks that 
Newman found the Schoolmen cold or lifeless as they wrote as logicians, disputanis, and 
systematizers of theology (306-7). 

7 Newman dates his first comection with the University project in Irelarid as April 15, - -  - 
1851 when Dr. Cullen wrote "to ask me to advise on the best way of setting about%, and 
invited me to deliver a set of lectures in Dublin against Mixed Educatioo.' Cited by Fergal 
McGrath in Newman's University from Robert Omsby's Memoirs of James Robert Hope-Scott 
(London, 1 884). 

New& attests to his longstanding convictions on the subject of the relation of reli- 
gion and education in his remarks in the "Introductory" to the - Idea. Here he indicates that the 
"views io which 1 have referred have grown into my whole system of thought, and are, as it 



rnagnificently to "form the whole matter of human knowledge into one harmonious qstem, to 

secure the alliance between religion and philosophy, and to train men to the use of the gifb of 

nature in the sunlight of divine grace and revealed tr~th."~ The cultivation of the intellect 

through the branches of howledge studied at the University in union with the "conaadictory' 

mode of religious belief fostered by the Church was the ideal of Newman's University. 

The third phase of Christian education corresponds to the kind of religious lives New- 

man hopes the graduates of the University will lead. This era was characterized by St. Ignatius 

Loyola (1491-1556), founder of the Jesuit order and a contemporary of St. Philip Neri, 

founder of Newman's order. It saw "a violent effort ... in progress, on the part of the powers of 

evil, to break up this sublime unity, and to set human genius, the philosopher and the pet, the 

artist and the musician, in opposition to religi~n."~ The challenge of the modem era whose 

"issue ... is still to was in Newman's day, as for St Ignatius and S t  Philip, not to 

retreat from the world but "to carry out the Churcti into the world" with the "single aim of 

subduing this various, multiform, many-coloured world to the unity of divine s e ~ c e . " ~ ~  

Newman describes this era as practical. Just as the cultivation of the intellect has the practical 

goal of training graduates in a habit of mind that will allow them to discriminate principles and 

methods in contentious issues. religious training develops an attentiveness to conscience and a 

habit of viewing d I  aspects of professional, pnvate and socid life in their relation to God. 

The cultivaîion of the discriminatiog ficulty of the intellect depended on a howledge 

of starthg-points and methods. In philosophic terms. religious formation or belief in God 

involves a knowledge of the First Principle of first principles. Belief in God, like knowledge of 

any first principle, offers a vantage point for judgment of particulars. ln the -9 Idea Newman 

were, part of myself. ... Those p~cip les ,  which 1 am now to set forth under the sanction of the 
Catholic Church, were my profession at that early period of my life, when religion was to me 
more a matter of feeling and experience than of faith....and my sense of their correctness has 
been increased with the events of every year since I have been brought within its pale" (3). 

"The Mission of St. Philip Neri," Sermons Preached on Various Occasion, 221. 

"The Mission of St. Philip," 221. 
In the final Discourse of the - Idea, Newman writes of the danger of the University bec- 

oming "the rival of the Church with the community at large in those theological matters which 
to the Church are exclusively committed" (163). 

Io "The Mission of St. Benedict," Historical Sketches, vol. 2, 366. 

"The Mission of St. Philip," 228, 222. 



descnbes as an enlatgemeat of mind the experience of converts who meditate for the first time 

'on death and judgment, heaven and hell" and who "seem to becorne, in point of intellect, dif- 

ferent beings fiom what they were." He States that . .  - 

Before. they took things as they came, and thought no more of one thhg than 
another. But now every event has a meaning; they have their own estimate of 
whatever happens to them; they are mindfid of times and seasons, and compare 
the present with the past; and the world ... is a various and complicated drama, 
with parts and an object and an a h 1  moral (100-1). 

In the Grammar, Newman describes this belief, a personal relationship between the 

individual and God, as known through the sanction of conscience which is 'the creative princi- 

ple of religionw (101). Newman's ideas of religious formation must be undentood in connec- 

tion to his views of conscience. These views on conscience are found in his novel. Callista 

(1855), in which the Greek heroine believes that the dictates of conscience intimate the 

presence of God within her heart; in Newman's sermons such as "The Testirnony of Con- 

science" in Parochial and Plain Sermons, vol. 2, and "Dispositions of Faith' (1856) preached 

before the Catholic University of Ireland (Sermons Preached on Various Occasions); in "Proof 
of Theism," (a philosophicai exploration of conscience begun soon a h r  Newman's retum fiom 

Ireland in 1859 and reworked until 1868) published first in The Argument from Conscience to 

the Existence of God and later in The Philosophic Notebook (vol. 2); in the Grammar of 

Assent under "Apprehension and Assent in the rnatter of Religion" and "Natural Religion." - 
The mthodzu or path towards fàith expenenced in conscience involves a disposition 

antagonistic to the vantage point of the intellect which seeks to master t h g s  or to mount 

above them; rather, the way to a personal relationship with God in conscience is through 

obedience. in "Private ludgment," Newman describes the religious disposition as one in which 

we put ourselves in God's han& and only ask what "wiIt thou have me do?"12 Faith in God 

through conscience involves a relationship behveen an individual's immortal sou1 and One who 

is an unseen Divine Being; it is a personal relation between a paaicular individual subject and 

l2 Essays and Sketches, vol. 2, 137-70. Günter Biemer also states in "Newman's 
Catechesis in a Pludistic Age," that the condition of learning faith lies in first principles ofien 
unconsciously held: "the mord s t a t u  is an important help or obstacle on the way of entering 
into the Christian truth" (1 19). He cites Newman's remark that the "rejection of Christianty' 
arises "fiorn a M t  of the h e a ~ ,  not of the intellect; that unbelief arises not from mere error of 
reasoning. but either fiom pride or from sensuality." In Loss and Gain, Charles Redding's 
rernarks to his fellow-traveller on the train that the impediment to religious belief is in the indi- 
vidual's assumption that the "ulitimate standard of euth is not the Scnpture, but, uncon- 
sciously to himself, some view of things in his mind which is to him the masure of Scnpture" 
(26 1). 



God as Object.I3 Newman's sermons describe the nature of this living relational lifé. In "The 

Individdity of the Soul,' Newman reminds his Iistener of the infinite abyss of existence 

within, of the distinct soul of every person who 'is as whole and independent a beiig in h i n  

self as if there were no one else in the whole world but he."14 In "The Thought of God the 

Stay of the Soui," preached at St Mary's in June, 1839, Newman speaks of the immortal soul 

unique in each individual, "made for the contemplation of its Maker," and fiadmg i a  happiness 

only in relation to God who is its ruiing principle. Newman says: "As the body is not cornpiete 

in itself but requires the soul to give it a meaning, so again the sou1 till God is present with it 

and manifested in if has fàculties and affections without a d i n g  principle, object, or pur- 

pose."15 Or again, in a sermon preached six montlu later @ec. 22, 1839), Newman states that 

when a person is alone " that is his real state.. .lefi to hirnself and to his Goda; one is "never 

less alone than when a10ne.'~~ A person is l a s  alone when with the Alone because to none 

besides his Maker " c m  the whole heart in al1 its thoughts and feelings be unlocked and sub- 

jected." l7 

Newman describes in the Apologia his own experience of this primary relationship 

between himself and God a m  his iaward conversion at the age of fifteen which confirmed him 

in his "mistrust of the reality of material phenornena," and made him "rest in the thought of 

two and two only supreme and luminously selfsvident beings, myself and my Creator' 

(127).18 Shortiy before his conversion he states that "It is face to face, 'soius cum solo,' in al1 

matters between man and his God" (284-85). A littie Iater, he comments: 'if 1 am asked why 1 

believe in a God, I answer that it is because 1 believe in myself, for 1 kel it impossible to 

l3 In "Newman and the Laity,' Paul Chvasse contrasts Newman's view of conscience 
as obedience in relation to an Object hown through Revelation with its wunterfeit in what 
Newman called " private judgment" (73-4). 

14 Parochial and Plain Sermons, 132. Newman refers to the i n c ~ ~ c a b i l e  of the 
soul or personality in various places. He begins Loss and Gain with the comment by Charles 
Redding's m e r  that "[tlhe hart is a secret with its Maker; no one on earth can hope to get at 
it or to touch it" (5). In "Literature," Newman refen to the personal element in literature as 
"the charm of an incommunicable sirnplicity" (219-20). 

l5 Newman at St. Mary's, 19 1-9 1. 

16 Ibid., "Eqdmity,'  161. 

17 Ibid., "The Thought of God the Stay of the Soul," 194-95. 

l8 In The Consolation of Rhetoric, David Whalen says of this statement that it is 
"experiential to the point of king a particular, rather than a philosophical remarkw (127). 



believe in my own existence (and of that €kt 1 am quite sure) without believing also in the 

existence of Him, who Iives as Personai, All-seeing, Ali-judging Being in my conscience" 

(287). Newman experienced this most lumuiously real, inward relationship with God as the 

very ground of his own redity . lg 
The direction of this path towards God is made clear in Newman's philosophical reflec- 

tions on conscience where he states that he does not argue that there is God who is a Lawgiver 

and tbat therefore we have a conscience, but just the reverse: "there is a God, because there is 

a moral obligation. "20 In "Proof of Theism" in The Argument fiom Conscience to the Exist- 

ence of God, as the title given by the editon suggests, the inovement is fiom conscience 

towards God. Newman states that we are conscious of our existence through the experience of 

vanous fàculties or states such as sense, reason, memory and conscience. Through reflection 

on these experiences, we can draw one act of nature into two propositions: "the consciousness 

which 1 possess that 1 exist may be d m  out into two propositions: '1 am for 1 feel,' '1 am for 

1 rernember,' 1 am for 1 think'" etc. (106). By emphasiziag that it is through Our qerience of 

our fiiculties, such as sensation, that we know we exist, Newman roots notional reffection in 

the real and, in fàct, the two are seen as one complex act  While Newman includes conscience 

among "those pnmary conditions of the mind which are involved in the fact of existence," 

there is an important différence between conscience and the acts of reasoning, sensation and 

memory. In the latter we are aware of our existence as c o ~ e ~ t e d  to the objective exteniai 

world but in Newman's theocentric view of conscience, we are aware of out king in cornec- 
. - 

tion to God as Object. Newman states "that the external fact of the existence of God is an 

object of hith, and a primary object.. ..it is more intimately connected with the nature of the 

h u m  mind than anything else" (1 09).21 

Religiow formation for Newman, then, always included the conscience as the personal 

inward centre of fiith in God. In "Newman's Catechesis in a Pluralistic Age," Günter Biemer 

l9 Karl Rahner describes grace as "the fiee relation of the Absolute communicating 
himself, " making "man share in the very nature of God. " He states: "Here we really reach the 
hart  of the Christian conception os reaiity." Encylopedia of Theology: f i e  Concise 
Sacrarnentum Mundi, 588. 

20 "Proof of Theism" in Argument nom Conscience, 103. 

21 In the Grammar, Newman describes the deeply personal nature of conscience: 'Con- 
science is a persthal guide, and 1 use it because I must use myself; I am as little able to think 
by any mind but my own as to breathe with another's lungs. Conscience is nearer to me than 
any other means of knowledge.. . .it is adapted for the communication to each separateiy of that 
Lnowledge which is most rnomentous to him individually" (304). 



cemarks that "Newman would iasist on a religious instruction" which includes "a steady 

education of the comcience as the pnnciple of religion and serious introduction to the real 

mystery of Goda (1 16). 

In his fifth sermon in the University Church in Dublin, Newman explains to the stu- 

dents and the assembled congregation the n&wdtc~ or path by which the experience of con- 

science may lead to personal faith where we are alone with the A1one.Z He spealrs of the 

authoritative Voice of conscience, a "commanding dictate," which "raises our minds to the idea 

of an unseen Teacher"; just "as a hocking at Our doors at night irnplies the presence of one 

outside in the dark who asks for admittan~e."~~ The "inward Guide* reveals Himself as 

Teacher, Govemor, and Judge; the voice of conscience suggests a tribunal over which the indi- 

vidual has no power, bidding him to "do ce- things and to avoid others" (64). The individ- 

ual who "tries to obey his conscience," aware of how imperfeclly he does so and of the diffi- 

culty in distinguishing the dictate of the inward Guide from mere eaahly sources, seeks revela- 

tion of what conscience "does not itself fully supply," knowledge of a personal, divine 

Presence, the Unseen Lord.24 Newman states îhat the very existence of conscience "carries on 

our minds to a Being exterior to ourselves.. .and to a Being superior to ourselves.. . its very 

existence throws us out of ourselves and beyond ourselves, to go and seek for Him in the 

height and depth, whose Voice it is" (65). The desire of the sou1 to h o w  God and the con- 

" In John Henry Newman. Charles Stephen Dessain comments on Newman's view that 
our only tnie refuge is beiig in God's presence; he states that this is a first principle for New- 
man and that this fact which fiees us is invisible (49). He observes that Newman sought in his 
sermons to lead his listeners towards practice of their religion. 

Sermons Preached on Various Occasions. 64-5. 
The personal nature of the dictate of conscience is revealed through the imperative 

mood. In the Grammar, Newman states that command or assertion "both carry with them the 
pretension of k ing  personal acts" (26). 

In Newman's novel Callista, the inteIlectual Greek heroine drawn towards Christianity 
finds that the dictate of her conscience suggests a divine person: "You may tell me that this 
dictate is a mere law of my nature, as is to joy or to grieve. 1 cannot understand this. No, it is 
the echo of a person speaking to me. Nothing shall persuade me that it does not dtirnately pro- 
ceed from a person external to us. It cames with it its proof of its divine ongin" (314). 

24 Sermons Preached on Various Occasions, 66. 
Newman's view of the theocentrïc conscience is sirnilar to Pascal's view of thought. 

J.M. Cameron cites Pascal in "Newman and the Empincist Traditionw: "l'ordre de la pensée 
est de commencer par soi, et par son auteur et par sa fin." (the order of thought is to begin 
with oneself, with one's author, and with one's end). Similarly in "Imagination and 
Hemeneutical Theology," David Hammond refers to Newman's theological method as per- 
suading "by the intemal authority of his reflections" (22). 



sciousness of mord infirmity are the ground of religious formation, M i n g  "the flame of 

faith. "25 

As empirical science follows an inductive methodu or path of transit, moving from the 

particular to the abstmct, so the path towards God through conscience follows in its own way a 

pattern. Individuals are aware of an inner sanction dictating right or wrong in particular cir- 

cumstances. They live through the experience of being unwillmg to do what they know is nght 

or of k ing  incapable of doing so, an experience contrary to rationalist claims which equate 

knowledge of what is right with doing right. This daim, rejected by Isocrates, by Aristotle, 

and by Bacon who distinguish between intellect and appetite, is also vigorously rejected by 

Newman in "The Tamworth Reading Rwm.' In the - Idea, Newman also rejects the confision 

of knowledge with virtue. Stating that "good sense is not conscience, " he declares: "Quarry the 

granite rock with razors, or moor the vesse1 with a thread of si&; then may you hope with 

such keen and delicate instruments as human knowledge and human reason to contend against 

those giants, the passion and the pride of man" (91). In the - Idea, Newman speaks of sufiring 

as a "providential antagonist against Our inward disorders," referring to suffering as "God's 

instruments, not ours" (141). The distress of moral infirmity and the desire to know the source 

of the personal voice of conscience are connected to the movement towards a personal relation 

with God lmown through other sources such as Revelation. Knowledge of God then leads indi- 

viduals to love and faith. God's grace gives them power to overcome moral infirmity and, as 

the Thought or Image of God becomes their centrai point of reference, their lives are guided 

accordingly . 
Newman's teaching on conscience belongs to a long tradition. In "The Divine Light 

Within: Reflections on the Education of the M i d  to God in Augustine, Anselm, Bonaventure, 

and Newman," Robert L. Fastiggi speaks of the illuminationist tradition to which these four 

people belong. In this tradition, the human mind, tuming in upon itself, can discover the 

irnmediate presence of God as the divine light of the ~ou l .*~  The theologian, Rudolf Hofmann, 

wntes that in the New Testament "conscience has a centrai significance (the inward moral atti- 

tude).. ..The Christian knows hirnself to be confrontecl with the demands and judgments of 

God, which rnakes hirn conscious of the commandments and the grace of God (2 Cor 1 : 12) and 

is the guiding Iine for a life lived in the sight of  GO^."^^ Newman's distinction between what 

ZS Ibid., 73. 

26 Faith Seeking Understanding, 197. 

Encyclopedia of Theology: the Concise Sacramentum Mundi, 285. 



he calls the sanction of conscience, the magisterial "dictate of an authoritative monitor," and 

the judgment of the reason in the judicial office of conscience is C O M ~ C ~ ~  to traditional teach- 

h g  on conscience (Grammar, 99). This teaching distinguishes between synteresis, the nucleus 

of the conscience and the hubirus of the primary moral principles, and comcinria which is 

concerneci with panicular judgments." It is in the sanction of conscience "conveyed in the feel- 

ings whïch attend on right and wrong conduct" (Grammar, 98) that Newman fin& the direct 

immediate relationship "between the sod and something exterior ... superior to oneself ("Roof 

of Theism, " Argument from Conscience, 1 13)- 

The role of the conscience in the path towards faim shaped Newman's understanding of 

the responsibility of the Church towards students at the University. The incommunicability of 

the human person, the uniqueness of personal expenence, the singulanty of the person in rela- 

tion to God through conscience, make religious formation a personal matter which touches 

upon an i ~ e r  centre of freedom and assent. Those involved with the cure of souls in the col- 

kges of the University recognize that the personal nature of the individual's relation with God 

is such that the whole constellation of the students' prior experiences, upbringing, associations, 

reading, etc. (what Newman calls antecedent probability) are an important basis of their real 

appropriation of truth. In "Newman on Faith and Reason," John D. Horgaa's observation that 

Newman distinguishes in the Grammar between what is tme and what is m e  to us (140) 

applies particuiarly to religious formation. The teaehing itself is relational, a rhetoncal act of 

finding common ground between two individuals forming the triad described by David Whalen 

of "teacher, taught, and conversation' (Consolation of Rhetoric, 78). If, as James J. Murphy 
suggests in conneetion with St. Augustine, the hearer balances what he hears against his own 

interior tnith, the rhetor's role is to find signs that evoke tmth in the b e r .  Indeed, such con- 

nections are often made in an unexpected, personal way. Alison Wilson reminds us of how 

Newman, extracting from his milieu what subserved his "living adherence to God," was per- 

sonally persuaded of the integrity of the Roman Catholic Church which he was then consider- 

ing by his reading in 1839 of the Monophysite controversy of the fiW century and by an arti- 

cle on the Donatists by Cardinal Wiseman in the Dublin Review in which the phrase S e m  

judicm orbis temanun became a beacon to him of the tmth of the issue.29 

28 Encyclopedia of Theology, 286. cf. F. James Kaiser, "Newman and Contemporary 
Moral Theology" in The Concept of Conscience According to John EIeenry Newman. 

29 Alison Wilson, 16566. Apologia, 217-19. 



The Church Fathers, with whom Newman was so familiar. also emphaskd the per- 

sonal element in religious teaching. This is clear in Augustine's view of the teacher as helping 

the pupil discover truth for himself. of the pupil's attentiveness to the m a g e  @en'or or 

inward teacher enabling him to balance what he hears with his own interior truth." As in 

Newman's views of religious formation. what is impomt is the personal understanding of 

tmth which is objective. In "Newman on Nicea." Michael Novak observes tbat objectivity 

needed to enter into truth is "no swift achievement" (453); in the Fathers' methodology of 

catechesis, entering into the mystery is a gradual process involving a solid. slow, growing 

comprehension. The goal was to provoke personal understanding rather than to demand con- 

fonnify. This method involved "pedagogical restraint" (446) based on the principle tbat the 
mind does not grasp everythuig at once. that what is too high for it must be approached grad- 

ually, mounting slowly fkom reality to reality and that even when the core of an idea is 

grasped. the mind needs time for it to work its way deeply into a person's pattern of judgment; 

until the idea becomes habituai. there will be inconsistencies and blhd spots (445). With New- 

man's views in miad, Novak sums up the approach of the Fathers: "[ilt is of the nature of the 

human mind to see things only partially; to move gradually fiom vantage point to Mntage 

point; to court first one extreme and then the opposite, back and forth. in climbhg the ascent 

of wisdom" (452). In a recent article, "Newman's Personal Principle at i a  Source." Marie 

Brinkman describes this personal way of knowing truth. both in intekctual and religious 

formation as the "principle of realization." 3l The mind which is not a mechanisrn reaches 

through both intellect and imagination what is too deep and personal for words. 

The religious reality of being alone with the Alone is sufficiently incommunicable that 

it is at least as much mediated as taught. R is for this reason that Newman attributes such 

importance in moral and religious teaching to what he calls personal influence (influere-to flow 

in). One person's intangible relation with the Unseen is simply recognized by othen. Biemer 

indicates the importance of the personal element in moral and religious teaching. He cites fiom 

Newman's sermon "On Personal Influence": 'There is an 'attraction, exerted by unconscious 

holiness, of an urgent and irresistible nature' even over the 'thoughtless or perverse multitude,' 

let doue 'over that select number ... who have already in a measure, disciplined their hearts 

after the law of holiness' " (Biemer, 1 12). 

30 James J. Murphy, Rhetoric in the Middle Ages. 287-88. 

3L Personality and Belief, 79. 



The personal element which Newman valued in intellectual education was even more 

essential as a mettuih or "path of transit" in religious formation. At the University in Ireland, 

as at Oxford, Newman considered two ways in particular as effective channels of mediating 

fâith through persona1 Muence: the sermons in the University Church and the communal life 

includiig tutors and students in the small colleges or houses which were separate from the stu- 

dents' academic lifk of the University and yet connecteci to itS2 In tàct, Newman explains this 

manner of efkting religious formation in the last two sermons that he preached in the 

University Church in Dublin in 1857. In his earlier sermon entitied "Personal Influence, the 

Meaos of Propagating the Truth" preached at Oxford in 1832, Newman had stated that it was 

through individual people that religious truth had been transmitted over the ages and that these 

people were "at once the teachers and patterns" of religiod3 In his final two sermons in 

Dublin, Newman takes S t  Paul as an example of persona1 influence exercised bot.  as a model 

or pattern and through his teacbing. This model follows the pattern of conversion to vital fiith 

in God through conscience. In "St Paul's Characteristic GiA" and "St. Paul's Gifi of 

S ympathy , " published in Semons Preached on Various Occasions, Newman emphasizes two 

aspects of the path ail must follow in the movement from conscience towards God: awareness 

of moral infirmity and Life lived in grace conferrecl. A saint liLe Paul, aware of his own natural 

infirmity without God's grace, a grace which does not destroy his human nature but spirihial- 

izes and perfects it, places himself "on that footing of human infirmity which is cornmon to 

hirn and his hearers and converts" ("St. Paul's Gift of Sympathy", 11 1). By divesting hirnself 

of his greatness, his lack of affectation and his simplicity allowed hirn to love othea and to 

"inspire great love towards himeIf" ("St. Paul's Gift of Sympathy," 112-3). It is in part 

through their humility, through their understanding and compassion for individual souls, that 

saints like Paul foster personal faith in Gd. Secondly, it is the Iife of grace in such saints as 
Paul and St. Philip Neri that draws "souls to them by their interior beauty" ("St. Paul's Gift of 

Sympathy," 120). Newman cites from St. Paul where God says: 'My grace is sufficient for 

thee, for power is made perfect in infirmity" and St. Paul's response" "Giadly, therefore, will 1 

glory in my infirmities that the power of Christ may dwell in men (1 12). The idea of personal 

32 The importance Newman attribut4 to persona1 communication between preacher 
and congregation is attested in Charles Frederick Harrold's comment that in an age where pub- 
lished sermons had the appeal that novels have in the twentieth century Newman showed 
unusual reticence in publishing his sermons, "'divulging to the world at large what had passed 
between him and his congregations. ' " John Henry Newman, 3 1 8-1 9. 

33 "Personal Influence," Newman's University Sermons, 92. cf. Günter Biemer, L 12. 



influence is expressed in the ten with which Newman began his sermon: St. Paul's life is in 

God "Who cornforteth us  in d l  Our tribulation. that we also may be able to cornfort those who 

are in any distress, by the exhortation wherewith we also are exhorteci by God" (2 Cor. 1 3 -  

4) - 
Newman's merho& or way in religious formation is like that of St. Paul or St. Philip 

Neri. At the end of his Discourses, Newman states that "whether or not 1 cm do any thing at 

al1 in St. Philip's way, at least 1 ean do nothing in any other" (Idea, 181). Newman's purpose. 

like his "wayW7 is the same as St. Philip's. He states that such lovers of souls as Philip Neri 

and Paul who had the gift of loving common humanity without any "spirit of party," directeci 

their efforts towards the pradcal end of the "sanctification of ordinary men" ("St. Paul's Gift 

of Sympathy " , 1 17-8). 

Newman's University Sermons to the students in Dublin follow the pattern of Paul in 

mediathg a life lived in reference to God through the path of conscience. In his cornments on 

Newman as preacher, laa Ker remadrs on his sermons as encouraging self-examination and as 
king severe and psychologically penetrating. He states that Newman recognized that the Spirit 

worked through ordinary human channels. such as the conscience? His sermons are an enact- 

ment of bis cardinalate mono, cor ad cor loquinv, taken from St. Augustine. One hart in rela- 

tion to God speaking to aaother hart in its relation to God is descriptive of conscience speak- 

ing to conscience.35 Rudolf HofmaM writes that the Old Testament usually uses other words 

such as "heaa' or "reins" to describe the experience of Newman says of the 

preacher in "University Preachingn that through a self-forgetting "gazing at the object which he 

34 The Achievement of John Henry Newman, 83-88. Ker cites William Froude's 
testimony of Newman as preacher: "He seemed to be addressing the most secret consciousness 
of each of us, as the eyes of a portrait appear to look at every person in a room" (88). 

35 In Nemesis of Faith, James Froude speaks of Newman's subtle reasonings and his 
complete understanding of the hearts of his Oxford listeners. Froude connects a sense of sin to 
those drawn to Catholicism; he refers to Newman's emphasis on strength drawn fiom Divine 
power within individuals and to his strength and courage in speaking to a Church that was 
woddly and cornfortable. He states that Newman's genius was evidence of the sou1 of man as a 
"very living force, a very energy of God's organic Will which rules and moulds this universe" 
(1 42). 

36 Encyclopedia of Theology: Sacramentum Mundi, 285. 



must reach, and d i n g  himself by it," he awakens in others the image he himself posse~ses .~ 

Io the advice provided in this article by Newman as a guide to guest preachers at the 

University Church, he writes: "what is powerhil enough to absorb and possess a preacher has 

at least a primd face claim of attention on the part of his hea re r~ . "~~  As hem spealcs to heart 

in the rhetorical tradition when thought and word are one in the speaker, Newman reminds 

those who would preach in the University Church that "[tJhought and word are one in the 

Etemal Logos and must not be separate in those who are His shadows on earth" (320).39 New- 

man also refers to Aristotie's claim in his Treatise on Rhetoric that "personai traits of an ethi- 

cal nature evident in the oratorw were the most authoritative (306). Such communication is not 

just a question of technique; James J. Murphy states that for Augustine, for example, there is 

"no possible rhetorical technique or ski11 that can be leamed (or taught) that will equip one 

human heart to speaL to another heahUa 

Newman speaks in his semons from his own relation to God in conscience to awaken 

this relation in other~.~l He had told his congregation at St Mary's in 1839 that a good con- 

science is "the habituai consciousness that our h e m  are open to God, with a desire that they 

should be open." It is "to be reminded of God by Our own hearts ... to be led thereby to look up 

to Him, and to desire His eye to be upon us through the day. "42 Lie his modet. Sr Philip, 

Newman obsemed the comection between this b e r  orientation towards God and grace, In 

"The Mission of St Philip, " Ne- writes: "Philip bore with every outside extravagance in 

37 - Idea, 306. "University Preaching" was originally published in the University Gazette 
(1855) and was later included in the second half of the - Idea. Newman emphasizes the 
preacher's unafkted eloquence resulting from his own convictions and real connection to his 
object. He will leme deep within others "what he has brought home to himself" (309). 

38 Ibid., 305. 

39 In Newman, Owen Chadwick describes Newman in his sermons as disappearing into 
the reality of which he spoke, "as though he must get out of the way" (21). He suggests that 
conscience does more for truth than intelligence (25), that Newman sought in bis sermons to 
raise the standard of religious practice, and to recall the Church to its own principles (19-20). 

Murphy , Rhetoric in the Middle Ages, 19 1 . 

41 In "Personal Influence, the Means of Propagating the Tmth," Newman remarks that 
the task of an ApostIe is "to raise the dead." Newman's University Sermons, 87. 

42 "The Thought of God the Stay of the Soul," Newman at St. Mary's, 195-97. In the 
Concept of Conscience Accordmg to John Henry Newman, James Kaiser descnbes conscience 
as the "habitua1 orientation of the whole man to God" (47-8). 



those whom he addressed, as fàr as it was not directly sinttl, knowing well that if the kart 

was once set nghh the appropriate demeanour would follow" (Sermons Preached on Various 
Occasions, 236). - - 

Newman also recognized that effecting an inner change of heart involved not only the 

intellect but the imagination and the afktive life. In 'University Preaching,' Newman speaks 
of the aim of "imprinting on the har t  what will never lave it" and cites S t  Francis: "Necesse 

est ut docm et mavm" (308). Similarly in the Grammar. Newman emphasizes that religion 
addresses receptive mincis "bath through the intellect and through the imagination" (379). TO 

effect a change of hart  through the imagination meant deaiiig with particulus, such as one 
proposition of the Creed at a time. In Newman's mernorable passage in "The Tamworth Read- 
ing h m "  he con- the methud of science which ceaches towards abstractions with the path 

of religion: 

This is why science has so M e  of a religious tendency; deductions have no 
power of persuasion. The heart is cornmonly reached, not through the reason, 
but through the imagination, by means of direct impressions, by the testimony 
of facts and events, by history, by description. Persons influence us, voices 
melt us, Iooks subdue us. deeds inflame us.43 

In his advice to guest preachers at the University Church in Dublin, Newman suggests that 

only one definite point should be treated in a sermon and that al1 a preacher's skills and 

resources should aim at aaainiag it like a marksman aiining at a bull's-eye (Idea, 304-5). New- 

man States that "cornmon-places are but blunt weapons; whereas it is particular topics that pen- 

etrate and reach their markw and "may touch the heart and conscience, or may suggest trains of 
thought to the intellect" (Idea, 3 14). 

As al1 of Newman's university sermons in Dublin, like St. Paul's teaching, are a cal1 to 
the path or way towards God through conscience, his numerous references to Scripture in these 

sermons are also in relation to conscience which "Revelation does but enlighten, strengthen, 

and refine" ("Athenian Schools: Influence," Histoncal Sketches, vol. 2, 79). In fact, in his 

Dublin University sermons, Newman uses in relation to conscience the same elements as the 

seMces in St. Philip's Oratory in sixteenth-century Rome. These services, according to a 

visitor, involved "discourses on the gospel, or on the vimies and vices, or ecclesiastical his- 
tory, or the [ives of the saintsw ("The Mission of St. Philip," 

43 Essays and Sketches, vol. 2, 204. Newman cites this 
(89) to contrast real and notional assents. 

Sermons Preached on Various 

earlier writing in the Grammat 



Occasions, î39)." Newman elicits a cornparison b e m n  the listener's conscience and the fâcts 

of early Church history, as in "The Secret Power of Divine Grace"; between the conscience 

and the lives of saints, such as St. Augustine ami St. Monica in "Intellect, the Instrument of 

Religious Training," or St Paul as exemplary mediator of divine tmth in the last two sermons. 

Fergal McGrath conjures up the image of Newman delivering his first Sunday sermon 
in the University Church ulooking from his pulpit on the uptumed faces of his linle band of 

undergraduates, almost lost among the tàshionable throng who had corne to hem the b o u s  

Tractarian convert preachïing in his new church. "4s Sunday. May 4, L 856, fell on the k t  of 

S t  Monica, mother of St. Augustine, the rhetorician who taught of the magister interior and of 

the catechizer's role in finding signs that would carry the hearer towards an objective by 

balancing what he heard against his own interior txutha Seeing in St. Monica's prayen for St. 

Augustine an emblem of the union of Church and University, Newman says that "there is 

something happy in the circumstance, that the fint Sunday of our academical worship should 

Ml on the feast of St, Monica" (Sermons Preached on Various Occasions, 4). For his first 

sermon, Newman chose the topics he had suggested a year earlier in "University Preaching" as 

suited to students. There he said: "The temptations which ordinady assail the young and the 

intellechial are two: those which are directed against their virtue, and those which are directed 

against their fâïth.. .as youth becornes the occasion of excess and sensuality, so does intellect 

give accidental opportunity to religious error. rash specuiation, doubt, and infidelity' (Idea, 
313). Newman appeals particularly to the b e r  Teacher in "the Iittle band of undergraduates" 

as he treats of the inteIlectual temptation to exclude the inner life of fldith and mords. He fin& 

in the early Augustine the pattern of youth in every age "with his young ambition, and his 

intellechiai energy, and his turbulent appetites" and his rejection of a religious life. He traces 
for the student temptations that he might encounter as his "mind began to openn to go against 

his conscience, knowing what it was not good to know, then "bantering on the subject of sin, 

supplying fuel for the inflammable imagination," a habit lasting through life; joiniog with bad 

Company which "creates a distaste for good"; losing delight in his home; then reading "what is 

44 In "The Theology of Conscience," Joseph Crehan remarks that Scnpture, tradition 
and the teaching authority of the Church represent external law, in contrast to tbe inward Iaw 
(214). In The concept of Conscience ~ccoÏrdiq to John Henry Newman, Kaiser emphasizes 
the objective n o m ,  such as Scripture and tradition, to which the true conscience confoms 

45 Newman's Universitv: Idea and Realitv. 413-14. 

46 James J. Murphy, Rhetoric in the Middle Ages, 287-8. 



directly against religion" and following the path "to scepticism and infidelity; forming his 

"own ideas of things,' restlessly seeking truth until he abandons the search, declaring that 

"there is no such thing as truth" (9-1 1). In tbis way, Newman seeks to evoke in the conscience 

of the students a recognition of the inteilectual temptation to reject religion; in St. Monica's 

prayers for her son he fin& the pattern of the Church which steadies the Iifé of the University. 

In the next hvo sermons, "The Religion of the Pharisee, the Religion of Mankind" and 

"Waiting for Christ," Newman leads his listeners to attend to their inner promptïngs of con- 

science, calling them towards fidelity to the inwardly held Thought or Image of God. In both 

these sermons, Newman portrays the opposite habit of mind oriented towards external 

standards, in which we form our judgment of things by what others say, "admire what they 

admire." instinctively reverencing "the world's opinion" (33). Newman, Iike S t  Paul, includes 

himself in this temptation towards worldliness: 

But we, my Brethren, who are in easy circumstances, or in a whirl of business, 
or in a labyrinth of cares, or in a war of passions, or in the race of wealth, or 
honour, or station, or in the pursuits of science or of literature. alas! we are in 
the vety men who are likely to have no regard ... for the true bread of heaven 
and the living water (44-5). 

The Pharisee 

with external 

in his giving of aims and public prayer represents the tendency to be satisfied 

performance in religion. Newman says of Christian profession that he fears that 

"the great mass of men in fact get rid of al1 religion that is inward" (24). 

In contrast to this worldliness, Newman reminds his listeners of who they are when 

alone with God the "Lord of conscience" (23). In "The Religion of the Pharisee, the Religion 

of Mankind," Newman describes Our moral infirrnity before the presence of God known in our 

conscience. L i e  the sou1 called to account in Newman's poem Gerontius, saints see them- 

selves as in the sight of God and so recognize their own sinfulness both as the human religious 

condition and the distinctive mark of the Chr i~ t ian .~~ With pulpit eloquence, Newman says: 

Yes, my Brethren, it is the ignorance of our understanding, it is Our spiritual 
blindaess, it is our banishment fkom the presence of Him who is the source and 
the standard of al1 Truth, which is the cause of this meagre, heartless religion 
of which men are commonly so proud. Had we any proper insight into things 
as they are, had we any r d  apprehension of God as He is, of ourselves as we 
are, we should never dare to serve Him without fear, or to rejoice unto Him 
without tremblhg. And it is the removal of this veil which is spread between 
our eyes and heaven, it is the pouring in upon the sou1 of the illuminating 
grace of the New Covenant, which makes the religion of the Christian.. .(26). 

47 Edward E. Kelly suggests that Gerontius, which Newman wrote eight months afier 
completing the Apologia, may be "an appended finalen to the Apologia. "The Dream of 
Gerontius: An Appended Finale to the Apologia?" 



In "Waiting for Christ," Newman emphasizes the Lord of the conscience in grace, 

Le., the absorbing presence of the Thought of God, a divine gift known in habituai attentive- 

ness or in "looking out for the Lord.' The axis of conscience deep withui us is vitalized by the 

Thought of God with the result that "our citizenship, and our social duties, our active life, our 

daily intercourse, is with the worid unseen" (38-9). 

h t  before and just after Newman3 fifth sermon during the week before Christmas in 
1856 in which he explicitly teaches about conscience, he preaches two sermons on the subject 

of grace. These sermons, 'The Secret Power of Divine Grace" and "Omnipotence in Bonds," 

concern the divine source of the inner religious life which makes moral Iifk possible and con- 

fers significance on al1 endeavour including t&e sîudy of philosophy or science at the 

University. In "The Secret Power of Divine Grace," Newman preaches to the congregation in 

the University Church of the supernatural influence of God's grace within us as our m e  happi- 

ness which was forféited through Adam's self-will. He preaches of the early Church where this 

divine inward gift beyond outward observation, restored to h w d  in the New Testament, 

took an intemal hold on the h e m  of many individuals. Newman explains that preaching was 

only an outward instrument of this supernaturai gift; the kingdom of Christ "came by an 

inward and intimate visitation ... really by God's own agency" (49). This sermon on grace 

makes clear the distinction between the role of the Church and the University. Newman States 

that what Christ loves in the Church as 'a collection of souls brought together in one by God's 

secret pce '  is "not human nature simply, but human nature illuminated and renovated by His 

own supernatural power" (57-8). The ideal envisaged by Newman at the Catholic Universisr of 
Ireland was that of the Church, the outward instrument fostering the "secret power of divine 

grace," in alliance with the intellectual Iife of the University. Together they would train "men 

to the use of the g i h  of nature in the sunlight of divine grace and revealed t~uth.'*~ Newman 

says that "it is not philosophy or science, letters or arts, whicb will make us dear to God" and 

a great University "is ... but foolishness and vanity in the sight.. .of the little ones of Christ" 

(58). 
Finally, in "Omnipotence in Bonds," Newman reminds the students of the disposition 

needed to lead this Iife of the theocentnc conscience. He provides his listeners with a mode1 

for obedience to conscience in the incarnateci God who, although "omnipotent ... fixed in His 

own centre, and needing no point of motion or vantage-ground out of Himself,' nonetheless 

spent bis earthïy life in subordination to the human condition fiom womb to tomb. In this 

"The Mission of St. Phiiip Neri," Sermons Preached on Various Occasions, 221. 



model of Christ, Newman sees "the most awful antagonism to the very idea and essence of sinw 

as insubordination and sel f-will (77-8, 88). 

A second important channel for formation of fâïth through persona1 infiuence was in 

the small colleges or bouses attached to the University. Io "Discipline and Influence," an arti- 
cle written for the university newspaper, Newman alludes to the collegiate system in which 

reügion "is embodied' (74). In another article entitled "Professors and Tutors." he refers to the 

ColIeges as "the direct and special instruments, which the Church zua in a University, for the 

aûainment of her sacred objectsw (Historical Sketches, 183).49 The small residences of no more 

t h  twenty students with a resident dean, a chaplain, and tutors provided a locwn for the 

mord and religious formation of students through the kindness, the vigilance, and the model of 

those charged with this responsibility . Newman emphasizes the need for the srnallness of these 

houses in "Professors and Tuton." He observes that neither large nor small bodies of students 

are easy to manage but 'if 1 must choose berneen the two, 1 would rather drive four-in-hand. 

than the fifty wild cows which were hamessed to the travelling wagon of the Tartan" (191). 

The sagacious appointment of Deans and Tuton was also a key element in the establishment of 

houses if the theocentric conscience of students was to be developed through personal 

influence. In a letter to Dr. Cullen in 1852, Ne- refers to the importance of such positions 

which comprise the working body of the University and of the difficulty of his makuig them 
because he does not know many peuple." 

As when he was a Tutor at Oxford, Newman believed that the pastoral role of Tutor 

did not simply mean responsibility for the thorough and methodical intellectual preparation of 

the student; it also meant responsibility for the student's expanding moral and religious life. 

While the ultimate goal of religious formation was the life of conscience based on an awareness 

of the need for God's grace, Newman recognized that at the beginning many of the sixteen- 

year old youths would amve at the coileges as hereditary Chrïstians. In "Professors and 

Tutoa," Newman describes students arriving at university 'under no definite obligation to be 

better than their neighbours, only bound by that general Christian profession, which those 

49 In a letter in July, 1852 to Dr. Moriarty, Newman States: "1 do mt think thut a 
University hm to do with mords ... nor do 1 think the Church employs a University for 
morals ... but 1 think she uses small bodies in the Universities, Colleges, Halls, etc etc. as the 
. preservation of mrals, more naturally. " (Letters and Dianes, vol. 15, 136). 

so This letter is cited by Fergal McGrath, 190-1. McGrath also relates the problems 
Newman experienced in exercising the nght to make appointments. The first dean of St. 
Patrick's House was appointed by Dr. Cullen whose role in relation to Newman as Rector was 
not clearly detined (Newman's University: Idea and Reality, 341-2). 



neighbours share with them." Or they may be secularized, "so little weaned from the world 

that their very studies are perhaps the result of their ambition" (184). In the same article, he 

comments on the need of youths for moral guidance such as is provided by the college houses. 

He observes that wheu youths fim Ieave home, there "are few people whose min& are not 

unsettled on beiig thrown out of habits of regularïty; few who do not suer ,  when withdrawn 

from the eye of those who lmow them, or from the scrutiny of public opinion" (184). And a 

littie later, he States that "regularity, d e ,  respect for others, the eye of fnends and 

acquaintances, the absence fion; temptation, extema1 restraints generally, are of first impor- 
tance in protecting us  agahst ourselves" (189). He argues that in small communities, the stu- 

dent's "betîer thoughts will find countenance, and his good resolutions support." He will find 

" his heedlessness forewamed, and his prospective deviations anticipated" (1 89-90). 

Zn another article in the series, "Athenian Schools: Influence," Newman explains to his 

student readers the value of mles which externalize moral principles. He writes that in the 

divine order of thhgs, Conscience and Revelation are intemal and extemal monitors h m  the 

same Author, but 

man,-not king divine, nor over partial to so stem a reprover witfiin his 
breast, yet seeing too the necessity of some d e  or other, some cornmon 
standard of conduct ... looks about him how he can manage to dispense with 
Conscience, and find some other principle to do its worlc. The most plausible 
and obviow and ordinary of these expedients, is the Law of the State, human 
law; the more plausible and ordinary, because it really cornes to us  with a 
divine sanction, and necessarily has a place in every sociev or community of 
men (Historical Sketches, iii, 79). 

Newman recognhd the need for rules. He lists, for example, the degrees of dis- 

ciplinary sanctions that the Rector or Head of a House might apply: an admonition, prohibition 

from the town, confinement to the house, the imposition of a However, his pastoral 

concem was to encourage through personal sympathy the inward life of conscience in the way 

of St. Paul or St. Philip Nen. In "The Mission of St. Philip Neri," Newman refers to the 

saint's reputation for drawing "souls as the magnet draws iron" and he speaks of St. Philip's 

tender and ardent love of each individuatly (Sermons Preached on Various Occasions, 237). 

Similarly, in "The Mission of St. Benedict," Newman provides a mode1 for religious education 

in the method of moral suasion of the second abbot at Wearmouth who corrects by Rule, but 

wins in an unaffected, gentie, and kind rnanner so that others desire not to repeat an ofince 

(Historical Sketches, ii, 403). 



In his first Report as Rector, Newman observes that the youths at the University, nei- 

ther still boys nor yet men, "were in that most dangerous and least docile time of Iife." He cau- 

tions that "nothhg is more perilous to tbe sou1 than the sudden transition from resaaint to 
libertyw and proposed 

as a guiding p ~ c i p l e  ... that the young for the most part cannot be driven, but 
on the other hand, are open to persuasion, and to the influence of kindness and 
personal attachment; and thak in consequence, they are to be kept straight by 
indirect contrivances rather than by authoritative enactxnents and naked prohibi- 
tionss2. 

Fergal McGrath suggests that Newman's guideline says "about al1 that is worth saying of the 

difficult and ever-recurring problern of combiaing liberty and discipline in adolescent educa- 
t i o ~ . " ~ ~  However, in the light of Newman's religious view of conscience. his appeal to khd- 

aess and moral suasion in his report has a theocentric monance. 
Newman hoped that a religious and moral influence would be exercised by Tutors as it 

had been when he was Tutor at Oriel. In My Campaign in Ireland, Newman says of Tutors that 

where there is private teaching, there will be real influence. He suggests that the way n> the 

heart of bright students is through their studies as they are most nearly interestexi in them. In 

"the intercourse of mind Mth mind," (1 14) sitting through the difficulties of philosophy and 

thought from the pagan past will become an occasion of Christian advancement. The constant 
work of the Tutor will also include dealing with the defeetive howledge of the bachuard stu- 
dent and persisting with the idle. With neither academic authonty nor nght of discipline, the 

Tutor is to be a student's fnend and guide, providing a union of intellechial and moral 

influence, "the separation of which is the evil of the age" (120). 

Newman hoped that personal influence wouId be exercised not only by Tutors and 

Deans but also by students somewhat in the mamer of Arnold's sixth form boys at Rugby. He 

suggested awarding exhibitions by concursw or cornpetition, claiming that generally "the most 

studious are the best principled and most religiously minded. " These students wodd be granted 
certain privileges such as "having a separate table in the refectory, admittance to the liblary, an 

entrée into the Dean's and Tutor's rooms"; they would serve Mass and help in the preparation 

of the reading list for students. Without "having a shadow of junsdiction over the resî," they 

52 My Campaign in Ireland, Report for the year 1854-55, 36. 

53 Newman's University: Mea and Reality, 338. 



would 'constitute a middle party between the supenors and students" and become centres of 
influence. ~4 

In contrast to tules and extenial resttaints, the development of conscience requins indi- 
vidual measUres. To suggest the interplay of rule and discretionary action in guiding conduct, 

Newman alludes to the distinction between equity and law. He remarks: 
It is easy enough to malce your rule and keep i$ but it is quite a science ... to 
maintain a persevering, gentle oversight, to use a minute discretion, to adapt 
your treatment to the particular case, to go just as far as you sakly may with 
each mind, and no further, and to do dl this with no selfish ends, with no 
sacrifice of sincerity and frankness, and with no suspicion of partiality.55 

In keeping with this Lind of superintendence, Newman comments in "Professors and 

Tutors" on the Msdom of wisely channeling energies and interests rather tban forbidding them: 

"it has always k e n  considered the wisdom of lawgivers and founders, to tïnd a safe outlet for 

naturd impulses and sentiments, which are sure to be found in their subjects, and which are 
hurtfd oniy in excess; and to direct, and moderate, and variously influence what they cannot 
extinguish" (Historical Sketches, 190). Acting on this principle, Newman had the stables 
behind the college residence converted to a billiard room for students in order to deter them 

from patronking a Dublin establishment. 

Newman's description in his first Report as Rector of moral responsibility towards su-  

dents at the University suggests the path through conscience and the medium of personal 

influence such as is exercised in the Colleges. He writes of this responsibility as that 

of a kind Mother, an Alma Mater, who inspires affection while she whispers 
tnith; who enlists imagination, taste, and ambition on the side of duty; who 
seeks to impress hearts with noble and heavenly maxims at the age when they 
are mst susceptible, and to win and subdue them when they are most 
irnpehious and self-wiIIed; who wams them white she indulges them, and 
sympathises with them while she remonstrates with them; who superintends the 
use of the liberty which she gives them, and teaches them to turn to account the 
f;iiIures which she had not at al1 risks pre~ented .~~ 

The final important contribution of the church towards the student at the University 
was in its provision of devotions and sacraments. in these the student was solus nun solo, 

alone with the Lord of Conscience. In My Campaign in Ireland, Newman States that students 

were to give to the Head of their house the name of their Confesser at the begi-g of the ses- 

% My Campaign in Ireland, Report for the Year 1854-5, 40. 

55 My Campaign in Ireland, 38-39. 

bid. ,  339. 



sion. They were expected to m u e n t  the sacraments, to attend the University High Mass, and 

devotions appointed for them by the Head (1 1 8). In "The Mission of St Philip," Newman 

observes that the "instrument of conversion" of the tireless founder of his order was the sacra- 

ment of Penance, i.e., in the conscience of the individual in relation to God (234). In his sixth 

Dublin University sermon, 'Omnipotence in Bonds," Newman d e s  reference to the sacra- 

ment of cornmunion as a charnel of God's presence, cautionhg against its profanation. At the 

conclusion of the Grammar of Assent, Newman also refers to communion with the unseen 

elicited through the 'rites and ordinances" of the Church, above al1 in "His IiteraI presence" in 

"the Holy Mass" and "His persona1 abidance in Our churches" (376). He states that through 

devotions and sacraments "He brings Himself before us" and lives " to Our imaginations.. . with 

a practical efficacy" (377). In his third Dublm university sermon, "Waiting for Christ," New- 

man directs the attention of his listemers to the channels provided by the Church for numiring 

an "energetic, direct apprehension of an unseen Lordm (40). He describes the devotions of the 

Church, evolved over the ages, which smey "Him, feature by feature," fixing the 'gaze more 

Mly upon the person' of the unseen Lord. The Image or Thought of God is made real through 

devotions which engage the imagination and emotions by meditahg on one concrete feature at 

a time: " His Five Wounds.. .His infancy.. .His agony, His scourging . . . .the cross" (" Waiting for 

Christ," 40-i).n As Newman states in the Gfamma~, this teaching of religion both through the 

imagination and the intellect "speaks to us one by one, and it is received by us one by one, as 
the couterpart, so to say, of ourse1ves, and is r d  as we are m l "  (379). The role of the 

Church at the U~versity is to provide for the student those personal channels which awaken 

the life of the theocentric conscience. 

Just as Newman's validation of speculative thought was against the current of Baconian 

utility, his emphasis on conscience as the creative principle of religion was counter to the 

scientific argument fiom design. Arguments for the existence of God from the physical world, 

such as Paley's Evidencu or the Bndgewater Treatises, met science on its own territory where 

knowledge of God was limited both by the terrain and the methods associated with this knowl- 

edge. In his argument to the existence of God from conscience, Newman brought back the 

argument to the broad field of religious tmth known in the reIation between God and individu- 

5' In the Apologia, Newman comments on " Mariolatry," saints, devotions, etc., as 
directing the individual towards God. He states "1 know fbll well now ... that ihe Catholic 
Church allows no image of any sort, material or imrnaterial, no dogmatic symbol, no rite, no 
sacrament, no Saint, not even the Blessed Virgin herself, to corne between the sou1 and its 
Creator. It is face to face, 'solus cum solo,' in al1 matters between man and his God" (284-5). 



ais and ultimately through Revelation. In "Proof of Theism," Newman states that he was led to 

this doctrine "not only by its truth, but by its ... appositeness in this day ....as a proof common 

to al1 .... carcied about in a compact focm in every sod" (121). He observes that "it is intimately 

combmed with practice. Xt is not some abstract truth wrought out by the pure intellect, or 

wrought out theoretically, as that from design. It goes to the root of the matter, and is the 

source of practical religion as well as speculative" (122). 

The importance of the religious development of conscience is emphasized by Newman 

in his portraya1 in the - Idea of the "ethical character, which the cuitivated intellect wiil form, 

spart ftom religious principle" (160). This gentlemanly product of the University is an upnght, 

well-adjusted citizen for whom pnde is "the motive principle of the soul, [although] it seldom 

cornes to view." Pride 

becomes the very staple of the religion and morality held in honour in a day 
like our own.. ..it is the very household god of society, as at present con- 
stituted, inspiring neatness and decency in the servant girl, propriety of car- 
riage and refined maaners in her mistress, upnghtness, maniiness, and 
generosity in the head of the family ...A tills the field, it stocks and embellishes 
the shop .... It breathes upon the face of the community, and the hollow sepul- 
c h  is fortfiwith beautifid to look upon (157-8). 

J.A. Passmore discusses this slide towards utilitarian ethics in "The Malleability of 

Man in Eighteenth-Century Thought." He cites St. Augustine who states that if "virtues" are 

not al1 referred to God, they [ose their tme goodness and incur vainglory. He observes that for 

the Augustioian, men act well only when they act out of caritas, defineci by St Thomas 

Aquinas as "friendship for God' (27).s8 Certainly this contrasts with Bacon's appeal to charity 

as "referred to the good of men and manlindm (Advancement, 6). Here, "charityn is 

understood not in the sense of cantas or "friendship for God," but broadly as s e ~ c e  rendered 

for the physical well-beimg of others. Although Bacon uses religious arguments for this s e ~ c e  

to others, as in Christ's cure of bodily ailments, ,ere is a different polarity that tends towards 

Passmore's article is in relation to eighteenth-centucy education. He states that 
morality cannot be inculcated by education if mitas, understood as friendship for God, is 
essential to it (26-32). What is vice in theology becomes a virtue in the ethical reaIm. Passmore 
refers to ~ocke's r&ommendation in ~omeThoughts Concerning Education that children be 
generous to fnends for the good esteem in which they wilI be held with the added incentive - 
that those who are well liked~usua1ly are givea the moG (27). 



Bentham's greatest happiness for the greatest number. " In the - Idea, Newman States that Bacon 

made no claims to moral iristruction in his philosophy, remarking that "[mloral virtue was not 

the line in which he undertook to instruct men." Newman states in terms suggestive of 

utilitarian ethics: "His is simply a Method whereby bodily discomfom and temporal wants are 

to be most effectually removed nom the greatest number' (89-90). 

Passmore states that in a transvaluation of vaiues in the eighteenth century the sights 

for virtue were lowered. Without a theological reference, virtue operates on a second level, 

that of "civic" virtue, or the "weI1-adjusted citizen," or accommodation to the opinions and 

d e s  of others in a world well-regulated by d t y  or self-love (30). As Newman states in the 

Idea, the "embellishment of the exterior is almost the beginning and the end" of philosophical - 
mordity (1 55). Conscience becornes propriety . 

In Newman's vision of the Catholic University of Ireland, the cultivateci intellect was 

reanited with moral discipline, aaining people, as he said in "The Mission of St Philip Neri," 

to the 'use of the gifts of nature in the sunlight of divine grace and revealed tmth' (Sermons 

Preached on Various Occasions, 221). In the Christian humanist tradition, the Church in 

alliance with the University forms the Christian gentleman. As Vincent Blehl suggests, this 

Christian humanist view was a coincidentia oppositorizun in which the vertical axis of the 

transcendental relation effected through obedience to conscience is coupled with the horizontal 

axis of the disciplined, cultivated intellect.a It is through the conjunction of the theocentric 
conscience and the cultivated intellect that graduates will distinguish between the bmad areas 
of truth of Gad, manlind, and physical nature. Through their liberal education, they will 

develop the habit of exarnining matters fiom first principles, appreciating that methods applica- 

S9 G.H. Bantok notes Bacon's equation of the improvement of man's mind with the 
improvement of man's lot and suggests that "Dr. Basil Willey is not far out whea he urges that 
Bacon wished ta free natural knowledge €rom any imputation of beiig forbidden or esoteric 
and that his prayer that 'things human may not interfere with things divine' ... was perhaps 
urged in the btërest of science rather than-of faith." (Studies in the History of Educational 
Theory, vol. 1, 169). 

Dr. Rawley in his "Life of Bacon" published in 1657 defends Bacon: "This lord was 
religious: for though the world be apt to suspect and prejudge great wits and politics to have 
somewhat of the atheist, yet he was conversant with God, as appeareth by several passages 
throughout the whole current of his writings. Otherwise he should have crossed his own princi- 
ples, which were, niat a linle philosophy maketh men qpt to forger God. as attributhg too 
much to second causes; but depth of philosophy bnngeth a man back to God again." Works of 
Francis Bacon, 14. 

60 "The Patristic Humanism of John Henry Newman," 269. 



ble to one area are daugerous when misapplied to another. Lie Newman, they will be able to 

distinguish between howledge useful for physicd well-king and the howledge of theoria, 

described by Aristotle as "sniall in bulk" but surpassing "everythhg else in power and value" 

(Ethies, 291); bey will recognize religion and philosophy as contradictory modes, and that, 

whereas conscience rquires obedience, the intellect requires mastery. In moral issues they will 

be attentive to right and wrong; in intellectual matters, they will be put on the road to distin- 

guishing tnie fiom fàlse, observing the tmacious imbaiances in the issues of  their &y and what 

has been orni& from popular arguments. 



Conclusion 

Newman's characteristic mode of thought is to exercise judgment according to the lines 

of demarcation between areas of truth, branches of knowledge, and the methods through which 

they are known. In so doing, he illustrates the 'philosophic" habit of mind encouraged through 

a liberaI education which is inclusive of ail branctres of learning known in relation to their 

ideas, i.e., as theoriiz or liberai knowledge. From a knowledge of the various broad areas of 

tmth and the principles and me&& associateci with them, the graduate will be prepared both 
to look for the intelligible idea behind hcts and to resist opinions unsubstantiated by fdca; he 

will be alert to errors of omission in the assumptions of his age and wary of inflexible dog- 

matism resulting ftom any single method assuming ascendancy over al1 others. Newman's 

reasoning is a pattern of this habit of thought in his separation of religious and moral howl- 

edge from other areas, in his defense of speculative truth and of the literary-rhetoricai mode of 

moning which were at risk as a resdt of the increasing dominance of the Baconian method. 

The contention between methods is Sie the warfare of ideas described by Newman in 

the DeveIopment of Christian Doctrine. Here he refers to "ideas under their various aspects 

striving for the mastery, each of them enterpnsing, eogrossing, imperious, more or less 

incompatible with the rat, and rallying followers or rousing foes" (39). Newman's validation 

of a rhetorical-literary mode of reasoning fits into a context of a longstanding struggle which 

enipts when either rationalist or rhetorical schools seek exclusive domination outside their own 

area. His struggle finds parallels in the twelftii and thirteenth centuries, and in ancient Gteece. 

In her chapter on the "Humanist Critique of Scholastic Debate," Erica Rummel's accouut of 

the Renaissance counter-claims on behalf of rhetoric against the exclusive claims of Iogical 
dialectic reveals arguments similar to Newman's in his resistance to the intrusion of raîionaiist- 

empirical methods into areas where they were hadequate. The Renaissance rhetoncal-humania 

school observeci that it dealt with belief and probability; like Newman in the gram ma^, it 

argueci "that formal and informal modes of inference must be placed on an quai footing."l 

Taking the same argument for utility claimed by science in the nineteenth century, the 

humanist schoo1 mainmineci that scholastic debates had no use in their application to life (183) 

and tbat, while Logic was usehil as a tool, taken on its own it had disabled many and damaged 

souk through contentiousness. Formal Aristotelian logic with its specialized terms was a fic- 

tion; by contras& hu-st pedagogy, moving away from an authontarian approach and the 

Erica Rummel, The Humanist-Scholastic Debate in the Renaissance and Reformation, 
168. 



mechanical reproduction of material taught, provided a "more sympathetic approach to 

Leamers,' encouraging its students to intedize learning and use it creatively (190). 

In the fia and fourth centuries B.C.E. in Greece, a similar confusion of methods is 
evident in the historical jostluig for position by the three subjects which were evenntally to 

become the trivium. A hannodous relatiomhip between the science of logic and rhetoric is 

expressed in the trivium of grammar, logic, and rhetoric perceived as a cycle or c ~ c u l u m  

('IiteraIIy 'ru0 through"). Plato condemns poetic tragedy as inconducive to morality because in 

tragedy reason did not dominate over the emotions; he dismisses poehy as imitating particulars 

rather than reaching towards universals and as king once removed fiom the form in things 

themselves;2 he fin& M t  with rhetoric on the grounds that its practitioners disregard tmth 

although he later acknowledged the service of rhetoric to philosophy in adjusting "the 

philosophical argument to different Lin& of pe~ple . '~  This is counter to the fifieenth and 

sixteenth-century humanists who claimed that rhetoric was more suited to morality than to 

dialectics."4 Friedrich Solmsen suggests that Aristotle calls poetry and rhetoric 'two forms of 

human activity whose aims are set high" before the tribunal of philosophy and that both obtain 

their legitimacy from this perspective.5 He remarks that Aristotle's philosophic rhetoric 

provides a more scientific approach to rhetonc with its formulation of syllogisms and of types 

and underlying ideas in what previous teabers of rhetoric may have simply providecl as 

material for mechanical memorization. As describeci by Solmsen, Aristotle's rhetorician resem- 

bles the person of cultivated intellect depictexi by Coleridge for whom 'method" is a habit or 

Newman's gentleman who sees the idea uniting paaiculars. Friedrich Solmsen says of the 

Aristotelian type: 

Here lies the difference between a hack-rhetorician unable to rise above the 
practicai details and a man with philosophical training who has leamt in Plato's 
school to look for the form and principle common to -y individual 
~pecimens.~ 

It is precisely on the grounds of its concreteness that F.R. Leavis justifia poetry as a 
mode of thought against the normative and abstract expectations of philosophy. To approach 
p o e q  from the perspective of philosophy, like Plato, is a fault in method. "Literary Criticism 
and Philosophy," The Common Pursuit. 

Friedrich Solmsen in his introduction to Aristotle's Rhetoric and Poetics. 

Ibid., xv. 

Ibid., xiv. 

Ibid., xvii. 



Hans-Georg Gadamer in Truth and Method also speaks of the clash between two dif- 

krent modes of thought, referring to the antithesis 'found at the very beginning of philosophy" 

in "Plato's critique of sophism." Gadamer notes the "new valuation of rhetoric" in the "revival 

of the classical languages" and the fight with scholastic science which could not reach the ideal 

of human wisdom attained through rhetoric. In the seventeenth century, the "methodological 

awareness" of the sciences made "this old problem ... more acute," raising the question "of 

whether in the humanistic concept of Bildung [culture] there was not a special source of tnith" 

(1 8)- 
Marsbal1 McLuhan in tfuee essays, "Edgar Poe's Tradition (1944), "An Ancient Quar- 

rel in Modem America" (1946) and "The Southern Qualityu (1947) in The Literary Criticism 

of Marsha11 McLuhan 1 !MW1 962 provides a comprehensive historiai perspective on the peda- 

gogical difkrences between the humanist thetoncal approach to tmth and the rationalist 

approach. He connects the dialecticai method championed by Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle 

subordinating rhetoric to the abstractions of logic with the twe1fth and thirteenth century sub- 

ordination of metaphysics. theology, and politics to logic by Abelard and Ockham. He further 

comects scholastic method with Calvinist theology tramplantecl to America which applied 

method to efficient production, "scientific' scholarship and business administration a d  in a 

'tiult of method" also applied method to metaphysics, ontology and the rhetoricd tmth of 

Scnpture. He states that "...James, and Dewey could never have been heard of had they not 

been nurtured in the Speculative tradition of the scholastic theologians Calvin and Ramus" 

(215). The atomized heart-head split is analytical rather than contemplative; it is doctrinaire 

and morally aggressive, characterized by pedagogicai earnesmess and a faith in social planning. 

On the other hand, the rhetoricai schwl of the humanim extends from the maligned Sophists 

through the penrasive influence of Cicero in western education, in St. Augustine's De Doctrina 

Christiana, and in the many manuals of education such as More's Utopia, Castiglione's 

Courtier, Ascham's Scholemaster, and Erasmus' Education of a Christian Prince. The 

humanist tradition emphasized encyclopedic howledge, eloquence proceeding from wisdom, 

and the spiritual energy of the whole man engaged in a universally accepted passionate view of 

Iife and history, aiming at making each person a "complete musical workn rather than "a note 

in the musical score of society" (224-5). 

The volley exchanged towards the beginning of the nineteenth cenhiry at Oxford 

between the defenders of a classical, literary educatioa and the advocates of science in Edin- 

burgh, io which Newman alludes in the -9 Idea is yet a further instance of the uneasy relations 

between the rhetorical-humanist mode of thought and the rationalist-philosophicai-scientific 



mode.' In tôis context, the quarrel between the defenders of literature at Oxford and the 

champions of science in Edinburgh becornes more than "a rather disappointing collection of 

cornpethg quotations" h m  earlier squabbles large1 y forgottm by Newman's listeners.8. 

In his Memoirs, Mark Pattison describes the opposing parties in nineteenth-century 

Oxford as opposite camps in logic, the one espousing a prion logic and the other nominalist 

f o m  of logic such as Richard Whately's version of Aristotelianism in the earlier part of the 

century and John Stuart Mill's logic after mid-century. Edward Sillem cites Pattison: 

Ever since 1830, at least, there has been among us an ebb and flow; one while 
of nominalistic, another while of a prion' logic. Logic appean to a superficial 
observer to be merely used in the Oxford schools as material upon which ques- 
tions may be ffamed. In spite of this appearance there is always a prevailing or 
accepted logic asserting itself as true over the opposite system, which it 
denounces as fidse.. . . . When Tractarianism had made the cIergy aware of their 
own strength, and high sacerdotal doctrines were openly proclaimed, we fell 
off from Whately, and vague, indefinite, distic views under the influence of 
Coleridge and Sir William Hamilton slowly occupied the schools.. . . Coincident 
with [Newman's secession], was the appearance of Mill's great work, and 
Oxford repudiated at once sacerdotal p ~ c i p l e s  and Kantian logic 
(Philosophical Notebook, vol. 1, l6Q.9 

Pattison States that for more than a quarter of a century Mill's views reigned in the schools 

until the Franco-Prussian war when there was a fresh invasion of sacerdotalism imported from 

Newman sought to ensure that religious knowledge, literature, and science in connec- 

tion to the methods associatecl with their study were included in the curriculum of the Catholic 

University of Ireland. His interests and background disposed him towards an appreciation of 

the fiil1 spectnim of scientific and rhetorical reasoning as represented in the trivium in logic 

and rhetonc. Through the influence of the Aristotelian logic of Richard Whately and through 

hÏs immersion in the works of the Church Fathers after 1832, Newman could value both 

Discourse vii, "Knowledge Viewed in Relation to Professional S kill, " - Idea. 1 20- 1 34. 

8 Martha McMackin Garland, "Newman in His Own Day," The Idea of a University, 
ed. Frank Turner, 273. 

9 Mark Pattison, Memoirs (London, 1885) 165-6. 
In The Lifé of John Henry Cardinal Newman, Wilfred Ward also refers to Mark Pat- 

tison's comments in the cuntext of theology and scieace at Oxford. Ward suggesfs that after 
Newman's secession in 1845 " with dmnatic suddenness theology went out and science came in 
as the ruling principle of the academic mind." He cites Pattison's comment that the great dis- 
coveries of the last half-century of chemistry, physiology, etc. were unknown to them and that 
science "was placed under a ban by the theologians who instindvely felt th& if wm faal to 
rheir specuhions" (307). 



approaches. That Newman was relatively well grounded in mathematics is attesteci by the list 

of books that he prepared for exams at Trinity in 1820, by his testimony concerning bis study 

of math as preparation for the Oriel fellowship, and statements made in 1830-1 concerning his 

snidy of 'analytical or 'modern French' ma the ma tic^."^^ His interest in modern science is indi- 

cated by his artendance in the summers of 1819 and 1821 at Buckland's lectures in geology and 

mineralogy as well as lectures in Natural Philosophy. in a memorandum around 1821, New- 

man mentions chemistry as one of his "chief studies. 

I.A. Froude states that at Oxford Newman was "interested in everything which was 

going on in science, in politics, in literature. Nothing was too large for him, nothing too triv- 

ial, if it threw iight upon the centrai question, what man really was, and what his destiny."12 

Newman's interest was from the perspective of a man of general culture or of the liberally edu- 
cated gentleman; it was connecteci to the broader questions, in distinguishing the principles of 

geology, for example, or the nature and range of geometry in relation to aigebra. This is the 

perspective described by Newmaa in the - Idea where he describes tmth as the object of knowl- 

edge: 

Al1 that exists, as contemplated by the human mind, forms one large systern of 
complex tàct, and this of course resolves itself into an indefinite number of 
particular tàcts, which, as king portions of a whole, have countless relations 
of every kind, one towards another (33). 

The liberal education at the hart  of Newman's university considered branches of 

leaming such as modem science, philosophy, mathematics, and history as sciences or accord- 

ing to a Iogical development of ideas; language as an important part of the cudculum was h 

the humanist tradition such as transmitted by Quintiliao to train students in co~ecting word to 

thought or idea.13 While the pedagogical principle of "development and arrangement from and 

around a cornmon centrew is common to dI areas, the method of the broad field of literature 

was clearly distinguished fiom the logic of science. In other words, Newman observed the 

Io Araurnent from Conscience. 32. 

l2 Cited in Argument fiom Conscience, 34. cf., Dwight Culler in The Imperia1 
intellect, 1 16. 

l3 James M. Cameron states in reference to this Europem cultural tradition that "We 
are what the seven liberal arts have made us, and if we were to forget them we should be 
undone. We should be like men who had forgotten their names and where they were born" (On - 
the Idea of a Universi& 23). 



important comection between method and subject-matter maintained by Aristotle and by 

Bacon, two great arbiten of mettiod. Newman expresseci the importance of this comection in 

the Grarnmar where he cornments that if in Our pursuits we take 

the way of observation or of experiment, of speculation or of research, of 
demonstration or of probability, whether we are inquiring into the system of 
the universe or into the elementts of matter and of Iife, or into the history of 
human society and past times, if we take the way proper to our subject-matter, 
we have His blessing (275-6). 

The way of religion, described by Newman as the most rugged and circuitous, was 

also followed under the auspices of the Church as adjunct to the University to complete the 

humanist training in the Christian humanist tradition. in religious formation, development of 

the theocentric conscience was encouraged through sacraments, senwns, and pemnal rela- 

tions, 

W i l M  Ward's biography of Newman provides ample testimony to the mode of 

thought typically exercised by Newman. Ward cites Father Ryder, one of the prïests at the 

Oratory in Birmingham, who wrote of Newman's method in controversy and in his writings in 

philosophy. Father Ryder states that Newman's method was marked not by linear development 

of thought but by a wider pathway. This is suggestive of the converging probabilities deseribed 

by Newman in the Grammar. Father Ryder observeci that Newman's controversial rnethod was 

certainly the very reverse of that of the logical metaphysici an.... Not that bis 
treatment is not full of logic, but it is logic in solution where the reader finds 
himself pursuing an argument almost unconsciously. He does not care to pro- 
ject himself dong a single line or many single lines of logical thought dong 
which at best the mere logical sinudacm of his reader, not the whole concrete 
man, will follow him; but he would fain make a wide pathway wherein a 
traveller may move rejoicing, carrying with him al1 that is his. He sometimes 
seems to shrink fiom abstractions as from attenuated tniths and endeavours to 
frame his argument from concrete to concrete (vol. 2, 357-8). 

This method is the organun descnbed in the Grammar; it is simply the psychological law of 

our minds reaching towards indemonstrable tmth. We are certain through a spontaneous judg- 

ment of mind based not just on probability but on an accumulation of probabilities. Newman's 

organon, Iike Aristotie's, was intended particularly for human matters which require delibera- 

tion and a harmonizing of seemiagly disparate facts and views. 

As the testirnony provided by Ward suggests, this organon was applicable not only to 

the way an individual arrives at certainta but abo to the way tnith is wrought out in coIlegial 

and theological bodies. Ward cites a letter from Newman in 1863 to Omsby, one of the Profes- 

sors engaged by Newman for the Catholic University of Ireland. Here Newman states that ûuth 

"is wrought out by many minds working together freely" (vol. 2, 49). Ward points out that one 



of Newman's ideals in establishing the Catholic University of Ireland was to provide a forum 

for "research and discussion of the questions of the day" (vol. 2, 50) similar to the vehicles in 

the Middle Ages which allowed for the sifang of thelogical tmh.  Ward cites Newman's deep 

regret that no such forum existed in England for testing d o u s  theological views and for 

accommodating scientific facts and facts of historical criticism into traditionai theology. In a 

letter to W.G. Ward, Newman wrote: 

1 suppose, in the Middle Ages, (which have a d i n e s s  and boldness, of 
which now there is so great a lack) a question was first debated in a 
University, then in one University against another, or by one Order of Friars 
against another;-then perhaps it came before a theologicai faculty; then it went 
to the Metropolitan; and so, by various stages and through many examinations 
and judgments. it came before the Holy See" (vol. 1,560). 

Newman's description of the work of a College of Theologians is similar to his view of the 

University which brought al1 areas of learning together and the voices of the several professors 

in the difkrent branches of knowledge. He states that the Church is a community, not a 

philosophy (vol. 2, 296). that individuals have played an important role in Councils of the 

Church which meet for the purpose of deliberation and sit until they agree. To reach theologi- 

cal tnith is the work of many years, 'the gradua1 operation of the learning and knowledge of 

the Church as a whole" (vol. 2, 287), using methods in which typically the extreme points of 

view of schools of thought are eliminated and they become one " because the truth to which 

they converged was one" (vol. 2, 297). The fuaction of a theologian is to know how many 

opinions there are on every point, to trace the history of doctrines in successive centuries, and 

apply the principles of the past to the present (vol. 2, 28 1). 

Newman's concems in his last years as described in a memorandum by Father Neville, 

a cornpanion at the Oratory, were for the educated laity and the need for intellectual defenses 

of Christianity which did not reject the principles of science. In a memorandum to Wilfred 

Ward, he urged "the necessity of drawing up a systematic statement of the main points on 

which there was a divergence between the conclusions generally received among nien of 

science, including the Biblical and histoncal cntics, and the generally received opinions in the 

theological schools" (vol. 2. 475). 

The kind of mind that considered ûuth converging fiom physicd science. historical 

criticism, and theology and was familiar with methods in their application to these difkrent 

areas of truth was the kind of mind trained in a Iiberal education-a mind with interna1 

resources, strengthened through vantage points in speculative thought. It was a mind "perktly 



imperturbable in its basis of intelIect."l4 In his views on education, Newman was at once in a 

long tradition and counter to the currents of his age. Marrou remarks of Plato's educational 

aims that, as offen happem in the quiris of history, what is retrieved from the p s t  becornu a 

means of advance towards the fhture.15 Newman asserted the d u e  in education of speculative 

thought neglected in the Baconian era. He demonstrated the need for what Anstotle called a 
man of general culture who, broadly Fdmiliar with areas of truth and an arbiter of method, was 

far-seeing through his understanding of theones and their consequences. in an age which 

increasingly to give credence only to proof obtained through induction, Newman sought to des- 

cribe the organon through which we know indemonsaable auth. His habitual praaice of dis- 

tinguishhg behveen methods and first principles as demonstrated in the Idea, in his sermons, 

and in the Grammar of Assent is in itself testimony to the enduring need for the kind of educa- 

tion which provided training in first principles and various modes of thought. 

l4 Richard Holt Hutton, editor of the Spectmr, in an article on Newman in reference 
to the Kingsley controversy which preceded the writing of the Apologia. Cited by Ward, Life, 
vol. 2, 6. 

lS Mamu wrîtes: "L'histoire est coutumiere de tels relais: ce qui etait chez lui une sur- 
vivance du passé revolu se trouve &tre en m&me temps un jalon vers l'avenir" (105). 
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